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Design and aero-propulsive analysis of a nano air vehicle
Due to the complex situations of homeland security and anti-terrorism, Nano Air Vehicle (NAV) was
proposed as a new conceptual unmanned air vehicle less than 7.5 cm in length, height or width, and
GTOW less than or equal to 10 g with a payload greater than 2 g which can autonomously penetrate into
buildings, stare, spot targets and transmit data at a low speed or hovering mode without being detected.
Therefore, NAV requires to be designed to improve the capabilities enabling the timely collection of
comprehensive intelligence information in narrow space. Because of the small dimension, the small
weight, the ultra-low operational Reynolds number, and requirement of hover, the design of NAV is a
challenge. As a new conception, several conventional flight modes of NAV were firstly studied to select an
appropriate one. After the selection of rotary-wing flight mode, nano coaxial rotor with dimension of 7.5
cm and thrust of about 10 g was designed and fabricated. Successively, test benches were designed and
experiments were performed to evaluate the static propulsive performance of single rotors. And test
bench based on newly acquired 2 N internal sting balance was also designed for nano coaxial rotor
measurement. The hover performance of nano coaxial rotor was evaluated experimentally and
computationally. Unsteady simulation of bio-inspired blade motion were performed based on
preconditioned compressible Navier-Stokes solver with chimera grid techniques aiming at improve the
propulsive performance of nano coaxial rotor. Finally, a preliminary concept of coaxial-rotor NAV was
proposed with tilting upper rotor control mode.
Keywords: Nano Air Vehicle, nano coaxial rotor, ultra-low Reynolds number, test bench for static
performance of nano coaxial rotor, unsteady simulation techniques, nano coaxial rotor with bio-inspired
blade motion
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En vue de l'obtention du
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Design and aero-proulsive analysis of a nano air vehicle

En raison de la complexité des situations de la sécurité intérieure et de la guerre contre le terrorisme,
nanodrone a été proposé comme un nouveau drone à moins que 7,5 cm en longueur, la hauteur ou la
largeur, et GTOW moins ou égal que 10 g avec une charge supérieure à 2 g qui peut pénétrer dans les
bâtiments, regarder fixement, distinguer les objectifs et transmettre des données à basse vitesse ou en
vol stationnaire sans être détecté. Par conséquent, nanodrone a besoin d'être conçu pour améliorer les
capacités permettant la collecte en temps opportun des renseignements de sécurité globale dans l'espace
étroit. En raison de la petite dimension, le faible poids, l'ultra-bas nombre de Reynolds opérationnelles, et
l'exigence de vol stationnaire, la conception de nanodrone est un défi. Comme une nouvelle conception,
plusieurs modes de vol de nanodrone ont d'abord été étudiés pour sélectionner un modèle approprié.
Après la sélection du mode de vol à voilure tournante, nanos rotors contrarotatifs avec une dimension à
7,5 cm et de poussée à 10 g, a été conçu et fabriqué. Successivement, les bancs d'essai ont été conçus
et expériences ont été réalisées pour évaluer des performances propulsives statiques de seul rotor. Et
banc d'essai fondé sur le 2 N balance nouvellement acquises été conçu pour les mesure de rotors
contrarotatifs. Les performances en vol stationnaire des rotors contrarotatifs ont été évaluées
expérimentalement et numériquement. Le simulation instationnaire de la pale avec le mouvement bioinspirés ont été effectuées fondé sur le solveur de Navier-Stokes préconditionné compressible avec des
techniques de maille chimère afin d’améliorer les performances propulsives des rotors contrarotatifs.
Enfin, un concept préliminaire du nanodrone a été proposé avec inclinaison supérieure mode de
commande du rotor.
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ABSTRACT
Due to the complex situations of homeland security and anti-terrorism, Nano
Air Vehicle (NAV) was proposed as a new conceptual unmanned air vehicle less than
7.5 cm in length, height or width, and GTOW less than or equal to 10 g with a
payload greater than 2 g which can autonomously penetrate into buildings, stare, spot
targets and transmit data at a low speed or hovering mode without being detected.
Therefore, NAV requires to be designed to improve the capabilities enabling the
timely collection of comprehensive intelligence information in narrow space. Because
of the small dimension, the small weight, the ultra-low operational Reynolds number,
and requirement of hover, the design of NAV is a challenge. As a new conception,
several conventional flight modes of NAV were firstly studied to select an appropriate
one. After the selection of rotary-wing flight mode, nano coaxial rotor with dimension
of 7.5 cm and thrust of about 10 g was designed and fabricated. Successively, test
benches were designed and experiments were performed to evaluate the static
propulsive performance of single rotors. And test bench based on newly acquired 2 N
internal sting balance was also designed for nano coaxial rotor measurement. The
hover performance of nano coaxial rotor was evaluated experimentally and
computationally. Unsteady simulation of bio-inspired blade motion were performed
based on preconditioned compressible Navier-Stokes solver with chimera grid
techniques aiming at improve the propulsive performance of nano coaxial rotor.
Finally, a preliminary concept of coaxial-rotor NAV was proposed with tilting upper
rotor control mode.
Keywords: Nano Air Vehicle, nano coaxial rotor, ultra-low Reynolds number, test
bench for static performance of nano coaxial rotor, unsteady simulation
techniques, nano coaxial rotor with bio-inspired blade motion

RÉSUMÉ
En raison de la complexité des situations de la sécurité intérieure et de la
guerre contre le terrorisme, nanodrone a été proposé comme un nouveau drone à moin
que 7,5 cm en longueur, la hauteur ou la largeur, et GTOW moin ou égal que 10 g
avec une charge supérieure à 2 g qui peut pénétrer dans les bâtiments, regarder
fixement, distinguerles les objectifs et transmettre des données à basse vitesse ou en
vol stationnaire sans être détecté. Par conséquent, nanodrone a besoin d'être conçu
pour améliorer les capacités permettant la collecte en temps opportun des
renseignements de sécurité globale dans l'espace étroit. En raison de la petite
dimension, le faible poids, l'ultra-bas nombre de Reynolds opérationnelles, et
l'exigence de vol stationnaire, la conception de nanodrone est un défi. Comme une
nouvelle conception, plusieurs modes de vol de nanodrone ont d'abord été étudiés
pour sélectionner un modèle approprié. Après la sélection du mode de vol à voilure
tournante, nanos rotors contrarotatifs avec une dimension à 7,5 cm et de poussée à 10
g, a été conçu et fabriqué. Successivement, les bancs d'essai ont été conçus et
expériences ont été réalisées pour évaluer des performances propulsives statique de
seul rotor. Et banc d'essai fondé sur le 2 N balance nouvellement acquises été conçu
pour les mesure de rotors contrarotatifs. Les performances en vol stationnaire des
rotors contrarotatifs ont été évalué expérimentalement et numériquement. Le
simulation instationnaire de la pale avec le mouvement bio-inspirés ont été effectuées

fondé sur le solveur de Navier-Stokes préconditionné compressible avec des
techniques de maille chimère afin d’améliorer les performances propulsives des rotors
contrarotatifs. Enfin, un concept préliminaire du nanodrone a été proposé avec
inclinaison supérieure mode de commande du rotor.
Mot clés： Nanodrone, rotors contrarotatifs, ultra-bas nombre de Reynolds, banc
d'essai pour les performances statiques des nanos rotors contrarotatifs,
rotors contrarotatifs avec la pale de mouvement bio-inspiré

摘要
纳米飞行器是在当前错综复杂的国内安全和国际反恐战争形势下提出的
一种小型新概念可控无人飞行器，该飞行器长、宽、高小于 7.5 cm，起飞质量
小于 10 g，有效载荷在 2 g 以上，可以自主进入建筑物，渗透到狭窄的空间，
以相对较低的速度甚至悬停模式盯住并且识别目标，在不被发现的情况下传输
数据。因此需要设计纳米飞行器以提高在狭窄空加实时收集全面信息的能力。
由于尺寸较小、重量较轻、雷诺数极低以及悬停能力的需求，纳米飞行器的设
计充满了挑战。作为一个新概念，首先研究了多种传统的飞行方式以为纳米飞
行器设计选择合适的飞行方式。在选择旋翼飞行方式后，设计并制作了尺寸 7.5
cm，推力 10 g 左右的纳米共轴旋翼。然后，设计测试台，实验研究了纳米单旋
翼的悬停推进性能。并基于量程为 2 N 的五分量测力天平设计了纳米共轴旋翼
实验测试台。采用实验和计算方法评估了纳米共轴旋翼的悬停性能。采用预处
理的可压纳维尔-斯托克斯求解器结合嵌套网格技术数值模拟了仿生桨叶运动，
以研究对纳米共轴旋翼推进性能的提升作用。最后，基于倾斜上旋翼的控制模
式，初步设计了共轴旋翼纳米飞行器。
关键词：

纳米飞行器，纳米共轴旋翼，极低雷诺数，微小旋翼试验台，非常
数值模拟技术，仿生运动旋翼
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LIST OF NOMENCLATURES
Nomenclature

a
a′
A
A
Ae
B
c
c
c
ĉ
Cd 0

axial interference factor
radial interference factor
rotor disk area, m2
velocity gradient tensor
area swept by birds’ wings, m2
wing span, m
Chord, m
speed of sound, m/s
mean chord, m
c c

CD f

fuselage drag coefficient

CD , pro

mean profile drag coefficient

CL

average lift coefficient

CT

thrust coefficient

CT

mean thrust coefficient

CP

power coefficient

cp
D
D
Df

specific heat coefficient at constant pressure
rotor diameter, m
individual or choromosome
friction, N
crowding distance
class function of CST method
internal energy per unit mass
convective fluxes

Dis
CNN21
e
Ê , F̂ , Ĝ
EˆV , FˆV , GˆV
FM
FRk

F
G
H
H
I
K r ,n
l
L
m
M
n

Section zero-lift drag coefficient

viscous fluxes
figure of merit
kth pareto
momentum loss factor
population
shape function
total enthalpy
current, A
coefficient of bernstein
characteristic length, m
rolling moment, N·m
Mass, kg
pitching moment, N·m
flapping frequency, Hz

Nomenclature

N
Nb

p
P
Paero
Pelec
P0
Pi
Pideal
*
Pind

Pn
Pp
*
Ppro

*
PRF
Pr

Pre

pw
PWM
q
Q

Q̂
r̂
rˆ2 ( S )
rˆ3 ( S )
R
R
Re
Re
S
⎛ x⎞
S⎜ ⎟
⎝c⎠
Sref
tˆ
t v,P
T
T
Tm
u, v, w
U, V
U
u g , vg , wg
ut

v

yawing moment, N·m
number of blades
pressure, pa
power, W
aerodynamic power, W
electrical power, W
profile power, W
induced power, W
ideal power, W
induced power per unit weight, W·N-1
hovering power, W
profile power, W
profile power per unit weight, W·N-1
induced power estimated by Rankine-Froude theory, W
Prandtl number
precision of measurement, N or N·m
wing loading, N/m2
Pulse-Width Modulation
heat flux, W/m2
rotor torque, N·m
conservative term
radial position along the wing to the wing length
non-dimensional radius of the 2nd moment of wing area
non-dimensional radius of the 3rd moment of wing area
radius, m
specific gas contant
Reynolds number
mean Reynolds
wing area, m2

shape function of CST
reference area, m2
time/wingbeat period, s
student estimator given at probability P%, and a freedom of v
thrust, N
temperature of atmosphere, K
thrust measured, N
flow velocity in the directions of x, y and z, m/s
velocities in generalized coordinates
voltage, V
moving grid velocity in the directions of x, y and z, m/s
moving grid velocity normal to a face, m/s
degrees of freedom

Nomenclature
v′
v1
v2

V
V
Vtip
V∞
W
W
Wt
Y
Z

⎛ x⎞
zL ⎜ ⎟
⎝c⎠
⎛ x⎞
zU ⎜ ⎟
⎝c⎠
α
β
β
βr
ε_t
εRe l , total

φ
φ̂
φt

Φ

γ

Γ
η

κ
μ
μ

Ω
Ωm

ρ
σ
σ
σ
δ
τ
τ

τi, j

displacement velocity, m/s
axial induced velocity, m/s
radial induced velocity, m/s
flow velocity, m/s
volume of battery, mAh
wingtip velocity, m/s
freestream velocity, m/s
weight, N
flow velocity passing by blade element
local slipstream velocity, m/s
side force, N
normal force, N
CST function of press surface of airfoil
CST function of suction surface of airfoil
angle of attack, deg
stroke plane angle, deg
artificial compressibility parameter
relative stroke plane angle, deg
error of measurement in a sub-configuration, N or N·m
relative error of measurement in all sub-configurations
helix angle of spiral surface
positional angle of wing in stroke plane, deg
helix angle at the tip of blade
stroke angle, deg
Specific ratio
circulation in the annulus
mechanical efficiency
induced factor
dynamic viscosity, N·s /m2
rotor advanced ratio
rotational velocity, rad/s
rotational velocity measured, rad/s
density,kg/m3
rotor solidity
spatial correction factor for induced power
standard deviation
profile drag coefficient
temporal correction factor for induced power
pseudo time
viscous stress in the j direction exerted on a plane perpendicular to the
i axis
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RÉSUMÉ
Chapitre 1: Introduction

Avec l'émergence d'un besoin d'améliorer les capacités permettant la collecte
temps opportun des renseignements complets, les robots volants également noté que
drones, qui peut être actionné à un environnement risqué et remplir des
missionscomplexes, attirent davantage d’intérêts.
Pendant la guerre contre le terrorisme ou les calamités naturelles, conditions
compliquées forcent des soldats et des secouristes à appliquer des missions dans les
zones urbaines, des forêts et des grottes, etc. Toutefois, microdrone actuelles sont trop
grandes pour fournir conscience de la situation pour les usagers; par conséquent,
nanodrone qui sont définis comme un drone, dont la dimension maximale ne doit pas
dépasser 3 pouces (7,5 cm) et poids maximal doit être moins que 10 g, ont été
proposés par la DARPA en 2006 pour permettre la reconnaissance intérieur des
bâtiments, la pénétration des entrées étroites et la transmission des données sans être
détecté. Depuis la proposition de la conception du nano drone, plusieurs nano drones
sont en cours de développement tels que Samarai (Figure 1.3) et Hummingbird
(Figure 1.5). Certains micro drones, dont les dimensions approchent à celle de la
valeur du nano drone, ont été développés. Nanodrone a une grande perspective dans le
domaine des utilisations militaires et civiles comme une part importante du système
de drone. Cependant, la conception et la fabrication d'un nano drone sont remplis de
défis techniques et théoriques en raison des exigences strictes de la conception du
nano drone.
La conception du nano drone a existé pendant quelques années seulement, la
plupart des recherches sont à la première étape. Tout d'abord, la recherche rares est
effectuée sur la sélection du mode de vol, bien que deux modes de vol des modes de
vol à voilure tournante et à ailes battantes ont été largement utilisés par les nano
drones actuelle ou petits micro drones. Ainsi, une comparaison entre les modes de vol
différents doivent être effectués pour sélectionner un mode de vol appropriée pour la
conception du nano drone. Deuxièmement, le système de propulsion doit être conçu
avec la détermination des modes de vol du nano drone. Le système de propulsion est
un système couplant aéro-propulsive qui détermine directement la performance du
nano drone. Toutefois, la performance du système de propulsion sera en baisse
considérablement en raison de la réduction de nombre de Reynolds opérationnelle.
Par conséquent, il est nécessaire d'étudier l'aérodynamique à ultra-bas Re à voilure
tournante et d'optimiser les performances aérodynamiques des nano rotors en vue
d'obtenir un rendement élevé. Plusieurs méthodes d'optimisation ont été proposées
pour la conception des rotors. Chaque méthode a ses avantages et ses désavantages.
Ainsi, une méthode d'optimisation appropriée doit être choisie à rotors nano optimiser
ou de conception. Avant la conception des rotors nano, optimisations doivent être
effectués pour la conception d'un profil aérodynamique approprié à ultra-bas Re sorte
que les points de conception multi peut être considérée. Troisièmement, les
performances propulsives de nano rotors devraient être étudiées pour comprendre la
performance de nanodrone après avoir terminé la conception du rotor. Les
expériences et les calculs sont deux façons populaires d'enquêter sur les performances
propulsives de rotors nano. Bancs d'essai doit être conçu et modèles de flux
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appropriée est choisie. Enfin, la motion pale d'inspiration biologique est étudiée pour
améliorer les performances en vol stationnaire de petits rotors. La plupart des
recherches se concentrent sur les expériences et les expériences visuelles sont rares de
sorte qu'il est difficile d'observer les mécanismes instationnaires générées par le
mouvement de la pale. Ainsi, l'étude numérique sur la motion de pale d'inspiration
biologique peut être réalisée pour étudier le champ d'écoulement visuelle de nano
rotor et d'analyser les mécanismes d'écoulement non permanent.
Dans cette thèse, un nanodrone est conçu et l'aéro / analyse de propulsion est
effectuée. Il existe six objectifs principaux comme suit. Le premier objectif de cette
thèse est de comparer les modes de vol en vigueur et sélectionnez l'un approprié pour
la conception du nano drone. Après avoir choisi un mode de vol, le second objectif de
cette thèse est de concevoir les principaux aéro / set de propulsion, nano-rotor coaxial.
Le troisième objectif est d'étudier les performances en vol stationnaire de nano unique
conçue rotor. Le quatrième objectif est d'étudier les performances expérimentales et
de calcul des coaxial nano rotor en vol stationnaire. La motion pale d'inspiration
biologique est capable d'améliorer le rendement du rotor de petite taille. Le cinquième
objectif de cette thèse est l'étude de calcul de l'effet de la pale mouvement de tangage
sur les performances en vol stationnaire du nano rotor coaxial. L'objectif final est la
conception de la configuration préliminaire du nanodrone à base de nano rotor coaxial
conçu.
Chapitre 2: Etude des Modes de Vol du Nanodrone

Rares recherches ont été effectuées pour la sélection du mode de vol du
nanodrone après la proposition du nano drone. Néanmoins, les animaux volants et les
micro drones exposent quelques références d'étudier le mode de vol du nano drone.
Les modes de vol à voilure fixe, à voilure tournante et à ailes battantes sont largement
utilisés par eux. Woods et Lasek évalué les besoins de puissance pour ailes fixes,
rotatifs et battant avec les méthodes d'analyse dans lequel certains coefficients
aérodynamiques sont estimées. Dans ces documents, l'effet des bas Res, qui a un
impact profond sur l'aérodynamique n'était pas bien indiqué. Mayo a déclaré que le
chargement de disque efficace et de chargement de puissance peut être acceptable que
des indicateurs pour évaluer l'efficacité en vol stationnaire pour les aéronefs en vol
stationnaire capable. Et il a conclu que les systèmes biomimétiques le battement des
ailes ont atteint des valeurs relativement faibles de l'efficacité en vol stationnaire par
rapport à ceux qui ont été atteints par les systèmes classiques rotor. Toutefois, les
performances des systèmes de battement d'aile de refléter l'état de l'art de battre
conception de l'aile et la fabrication. Ainsi, la pertinence de battement et à voilure
tournante mode de vol d'aile est encore un débat ouvert. Le nanodrone a une taille
plus petite et d'exploitation plus faible que les Res des micro drones, il est donc
nécessaire d'étudier le mode du nanodrone et sélectionner une procédure appropriée
pour nanodrone selon ces caractéristiques.
Dans la section 2.2, les mécanismes de pilotage de trois modes ont été
présentés ainsi que les avantages potentiels et les inconvénients des trois modes
lorsqu'ils sont appliqués dans la conception du nanodrone ont été analysés. Le mode à
voilure fixe génère aérodynamique en vertu des variations de distribution de pression
sur la surface des ailes résultant d'une vitesse de vol vers l'avant élevées (Figure 2.1).
Laminaire séparation Bubble (LSB) et le vortex de bout d'aile sont deux
ii
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caractéristiques à basse vitesse phénomènes aérodynamiques de mode de vol à voilure
fixe à rendement aérodynamique non-linéaire. Le mode de vole à voilure fixe est
simple et peut se référer à la théorie de la conception bien développé des aéronefs à
voilure fixe à grande échelle, mais n'a pas la capacité de vol à basse vitesse et la
capacité de vol stationnaire. Le mode à voilure tournante génère l'aérodynamique à
l'aide de la rotation de la pale entraînant l'augmentation de la quantité de mouvement
(Figure 2.3). Hélicoptère a généralement de bonnes performances en vol stationnaire,
la capacité de décollage vertical et d’atterrissage, et la capacité de la vitesse avant de
vol à basse. En outre, la conception de voilure tournante peut se référer à la théorie de
la conception bien développé. Toutefois, les performances aérodynamiques du
nanodrone à voilure tournante dégrade beaucoup à ultra-bas Re et le système de
contrôle est plus complexe que le nanodrone à voilure fixe. Le mode de vol à voilure
battante génère l'aérodynamique instationnaire au lieu de l'aérodynamique stationnaire
à l'aide de la rotation et de translation de leurs ailes pour capter des vortexs (Figure
2.4). Le mode de vol à voilure battante a les capacités de vol stationnaire, vol vers
l'avant à faible vitesse et vol vers l'avant à grande vitesse. Mais, il n’a pas de théorie
de la conception, et les techniques de la théorie cinématique, la méthodologie de
contrôle et de la fabrication bien développé. Il se trouve que le mode de vol à voilure
fixe n'a pas de capacités de vol stationnaire et vol vers l'avant à faible vitesse de sorte
qu'il n'est pas approprié à la conception du nano drone. C'est pourquoi des
comparaisons détaillées doivent être réalisés entre les modes de vol à voilure
tournante et à ailes battantes pour sélectionner un mode de vol plus approprié pour le
nano drone.
Pour comparer les deux modes de vol, la dimension du nanodrone est fixé à
7,5 cm et la masse du nanodrone est fixée à 10 grammes. Dans la section 2.3.1,
l'efficacité a été analysée en vol stationnaire avec deux méthodes permettant de
comparer le mode de vol à voilure tournante avec le mode de vol à voilure battante.
Dans la partie A, les puissances du mode de vol stationnaire à voilure tournante et à
voilure battante sont estimées avec la théorie du moment corrigées par des facteurs
expérimentaux (Eq. 3-2.4 et Eq. 3-2.8). Les résultats montrent que la puissance est
d'environ 0,590 W pour le nanodrone à voilure tournante, mais de 0.542 W pour le
nanodrone à voilure battante. Parce que les calculs dans la partie A ne ont pas
considéré les caractéristiques géométriques de la voilure tournante et la voilure
battante, les puissances stationnaire des deux modes de vol sont calculés sur le
concept créé directement dans la partie B. Un rotor a été conçu avec minimum induite
perte ( MIL) méthode (Figure 2.7). Et une méthode inverse a été proposé fondé sur
des paramètres de vol des animaux et de l'aérodynamique quasi-stable à la conception
de la voilue battante et la détermination de la fréquence de battement (Figure 2.9). Les
puissances stationnaire du rotor créé et de la voilure battante ont été calculés et
comparés. Il se trouve que la puissance est d'environ 0,585 W pour le mode de vol à
voilure tournante, mais 0,571 W pour le mode de vol à ailes battantes. Les deux
méthodes ont monté que les performances en vol stationnaire de mode de vol à
voilure battante est légèrement meilleure que celle du mode de vol à voilure tournante
(Tableau 2.1). Dans la section 2.3.2, la relation entre la masse et la dimension a été
étudiée pour les deux modes de vol. Les formules entre la masse et les dimensions
pour les deux modes de vol ont été calculées fondé sur le théorie de la similitude
géométrique avec des paramètres de conception du système de drones existants petits.
Il se trouve que le mode de vol à voilure battante a bosion d’une plus grande
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dimension que le mode de vol à voilure tournante pour soulever les mêmes GTOW
(Eq. 2.3 à 19 et de 2.3 à 20).
En outre, des drones à voilure tournante sont simples que les drones à ailes
battantes de sorte qu'ils peuvent être réalisés facilement. Et les drones à voilure
tournante a une bonne manoeuvrabilité et une vitesse de vol assez haute. Prenant en
compte les résultats ci-dessus et les conditions et les moyens du laboratoire, le mode
de vol à voilure tournante est préféré comme un mode de vol du nano drone.
Chapitre 3: Conception et Fabrication des Rotors Contrarotatifs

Comme le système de l'aérodynamique et de la propulsion, le performance de
la voilure tournante détermine directement la performance du nano drone. Par
conséquent, un système de propulsion de haute performance doivent être conçus.
Avec la sélection du mode de vol à voilure tournante dans le chapitre 2, les rotors
contrarotatifs sont choisis comme la configuration de concevoir le nanodrone en
raison de son avantage de la compacité, la fiabilité haute et une grande efficacité en
vol stationnaire.
Après la sélection de la configuration de voilure tournante, le rotor doit être
conçu. Dans les années 1970, la théorie MIL a été utilisée pour optimiser l'hélice. Les
méthodes d'optimisation modernes, telles que l'optimisation de conception
pluridisciplinaire (MDO), algorithme génétique (GA) et l'algorithme évolutionnaire
(EA), offrent davantage de choix pour l'optimisation de l'hélice. Par conséquent, il est
nécessaire de choisir une méthode appropriée pour la conception du nano rotor.
L’optimisation du profil est une part très importante de la conception du rotor, y
compris le paramétrage du profil, le processus de la fonction objectif, et l'optimisation
aérodynamique etc. Beaucoup de recherches ont été fait pour étudier l'effet des
caractères géométriques sur les performances aérodynamiques de l'aile ou du rotor au
Re faible. D'autre part, de nombreuses méthodes, qui sont essentiellement divisés en
deux catégories: la méthode inverse et la méthode directe, ont été proposées pour
obtenir le formulaire de voilure directement avec la condition de vol. La
représentation géométrique est nécessaire avant l'optimisation. De nombreuses
méthodes, y compris aile discrète coordonnées méthode, Bézier ou de contrôle BSpline point méthode de représentation, sans représentation pale forme, représentation
de la surface polynomiale et cubes représentation spline point de contrôle, ont été
conçues pour représenter numériquement la géométrie aérodynamique. Le choix d'une
technique de représentation est une étape importante pour l'optimisation de
conception aérodynamique. Le choix de l'objectif et le procédé de fonctions
objectives a un impact sur l'optimisation aérodynamique ainsi. La définition
statistique de stabilité assure les résultats optimisés à chaque points de la conception
et la finesse de forme aérodynamique. La détermination de la méthode d'optimisation
de couplage avec la méthode de représentation approprié et la méthode de procédé de
fonctions objectives est nécessaire pour obtenir un profil des rotors contrarotatifs avec
d'excellentes performances aérodynamiques.
La mise en œuvre de nanos rotors contrarotatifs comprend l'optimisation de
pale du rotor, la conception des rotors contrarotatifs et la fabrication des rotors
contrarotatifs. Dans la section 3.2.1, la pale des rotors contrarotatifs a été optimisé.
Afin d'optimiser le profil, la méthode de représentation qui a un impact sur l'efficacité
et la précision de l'optimisation aérodynamique a été déterminée. Un algorithme de
iv
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représentation CST a été choisi pour paramétrer le profil après une enquête de
plusieurs méthodes de représentation différentes en raison de sa simplicité et sa
robustesse. CST peut représenter le profil courant plaque avec un petit nombre de
variables et de garantir la continuité et la régularité de la forme aérodynamique. Le
profil plaque a été représenté avec six variables de conception dont les limites ont été
déterminées avec le CST afin de simplifier l'optimisation. Successivement, le solveur
a été vérifiée. En raison de la très faible Re subi par rotors contrarotatifs et l'exigence
de nombreuses ressources de calcul, le solveur doit avoir les capacités de résoudre
l’écoulement ultra-bas Re précise et efficace. Dans cette optimisation, XFOIL, qui est
largement vérifiée à faible Re, a été utilisé. À plusieurs fabiles Res, solveur XFOIL a
été vérifiée par plusieurs types de profils et les résultats de calcul ont été comparés
avec ceux des expériences et des CFD. Il est évident que XFOIL peut calculer les
performances aérodynamiques des différents types de profils avec précision avant le
décrochage, non seulement pour l'ascenseur, mais aussi pour glisser. Il est conclu qu'il
est applicable à XFOIL utilisé comme solveur d'optimisation. Par la suite, le profil a
été optimisée. Le NSGA-II de élitiste contrôlé optimisation a été utilisé pour la
conception aérodynamique des rotors contrarotatifs avec la méthode de CST et la
définition statistique de la stabilité. Il est innovant proposé que l'objectif de cette
optimisation est d'obtenir la valeur maximale de la Cl3/ 2 / Cd au lieu de le rapport
portance/traînée avec la contrainte de portance coefficient minimum. Plusieurs Res
ont été choisis comme la conception des points pour obtenir un profil aérodynamique
excellente le long de la pale. La moyenne et l’écart-type des valeurs d'objectifs au
niveau des points de conception ont été prises dans les fonctions objectif basé sur la
méthode de la définition statistique de la stabilité. Le NSGA-II de élitiste contrôlé
optimisation a été ensuite utilisé pour la conception des rotors contrarotatifs. Un profil
plaque avec une épaisseur maximale de 2% et cambrure maximale de 5,6% à 2 / 3 a
été réalisé (Figure 3.16). Le profil optimisé expose les bonnes performances
aérodynamiques à ultra-bas Re qui prouve que les méthodes d'optimisation sont
appropriés pour la conception de profil (Figure 3.20). Malgré le fait que le profil
simplifiée a été choisie pour la conception des rotors contrarotatifs, sa performance
aérodynamique a été trouvée proche de celle du profil optimisé. Dans la section 3.2.2,
les rotors contrarotatifs a été conçu avec le profil obtenu fondé sur la théorie MIL. Les
coefficients de pondération ont été introduites pour tenir compte de l'influence
mutuelle entre le rotor du haut et le rotor du bas au cours de la conception. Les
produits des coefficients de pondération et les vitesses d'écoulement induite d'un rotor
ont été combinées avec la vitesse d’ écoulement d'autre rotor pour optimiser le rotor.
Après quelques itérations, les distributions de la corde et la torsion de rotors
contrarotatifs ont ensuite été obtenus. L'organigramme de la conception peut être
trouvée dans les figures 3.24 à 3.25. Un rotor du haut avec corde moyenne de 0.33R et
angle moyen tordu de 17,21 ° (Figure 3.26 (a)) et un rotor du bas avec corde moyenne
de 0.31R et angle moyen tordu de 17,67 ° ont été obtenus (Figure 3.26 (b)). Il se
trouve que les rotors contrarotatifs ont les cordes et les angles plus grands que les
micro rotors. Dans la section 3.2.3, les rotors a été fabriquée avec du carbone laminés.
Les moules ont été conçus pour chaque rotor (Figure 3.27). Enfin, les rotors
contrarotatifs fabriqués ont une épaisseur de 0,23 mm et pesant moins que 0,3 g
(Figure 3.28). Confiné par la technique de fabrication, la forme de chaque rotor varie
légèrement de celle du rotor optimisé.
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Chapitre 4: Analyse Statique de la Performance Expérimentale d'un seul
NanoRotor

Les performances en vol stationnaire sont un facteur important pour évaluer
les nano drones à voilure tournante. Il est nécessaire de mesurer la performance de
seul rotor et étudier l'influence de divers paramètres sur les performances propulsives
de micro/nano rotors. Et les résultats expérimentaux peuvent fournir la référence pour
l'étude de l'interaction mutuelle des rotors contrarotatifs. Cependant, la FM maximum
de micro rotor pourrait baisse à 0,2 en raison de la bas Re opérationnelle, tandis que la
FM maximum de l'hélicoptère à grande échelle est d'environ 0,7 à 0,8. Afin d'étudier
les performances en vol stationnaire de nanos drones à voilure tournante, il est
nécessaire de tester l'efficacité de la propulsion des nanorotors. Avec la réduction du
diamètre du rotor et la vitesse de rotation des micromoteurs, mesurant la poussée et le
couple simultanément avec une réponse rapide pose un défi. Le couple de petits rotors
– estimée inférieure à 0,002 N•m – est difficile à mesurer avec une précision
suffisante, comme c'est le couplage de couple et de poussée. Plusieurs recherches sur
les performances en vol stationnaire de petits rotors ou des hélices ont été rapportés.
Cependant, dans la plupart des études, soit le banc d'essai a été conçu pour des
mesures distinctes de la poussée et le couple, ou la vitesse de rotation et le diamètre
du rotor étaient plus grandes que ce qui est actuellement nécessaire pour nanodrone.
Ainsi, la conception d’un banc d'essai ce qui permettrait de mesurer simultanément le
couple et la poussée pour des nanorotors est nécessaire.
Dans la section 4.2, cinq bancs d'essais - dont la plupart sont basés sur les
mécanismes sensibles - ont été conçus successivement. Mécanismes sensibles ont été
élaborés de telle sorte que le couple et la poussée ont pu être testées simultanément et
rapidement. Avec l'analyse des avantages et des inconvénients de bancs d'essais, des
améliorations progressives ont été introduites pour améliorer la précision du banc au
cours du développement. Les bancs d'essai sont équipés d'un système électronique
pour mesurer les performances des rotors. Afin de comparer les performances des
bancs d'essai, des expériences ont été réalisées avec le moteur MICRO et le rotor
MCF3225 dans la section 4.5.1. Les résultats montrent que les bancs d'essai sont
capable de mesurer la poussée avec une différence de moins que 25% (Figure 4.16).
Toutefois, des grandes différences ont été observées pour les coefficients de puissance
testés par chaque banc (Figure 4.17). Les coefficient de poussée se trouve entre 0,3 et
0,4, tandis que le coefficient de puissance mesurée est entre 0,006 et 0,0132. En
raison de la petite taille du diamètre du rotor et de la bas vitesse de rotation du moteur,
la poussée et le couple généré baissent à une magnitude très faible de sorte que les
frottements mécaniques, les oscillations des signaux ou de courant and la déformation
du capteur aura un grand impact sur la mesure des micro/nanorotors. Par conséquent,
les différences de résultats expérimentaux peuvent être trouvée parmi les bancs d'essai.
Selon les résultats expérimentaux, le FMs de MCF3225 sont entre 0,3 et 0,5 (Figure
4.18) et le rendement maximale du moteur est entre 0,37 et 0,63 (Figure 4.19). Bien
que les discriminations sont détecté parmi les FM, ainsi que le rendement du moteur,
les résultats expérimentaux démontrent la réduction de la FM et la baisse du
rendement du moteur avec une réduction de la taille. Le performance de rotor a été
calculé avec la méthode d'analyse à différentes vitesses de rotation. La méthode
d'analyse peut prédire la poussée bien, mais ne peut pas prédire le couple.
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Au cours de la comparaison des différents bancs d'essais, il se trouve que le
banc d'essai V peut mesurer la poussée et le couple directement et éliminer le
frottement mécanique induit par des mécanismes compliqués. Par conséquent, les
planants performances de cinq rotors dont MCF 3222, MCF3225, U80, le rotor du
haut et le rotor du bas ont été testés avec le banc d'essai V dans la section 4.5.2. Les
distributions de cordes et angle de tordu ont été comparés à analyser la différence de
performances entre les rotors en vol stationnaire. Il se trouve que le rotor du haut a la
performance la plus excellente vol stationnaire avec un coefficient maximum de
poussée de 0,36, un coefficient maximum de puissance de 0,0055, et un FM
maximum d'environ 0,63 (Figures 4.20 à 4,22). Les FMs de rotor du bas n'est que de
0,3 moins que celui de rotor du haut (Figure 4.22). Il est analysé que la raison
contribue à la diminution des cordes entre 0,4 R et 1.0R de la pale du rotor du bas
comparant avec le rotor du haut. Il doit être souligné que le rotor du bas est optimisée
avec l'introduction de l’écoulement induite par le rotor du haut, tandis que le rotor du
haut est légèrement influencé par le rotor du bas. Ainsi, la conception du rotor du huat
est plus comme une optimisation indépendante, vice-versa pour le rotor du bas. Les
rotors commerciaux présentent des performances médiocres. Une explication pourrait
être que les rotors commerciales sont à l'origine conçu pour une hélice au lieu d'un
rotor. Malgré le fait que les FMs de rotor du haut dépassent 0,6, les performances en
vol stationnaire de nanorotor sont toujours moins que celui des rotors à grande échelle.
La comparaison entre les différents rotors montre que la corde et le angle ont un
impact considérable sur les performances en vol stationnaire de petits rotors. Et
l'optimisation peut améliorer les performances des petits rotors évidemment. Les
rendements mécaniques de plusieurs petits moteurs, y compris PICO, nano, micro et
Lrk10-1-50Y ont été comparés avec le rotordu bas dans la section 4.5.3. Les résultats
montrent que une valeur maximale de 0,73 a été trouvé pour micromoteur pendant
que le moteur LRK 10-1-50Y obtient seulement une valeur maximale de 0,3 (Figure
4.23). La comparaison entre les micro, nano et PICO a indiqué que les rendements
mécaniques du moteur diminue fortement avec la reduction de taille du moteur. Il est
analysé que l'épaisseur des fils, la structure ou le matériau a des impacts sur les
performances du moteur.
Chapitre 5: Evaluation
Contrarotatifs

Expérimentale

et

Numérique

des

Nanorotors

Le performance de propulsion et aérodynamique de nanorotors contrarotatifs
est assez important de concevoir nanodrone sorte que les performances de vol de
nanodrone peut être déterminée. Par conséquent, il est nécessaire d'étudier
l'aérodynamique/performances propulsives du nanorotors controrotatifs, tandis que
l'expérience et le calcul sont deux méthodes de l'appliquer.
Un 2 N balance à cinq composantes nommé Nano Balance a été fabriqué et
utilisé pour tester nanorotors contrarotatifs. Parce que le balance seront appliquées
pour mesurer la petite force et le petit couple, l'évaluation de balance est
extrêmement important de présenter les caractéristiques des installations d'essai avant
les expériences. L'étude des performances en vol stationnaire de nanorotors
contrarotatifs est un moyen efficace pour comprendre les performances de vol de
nanodrone. Bohorquez développé un stand simple (Figure 5.1 (a)) avec le capteur de
pousée et le capteur de couple pour tester la performance statique de microrotors
contrarotatifs avec des pales du rectangle et effilé avec un diamètre de 22,4 cm. Les
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études d'une hélice sans engrenages coaxiaux de couple ont été faits par la mesure du
couple et de la poussée séparément avec deux stands (Figure 5.1 (b)). Schafroth etc
conçu un banc d'essai avec un capteur de couple et un capteur de pousée pour mesurer
la poussée totale et le couple totale du rotors contrarotatifs avec des rayons de 5 cm à
7 cm. Soit le banc est trop insensible à utiliser sur les nanorotors, ou la poussée et le
couple sont mesurées séparément. Par conséquent, un nouveau banc d'essai doit être
conçu, qui permet la mesure de la petite force et du petit couple simultanément des
nanorotors cotrarotatifs.
Le calcul est un autre moyen important d'étudier les nanorotors contrarotatifs.
Les méthodes analytiques ont été bien étudiés dans les dernières décennies.
Néanmoins, il est encore insuffisant pour l'étude détaillée du champ d'écoulement et
de la mécanique des fluides induits par le mouvement du rotor ou une hélice. La
méthode CFD émerge pour résoudre le champ d'écoulement complexe de nanorotors
contrarotatifs. Dans certaines études, equations de Navier-Stokes en moyenne de
Reynolds avec le modèle de Spalart-Allmaras a été adopté à Reynolds variant de 19
000 à 27 000 pour le microdrone à voilure tournante. Parce que l'écoulement
laminaire est dominante lorsque le nombre de Reynolds est moins que 20 000, la
sélection de solveur et le modèle est important pour la simulation de nanorotors
contrarotatifs. Parce que la simulation de nanorotors contrarotatifs comporte deux
rotors tournant à grande vitesse de rotation en sens inverse, comment définir le
mouvement du rotor est un problème important. Le modèle de disque actionneur
(Figure 5.2 (a)), méthode de MRF (Figure 5.2 (b)), coulissant maillage (Figure 5.2
(c)), maillage adaptatif de déformation (Figure 5.2 (d)) et les techniques de chimère
(Figure 5.2 (e)) sont élaborés pour décrire les rotation du rotor ou une hélice au cours
de simulation.
Le balance a été évaluée d'abord en utilisant un banc d'essai spécifiquement
conçu avec deux degrés de liberté (Figure 5.4), un système d'acquisition de données
haute résolution (Figure 5.5) et la procédure d'étalonnage dans la section 5.2.1. Il se
trouve que le système d'évaluation conçu et procédures peuvent évaluer la précision
de mesure, l’erreur et l’hystérésis efficacement. Les tests de validation montrent que
les erreurs relative moyenne sont moins que 4% pour tous les composants avec des
caractéristiques d'hystérésis excellente (Tableau 5.3).
Successivement, le banc d'essai I de nanorotors contrarotatifs (Figure 5.7) a
été conçu avec la Nano Balance. Les statiques performances expérimentales de rotors
contrarotatifs ont été étudiées à Reynolds entre 6.000 et 20.000 à 75% du pale avec le
banc d'essai. Les expériences ont aussi été réalisées à différentes distances axiales de
rotor d'étudier leurs interférences mutuelles sur les performances statiques.
Deuxièmement, le banc d'essai II de nanorotors contrarotatifs (Figure 5.8) a aussi été
conçu avec un capteur de couple et un capteur de poussée parce que le banc d'essai I
n'a pas pu obtenir le couple du rotor isolé du rotors contrarotatifs. Le performance
propulsive du rotor isolé a été étudiée avec un espacement axiales de rotor de 1.07R
pour que les poussées et les couples du rotor du haut et du rotor du bas ont été obtenus.
Afin d'étudier l'interaction mutuelle de rotors contrarotatifs, les comparaisons entre
isolés rotor du rotors contrarotatifs et le rotor du haut ou le rotordu bas ont été
réalisées. La performance de nanorotors contrarotatifs a été étudiée à différents fixe
vitesses de rotation du rotor du haut et fixé des vitesses du rotor du bas. Plusieurs
simulations ont été réalisées avec FLUENT en appliquant des modèles d'écoulement
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différents, y compris le modèle laminaire, le modèle de turbulence S-A, le modèle de
turbulence de standard k-ω et le modèle de turbulence de k-ω SST. Successivement,
les simulations de rotors contrarotatifs ont été réalisés selon le modèle laminaire à une
vitesse fixe de rotation du rotor du haut de 6.500 RPM à différentes vitesses de
rotation du rotor du bas. Tous les modèles d'écoulement utilisés dans les simulations
surestimé la poussée et le couple, en comparaison avec les résultats expérimentaux
(tableau 5.4). Et les évaluations des rotors expérimentales et numériques ont montré
des valeurs de poussée supérieure à 0,1 N avec les vitesses de rotation du deux rotors
de 6.500 RPM. Le modèle d'écoulement laminaire capturé mieux que le modèle de
turbulence k-ω standard la perturbation du champ de courant près de la pointe de la
pale, y compris les tourbillons secondaires à proximité de la pale à pointe et leur
fusion avec la structure de vortex de bout principales (Figures 5.19 à 05.20). La
comparaison des résultats expérimentaux obtenus à la vitesse de pointe constante et à
rotors différents espacement axial a montré la plus forte poussée à un espacement
axial des rotors de 1,07 R (Figure 5.21). Les valeurs expérimentales et numérique de
poussée en fonction du nombre de Reynolds au 3 / 4 rayon du rotor du bas a montré
que la poussée du rotor du huat ne change pas significativement avec l'augmentation
du nombre Re. Toutefois, la performance du rotor du bas a été affectée par le sillage
du rotor du haut, résultant d’une poussée du rotor du bas à un nombre négatif à bas Re.
Les comparaisons entre les isolés rotor du rotors contrarotatifs et seul rotor a montré
que la performance propulsive du rotor du haut a augmenté tandis que celle du rotor
du bas a dégradé (Figure 5.25). Le chiffre de mérite du rotor du bas a augmenté avec
l'augmentation du coefficient de poussée au ratio solidité du rotor et le meilleur
chiffre de mérite pour le rotor du haut (de 0,65 à 0,75) a été supérieure à la valeur
pour le rotor du bas (de 0,2 à 0,25). Et les résultats expérimentaux ont montré que le
rendement mécanique du moteur du haut n'est que la moitié de celle du moteur du bas
en raison de l'interaction entre le rotor du haut et le rotor du bas(Figure 5.26).
Chapitre 6: Etude de Propulsion des Nanorotors Contrarotatifs avec le
Mouvement Bio-inspirés de la Pale

La performance de propulsion des nanorotors contrarotatifs dégrade à ultrabas Re. Toutefois, les animaux de vol ayant la taille comparable de nanorotor
présentent les performances excellentes de vol. Il se trouve que l'aérodynamique
instationnaire, différente de la théorie aérodynamique traditionnelle, est profité par ces
animaux pour générer une portance haute. Par conséquent, la performance du rotor
peut aussi être améliorée en générant des effets aérodynamiques instationnaires avec
le mouvement bio-inspirés de la pale. Fitchett étudié expérimentalement un rotor
classique avec la pale battante. Les résultats ont montré que la poussée maximale a
augmenté de jusqu'à 15% et le couple exigé a été réduite jusqu'à 30% avec la rotation
de la pale conventionnel et le battement avec un fréquence de 8 fois par révolution (/
Rev) à une fréquence réduite de 0,6. Koratkar a testé le battement de la pale d'un rotor
de 22cm de diamètre à deux pales avec piezoelectrique actionné pales du rotor tourner
contrôlables pour enquêter sur l'amélioration des performances aérodynamiques des
rotors micros (Figure 6.5). Les résultats ont montré que le mouvement de la pale a un
impact sur la poussée une fois que le décrochage se apparaît à la section des pales de
rotor.
La plupart des recherches ont été effectuées avec microdrone au lieu de la
nanodrone. Et ils ont été fait experimentalement pour mesurer la performance de
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propulsion, mais aucune étude de visualisation a été effectuée pour observer les
mécanismes instationnaires générées par le mouvement de la pale. L'étude de calcul
du mouvement de la pale d'un modèle 3D est encore rarement pratiquée. Grande
amélioration peut être trouvé en raison du battement des pales, mais il faut surmonter
la force d'inertie et la charge aérodynamique sur les pales du rotor à cause de la
vitesse de rotation élevée. Donc, beaucoup de puissance peut être consommé. Le
mouvement de la pale peut être utilisés le long de l'axe longitudinal de la pale qui a
bosion de moins d'énergie. Par conséquent, le tangage de la pale du nanorotors
contrarotatifs conçu a été étudié avec une méthode de simulation instationnaire pour
obtenir le champ d'écoulement de visuel et d'observer les mécanismes instationnaires
afin de fournir une référence pour améliorer la performance des nanorotors
contrarotatifs.
Le tangage de la pale du nanorotors contrarotatifs a été étudiée de calcul avec
le solveur basé sur equations de Navier-Stokes préconditionné en moyenne de
Reynolds (Eq. 6.2-13 à 6.2-20), schéma de Roe (Eq. 6.2-22 à 6.2-38) et LUSGS-τts
méthode (Eq. 6.2-52 à 6.2-55) couplant la technique des mailles chimères. Des
mailles ont été générés pour les nanorotors contrarotatifs. Dans la section 6.3.1, la
simulation a d'abord été réalisée avec nanorotors contrarotatifs sans mouvement de
tangage. Le coefficient de poussée, le coefficient de puissance et le FM ont été
calculés pour comparer avec les résultats expérimentaux. Les résultats montrent que
les résultats instationnaires peuvent être obtenues pour le rotor du haut et le rotor du
bas. Et les calculs peuvent prédire les coefficients de poussée et, alors qu'ils
surestiment les coefficients de puissance lors de la comparaison avec les expériences
(Figures 6.13 à 6.15). L'analyse de vortex de bout indique que les vortexs secondaires
se développent rapidement et fusionner avec le vortex pointe enfin (Figure 6.18). Les
calculs réussissent à capturer le vortex de bout et vortex racine (Figure 6.19).
L'interaction entre les vortexs pointe de différentes révolutions du rotor est clairement
observée. Et l'interaction entre vortex du rotor du haut et du rotor du bas peut
également être trouvée qui pourrait être la raison des fluctuations des paramètres du
rotor du bas. Le détachement des vortex de bout du rotor induit également des forces
aérodynamiques instationnaires. Dans la section 6.3.2, les simulations ont été réalisées
avec le mouvement de tangage. Le mouvement de tangage est conforme à une
fonction sin avec une amplitude de 5 degrés. Tout d'abord, le mouvement de tangage
a été employé sur le rotor du haut et le rotor du bas, respectivement, à une fréquence
de 1/rév. Il est fait observer que le mouvement de tangage du rotor du haut a peu
d'influence sur le rotor du bas sans tangage, mais il a un effet significatif sur le rotor
du bas avec la tangage (Tableau 6.2). le mouvement de tangage du rotor du bas a peu
d’influence sur le rotor du haut avec ou sans tangage. Dans la section 6.3.3, la
fréquence des mouvement de tangage a augmenté à 4/REV et 8/Rev. Les résultats des
calculs sont comparés avec ceux des cas 1 et 2. Les résultats montrent que plus
l'amélioration des performances du rotor est obtenue pour le cas 5 qui a le tangage de
la fréquence des 4/REV. Une amélioration de 12% pour le rotor du haut et une
amélioration de 4,3% pour le rotor du bas sont atteints (Tableau 6.3). Il y a aussi une
amélioration de 8,6% pour le rotor du bas pour le cas 6. Cependant, le FM du rotor du
haut baisse pour ce cas. Afin d'analyser la raison de l'amélioration induite par le
mouvement de tangage, trois sections dans les stations de 0.3R, 0,6 R et 0.95R sont
étudiées à la section 6.3.4. Le coefficient de pression et le contour du tourbillon sont
présentés. De l'analyse de la courbe du coefficient de pression et le contour de le
grandeur du tourbillon, il se trouve que le développement du vortex bord est une
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raison importante pour l'amélioration des performances du rotor. Pour le cas 1, le
vortex de pointe est de petite taille à la pointe. Mais pour le cas 5, le vortex de pointe
se développe rapidement sur la surface supérieure (Figures 6.29, 31 et 33). Par
conséquent, le domaine de basse pression développe à la surface. Il est évident que le
mouvement de tangage peut tenir le vortex de pointe et améliorer les performances du
rotor.
Chapitre 7: Conception Préliminaire de Nanodrone avec Rotors Contrarotatifs

Après la conception des rotors contrarotatifs dans chapitre 3 et l'évaluation
expérimentale et computationnelle de rotors contrarotatifs dans les chapitres 4 et 5, le
concept préliminaire de nanodrone a été conçu avec les rotors contrarotatifs conçu.
Plusieurs concepts à voilure tournante ont été proposées depuis la proposition
de la conception de microdrone. Le mode de contrôle est l'une des questions
importantes pour déterminer le concept de ces véhicules de vol à voilure tournante.
Classiques drones à voilure tournante utilisent le système de contrôle collectif et
cyclique pour contrôler le vol. Certains mini-drones ou des microdrones utilisent les
volets dans l'écoulement en aval du rotor pour contrôler le vol. L'application de jet
vecteur a été proposé d'entraînement et de commande des drones à voilure tournante
ainsi. Autres modes de contrôle tels que le système de contrôle à quatre rotors sont
largement utilisés pour la conception de petits drones à voilure tournante. Par
conséquent, il est nécessaire de déterminer le mode de contrôle et la conception de
nanodrone.
Le mode de contrôle par penchant le rotor du haut génère un moment de
contrôle de haut qui peut changer l'attitude du nanodrone rapidement. Par conséquent,
un concept de nano drone a été conçu fondé sur ce mode de contrôle (Figure 7.1). Des
servos intelligents sont utilisés pour penchant le rotor du haut et les systèmes de
mécanisme sont conçus pour découpler le mouvement du rotor du haut dans des
directions différentes. Le nandrone est composé d'un système de propulsion, le
système de contrôle d'attitude, système d'approvisionnement énergétique et le système
de commande. Avec les résultats expérimentaux des rotors contrarotatifs, les
performances en vol stationnaire du nanodrone est évaluée. Et la capacité de contrôle
du nano drone est évalué calcul ainsi. Les résultats montrent que le système de
propulsion du nanodrone peut fournir une poussée suffisante. Et le moment de
commande généré par l'inclinaison du rotor du haut est suffisamment élevée pour le
contrôle du nanodrone. Il est également validé que l’inclinaison du rotor du haut est
un mode de contrôle applicable.
Chapitre 8: Conclusions et Perspectives

En raison de la complexité des situations de la sécurité intérieure et de la
guerre contre le terrorisme, le nanodrone a été proposé comme un nouveau drone
conceptuel dont la dimension est inférieure à 7,5 cm, charge supérieure à 2 grammes,
qui a une grande importance tant dans l'armée et applications civiles.
Dans le chapitre 2, le mode de vol a été sélectionné pour nanodrone. Les
mécanismes de vol des modes de vol à voilure fixe, à voilure tournante, et à ailes
battantes ont été analysés. Successivement, les performances statiques des modes de
vol à la fois à voilure tournante et à ailes battantes ont été comparés à deux méthodes
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qui sont la théorie de moment corrigées par des facteurs expérimentale et la
conception directe des concepts. Et la relation entre la dimension et la masse des deux
modes de vol ont été analysées avec la théorie de similitude géométrique. Enfin, le
mode avion à voilure tournante a été sélectionné pour nanodrone. Dans le chapitre 3,
la propulsion des rotors contrarotatifs a été conçu et fabriqué. Le profil des nanorotors
contrarotatifs a été optimisé fondé sur Le NSGA-II de élitiste contrôlé optimisation
couplage avec la méthode de paramétrisation de la CST et le multi-objectifs fonction
de traitement de la méthode de définition statistique de la stabilité. Le profil optimisée
montre une bonne performance aérodynamique en fonction de la simulation. Par la
suite, les nanorotors contrarotatifs a été conçu avec la théorie de MIL par
l'introduction des coefficients de pondération pour tenir compte de l'interaction entre
le rotor du bas et le rotor du haut du nanorotors contrarotatifs. Enfin, le modèle de
nanorotors contrarotatifs a été fabriquée avec du carbone et de résine époxy stratifié.
Dans le chapitre 4, la performance statique du seul nanorotor a été étudiée
expérimentalement. Cinq bancs d'essai ont été conçus pour mesurer le petit couple et
la petits poussée. La performance statique du rotor de conception et de plusieurs
microrotors commerciales ont été étudiées et l'efficacité mécanique de plusieurs micro
moteurs ont été mesurées. Il est évident que le rotor de conception a une meilleure
performance que le rotor commerciaux en vol stationnaire. Les résultats montrent que
la performance statique du rotor et le rendement mécanique du moteur baissent à la
réduction de leur dimension. Dans le chapitre 5, les performances expérimentales et
de calcul des nanorotors contrarotatifs a été étudiée. Une balance à cinq composants a
été évaluée en utilisant un système d'évaluation conçu avec deux degrés de liberté. Il
se trouve que le système d'évaluation conçu et procédures peuvent évaluer la balance
efficacement et la moyenne des erreurs relatives de système de la balance sont bas
pour tous les composants avec des caractéristiques d'hystérésis faible. Et banc d'essai I
de nanorotors contrarotatifs a été conçu avec la balance. Les performances
expérimentales statique de nanorotors contrarotatifs ont été étudiée à ultra-bas
Reynolds avec banc d'essai I. Les expériences ont été réalisées à différentes
espacement axiales du rotor d'étudier leurs interférences mutuelles sur les
performances statiques. Les résultats montrent que les nanorotors contrarotatifs conçu
peuvent fournir une poussée suffisante pour nanodrone et obtenir une poussée plus
forte à l'espacement axial de 1.07R. Successivement, banc d'essai II de nanorotors
contrarotatifs a aussi été conçu basé sur un capteur de couple et un capteur de poussée.
Les performances propulsives du rotor du huat et du rotor du bas des nanorotors
contrarotatifs ont été mesurées et l'effet de l'interaction mutuelle entre les deux rotors
sur leurs performances propulsives a été analysée. Il se trouve que l'interaction
mutuelle a amélioré les performances statiques du rotor du haut, mais a baissé celle
du rotor du bas. Enfin, les nanorotors contrarotatifs ont été simulé avec CFD fondé sur
les techniques de MRF. Les résultats des calculs montrent que la simulation a prédit la
poussée bien, mais ne pas prévoir de prédir couple bien.
Dans le chapitre 6, les performances statiques des nanorotors contrarotatifs
avec le mouvement bio-inspirés de la pale ont été étudiés. Les equations de NavierStokes préconditionné en moyenne de Reynolds, schéma de Roe et LUSGS-τts
méthode couplage avec la technique des mailles chimères ont été utilisées pour
étudier l'effet du tangage de la pale sur les performances statiques des nanorotors
contrarotatifs. Les simulations ont été réalisées en appliquant le mouvement de
tangage sur rotor du bas, du haut ou les deux rotors. Et les différentes fréquences de
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mouvement de tangage ont aussi été étudiés. Les résultats montrent que les
performances propulsives des rotors contrarotatifs atteint un plus haut d'amélioration
à une fréquence de 4/REV. Il est analysé que la génération et la variation de vortex de
pointe contribuent à l'amélioration des performances du rotor. Dans le chapitre 7, un
concept préliminaire du nanodrone a été conçu. Le concept du nanodrone a été conçu
en utilisant les nanorotors contrarotatifs conçu avec des servomoteurs intelligents
basés sur le mode de contrôle de l'inclinaison du rotor du haut. La performance de
propulsion et la capacité de contrôle du nanodrone ont été évaluées. Le mode de
contrôle de l'inclinaison du rotor du haut a été validée pour contrôler le nanodrone.
Dans une étude suivante, la méthode de comparaison des modes de vol doit
être améliorée. La méthode à la conception des rotors contrarotatifs peut être
améliorée. D'autres solveurs avec plus de précision et d'efficacité peut être utilisé
dans l'optimisation du profil. MDO méthode peut être utilisée à la conception de
nanorotors contrarotatifs avec des objectifs plus. La précision et la stabilité du banc
d'essai à simple rotor peut être améliorée. Et d'autres études doivent être menées pour
étudier l'influence des distributions de cordes et angles le long de la pale à la
performance en vol stationnaire du nanorotor. Améliorations de l'installation
expérimentale doivent être effectués pour permettre la mesure de la performance de
propulsion du rotor d’isolement des nanorotors contrarotatifs simultanément et avec
précision. Plus précisément la méthode de calcul qui permet de capturer les
mécanismes d’ecoulement plus détaillée doit être utilisé pour étudier les nanorotors
contrarotatifs. Les essais en soufflerie devraient être effectués à différentes vitesses
d'écoulement libre et de l'angle d'attaque, y compris les études d'interférence avec une
cellule potentiels. Dans le future, les methods différentes de tangage et les amplitudes
différentes doivent être étudiée. Des études expérimentales ont besoin d’être réalisée
pour valider l'amélioration des performances du rotor. Parce que le microgyroscope,
le pilote automatique, et les récepteurs sont encore sous-développé, une conception
préliminaire du système intégré sera réalisé. Et proto-types du nanodrone seront
fabriqués et des essais en vol seront effectués pour évaluer la performance du nano
drone.
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第一章 ：绪论
随着提高实时收集复杂智能信息需要的增加，飞行机器人又称为无人飞行
器可在危险的环境中完成复杂的任务，备受关注。
在反恐战争和自然灾害的救助中，复杂的工作条件要求士兵或者救援队员
进入城市、密林和洞穴中来完成任务。然而，目前的微型飞行器太大以至于不
能为使用者提供足够的位置信息。因此 DRAPA 在 2006 年提出了纳米飞行器的
概念，纳米飞行器最大尺寸在 7.5 cm 以内(长、宽、高)，最大重量小于 10 g，
可在不被发现的情况下对建筑物内部进行侦察、渗透和传输数据等功能。自从
纳米飞行器的概念提出以后，涌现了多种纳米飞行器，如 SAMARAI(图 1.3) 和
Hummingbird(图 1.5)。同时也出现了一些尺寸接近纳米飞行器的微型飞行器。
纳米飞行器作为无人飞行器系统的重要组成部分，具有重要的军事价值和民用
价值。然而，由于纳米飞行器设计的严苛要求，纳米飞行器的设计和制作充满
了技术和理论上的挑战。
纳米飞行器概念的提出仅仅几年时间，因此大多数的研究都处在初级阶
段。首先，虽然旋翼和扑翼飞行方式广泛的应用于纳米飞行器和小型微型飞行
器的选择上，但在飞行方式的选择上开展的研究较少。因此需要比较不同的飞
行方式，从而选择合适的纳米飞行器飞行方式。其次，在纳米飞行器飞行方式
的选择后，需要设计纳米飞行器的推进系统。推进系统是气动 / 推进的耦合系
统，直接决定了纳米飞行器的飞行方式。然而，系统的推进性能由于操纵雷诺
数的降级急剧恶化。因此，需要研究极低雷诺数下旋翼的推进性能并优化纳米
旋翼的气动性能从而获得较高的效率。目前，旋翼的设计包含多种优化方法，
而每种方法都具有其优点和缺点。因此，需要选择合适的优化方法设计和优化
纳米旋翼。在纳米旋翼设计前，还应设计低雷诺数下的纳米旋翼的翼型，因此
可以采用多点优化设计方法。第三，在完成旋翼的设计后，需要研究旋翼的推
进性能。实验和计算是研究纳米旋翼推进性能的两种主要手段。需要设计测试
台并选择合适的流体模型。最后，研究桨叶仿生运动对小型旋翼的悬停性能的
提升作用。大多数的研究集中在实验上，而且可视化的实验研究较少，造成很
难观察到桨叶仿生运动产生的非稳态机制。因此可以通过数值研究获得桨叶仿
生运动引起的纳米旋翼流场，从而观察分析非稳态机制。
本文设计了纳米飞行器并进行了气动推进分析，主要包含以下六个部分。
第一部分为比较现有的飞行方式并为纳米飞行器选择合适的飞行器方式。在选
择飞行方式之后，第二部分为设计主要的气动/推进系统－纳米共轴旋翼。第三
部分为研究设计的单纳米旋翼的悬停性能。第四部分为实验和数值研究纳米共
轴旋翼的悬停性能。桨叶的仿生运动可以提升小型旋翼的推进性能，因此第五
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部分为计算研究桨叶仿生运动对纳米共轴旋翼悬停性能的影响。最后一个部分
为基于纳米共轴旋翼的纳米飞行器初步外形设计。
第二章 ：纳米飞行器飞行方式的研究
虽然纳米飞行的概念提出已有一段时间，但是在纳米飞行器飞行方式的选
择上的研究较少。尽管这样，飞行生物和微型飞行器为纳米飞行器飞行方式的
选择提供了许多参考。固定翼、扑翼和旋翼等飞行方式广泛的应用于纳米飞行
器的设计上。Woods 和 Lasek 采用分析方法估算了固定翼、旋翼和扑翼微型飞
行器的悬停性能，但是确没有很好的说明是如何考虑对气动力影响较大的低雷
诺数效应的。Mayo 认为有效翼面载荷和动力载荷可作为评价悬停效率的有效指
标，并且发现仿生扑翼系统的悬停效率要低于传统的旋翼系统。然而，仿生扑
翼系统反映了当前的设计和制造水平。因此扑翼抑或旋翼扑翼方式那个更适合
纳米飞行器设计还是一个悬而未决的问题。纳米飞行器的尺寸和操作雷诺数要
小于微型飞行器，因此需要针对纳米飞行器的这些特点选择合适的飞行方式。
在第 2.2 节中，给出了三种常用飞行方式(固定翼、旋翼和扑翼)的飞行机
制，并对应用于纳米飞行器设计可能存在的优缺点进行了分析。固定翼飞行方
式借助于高速前飞产生上下翼面的压力差，从而产生空气动力(图 2.1)。层流分
离泡和翼尖涡是固定翼飞行方式存在的两种典型低速空气动力现象，这两种现
象直接导致了非线性空气动力的产生。固定翼结构简单并且可以参考大型固定
翼完备的设计理论，但是没有低速和悬停飞行能力。旋翼飞行方式借助于旋转
桨叶造成气流动量的增大，从而产生气动力 ( 图 2.3) 。旋翼具有较好的悬停性
能，垂直起降和低速前飞的能力。而且，纳米旋翼飞行器可以参考大型旋翼的
完备设计理论。然而，纳米旋翼飞行器的气动性能在极低雷诺数下恶化，并且
其控制系统要较固定翼复杂。扑翼飞行方式通过一系列的旋转和平移运动捕捉
涡，从而产生非稳态空气动力学而不是稳态空气动力学 ( 图 2.4) 。扑翼具有悬
停、低速前飞和高速前飞的能力，但是扑翼飞行器没有完备的设计理论、运动
理论和控制、控制方法和制作技术。分析发现，固定翼飞行方式没有悬停和低
速前飞的能力，因此不能用于设计纳米飞行器。所以需要详细比较旋翼和扑翼
飞行方式从而选择一个更适合纳米飞行器的飞行方式。
为了比较两个飞行方式，纳米飞行器的尺寸设定为 7.5 厘米，质量设定为
10g。在 2.3.1 节，采用两种方法比较了旋翼和扑翼飞行方式的悬停效率。在 A
部分，采用实验修正的动量理论方法(方程 2.3-4 和 2.3-8)估算了两种飞行方式的
悬停效率。结果显示旋翼飞行方式需要 0.590 W 的功率，而扑翼需要 0.542 W
的功率。由于在 A 部分没有考虑旋翼和扑翼的几何特征，因此两种飞行方式点
悬停功率在 B 部分工作直接外形设计方法进行了计算。采用最小诱导损失理论
设计了一个单旋翼(图 2.7)。采用基于飞行生物参数和等稳态空气动力学的反设
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计方法设计了扑翼(图 2.9)，并计算了扑翼频率。分别计算了设计旋翼和扑翼的
悬停功率，结果发现，扑翼的悬停功率为 0.585 W，而扑翼的悬停功率为 0.571
W。两种方法的都显示扑翼的悬停性能要稍优于旋翼的悬停性能 ( 表 2.1) 。在
2.3.2 节，研究了两种飞行方式的尺寸和质量之间的关系。基于几何相似理论，
从现有的微型或者小型无人飞行器的设计参数中推导出两种飞行方式的质量和
尺寸之间的关系式。结果发现举起同样的重量，扑翼飞行方式所需的尺寸要大
于旋翼飞行方式所需的尺寸(Eq. 2.3-19 和 2.3-20)。
旋翼无人飞行器要比扑翼无人飞行器简单，因此它们更容易实现。同时旋
翼无人飞行器同样具有较好的操纵性和较高的前飞速度。考虑到上述结论，并
根据本实验室的条件和技术储备，选取了旋翼飞行方式作为纳米飞行器的飞行
方式。
第三章 ：共轴旋翼的设计和制作
作为气动/推进的耦合系统，旋翼的性能直接决定了纳米飞行器的性能。因
此需要设计高性能的推进系统。在第二章中选择了旋翼飞行方式之后，共轴旋
翼由于其具有拉力大、可靠性高、效率高及无需扭矩抵消系统等优点而选择为
设计纳米飞行器的构型。
在选择旋翼飞行器的构型后，就需要进行旋翼的设计。在 20 世纪 70 年
代，最小诱导损失理论被用来优化螺旋桨。现代的优化方法如多学科设计优
化、遗传算法和进化算法等为螺旋桨的优化提供了更多选择。因此应针对纳米
旋翼的特点，选择合适的优化方法。翼型优化式旋翼优化的一个重要组成部
分，包括翼型参数化、目标函数的处理和翼型优化等多个部分。针对翼型几何
特征对固定翼或者旋翼在低雷诺数下的影响开展了大量的研究。另一方面，在
特定飞行条件下获得翼型的方法包含反设计方法和直接设计方法两大类型。在
优化前需要对翼型进行几何参数化。离散翼型坐标方法、Bezier 或者 B 样条曲
线控制点方法、自由外形方法、多项式曲面方法及三次样条曲线控制点方法等
众多的方法等是常用的翼型几何参数化方法。参数方法的选择是翼型优化的重
要一步。另外，目标函数的选择和处理对翼型优化也有很大影响。稳定性统计
学定义方法以多个目标值的平均值和方差作为最终的目标函数，既保证了各个
设计点处的性能，又减小了设计噪声。翼型优化方法的选择结合合适的参数化
方法和目标函数处理方法对于设计具有优秀气动性能的纳米共轴旋翼翼型是非
常必要的。
纳米共轴旋翼的实现包含翼型优化、共轴旋翼设计和共轴旋翼制作三个方
面。在 3.2.1 节中，优化了纳米共轴旋翼的翼型。为了优化旋翼翼型，需要确定
翼型参数化方法。在分析大量翼型优化方法的基础上，选择了 CST 方法作为参
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数化方法。CST 参数化方法具有简单和鲁棒性高的特点，可以以较小的参数表
征翼型曲线，同时保证了翼型曲线的连续性和光滑性。选择六个主要参数控制
旋翼的翼型，确定了翼型参数的上下界限。然后，验证了所使用的流体求解器
的准确性。由于纳米共轴旋翼在极低雷诺数下飞行，其优化设计需要大量的计
算资源，因此选择的流体求解器应能精确、高效的求解极低雷诺数问题。本文
选择了在低雷诺数下广为验证的 XFOIL 求解器作为优化的流体求解器。在不同
雷诺数下，对不同类型的翼型，采用 XFOIL 求解器进行数值计算，并与实验数
据及计算流体力学方法得到的结果进行了比较。结果显示 XFOIL 能够良好的计
算不同翼型在极低雷诺数下的气动特性，在失速之前，对于升力系数和阻力系
数的预测都具有良好的精度。结论认为 XFOIL 作为纳米旋翼翼型优化的求解器
是可行的。第三步为翼型的优化。使用控制精英策略的 NSGA-II 方法结合 CST
参数化方法对纳米共轴旋翼翼型进行了优化。设计创新性的以在满足一定升力
系数的条件下，得到最小的的 CD / CL3/ 2 为目标而不是通常翼型设计的阻升比为
主要目标。选取多个雷诺数作为设计点优化翼型。为了减少优化的噪声，得到
沿着整个桨叶的优化翼型，目标函数的选取采用了稳态性的统计学定义方法，
选取了多个设计点处目标值的平均值和方差作为两个目标函数优化设计翼型。
目标函数的选取证明了可以同时保证多点设计的全局最优。本文选取了具有多
样性、鲁棒性的控制精英策略的 NSGA-II 遗传优化算法以优化纳米旋翼翼型。
优化获得了厚度为 2%c，最大弯度为 5.6%c 的薄板翼型(图 3.16)。结果证实设
计翼型在低雷诺数下具有良好的气动特性，适于纳米共轴旋翼的设计(图
3.20)。尽管选择了简化翼型设计纳米共轴旋翼，但是简化翼型的气动特性与优
化翼型相近。在 3.2.2 节中，利用选定的翼型采用最小诱导损失理论设计了纳米
共轴旋翼。设计时，通过引入加权因子考虑上下旋翼的相互影响。把其中一个
旋翼的诱导速度乘以加权因子叠加到另外一个旋翼的自由来流中，通过多步的
耦合迭代获得共轴旋翼的弦长和扭转角的分布。设计流程图如图 3.24-3.25 所
示。得到的上旋翼的平均弦长 0.33R，平均扭转角 17.21°(图 3.26(a))，下旋翼的
平均弦长 0.31R，平均扭转角 17.67°(图 3.26(b))。可以看到纳米共轴旋翼相对于
微型旋翼和全比例直升机旋翼，具有较大的相对弦长和扭转角。在 3.2.3 节中，
使用碳纤维薄片材料制作了纳米共轴旋翼。获得的纳米旋翼的厚度在 0.23 mm
左右，单旋翼的质量小于 0.3 g (图 3.28)。由于受到制作方法和材料的限制，制
作的纳米旋翼的外形与设计外形具有一定差别。
第四章 ：单旋翼悬停性能的实验研究
悬停性能是评估旋翼纳米飞行器的重要因素，因此需要测量单旋翼的性能
以研究各种旋翼参数对微型/纳米旋翼推进性能的影响，并可为研究纳米共轴旋
翼之间的相互干扰提供参考。然而在低雷诺数下，微型旋翼的性能系数下降到
0.2，而大型直升机的性能系数在 0.7 到 0.8 之间。为了研究旋翼纳米飞行器的
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悬停性能，需要研究纳米旋翼的推进效率。随着微型旋翼的直径和旋转速度的
减小，同时快速的测量旋翼推力和扭矩成为了一个巨大的挑战。小型旋翼的扭
矩在 0.002 N·m 以下，同时受到推力的耦合，很难进行精确的测量。最近几年
中，已经开展了一些小型旋翼和螺旋桨悬停性能的研究。然而，在这些研究
中，或者测试台是针对推力和扭矩分别测量的，或者旋翼的直径和转速大于纳
米旋翼的范围。因此需要针对纳米旋翼设计测试台，以同时测量扭矩和推力。
在 4.2 节中，相继设计了五台具有高灵敏度测量装置的实验测试台。设计
这些灵敏度较高的机械装置是期望可以同时快速的、精确的测量由纳米旋翼旋
转引起的非常小的推力和扭矩。通过分析发现试验台的优缺点，不断的改进实
验台的测量性能。整个试验台包含有完整的电子测量和数据处理系统，能够更
加精确有效的测量纳米旋翼的悬停性能。为了比较不同实验测试台的测量性
能，在 4.5.1 节中测量了转子 MICRO 和 MCF3225 旋翼。结果显示所有实验测
试台测得的旋翼的推力系数有所差异，其差别在 25%以内(图 4.16)。不同实验
台实验测得的旋翼功率系数差别较大，实验结果相差 2 倍(图 4.17)。实验结果
发现旋翼的推力系数在 0.3 到 0.4 之间，而功率系数在 0.006 到 0.132 之间。由
于微小型旋翼随着直径和旋转速度而减小，其产生的推力和扭矩下降到非常小
的数量级，使得测量设备引起的机械摩擦力、电流或信号的波动、测试元件的
受力变形等对于大型旋翼测量影响较小的未知因素都会对微型旋翼的测量引起
较大影响，造成不同实验测试台测量结果的差异。实验结果表明，MCF3225 的
性能系数在 0.3 到 0.5 之间(图 4.18)，最大转子机械效率在 0.37 到 0.63 之间(图
4.19)。虽然可以发现，不同的实验测试台测得的旋翼性能系数和转子的机械效
率具有较大差别。但是实验仍然验证了旋翼的性能系数随着雷诺数下降而急剧
下降的现象。同时也证实了转子的效率随尺寸的减小而下降。由数值分析方法
得到的计算结果与实验结果比较表明，计算结果能够较好的预测推力，但是不
能有效预测扭矩。
在实验台的比较中，实验测试台 V 排除了机械装置引入的摩擦力的干扰，
直接测量推进力和扭矩，减小了电路内阻，因此被应用于微型旋翼和纳米共轴
旋翼上下旋翼的悬停性能测试中。在 4.5.2 节中，使用实验测试台 V 分别测试
了旋翼 MCF3222、MCF3225、U80、纳米共轴旋翼的上旋翼和纳米共轴旋翼的
下旋翼。给出了旋翼沿着桨叶的弦长和扭转角分布对旋翼悬停性能的影响。实
验结果表明，纳米共轴上旋翼的推力系数在所有旋翼中最大约为 0.36，其功率
系数在所有旋翼中最小，约为 0.0055。因此纳米共轴上旋翼具有最优秀的悬停
性能，其最高性能系数为 0.63(图 4.20-4.22)。纳米共轴下旋翼的悬停性能较低
为 0.3( 图 4.22) 。原因在于下旋翼的几何特征与上旋翼的有所区别，上旋翼在
0.4R 到 1.0R 处的弦长较下旋翼的低，而且在 0.4R 到桨根处的扭转角的分布也
有所不同。同时应当指出的是下旋翼的初始设计时引入了上旋翼的诱导流作为
自由流，而上旋翼受到下旋翼的影响较小。其他商业微型旋翼的悬停性能较
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低。分析认为这些旋翼的设计主要针对于具有前飞速度的飞行器，因此在悬停
飞行中效率较低。即使上旋翼的性能系数超过了 0.6，但是纳米旋翼的性能系数
仍然远远低于大型旋翼。不同旋翼之间的比较表明，旋翼的优化有助于改善微
小型旋翼的性能。在 4.5.3 节中，对 MICRO、NANO 和 PICO 转子机械效率进
行了比较。结果显示 MICRO 转子的机械效率在所有测试转子中最大，达到
0.73(图 4.23)。而 LRK 10-1-50Y 转子的机械效率最小，仅为 0.3(图 4.23)。比较
显示小型转子的机械效率随尺寸的下降而急剧下降。分析认为线圈线缆的粗
细，转子的结构和材料使得转子性能具有很大不同。
第五章 ：共轴旋翼悬停性能的实验与数值研究
纳米共轴旋翼的推进和气动性能对于纳米飞行器的设计至关重要，决定了
纳米飞行器的飞行性能，因此需要研究纳米共轴旋翼的气动/推进性能。实验和
数值方法是纳米共轴旋翼研究的典型方法。
为了测试纳米共轴旋翼的，制作了微小量程五分量 2 N 测力天平(称为纳米
天平)。由于需要采用测力天平测量微小力和扭矩，因此在实验前进行测力天平
的评估以获得其特性是及其重要的。纳米共轴旋翼的悬停性能研究是理解纳米
飞行器飞行性能的有效手段。Bohorquez 使用扭矩传感器和压力传感器制作了简
单的测试台(图 5.1(a))以测试直径为 22.4 cm 的具有方形和锥形桨尖的微型共轴
旋翼的悬停性能。一些研究分别设计了两个实验台测量无齿轮扭矩抵消共轴螺
旋桨的推力和扭矩(图 5.1(b))。Schafroth 等以扭矩传感器和压力传感器设计了测
试台，测量了半径在 5 cm 到 7 cm 之间的共轴旋翼的总推力和扭矩。这些实验
台或者对于纳米共轴旋翼的测量敏感度低，或者不能同时测量推力和扭矩。因
此，应当设计新的实验测试台，以同时测量纳米共轴旋翼的微小推力和扭矩。
数值研究是共轴旋翼研究的另一个重要手段。在过去数十年中，一些分析
方法，如升力线方法和涡格法模型等广泛的应用于共轴旋翼性能的研究中。然
而，分析方法不足以研究由旋翼和桨叶运动引起的详细流场和流体机制。计算
流体力学方法发展成为解决共轴旋翼复杂流场的重要手段。一些研究利用可压
雷诺平均 N-S 方程，结合 Spalart-Allmaras(S-A)湍流模型研究了雷诺数在 19 000
到 27 000 之间微型旋翼的气动性能。由于在雷诺数低于 20 000 以下，层流在流
动中占绝对地位，因此在整个流场中采用一方程的湍流模型对于纳米旋翼的实
验研究显然是不合适的。选择合适的求解器和流体模型对纳米共轴旋翼的数值
模拟是非常关键的。另外，共轴旋翼的数值模拟涉及到两个高速反向旋转的旋
翼，因此如何模拟处理旋翼的运动也是数值模拟的关键问题。作用盘模型 ( 图

5.2 (a))、多参考坐标系(MRF)方法(图 5.2 (b))、滑移网格方法(图 5.2 (c))、自适
应变形网格方法(图 5.2 (d))和嵌套网格(图 5.2 (e))等稳态和非稳态的方法被广泛
的应用于旋翼运动的描述中，各有优缺点。纳米共轴旋翼的数值研究涉及到计
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算方法的选取和旋翼旋转运动建立的方法，因此需要根据实际的情况，选择合
适的方法，开展纳米共轴旋翼的研究。
在 5.2.1 节中，首先使用了特别设计的两自由度的固定装置(图 5.4)，高精
度的数据采集系统(图 5.5)，和完整的校准检测程序对新获得的测力天平进行了
验证评估。纳米天平的验证表明，设计的评估实验系统和检测程序能够有效评
估测量精度、误差和迟滞特性。纳米天平所有分量的相对误差在 4%以下，并具
良好的迟滞特性(表 5.3)。
然后，基于纳米天平设计了纳米共轴旋翼实验台 I(图 5.7)。实验研究了纳
米共轴旋翼在 75%桨叶半径处雷诺数从 6000 到 20000 的悬停性能。实验研究了
纳米共轴旋翼的旋翼间距对纳米共轴旋翼的悬停性能的影响。另外，鉴于第一
个实验台不能得到单个旋翼的扭矩，基于扭矩传感器和一个梁传感器设计了纳
米共轴旋翼实验台 II。测试了共轴旋翼的上下旋翼在旋翼间距为 1.07R 处的推
进性能，测量了推进力、扭矩。为了研究共轴旋转对上下旋翼的影响，比较了
纳米共轴旋翼上下旋翼与单独旋转时上下旋翼的推进性能。同时研究了固定上
下旋翼在不同速度下，纳米共轴旋翼点推进性能。采用 FLUENT 中的层流模
型、S-A 湍流模型，标准 k-ω 湍流模型，k-ω SST 湍流模型对纳米共轴旋翼进行
了数值模拟，比较了不同模型对纳米共轴旋翼推进性能的影响。接着，使用层
流模型数值模拟了在固定上旋翼速度为 6500 RPM 下，改变下旋翼的速度对纳
米共轴旋翼推进性能的影响。最后，数值研究了纳米共轴旋翼在上旋翼偏转时
产生的控制力的情况，研究了偏转角和上下旋翼的旋转速度对控制力的影响。
与测试台 I 的实验结果相比，在各种流体模型下，数值模拟过高预测了推力，
低估了扭矩 (表 5.4)。实验和计算结果都显示在上下旋翼的速度为 6500 RPM
下，纳米共轴旋翼的推力值在 0.1 N 以上。流场结果显示层流模型较标准 k-ω
湍流模型具有对流场细节更好的捕捉能力。其成功了的捕捉了靠近桨尖的二阶
涡的出现和二阶涡与桨尖涡的融合现象 ( 图 5.19-5.20) 。对旋翼间距的研究表
明，在轴向间距 1.07R 时，纳米共轴旋翼产生了最大的推进力 (图 5.21)。实验
结果和计算结果表示上旋翼的推进力并不随着下旋翼的雷诺数的上升显著变
化。然而下旋翼的推进性能受到上旋翼尾流的影响，导致了在极低雷诺数区
域，出现负的推进力。共轴旋翼上下旋翼与单独旋转时上下旋翼的比较发现，
由于上下旋翼的相互干扰，上旋翼的推进性能获得了增加，而下旋翼的推进性
能恶化 ( 图 5.25) 。实验表明，纳米共轴旋翼上旋翼的性能系数在 0.65-0.75 之
间，下旋翼的性能系数在 0.2-0.25 之间。同时实验测试显示，上旋翼转子由于
旋翼扭矩的减小其机械效率只有下旋翼转子的一半左右(图 5.26)。
第六章 ：纳米共轴旋翼的仿生运动推进特性研究
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在极低雷诺数下，纳米共轴旋翼的推进性能出现恶化。然而，具有和纳米
旋翼尺寸相当的飞行生物展示了良好的飞行性能。研究发现，这些生物通常利
用非定常空气动力而不是传统的空气动动力理论产生高升力。因此旋翼性能也
可以通过仿生运动旋翼来产生非定常空气动力效应获得提升。Fitchett 实验研究
了具有扑动桨叶的传统旋翼。结果显示当桨叶以 8 次/转的频率扑动时，旋翼的
最大推力增加了 15%，扭矩增加了 30%。Koratkar 测试了一个 22 cm 直径的双
桨叶旋翼在应电材料的驱动下扭转桨叶对于微型旋翼空气动力的影响。桨叶由
两片梁型的应电材料驱动可以改变旋翼的俯仰角(图 6.5)。实验结果显示在旋翼
桨叶上出现失速时，桨叶扭转运动对于推力有很大提升。
大多数的研究集中在微型飞行器上，在纳米飞行器上研究较少。同时这些
研究主要通过实验测量推进性能的变化，但是没有开展可视化的研究观察桨叶
运动产生的非稳态机制。而对于三维纳米共轴旋翼的翼运动的计算研究更加缺
乏。由于桨叶大范围的运动，可以发现旋翼的性能获得了提升，但是旋翼的运
动需要克服由于高速旋转带来的惯性力和气动力，从而需要消耗大量的能量。
沿着桨叶体轴的俯仰运动需要较少的能量，因此为了提高旋翼的性能，使得旋
翼沿着展向的体轴做周期性的俯仰运动，期望其能够产生非定常的空气动力学
效应，从而提高纳米共轴旋翼的推进特性。因此，应用计算流体力学的方法开
展纳米共轴旋翼以桨叶沿展向体轴进行俯仰的仿生运动三维流场的可视化研究
并观察引起的非稳态机制，从而为提高纳米共轴旋翼的性能提供参考。
基于预处理方法的可压 NS 方程(Eq. 6.2-13 到 6.2-6.20)，ROE 格式(Eq. 6.222 到 6.2-6.38)，LUSGS-τts 双时间步离散方法(Eq. 6.2-52 到 6.2-6.55)结合嵌套网
格方法计算研究了纳米共轴旋翼桨叶俯仰运动。生成了纳米共轴旋翼的精细 O
型嵌套结构网格。在 6.3.1 节中，首先研究了无俯仰运动下，纳米共轴旋翼非稳
态特性。计算了纳米共轴旋翼的推力系数、功率系数和性能系数。计算结果显
示了高度的非稳态性。在下旋翼上出现了不规则的振荡。实验结果和计算结果
的比较发现，计算可以较好的预测旋翼的推力特性，但是高估了旋翼的功率系
数(图 6.13-6.15)。桨尖涡的分析显示二阶涡发展迅速并与桨尖涡融合(图 6.18)。
计算成功的捕捉到了桨尖涡和桨根涡(图 6.19)。在不同转动周期产生的桨尖涡
的交互可以被清楚的观察到。并且发现了上下旋翼涡的交互。这是造成下旋翼
上参数振荡的原因之一。桨尖涡的周期性脱落引入了非稳态气动力的出现，也
是造成旋翼气动特性振荡的原因。在 6.3.2 节，模拟了共轴旋翼在桨叶俯仰运动
下的气动特性。桨叶沿着展向的体轴以振幅为 5° 的正弦函数做俯仰运动。首
先，研究了俯仰运动频率为 1 次每转时，分别在上旋翼，下旋翼和两个旋翼上
施加俯仰运动时，纳米共轴旋翼的推进特性的变化。结果显示上旋翼的俯仰运
动能够增大上旋翼的推力系数，同时增大了功率系数，性能系数出现下降，但
下旋翼的性能系数轻微提高。下旋翼的俯仰运动反而减小了下旋翼的推进系
数，同时造成性能系数的下降，但其对上旋翼的性能系数有轻微的提高作用(表
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6.2)。在 6.3.3 节中，模拟了在上旋翼桨叶做 4 次每转和 8 次每转的俯仰运动
时，纳米共轴旋翼的气动特性的变化。计算结果同时和没有俯仰运动以及俯仰
频率为 1 次每转时的情况进行了比较。结果显示，当俯仰频率为 4 次每转时，
上旋翼的性能系数增加达到 12%，而下旋翼性能系数的增加达到 4.3%(表 6.3)。
当俯仰频率为 8 次每转时，下旋翼的性能系数增加最大达到 8.6%，但是上旋翼
的性能系数有所下降。为了更好分析俯仰运动造成纳米共轴旋翼性能提升的原
因，在 6.3.4 节分别研究了在 0.3R、0.6R 和 0.95R 截面，在一个俯仰周期内压力
系数和涡量的云图。从压力系数和涡量云图可以看出，前缘涡的发展是旋翼性
能提升的重要原因。在算例 1 中，前缘涡非常小。在算例 5 中，前缘涡在上表
面迅速扩展(图 6.29，31 和 33)，造成表面低压区域的增大。证实了在一定的俯
仰频率下，俯仰运动可以引起非定常的机制以提高纳米共轴旋翼的性能。同时
前缘涡和后缘涡的产生和演变是旋翼性能提升的主要原因。
第七章 ：纳米共轴旋翼飞行器的初步设计
在第 3 章完成纳米共轴旋翼的优化设计和第 4、5 章完成悬停性能的实验和
数值分析的基础上，本章开展了纳米飞行器外形的初步设计。
自从微型飞行器概念提出以来，出现了多种不同外形的微型旋翼飞行器，
而控制模式是决定这些旋翼飞行器外形的重要因素。一些微型旋翼飞行器采用
集体和循环的控制系统实现前飞和悬停飞行。而一些微型或迷你无人飞行器在
旋翼的下方安装控制面以控制飞行器的飞行。矢量发动机也被应用于驱动、控
制旋翼无人飞行器上。其他的控制方法如 4 旋翼控制模式也被广泛的应用于小
型旋翼飞行器上。因此应确定纳米飞行器的控制模式，并设计纳米飞行器的布
局。
上旋翼倾斜控制模式能够产生较大的控制力矩，快速改变飞行器的飞行姿
态。因此基于上旋翼倾斜控制模式，设计了纳米共轴旋翼飞行器(图 7.1)。采用
了两个智能伺服器旋转上旋翼，并通过设计的灵敏机械装置确保在两个方向上
运动的解耦。纳米共轴旋翼飞行器的基本组成部分包括推进系统、姿态控制系
统、能量供给系统和指令系统。通过纳米共轴旋翼的实验结果，评估了纳米飞
行器的悬停性能。并通过数值模拟方法，评估了纳米飞行器的控制性能。结果
显示，纳米飞行器的推进系统可以为纳米飞行器提供足够的推力，并且证实了
倾斜上旋翼作为了纳米控制模式的可行性。
第八章 ：结论与展望
纳米飞行器是 DARPA 在当前错综复杂的国内安全和国际反恐战争形势下
提出的一种小型新概念可控无人飞行器，该无人飞行器尺寸小于 7.5 cm，载荷
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大于 2 g，具有重要的军事和民用价值。
在第二章中，选择了纳米飞行器的飞行方式。分析了固定翼、旋翼和扑翼
三种飞行方式的飞行原理和应用于纳米飞行器设计的优缺点。采用实验修正的
动量理论和直接外形设计比较了旋翼和扑翼飞行方式的悬停效率，利用几何相
似定律研究了这两种飞行方式质量和尺寸的关系。最终选择了旋翼飞行方式，
为后续工作的开展提供了条件。在第三章中，设计并制作了纳米飞行器推进系
统的主要部分—共轴旋翼。基于控制精英策略非支配排序遗传算法，以类函数/
形状函数转换方法参数化翼型，结合稳定性的统计学定义方法处理多目标函
数，优化设计了桨叶翼型。设计旋翼在极低雷诺数下具有良好的气动性能。然
后采用最小诱导损失理论，引入加权因子考虑共轴旋翼上、下翼之间的干扰效
应，设计了纳米共轴旋翼。最后使用碳纤维和环氧树脂复合材料制作了纳米共
轴旋翼。
在第四章中，针对纳米旋翼推进的特点，实验研究了单旋翼的悬停性能。
设计了 5 台具有高灵敏度测量装置的测试台，实现了旋翼引起的微小拉力和扭
矩的同时测量。实验研究了商用微型旋翼和所设计旋翼的悬停性能，以及微型
马达的机械效率。研究表明：所设计的旋翼和商用旋翼相比具有更好的悬停性
能，同时得到了旋翼的悬停性能随着尺寸的下降而减小、小型马达的机械效率
也随马达尺寸的减小下降的结论。在第五章中，实验和数值研究了纳米共轴旋
翼的悬停性能。建立了两自由度测力天平评估试验台系统，并对微小量程五分
量测力天平进行了评估，实验表明设计的微小量程多分量测力天平评估系统和
评估程序能够有效评估测试系统，测力天平的测试精度、误差较低，具有较小
的迟滞特性；基于测力天平设计了纳米共轴旋翼测试台 I，实验研究了极低雷诺
数下纳米共轴旋翼的悬停性能及旋翼间距对性能的影响，结果表明所设计的纳
米共轴旋翼测试台可以满足悬停性能的测量，同时纳米共轴旋翼能够为纳米飞
行器提供足够的升力，且在 1.07R 间距下，可获得较高的拉力特性；并基于扭
矩传感器设计了纳米共轴旋翼测试台 II，测量了共轴旋转时上、下旋翼的推进
性能，并与单个旋翼的推进性能进行了比较，研究表明共轴旋翼之间的相互影
响提高了上旋翼性能，降低了下旋翼性能。针对纳米共轴旋翼的悬停性能进行
了基于多参考坐标系的流体力学方程数值模拟，结果显示数值模拟能够在一定
程度上预测纳米共轴旋翼的拉力，但是对扭矩预测能力较差。
在第六章中，数值分析了纳米共轴旋翼桨叶俯仰仿生运动对推进性能的影
响。采用预处理的 N-S 方程、Roe 差分格式和 LUSGS-τts 双时间步推进方法，
结合嵌套结构网格方法，研究了纳米共轴旋翼中不同旋翼俯仰和不同俯仰频率
对纳米共轴旋翼推进特性的影响。通过数值分析可知，所提出的仿生运动在上
旋翼俯仰频率 4 次每转时，纳米共轴旋翼的性能系数获得了最大提升。分析认
为前缘涡的产生和演变是性能系数提升的主要原因。在第七章中，初步设计了
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概述
纳米共轴旋翼飞行器气动布局。基于倾斜上旋翼的控制模式，采用智能伺服器
作为控制元件，利用所设计的纳米共轴旋翼，设计了纳米共轴旋翼飞行器气动
布局，评估了飞行器的推进性能和控制性能，验证了倾斜上旋翼控制模式的有
效性。
在进一步的研究中，需要改善飞行方式的比较方法以及纳米共轴旋翼的设
计方法。在翼型的优化中采用具有高精度和高效率的求解器。可采用多目标优
化方法在纳米共轴旋翼的优化中考虑多个目标。提高单旋翼测试台的精度和稳
定性。应针对沿桨叶的弦长和俯仰角分布开展进一步的研究。改善纳米共轴旋
翼试验台设备以能够同时精确的测量纳米共轴旋翼的每一个旋翼的推进性能。
为了更好研究纳米共轴旋翼，可以应用更加精确的计算方法以捕捉流场的更细
节特征。并开展风洞实验，研究在不同自由来流和攻角，含有机身的情况下，
纳米共轴旋翼的推进性能。在将来的研究中，还应该进一步研究俯仰运动规律
以及俯仰运动振幅的大小等对纳米共轴旋翼的推进性能的影响。同时开展实验
研究验证俯仰运动对纳米共轴旋翼气动特性的影响。由于适于纳米飞行器的微
小型控制驾驶仪等尚处在研制阶段，因此在未来的研究中需要集成纳米飞行器
系统，研制纳米共轴旋翼飞行器的样机，通过风洞实验获得纳米共轴旋翼飞行
器的飞行数据，并通过试飞实验验证纳米飞行器的性能。
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Conception of Nano Air Vehicles and Research Background

In next decades, the problems on homeland security, antiterrorism war,
calamity and civilian applications will emerge greatly and the situations turn out to be
complicated. All of the problems are required to be solved quickly with the least
casualty. Therefore, it is necessary to acquire enough information of circumstances
and keep human beings away from the battlefield. The robot, which can be operated at
a risky environment and fulfill hard missions, is one of the most useful tools to solve
this problem. As a result, all kinds of intelligent and complicated robots were
developed. The flying robots also noted as Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs) attract
more interests because of the advantages in the air.
With the development of technology and the propositions of various
requirements, UAVs were developed with various sizes and functions. At present,
some UAVs have been successfully employed in the battlefield and civilian use.
Typical UAVs have wing spans greater than 1 m and gross takeoff weight (GTOW)
greater than 5kg1. Global Hawk2 (Figure 1.1), which has a span wise of 35 m and a
gross takeoff weight (GTOW) of about 11 ton, conducted surveillance and
reconnaissance operations in hostile environments at a long distance during Gulf War
and war in Afghanistan. In recent years, the objectives of national defence focus on
the homeland security and global war on terrorism. Unforeseen complicated
environments such as buildings, tunnels, caves and forests become battlefield as a
result. So, the conception of micro air vehicle (MAV) was proposed by RAND
(Research and Development Company) in 1992. MAV is defined as a small UAV
with a maximum dimension of 15.24 cm and a GTOW of about 100g as shown in
Table 1.13. MAVs have at least an order of magnitude smaller in length and two
orders of magnitude lighter in weight than previously developed aircrafts. When
comparing with typical UAVs, MAVs which have the merits of small size, low weight
and low cost are easy to carry and operate. They can be utilized for reconnaissance
and surveillance at a low altitude and in a short distance. Furthermore, they can have
access to the region where the satellite and typical UAVs can’t function. They can
also implement the missions of communication relay, signal interruption and attack of
target. For civilian uses, they can be utilized for surveillance of traffic, environment,
calamity, frontier, agriculture and urban region. Supported by the DARPA and the
NRL, the research of MAVs has achieved a great development4-6. In addition to
United States, France, Germany, Russia, Israel, China, Korea, and India invest large
amount of money in the research of MAVs. Driven by this motivation, lots of
companies, universities and institutes devote to the study of MAVs. Many excellent
MAVs have been developed in the past decades and lots of studies have been
performed7-12. For instance, Black Widow7 (Fgiure 1.2) is a fixed-wing MAV
developed by AeroVironment company based on the definition of MAV proposed by
DARPA. It has a spanwise of 15.24 cm, a GTOW less than 80 g, a cruising speed of
12 m/s, an endurance of 30min, an operational range of 1.8km and the maximum
flight altitude of 234 m. The researches on MAVs drive the development of flappingwing aerodynamics, unsteady low-Reynolds aerodynamics, MEMS and
multifunctional composite material which are the basic techniques to develop even
smaller UAVs.
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Figure 1.1: Global Hawk2

Figure 1.2: Black widow7

Table 1.1 Definition of MAVs and NAVs3,13
Specification

MAV

NAV

Detail

Size, cm
Weight, g
Range, km
High speed, m/s
Low speed, m/s
Hovering ability
Endurance, min
Altitude, m
Payload, g
Navigation, m2

<15.24
~100
1-10
15
No definition
No definition
60
<150
20
No definition

<7.5
≤10g
>1
5-10
0.5
Yes
>20min
No definition
2
MSRE<0.5

Length, width, and height
Objective GTOW
Operational range
>1km
>60s
>60s
Total mission duration
Flight altitude
Mission dependent
Mean squared residual error

During the antiterrorism war or the natural calamities, complicated work
conditions force soldiers or rescuers to implement missions in cluster environment.
Therefore, the urban areas, forest, and caves become the battle field or the region for
surveillance. So, an UAV battle system was proposed by the Defense of United States.
In this system, the typical UAVs will be firstly launched to have the global
reconnaissance of hostile field and ascertain the position of the target, and then MAVs
are released around the target for detailed surveillance. Finally, even smaller
unmanned flight vehicles penetrate the buildings, forest or the caves for
reconnaissance, surveillance, or release of payload. Therefore, an ever-present need
has emerged to improve MAV capabilities, enabling the timely collection of
comprehensive intelligence information, particularly on the ground in urban terrain.
However, current MAVs are too large to provide situational awareness to the users;
consequently, even smaller UAVs are required to allow reconnaissance inside
buildings, penetration of narrow entries and transmission of data without being
detected. Therefore, Nano Air Vehicles (NAVs)13 were proposed to fulfil such
missions. Referring the definition proposed by DARPA, NAV is defined as an UAV
whose maximum dimension should not exceed 3 inches (7.5 cm) and maximum
weight should be less than 10 g. Because of the special requirement of this kind of
aerial vehicle, it should be able to autonomously enter buildings, stare, spot targets
and transmit data at a fairly low speed or hovering mode. The detailed definitions
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were presented in Table 1.1. Therefore, NAVs can be utilised in the antiterrorism war
and civil rescue. The study of NAVs is valuable for military and civil use. Comparing
with the definitions of MAVs, the distinctions can be well observed between NAVs
and MAVs. First of all, the size of NAV is reduced to about one half of the MAV
which results in the further reduction of the Re. The Reynolds number of NAV is
below 20,000 causing the increase of the influence of viscous force during the flight.
The flow field is dominated by laminar flow. Consequently, once the flow separates in
boundary layer, it is difficult to reattach resulting in the degradation of the
aerodynamic performance of flight vehicles. When Reynolds number decreases to the
magnitude of 10, more complicated phenomena appears which are beyond the scope
of conventional aerodynamic theories. Secondly, it is required that NAVs could fly in
a narrow space with low speed or in hover. Low speed forward flight ability and
hover ability require the special design of NAV concept. In the mean time, the control
system of NAV is very important as well. In the narrow space, NAVs shall be well
controlled to pass the barriers and avoid the danger without learning about the
information of environment in advance. And the shift of the center of gravity because
of the release of payload requires robust control system. Finally, NAVs shall be
capable of implementing missions in a range of 1km for 20min. The aerodynamic
performance of NAV deteriorates dramatically because of the reduction of size and
flight speed. Furthermore, the limitation of NAV weight proposes even higher request
for the design of propulsion system.These distinctions propose more requests to the
existing design theory of UAVs. Lots of difficulties are introduced into NAVs design.
The methods and theories to design MAVs are not appropriate for the NAVs design.
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Figure 1.3: SAMARAI NAV.

Figure 1.4: DRAPER NAV.

Figure 1.5: “Hummingbird” NAV.

Figure 1.6: MFI configuration.

Figure 1.7: Micro helicopter developed by
Shanhai Jiaotong University14.
Since the proposition of NAVs conception, many companies and institutes
involve into the development of NAVs. Rotary wing is a popular flight mode used by
NAVs. For example, the Lockheed martin company developed a NAV named
SAMARAI like the maple seed15 as illustrated in Figure 1.3. This is a single blade
rotary-wing configuration of 3.81cm long with vector chemical rockets at the blade tip.
The preliminary study exhibited that it can fly to 1 km away with a mass of only 10 g.
Draper Laboratories attempted to develop a counter-rotary wing NAV by applying the
micro engine form MIT as shown in Figure 1.416. He et al.17 proposed a NAV with
gearless torque-cancelling mechanism which only used one motor to drive coaxial
rotor. The coaxial rotor was designed and found to be able to provide a total thrust
more than 10 g with a small torque. Flapping wing is other interesting flight mode for
NAVs design. Aeroviroment Company declared that a flapping-wing NAV noted
“Hummingbird” has been build which has a body of hummingbirds but a pair of
insect wings to reduce the complex of wing movement as shown in Figure 1.518. The
so-called “Hummingbird” NAV has a wing span less than 7.5 cm and a weight of 10 g.
And it is declared to be able to fly at a speed of 10m/s but only resist a gust less than
2.5 m/s. A notional flapping NAV was proposed based on Mentor MAV and the
aerodynamic performance was studied numerically and experimentally19. The flight
vehicles above are designed based on the definition of NAV. But in fact, the studies of
some small MAVs which have dimensions less than the maximum defined size of
NAV were performed before the propostion of NAV definition. However, these small
MAVs are not NAVs since they can’t satisfy all the definitions of NAVs, especially
the payload. Nevertheless, the study of those small MAVs can be referred to design
NAVs. Stanford University developed a micro helicopter named Mesicopter with
dimension of 16 mm × 16 mm composed of four rotors 20-22. The 15 mm-diameter
rotors with thickness of 0.08 mm are driven by four 3 mm-diameter micro motors
weighted only 325 mg. In 1997, IMM Company developed a rotary-wing MAV
named Micro-helicopter which has a length of 24 mm and a height of 8 mm weighted
only 0.4 g 23. Two 2 mm-diameter micro motors drive the rotors using an external
electrical source by virtue of long wires. It is declared to be able to fly 134.6 mm
away from ground. Shanghai Jiaotong University has developed a micro helicopter
with two rotors as well14. This micro helicopter is 18.8 mm long and 4.6 mm tall
weighted only 0.11 g. The rotor which is driven by a 2 mm-diameter electromagnetic
motor has a diameter of only 14 mm. These small UAVs employ rotary-wing flight
mode with multi-rotors or double rotors. Confining to the dimension, the weight of
these small UAVs is less than 1 g and the payload is less than 2g. And most of them
can’t fly autonomously. Therefore, they don’t satisfy with the requirement of NAV
design. Other small UAVs employ flapping-wing flight mode. University of
California (Berkeley) has developed a small flying robot named Micromechanical
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Flying Insect (MFI) with flapping motion driven by piezoelectric material of PZT as
shown in Figure 1.624,25. MFI has a wingtip to wingtip length of 25 mm which can
generate a lift about 500 mN. Wood26-28 is developing a small flying robot weighted
60 mg with a pair of flapping wing of 3 cm long driven by piezoelectric material as
well. These small micro flapping-wing air vehicles heave their body by flapping their
wings in virtue of high-frequency oscillation generated by piezoelectric material.
However, great challenge is faced since the piezoelectric material requires a highvoltages input and the deflection of the material is fairly small. So, most of these
small micro flapping-wing air vehicles are still under development. And they either
have no ability of flying or can’t satisfy the definition of NAV. Some MAVs have the
dimensions slightly greater than NAV, but they exhibits good performance. A
flapping-wing MAV noted Micro Delfly which has the hovering ability was
developed by Delft University with a full wing span of 10 cm and a mass of 3 g. A
single-rotor small MAV named PD-100C Black Hornet was developed by
Proxdynamics Company with a rotor span of 11 cm, a GTOW of 15 g and an
endurance of 30 min. It is an autonomous aerial vehicle which processes GPS,
autopilot and digital data link so that a complete system has been constituted to be
able to fulfill missions outdoor or indoor.
From NAVs and small MAVs presented above, it is found that there are
several configurations employed. Single-rotor configuration is widely utilised by fullscale, mini, and micro flight vehicles, it is simple and able to employ well-developed
design theories. But the torque-cancelling system is required which may reduce the
reliability and increase the consumption of energy. Single-blade-rotor configuration
reduces structure mass of NAV, but it also introduces difficulties to design control
system and propulsion system since all the components of NAV shall be integrated
into a single blade. And the reliability of NAV drops due to the complicated control
system. Furthermore, the vector jet at the blade tip requires the employment of thick
airfoil instead of thin airfoil which has better performance at ultra-low Re. And the
consumption of fuel might change the centre of gravity which increases the difficulty
of design. Coaxial rotor is a well studied configuration so that it has well-prepared
design theories and well-developed fabrication techniques to adopt. And it has the
merits of high compactness and high reliability. However, the conventional coaxial
rotor can only profit conventional aerodynamics resulting in a low flight performance.
The coaxial rotor with gearless torque-cancelling mechanism reduces the structure
mass due to the elimination of torque-cancelling system. However, both rotors of
coaxial rotor have to be kept strictly in line to cancel torque so that other system shall
be introduced to control its attitude. Flapping-wing concept has inherited advantages
to design NAV. It has high flight performance by profiting the unsteady aerodynamics.
And flapping-wing NAV can easily mimic flight animals. Nevertheless, the
kinematics of flapping wing motion and the unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms
induced by flapping wing are not well studied so that there are difficulties to design
an excellent flapping-wing NAV with the existing theory and fabrication techniques.
NAV has a great perspective in the military and civil uses as one important
part of UAVs system. The study of NAV is therefore very significant. However, the
design and fabrication of a NAV are filled with technical and theoretical challenges
due to the severe requirements of NAV design. The design of NAV involves the ultralow Re aerodynamics, smart material, micro propulsion, micro electronics, MEMS
and navigation so that it becomes a multi-disciplinary problem.
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1.2

Motivations and Problems

The conception of NAV has existed for only several years, so most of
researches are at the first stage. As mentioned above, several NAVs or flying robots
whose dimension has the magnitude of NAVs’ size are being developed. Two flight
modes of rotary-wing and flapping-wing flight modes are utilized by these flight
vehicles. However, scarce research is performed on the flight mode selection. Some
researches29,30 utilized the equations of full-scaled aircraft to compare fixed-wing,
rotary-wing and flapping-wing flight modes during the application of MAV design.
The conclusion is that the suitability of flapping or rotary wing flight mode is
dependent on the mission profile and ambient wind speed. The aerodynamic
characteristics of NAV or MAV differ greatly from full-scaled aircraft due to the
distinction of working Re so that the equations aren’t applicable to NAV or MAV. As
a new conceptual UAV, NAV differs from previous typical UAV and MAV. So, a
comparison between different flight modes shall be performed to select an appropriate
flight mode for NAV design. And criterions shall be proposed to determine which
flight modes shall be selected depending on the definition and working condition of
NAV.
With the determination of NAV flight modes, propulsion system is to be
designed. As stated above, rotary wing is widely used as the main component of the
propulsion system of NAV and small MAV. A typical property of this propulsion
system is that rotary wing provides both lift and thrust. This propulsion system is a
coupled aero-propulsive system. So, the performance of the propulsion system
influences directly the performance of NAV. However, there are plenty of difficulties
to design such a propulsion system. The rotary-wing MAVs usually utilize the
conventional rotor to generate lift and thrust by virtue of steady aerodynamic theories.
The experimental results31 showed that the maximum lift-to-drag ratios of micro
rotors varied from 4 to 10 and the profile drag constitutes a higher percentage of the
total drag than that found in full-scale rotors at a tip Re of 30,000. Large-scope flow
separation was found on the surface of blade with only a fraction of blade surface
having attached flow. One possible explanation is that the adverse pressure gradient at
the leading edge leads to the flow separation. And the high aspect ratio of blade
blocks the reattachment of leading edge vortex. For rotary-wing NAVs, the influence
of viscous force increases resulting in the laminar separation since the Re decreases to
20,000. Laminar separation deteriorates the aerodynamic performance of NAVs
which exhibits the drop of figure of merit.
FM =

CT3 / 2
2C P

(Eq. 1.2-1)

The hovering performance study of micro rotor32 showed that FM of micro
rotor U80 was lower than 0.45 and degraded with the reduction of Reynolds number.
But the FM of full-scale helicopter is found from 0.7 to 0.833. Therefore, it is
necessary to study the ultra-low aerodynamics of rotary wing and optimize the
aerodynamic performance of nano rotors in order to obtain high efficiency.
In the past decades, several optimization methods have been proposed to
design rotors. Some studies take the design methods of full-scale helicopter as the
small rotor design methods34; some studies take the optimization methods of
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propellers as the small rotor design methods17, while others take the modern
optimization methods as the small rotor design methods, such as Genetic Algorithm
(GA) and Multi-Disciplinary-Optimization (MDO)35. Therefore, an appropriate
optimization method should be selected to optimize or design nano rotors.
Prior to the design of nano rotors, an ultra-low-Re airfoil should be designed.
Even though some researches36-38 have proposed guidelines to design the airfoil at low
Re, it is not applicable to blade airfoil design since the airfoil suffers a large scope
ultra-low Re flow. Therefore, optimizations shall be performed to design an
appropriate airfoil at ultra-low Re so that multi design points can be considered.
Having completed the rotor design, the propulsive performance of nano rotors
should be studied to understand the performance of NAV. With the reduction of rotor
size and rotational velocity, the thrust and the torque of nano rotor drop to a very
small value resulting in the difficulties of measurement. Furthermore, the couple
between the thrust and the torque of rotor also introduces more complex to measure
the two parameters separately. Enormous experiments and simulations were
performed to study the aerodynamic performance and hovering performance of rotary
wing at low Re 17,36,39-43. However, in most studies, either the test bench was designed
for separate measurements of thrust and torque, or the rotational speed and rotor
diameter were larger than what is currently necessary for the NAV range. So, a test
bench design for nano-rotors of the NAV range was required, which would allow to
simultaneously measure torque and thrust. Since nano rotors work at an ultra-low Re
less than 20,000, complicated flow phenomena, such as laminar flow separations,
occur so that the simulation of nano rotors is full of challenge for conventional CFD
solver. And the flow models should be studied to select appropriate one for nano rotor
simulations.
Conventional rotor fails to achieve high hovering performance, and FMs of
small rotors are fairly low. The biologically-inspired blade motion is studied to
improve the hovering performance of small rotors44-46. Most of researches focus on
the experiments and the visual experiments are scarce so that it is difficult to observe
the unsteady mechanisms generated by the blade motion. So, the numerical study on
the biologically-inspired blade motion can be performed to investigate the visual flow
field of nano rotor and analyze the unsteady flow mechanisms.
1.3

Current Research

1.3.1 Objectives
In this dissertation, a NAV is designed and the aero/propulsive analysis is
performed. There are six primary objectives as follows.
As a new conception, an appropriate flight mode should be selected for NAV
design. However, the study of NAV’s flight mode is scarce. The first objective of this
dissertation is to compare the current flight modes and select an appropriate one for
NAV design. The criterions are to be determined to compare flight modes and
comparion methods shall be proposed based on criterions.
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Having selected a concept, the second objective of this dissertation is to design
the main aero/propulsive system, nano-coaxial rotor. Prior to the rotor optimization,
the low-Re airfoil shall be optimized including airfoil parameterization, process of
multi-objective functions, and selection of optimization method.
The third objective is to study the hovering performance of designed single
nano rotor. Current test benches are too big to be sensitive to small force and torque
generated by nano rotor. So, test bench is to be designed to be capable of measuring
the force and the torque of nano rotor simultaneously and sensitively. The hovering
performance of small rotors and small motors are explored. The effect of the chord
distribution and pitch angle distribution along blades are investigated.
The propulsive performance of nano-coaxial rotor influences the flight
performance of NAV. Therefore, the fourth objective is to study the nano coaxial
rotor in hover. This work involves the development of test benches and numerical
methodology to study nano coaxial rotor experimentally and computationally. Two
test benches are developed to test the two rotors of nano coaxial rotor. The flow
models are explored to select one suitable for nano coaxial rotor simulations.
Comparisons between the isolated rotor of coaxial rotor and the single rotor are
performed to study the interaction between upper and lower rotor of coaxial rotor.
The biologically-inspired blade motion is capable of improving the
performance of small rotor. The fifth objective of this dissertation is study the effect
of blade pitching motion on the hovering performance of nano coaxial rotor
computationally. The pre-conditioned NS equations are established. Unsteady 3D
simulations of nano coaxial rotor with high twisted blade are performed. The flow
field of nano coaxial rotor is explored to observe unsteady mechanism. Successively,
the effects of pitching motion applied on different rotors and pitching frequency are
explored.
The final objective is the design of preliminary configuration of NAV based
on nano coaxial rotor designed.
1.3.2 Contributions
The key contributions of this dissertation are listed as follows.
(1)
An appropriate flight mode of NAV is determined. The hovering
performances of different flight modes are studied. Three methods are
proposed to compare rotary-wing and flapping-wing flight modes.
(2)
And an inverse method was creatively proposed based on parameters
of flying animals and quasi-steady aerodynamics to design flapping wing and
determine flapping frequency.
(3)
The blade airfoil was optimized using controlled elitist NSGA-II
method combining CST parameterization method and statistical definition of
stability.
(4)
Nano coaxial rotor was designed with selected airfoil based on MIL
theory and was fabricated with carbon composite laminate.
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(5)
Test benches were designed to test single small rotor with sensitive
systems to measure the tiny torque and force simultaneously.
Several small-scale rotor and nano rotor designed were tested as well
(6)
as small motors. The effect of chord distribution and pitching angle
distribution of small-scale rotor on hovering performance was studied.
(7)
A newly acquired 2 N internal sting balance was verified. The
measurement error and precision of balance was calculated and hysteresis
property was studied as well.
(8)
Test stands were developed to test the nano coaxial rotors. High
performance acquisition system and post-processing software were used to
ensure the accuracy of the measurement.
(9)
Nano coaxial rotor was studied experimentally. Experiments were
performed at different rotor axial spacings to study their mutual interferences
on the static performance. And the experimental static performance of nano
coaxial rotor was studied at low Reynolds range.
(10) The study of CFD flow models were performed on the nano coaxial
rotor at Reynolds number ranging from 6,000 to 20,000.
(11) The influence of blade pitching motion to propulsive performance of
nano-scale coaxial rotor with high twisted blades was studied computationally.
Preconditioned NS equations, Roe-scheme, and dual-time time marching
method LUSGS-τts were established. The simulations to study effects of
pitching motion applied on different rotors and pitching frequency were
performed.
(12) A concept of NAV was proposed. The control capacity of NAV was
studied computationally by tilting the upper rotor. The effect of tilting angles
and rotational velocities of both rotors was studied.
1.3.3 Organization of Dissertation
In this dissertation, the selection of NAV concept, the design of propulsive
system, the experimental and computational study of single micro/nano rotor, the
experimental and computational study of nano coaxial rotor, the influence of pitching
moment of blade of nano coaxial rotor to propulsive performance, and preliminary
concept design were performed with eight chapters in total.
Chapter 1: Introduction. The conception of NAV and the research background
are introduced. The motivation and the possible problems of the study are analyzed.
Chapter 2: Study of NAV flight mode. Firstly, the flight principles of fixedwing, rotary-wing, and flapping-wing flight modes were analyzed. The geometric
similarity theory, the momentum theory corrected by experimental factors and a direct
design method were proposed to compare rotary-wing and flapping-wing flight modes.
Chapter 3: Design and fabrication of a coaxial-rotor propulsion set. The airfoil
of nano coaxial rotor was optimized using controlled elitist NSGA-II method
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combining airfoil parameterization method of CST parameterization method and
objective function processing method of statistical definition of stability. The
aerodynamic performance of designed airfoil was studied with a solver based on 2D
incompressible NS equations. Nano coaxial rotor was designed with selected airfoil
based on MIL theory and fabricated with carbon composite laminate.
Chapter 4: Static performance study of single nano rotor. Five test benches
were designed. The performance of the test benches was compared. Static
performance of five rotors including small micro propellers and optimized nano rotors
and mechanical efficiency of several micro motor were tested.
Chapter 5: Experimental and computational evaluation of nano coaxial rotor.
A newly acquired 2 N internal sting balance was evaluated. A test bench based on this
balance was designed. The experiments were performed at different rotor axial
spacing. The experimental and computational static performance of nano coaxial rotor
was studied at Reynolds number ranging from 6,000 to 20,000. Different flow models
were studied. Another test bench based on torque sensor and beam load cell was also
designed. The propulsive performance of isolated rotor of coaxial rotor and nano
coaxial rotor were studied. The coaxial rotor performance was studied at different
fixed upper rotor rotational velocity and fixed lower rotor velocity.
Chapter 6: Unsteady characteristics simulation of bio-inspired blade motion
based on preconditioned compressible Navier-Stokes solver with chimera grid
techniques. The preconditioned compressible NS equations, ROE scheme and
LUSGS-τts were established. Subsequently, complicated structured overset grids were
generated. Then, simulation was firstly performed with nano coaxial rotor without
pitching motion. The unsteady propulsive performance and complicated flow field of
nano coaxial rotor were studied. The simulations were carried out with the pitching
motion of blade to study the aerodynamic performance of nano coaxial rotor. The
influence of pitching motion applied on different rotors and pitching frequency to the
propulsive performance of nano coaxial rotor was well investigated.
Chapter 7: A preliminary concept of coaxial-rotor NAV was designed. The
concept of coaxial-rotor NAV was designed using designed nano coaxial rotor with
smart servos based on the control mode of tilting upper rotor. The propulsive
performance and control ability of coaxial-rotor NAV were evaluated.
Chapter 8: Conclusions and perspectives.
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2. STUDY OF NAV FLIGHT MODES
The theory and the methodology to design NAV are not well-documented at
present. The flight mode of NAV should therefore be selected prior to NAV design. In
this chapter, three flight modes widely used for small UAVs, that are fixed wing,
rotary wing and flapping wing, were studied to select an appropriate NAV flight mode.
In section 2.2, the flight mechanisms of three modes were presented. And the
potential pros and cons of three modes when applied in NAV design were analyzed.
Section 2.3 includes two parts. In the first part, the hovering efficiency was analyzed
with two methods to compare rotary wing with flapping wing. Momentum theory
corrected by experimental factors was applied to estimate the hovering power of both
flight modes with the design parameters. Minimum Induced Loss (MIL) theory was
employed to design a single nano rotor based on design parameters. And an inverse
method was creatively proposed based on parameters of flying animals and quasisteady aerodynamics to design flapping wing shape and determine flapping frequency.
The hovering powers of the designed rotor and flapping wing were calculated and
compared. In the second part, the relation between mass and dimension was studied as
well for the two flight modes. The formulas between mass and dimensions for both
flight modes were derived based on geometric similarity theory from the design
parameters of the existing small UAVs. Based on the results of the comparisons above,
an appropriate flight mode was selected for NAV with taking into account means and
conditions of laboratory.
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2.1

Literature Review

As a new conception, NAV was proposed only five years ago so that most of
researches are at the first stages. Therefore, scarce researches were performed for the
selection of NAV flight mode before the proposition of NAV. Nevertheless, the
nature does show some clues to select NAV flight mode. Many seeds rotate their
bodies when they land on the ground from trees to reduce the falling rate and increase
their dispersion distance by the wind. Those rotary seeds, whose dimensions approach
to NAV, exhibit excellent aerodynamic performance, so rotary-wing flight mode is
used by NAV. For instance, NAV of SAMARAI employs rotary-wing flight mode
with a single blade1. DRAPER employs rotary-wing flight mode with nano coaxial
rotor to design NAV as well. Rotary-wing flight mode is always used by tree seeds in
the nature, whereas flapping-wing flight mode is utilized much popularly by birds and
insects. For instance, hummingbirds may maneuver their bodies efficiently to fly and
hover. Dragonfly is able to implement complicated flight trajectory with two pairs of
flapping wings. Bats can utilize their patagia agilely. Some NAVs employ flappingwing flight mode2,3. “Hummingbird” NAV has a body of hummingbird but processes
a pair of insect wings2.
In the past two decades, MAV has achieved a great development
accompanying with the employment of various flight modes. In general, they can be
divided into three categories which are fixed-wing flight mode, rotary-wing flight
mode and flapping-wing flight mode. Each flight mode consists of several
configurations and has advantages and disadvantages. Some researches have been
performed to compare the different flight modes for MAV. Woods4 evaluated power
requirements for fixed, rotary and flapping wing MAVs with analytical methods in
which some aerodynamic coefficients are estimated. It is found that fixed wing flight
mode is most efficient without hover requirement but the suitability of flapping or
rotary wing flight mode is dependent on the mission profile and ambient wind speed
with hover requirement. Lasek5 performed the comparison as well with the similar
methods and obtained the same conclusions. In these papers, the effect of low Re
which has a profound impact on aerodynamics wasn’t well stated. Mayo6 stated that
the effective disk loading and power loading can be acceptable as metrics to evaluate
the hovering efficiency for hover-capable aircraft. And he found that biomimetic
flapping wing systems have achieved relatively low values of hovering efficiency
compared to those that have been attained by conventional rotor systems. Lots of
results about flapping wing systems were referred in the paper. However, these results
of flapping wing system reflect the state of art of flapping wing design and fabrication.
So the suitability of flapping wing and rotary wing flight mode is still an open debate.
NAV has a smaller size and lower operating Re than MAV, so it is necessary
to study the flight mode and select an appropriate one for NAV in light of these
characteristics. Therefore, the study of NAV flight modes is the primary work in this
chapter.
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2.2

Flight Mechanisms of Fixed-Wing, Rotary-Wing and Flapping-Wing Flight
modes

2.2.1 Flight Mechanism of Fixed-Wing Flight Mode
Since the first successful powered flight of human beings in 1903, fixed-wing
flight mode has been successfully employed on the design of various flight vehicles.
Fixed-wing flight mode has achieved a great development as one of the most popular
flight modes. Fixed-wing flight mode being employed at all Reynolds regions has the
merits of high forward flight speed. The pioneer of aerodynamics found that the
section of bird’s wing has camber and thickness. When the air flows around the
section at a certain speed, the speed of air changes on the top and the bottom surfaces
of the section resulting in pressure variations so that the normal force is generated as
shown in Figure 2.1. The component of normal force on axis Y is the lift, and the
component of normal force on axis X plus the forces inducing by flow viscosity is the
drag. In general, the lift coefficient Cl and the drag coefficient Cd are usually used to
present the aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil. Fixed wing is designed with airfoil
to generate aerodynamic forces with a high forward flight speed.

Figure 2.1: Pressure distribution of low speed airfoil Goe417a at
Re of 20,000 and angle of attack of 4°(calculated with XFoil7)
According to aerodynamic theory, Reynolds number is defined as the ratio of
inertial force to viscous force as follows.
Re =

ρVl
μ

(Eq. 2.2-1)

The aerodynamic characteristics of NAV is influenced directly by Re.
According to the definition of NAV, the dimension of NAV is less than 7.5 cm and
the flight speed is less than 10 m/s. The operational Re of fixed-wing NAV is
therefore below 51,000. At such a low Re, the aerodynamic characteristics of NAVs
change dramatically when comparing with full-scale UAVs. And the low aspect ratio
is usually adopted to ensure the generation of enough lift. The low Re and aspect ratio
of fixed wing induce two low-speed aerodynamic phenomena which are Laminar
Separation Bubble (LSB) and wing tip vortex. Since the low-Re flow passing by the
fixed wing has low energy in the boundary layer, the flow separates due to the adverse
pressure gradients. Transitions might occur with certain disturbances so that the flow
reattaches resulting in the generation of LSB. However, the position and the size of
LSBs are influenced by the magnitude of Re and angle of attack so that the
aerodynamic forces of fixed wing exhibit the property of nonlinearity and hysteresis.
The results of some studies8,9 indicate that LSB is not a steady phenomena but is a
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phenomena with low-frequency oscillation due to the periodical detachment of a
series of vortexes which intensifies the unsteady characteristics of aerodynamic forces
of fixed wing at low Re. Wing tip vortex (Figure 2.2) is a popular phenomenon during
the flight of fixed wing. The flow under the wing passes by the wing tip to the upper
surface because of the variation of pressure between lower surface and upper surface
of fixed wing and the wing tip vortex is generated as a result. Wing tip vortex disturbs
the flow of a large scope on the top surface of wing resulting in the augment of lift.
However, wing tip vortex also induces the drag because of the downwash flow10. So
the non-linear aerodynamic forces are generated by wing tip vortex as well. If the
fixed-wing flight mode is used to design NAV, the non-linear aerodynamics generated
by LSB and wing tip vortex will have a great effect on aerodynamic forces of fixedwing NAV.

Figure 2.2: Wing tip vortex10.
2.2.2 Flight Mechanism of Rotary-Wing Flight Mode
Rotary wing originates from Chinese tops11 which is a toy for child in ancient
China. This is the first time that human beings recognized that rotary wing can heave
the mass. At the end of 19th century, rotary wing was firstly studied. The rotor is used
by the helicopter to generate thrust to overcome gravity and drag. The flight
mechanism of rotary wing can be explained by two theories. By virtue of momentum
theory11, the flow speed passing through the rotary wing is accelerated resulting in the
increase of momentum so that aerodynamic forces is generated with rotor as shown in
Figure 2.3. By virtue of blade element theory11, the variation of pressure on the blade
surfaces due to the rotation generates lift and drag.
Rotary-wing flight mode is a popular flight mode widely used by aircrafts and
UAVs. Plenty of studies have been performed on design, control, and fabrication.
Different from fixed wing, rotary wing doesn’t require a high forward flight speed to
heave its body since it can generate enough lift by virtue of the high-speed rotation of
blades. Rotary-wing flight vehicles have the abilities of low-speed flight and hover.
Because of the small size and low rotational speed of nano rotor, the chord Reynolds
number of rotary wing drops below 20,000. Due to the rotation, the distribution of
pressure along the blade is different so that the flow around the blade is easy to
separate with the high swirling flow. Furthermore, the flow hardly reattaches once it
separates. The aerodynamic performance degrades as a result if rotary-wing flight
mode is taken as NAV flight mode.
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Figure 2.3: Rotor in hover flight.
2.2.3 Flight Mechanism of Flapping Wing Flight Mode
Birds and insects have evolved for millions of years in the nature. Human
beings always seek the mysteries of their flights. But it is full of difficulties to explore
them due to the complexity of flapping-wing kinematics. The flight mechanisms of
flying animals vary greatly with their dimensions. For the avian or entomological
flyers with the dimension of the same magnitude of NAVs, flapping wing generates
the unsteady aerodynamics instead of steady aerodynamics as generated by fixed
wing and rotary wing with series complicated motions. Studies12,13 show that flying
animals elevate their bodies by virtue of rotating and translating their wings to capture
vortexes and generate the unsteady mechanisms as shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Unsteady mechanisms during the flapping wing motion14.
Flapping-wing flight vehicles can hover and fly at a low or high speed in terms
of its special mode to generate aerodynamic forces. Flapping-wing flight mode may
profit the unsteady effects by virtue of complicated wing motions in order to delay
stall and capture the vortex. Therefore, it can achieve a high lift comparing with fixedwing flight mode and rotary-wing flight mode if it is taken as NAV flight mode.
However, flapping-wing flight mode is rarely used on the design of full-scale manned
flight vehicles and UAVs due to the complicity of kinematics and unsteady
mechanisms. Even though the researches15-20 on flight mechanism of insects and birds
have been pursued for a long time, the theories and the fabrication technique still need
to be developed.
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2.2.4 Analysis of the Principles of Flight Modes
Fixed wing is simple and can refer the well-developed design theory of fullscale fixed-wing aircraft. However, the conventional fixed-wing flight mode requires
a high forward flight speed to ensure the lift so that it has no low-speed flight ability
and hovering ability. Therefore, they can’t fulfill the missions in the narrow space.
Massive MAVs and mini UAVs adopt fixed-wing flight mode. A typical fixed-wing
MAV is the Black Widow mentioned above21 whose dimension and flight velocity
approach to the definition of MAV, but its endurance is only 30 min. Rotary wing
usually has good hovering performance, ability of vertical takeoff and landing, and
ability of low forward flight speed. Furthermore, the design of rotary-wing NAV can
refer the well-developed design theory of full-scale rotary-wing flight vehicles and
mini/micro air vehicles as well. However, the aerodynamic performance of rotarywing NAV degrades at ultra-low Re and its control system is more complex than that
of fixed wing. Some MAVs employ rotary-wing flight mode. For example, MICOR22,
whose rotor diameter is 22.4 cm and GTOW is 135 g, is a typical rotary-wing MAV
developed by University of Maryland. However, its endurance is only 20 min.
Flapping-wing flight mode is a new flight mode inspired from the flight mechanism
of birds and insects which is beyond the conventional design methods and
aerodynamic theories. Flapping-wing flight vehicles have an excellent
maneuverability with the abilities of hover, low-speed forward flight and high-speed
forward flight. They can profit the unsteady mechanisms to have an excellent
aerodynamic performance. Furthermore, they are facile to imitate flying animals
without being detected. Despite the fact that the studies on flight mechanism of
insects and birds have been pursued since 19th century, the design of flapping-wing
flight vehicle has no well-developed design theory, kinematics theory, control
methodology, and fabrication techniques. However, flapping-wing flight mode is a
preferable flight mode for MAVs. It is well known that MICROBAT23 is the first
generation of flapping-wing MAVs with maximum dimension of 20.32 cm and
weight of 11.5 g. However, its endurance is only 22 min 45 s.
NAV is defined to have the excellent abilities of hover and low-speed forward
flight. From the analysis of the three flight modes, it is found that fixed-wing flight
mode has no these abilities so that it is not appropriate to design NAV. NAV flight
mode should be selected from rotary-wing flight mode and flapping-wing flight mode.
As analyzed above, both flight modes has pros and cons to design NAV. Therefore,
the detailed comparisons shall be performed to select a more appropriate flight mode
for NAV.
2.3

Comparisons of Rotary Wing and Flapping Wing Flight modes

From the design parameters of MAVs above, it is found that they have a short
endurance. It is analyzed that the low aerodynamic efficiency might be the reason.
And the endurance of NAV is defined to be as long as 20 minutes so that a high
aerodynamic efficiency is required. Therefore, the aerodynamic efficiency is a very
important metrics to select NAV flight mode in this study. And the current design
theory, analysis method, and fabrication techniques decide the feasibility of NAV
with the two flight modes. Therefore, whether NAV can be designed and fabricated
with the selected flight mode in terms of current design theory and fabrication or not
is another metrics of the selection of NAV flight mode in this study. The rotary-wing
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and flapping-wing flight modes are to be compared with the two metrics. In present
study, the dimension of NAV is set to be 7.5 cm and the mass of NAV is set to be 10
gram.
2.3.1 Comparison Based on Hovering Performance
Hovering flight is the most energy-demanding flight condition. Therefore,
hovering performance was especially emphasized to compare the rotary-wing flight
mode with flapping-wing flight mode.
A. Momentum Theory Corrected by Experimental Factors
In this study, momentum theories corrected by experimental factors were used
to estimate the power of NAVs in hover.
Generally, the total aerodynamic power P of rotary-wing air vehicle in hover
consists of induced power Pi and profile power P0 11. With the momentum theory, Pi
and P0 can be calculated with the following formulas,

Pi = κ

T3 2
= κ Pideal
2ρ A

P0 = ρA ( ΩR )

3

(Eq. 2.3-1)

σCd0

(Eq. 2.3-2)

8

Hereby, the aerodynamic power of rotary wing in hover can be expressed as,

P =κ

T23
3 σCd 0
+ ρA(ΩR )
.
8
2 ρA

(Eq. 2.3-3)

For the full-scale model, the induced factor κ is from 1.15 to 1.25, while it is
about 1.7 for micro rotary-wing UAVs according to experiments11. Since the profile
power is determined by the geometric parameters and the kinematics parameters of
rotor which are not available for this general comparison, it isn’t possible to calculate
directly with Eq. (2.3-2). However, it is found that the profile power is about 0.324 of
Pideal according to the experimental results of micro rotary-wing UAVs. In hover, the
thrust T is equal to weight W and the disk area can be represented with rotor diameter
D. Therefore, the power of MAVs in hover can be simplified with the momentum
theories corrected with experiment factors,

P = 2.83

W 3/ 2

ρπ D 2

.

(Eq. 2.3-4)

Azuma25 established the following equations after the analysis of plenty of
birds based on momentum theories,

P = Pideal + P0
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(Eq. 2.3-5)

Pideal =

P0 =

where,

T3 2
2 ρ Ae

(Eq. 2.3-6)

1
⎛ 8 ⎞
ρVt 2 Sδ ⎜ ⎟ σ 3
2
⎝ 3π ⎠
Vt = Rψ 1ω

(Eq. 2.3-7)

⎧
⎪⎪
1
(c R ) x 3 dx
1
⎨
∫
0
⎪σ 3 = 2 1
⎪⎩
∫0 (c R)dx

Azuma25 found that P0 is about one half of Pideal and the area swept by birds’
wings Ae is about 2/3 of the area of the disk with the diameter same to wing span.
Therefore, the power consumed by flapping-wing UAVs in hover can be expressed as,

P = 2.60 ⋅

W 3/ 2

ρπ b 2

(Eq. 2.3-8)

As mentioned above, the power consumed by two flight modes can be
estimated with Equation 2.3-4 and Equation 2.3-8 based on design parameters. The
hovering power is about 0.590 W for rotary-wing NAV, but about 0.542W for
flapping-wing NAV.
B. Design of Rotary-wing and Flapping-wing Concepts
The hovering power of both flight modes are estimated with equations above
without taking into account the geometric characteristics of rotary wing and flapping
wing. So the rotary-wing concept and flapping-wing concept are designed in this part
to calculate the hovering power of both modes.
a) Single Rotor Design
Since the aerodynamic efficiency is one of the most important parameters for
NAV, a rotor was designed with optimization method to reduce energy loss. As a
preliminary design, Minimum Induced Loss (MIL) method was used in this design
with XRotor26 which is based on lifting-line theory. During the design, potential
Goldstein formulation was applied to take account of tip boundary conditions and
finite hub.
At the beginning of the design, an airfoil with good aerodynamic performance
at low-Re number shall be determined. Airfoil AG38 was chosen as the candidate
airfoil to design the rotor since it is a low-Re airfoil with well-documented
experimental data1. A single rotor of two separate blades was designed with a
diameter of 7.5 cm and a thrust of 10 g. The rotational speed of the rotor was 9000
RPM (Revolutions Per Minutes) and the radius of hub was confined to 20% of the
rotor radius. Finally, a chord distribution and a pitch angle distribution were obtained
based on the optimization method. However, the blade root chord turns out to be too
long due to the limitation of the theory, so a small modification with the chord length
was implemented at the root of the rotor as illustrated in Figure 2.5 and a platform of
designed rotor is illustrated in Figure 2.6. It is found that the root chord exceeds 0.5R
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and the maximum twist angle exceeds 30°. The reason is that the local chord and twist
angle increase in order to minimize the energy loss, since the flow speed is rather low
at the blade root due to the reduction of rotor dimension and rotational speed.

Figure 2.5: Chord and twist distribution along the
blade of single nano rotor.

Figure 2.6: Planform of single rotor.
From the calculation, it is found that the FM of rotor is about 0.504 and
hovering power of rotor is about 0.585 W. When comparing the hovering power of
optimized rotor with that calculated by momentum theories corrected with
experimental factors, it is found that the results match well.
b) Flapping wing Design
Over the last century, the flight mechanism, aerodynamics and kinematics of
flight insects and birds were studied by many scientists. Those researches have
provided abounded information for engineers to implement a flapping-wing air
vehicle. After the first well-known flapping-wing air vehicle MicroBat, plenty of
flapping-wing air vehicles have been developed with various sizes. Most of the
theories about the flapping-wing flight mode come from the nature. Similarly, a flight
mode of flapping-wing NAV with the wing span of 7.5cm and a mass of 10g was
designed in this part with referring the theory and parameters derived from the flight
of insects and hummingbirds.
To start with, the area of the flapping air vehicle shall be decided. Through
observing most of the insects and hummingbirds listed by Ellington16 and Chai27, it is
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indicated that there are some relations between S/A (the ratio of wing area S to the
disk area A) and W/S (the wing loading). Therefore, the approach is proposed by
obtaining S/A to get the wing area. The distribution of S/A varying with wing loading
is illustrated in Figure 2.7 in which the curves are also presented at several typical
mass from 0.5 g to 10 g. The survey shows that S/A is between 10% and 30% and the
ratio distributes in an even smaller region between 15% and 20% with the increase of
wing loading as shown in Figure 2.7. Hummingbirds whose mass and size are
comparable to NAVs have the ratios in this range. And the mean of all of the ratios is
about 18%. Furthermore, the wing loading increases dramatically with the increase of
mass, especially at smaller ratio. When the mass of NAV is higher than 10 gram, the
wing loading is above 25 N/m2. And wing loading is above 50 N/m2, while the ratio
drops below 0.4. The wing loading of NAV is much higher than flying insects and
birds. From the analysis above, S/A distributes in a small region from 15% to 20%
with the increasing of wing loading. Furthermore, the mean value of S/A is 18%
approaching to the middle of the small region. Therefore, the mean of S/A is taken as
the ratio of NAV.

Figure 2.7: Statistics of the relation between S/A and wing
loading of insects and hummingbirds.
Successively, the wing shape can be determined. As a preliminary design, the
flight mechanism of insect is adopted and only one pair of flapping wing is utilised.
From the survey of the wing shape parameters of massive flying insects, it is found
that the blade chord and its distance from the root subject to the Beta distribution16 as
follows.

f = x p −1 (1 − x) q −1 / B ( p, q )
1

B ( p, q ) = ∫ x p −1 (1 − x) q −1 dx
0

(Eq. 2.3-9)
(Eq. 2.3-10)

From the wing area calculated above, p and q were obtained. So the non-dimensional
relation between the chord and the distance can be written as,

cˆ(rˆ) = 2.4rˆ0.41 (1 − rˆ)0.49

(Eq. 2.3-11)
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Figure 2.8: Flapping wing shape.
Two separate wings were generated as shown in Figure 2.8. The designed wing has a
span of 7.5 cm, maximum chord of 1.37 cm, and a mean aspect ratio of about 7.1,
while the wing loading exceed 123 N·m-2 which is fairly higher than that of flying
insects and birds. Then, the geometric shape of flapping wing was decided. However,
a complete design of flapping wing still involves the determination of kinematics
parameters and mass parameters.
Thirdly, the kinematic parameters of flapping wing shall be determined. In
general, the motion of flapping wing includes two processes which are upstroke and
downstroke. To simplify the design, the lift generated by the two processes was
assumed to be the same. Stroke angle Φ is about 120° for most insects17, so 120° was
chosen as a popular stroke angle since the flight mechanism of insects is adopted. And
the horizontal stroke was adopted in the design without stroke plane angle β . Since
some non-dimensional parameters about wing stroke movement have no relation with
frequency and most of them vary little from different insects, rˆ2 ( S ) , rˆ3 ( S ) and
(dφˆ dtˆ) were calculate from the experimental data of insects.

Quasi-steady aerodynamic theory15 takes the unsteady aerodynamics induced
by flapping wing motion in a period as a steady process so as to achieve a steady
solution. The momentum theory with spatial and temporal corrections is employed to
analyze the aerodynamics of flapping wing. Ellington15 calculated the mean
aerodynamic parameters with prescribed geometric, kinematic, and inertial parameters
of insects. By contraries, all of geometric, kinematic, and inertial parameters about
flapping wing shall be determined in this study. And aerodynamic parameters are to
be estimated to calculate the flapping frequency which is one of the important
parameters for flapping wing. The mean lift coefficient of hummingbird27 was used to
obtain the flapping frequency based on quasi-steady aerodynamic theory since the
flight Re of hummingbirds are comparable to that of NAV. According to the quasisteady aerodynamics, the flapping frequency can be expressed as,
n=

ρΦ 2 B 2 Srˆ22 ( S )(dφˆ dtˆ) 2 cos 2 β
CL
32 cos 2 βrW

.

(Eq. 2.3-12)

With parameters obtained above, flapping frequency n is about 177 Hz which is
higher than that of most insects and birds.
With the flapping frequency and the geometric parameter of the flapping-wing,
the hovering power could be computed. In this paper, only aerodynamic power will be
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calculated including the induced power and profile power. Rankine-Froude
momentum theory was adopted to calculate the ideal induced power as follows 20.
⎡
⎤
2W
P =⎢
⎥
⎣ ρS ΦAR cos β ⎦

1/ 2

(Eq. 2.3-13)

*
RF

Then the vortex theory and the wake periodicity theory were adopted to give
a spatial correction and a temporal correction, respectively.
*
*
Pind
= PRF
(1 + σ + τ )

(Eq. 2.3-14)

*
The ideal induced power per unit weight, PRF
, was obtained as 3.69 W·N-1 .
With the correction, the mean specific induced power per unit weight was about 4.12
W·N-1.

Mean Re number shall be calculated before the calculation of profile power 19.
Re =

4 ρΦR 2 n
μAR

(Eq. 2.3-15)

After substituting the flapping frequency of 177 Hz into Eq. (2.3-16), the mean Re
number is about 20,000 at sea level. The profile drag C D ,Pr o can be calculated with the
empirical equation proposed in reference [20] with Re . Then the mean specific
profile power can be obtained with the following formula20,
3

*
Ppro
=

ρn3 S Φ 2 R 3 rˆ33 ( S ) dφˆ / dtˆ cos3 β
16W cos3 βr

CD , pro .

(Eq. 2.3-16)

The mean specific profile power per unit weight was about 1.70 W·N-1. Finally, the
aerodynamic hovering power could be determined from the following equation,
*
*
P = ( Pind
+ Ppro
) × mg .

(Eq. 2.3-17)

For this design, the hovering power calculated is about 0.571W. Difference
can be found between the hovering powers calculated with this method and that with
momentum theories corrected with experimental factors.
c) Analysis of Results
Table 2.1 shows the hovering power calculated by momentum theories
corrected with experimental factors method and direct concept design method. When
comparing the two methods, it is found that the difference of hovering power is 0.8%
for rotary-wing flight mode but 5.3% for flapping-wing flight mode. The variation for
flapping-wing flight mode is larger than that for rotary-wing flight mode. The
aerodynamic forces of flapping wing have strong unsteady effects. It is analyzed that
momentum theories corrected with experimental factors method didn’t taken into
account the geometric shape and kinematic parameters of flapping wing when
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calculating the hovering performance, whereas the direct concept design method
considered these parameters and introduced spatial and temporal corrections to take
unsteady effect into account. The momentum theory method showed that the hovering
power of rotary-wing flight mode is 8.5% higher than that of flapping-wing flight
mode. The direct design method showed that the hovering power of rotary-wing flight
mode is only 2.3% higher than that of flapping-wing flight mode. Both methods stated
that the hovering performance of flapping-wing flight mode is slightly better than that
of rotary-wing flight mode.
Table 2.1: Comparison of hovering power based on momentum theories corrected
with experimental factors method and direct concept design method.
Methods
Flight modes
Rotary-wing
Flapping-wing

0.590W

Direct Concept
Design
0.585W

0.542W

0.571W

Correction Method

2.3.2 Comparison Based on Geometric Similarity
It is found that the hovering performance of rotary-wing flight mode is
comparable to that of flapping-wing flight mode to design NAV according to the
analysis above. The geometric similarity method28 is utilized to analyze the relation of
size and mass with the summary of the design parameters of current micro/mini
UAVs21,23,29-37. A statistics of weight and dimension (diameter for rotary-wing, wing
span for fixed-wing and flapping-wing) is shown in Figure 2.10. The relation between
size and the weight can be found by fitting those data points.

Figure 2.10: Wing span or rotor diameter .vs. Mass of existing
Mini UAVs and MAVs.
For rotary wing, the formula fitted is
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D = 0.535m0.666 .

(Eq. 2.3-19)

For flapping wing, the formula fitted is,

B = 5.326m0.628 .

(Eq. 2.3-20)

From the equations (2.3-19) and (2.3-20), it is found that the wing span or
rotor diameter is approximately proportional to the m2/3 but the coefficient varies
greatly. Flapping-wing flight mode requires a larger span than rotary-wing flight
mode to heave the same GTOW. Since the equations above are derived from the
current micro/mini UAVs, they reflected the state of art of design and fabrication of
rotary-wing and flapping-wing UAVs. Small rotary-wing UAVs can refer the welldeveloped design and fabrication technologies of full-scale rotary-wing flight vehicles.
However, the design and fabrication technologies of small flapping-wing UAVs
require to be improved.
Furthermore, rotary-wing UAVs are simple than the flapping-wing UAVs so
that they can be realized easily. And rotary-wing UAVs has a good maneuverability
and a fairly high forward flight speed as well. Taking into account the results above
and the conditions and means of the laboratory, rotary-wing flight mode is preferred
as a NAV flight mode.
2.4

Conclusion

As a new conception of UAV, the flight mode of NAV is scarcely studied. So,
an appropriate flight mode shall be selected before NAV design. In this chapter,
Firstly, the flight mechanisms of the fixed-wing, rotary-wing, and flapping-wing
flight modes were presented and the potential pros and cons of three flight modes
when applied in NAV design were analyzed. Results showed that fixed-wing flight
mode is not applicable to design NAV because of the absence of hovering ability and
low-speed forward flight ability. Both rotary-wing flight mode and flapping-wing
flight mode have advantages and disadvantages to be employed as NAV flight mode.
So, detailed comparisons were performed between the two flight modes based on
hovering performance and geometric similarity. The momentum theory corrected by
experimental factors was applied to estimate the hovering powers of both flight modes
with the design parameters. And a single nano rotor was designed with the design
parameters based on MIL theory and a pair of flapping wings was designed based on
an inverse method derived from parameters of flight animals and quasi-steady
aerodynamics. The hovering powers of both flight modes were calculated. The results
of both methods show that the hovering performance of rotary-wing flight mode is
comparable to that of flapping-wing flight mode to design a NAV. Subsequently, the
geometric similarity theory was derived based on the parameters of current
mini/micro UAVs. It is found that flapping-wing mode requires a larger dimension
than rotary-wing flight mode to heave the same GTOW. Therefore, the rotary-wing
flight mode is selected for NAV.
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3. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF A
COAXIAL ROTOR PROPULSION SET
As the aero/propulsive system, the performance of rotary wing determines
directly the performance of NAV. Therefore, a propulsive system of high
performance shall be designed. With the rotary-wing flight mode, coaxial rotor is
chosen as the configuration to design NAV due to its advantage of compactness, high
reliability and high hovering efficiency. The implement of nano coaxial rotor includes
the optimization of rotor airfoil, the design of nano coaxial rotor and the fabrication of
coaxial rotor. In section 3.2.1, the airfoil of nano coaxial rotor was optimized. The
optimization of airfoil consists of four parts. In the first part, the geometry of airfoil is
parameterized with the robust Class function/Shape function Transformation
technique (CST). In the second part, the accuracy of solver was verified at ultra-low
Reynolds. In the third part, the objective functions were processed by a method based
on the statistical definition of stability. In the last part, the airfoil was optimized using
controlled elitist Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) method to
ensure the robustness and diversity of the population. And the aerodynamic
performance of designed airfoil was computed with two-dimensional (2D)
incompressible N-S solver. In section 3.2.2, nano coaxial rotor was designed based on
Minimum Induced Loss theory (MIL). During the design, the interaction between
upper rotor and lower rotor was taken into account in virtue of weights. In section
3.2.3, nano coaxial rotor designed was fabricated with carbon composite laminate.
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3.1

Literature Review

Rotary wing flight mode is selected as the candidate to design NAV in light of
Chapter 2. Several typical configurations are widely adopted on the design of micro
UAVs and mini UAVs mainly varying from the propulsive methods. The propulsive
system of rotary wing generates thrust by virtue of rotor or rotors accompanying with
the production of the torque. Generally, the different methods to cancel the torque
decide rotary-wing configuration. Single rotor configuration is the most popular
configuration widely used on full-scale helicopter and small rotary-wing UAVs. Tail
rotor (Figure 3.1) and control vane (Figure 3.2) are widely applied as the anti-torque
systems. With the thrust generated by a small tail rotor, a moment can be attained
with a long arm from the center of gravity of the UAV to balance the torque generated
by main rotor. The control vanes are usually installed in the downstream flow of rotor
to generate aerodynamic forces so as to cancel the torque and control the flight
direction of UAVs. Single-blade single rotor (Figure 1.3) is a newly developed
configuration without anti-torque system. The whole system resides in a blade and
rotates with the blade. Coaxial rotor configuration is another popular configuration
being capable of canceling torque without extra loss of power as shown in Figure 3.3.
Upper rotor and lower rotor were mounted in-line to each other rotating in reverse
direction. The torque can be cancelled automatically as a result. Multi-rotor
configuration, especially four-rotor configuration, was conducted for mini-UAV or
MAV design in the past years. A typical four-rotor MAV named Mesicopter1 is
developed by MIT as illustrated in Figure 3.4. Mesicopter has a rectangle shape of 3.1
cm×3.1 cm weighing about 3 gram. Four rotors, two rotors of which rotate in one
direction while the other two rotors of which rotate in another direction are, are
mounted in a plane. The torque can be cancelled as well by controlling the rotational
speed.
As each corn has two sides, each configuration has its pros and cons. Single
rotor configuration with torque cancel system is simple but has a general disadvantage
of extra power consumption due to torque-cancel system. For rotary-wing
configuration with tail rotor, the introduction of tail rotor increases the dimension and
decreases the reliability of UAV. For the configuration with control vane, the speed
of downstream flow of small rotor is fairly low so that large control vane is always
required to generate sufficient control force. Despite the fact that the single-blade
configuration has no extra power to consume, the rotation of sensor system needs the
extra process of information obtained. And the thick airfoil instead of thin airfoil with
better performance at ultra-low Re is required to be utilized due to the transfer of
chemical fuel to the vector jet at the blade tip. Four-rotor configuration has not the
disadvantage of severer interferences between rotors. And it can be easily controlled
by only changing the rotational speed of rotors. However, the increase of rotor
number introduces extra structure mass. And it also decreases the rotor efficiency so
that the sum of four rotors is less efficient than a larger rotor of same overall size.
Since coaxial rotor processes the advantages of compactness, high payload-carrying
ability and high hovering efficiency within the size and weight constraints, it is
chosen as the configuration to design NAV in this study.
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Figure 3.1: Single rotor
configuration with tail rotor2.

Figure 3.2: Single rotor
configuration with control vanes3.

Figure 3.3: Micor with coaxial-rotor
configuration4.

Figure 3.4: Mesicopter with fourrotor configuration1.

After the selection of rotary-wing configuration, the rotor needs to be designed.
The design of the rotor is the essential part of the propulsive system design, especially
for small rotary-wing UAVs. The design of nano rotor is scarcely studied. However,
the design of micro or conventional full-scale rotor can be referred. Conventional fullscale helicopters always have uniform chords and twist distribution along rotor blades
controlling the attitude and flying direction by virtue of collective and cyclic control5.
Several MAVs and min-UAVs adopt the conventional blades. Bohorquez4 designed a
coaxial rotor MAV named MICOR which applies the coaxial rotor of conventional
blade with diameter of about 22.4 cm and static FM of 0.55. The GTOW of MICOR
is about 180 gram. The blade tip shape, blade solidity, and blade airfoil were
investigated with a single rotor to obtain a high FM6. Unfortunately; the design didn’t
take into account the interference between upper rotor and lower rotor. Since NAVs
are constrained by the dimension and mass, conventional control methods are not
feasible due to the complex and the introduction of redundant mass of mechanical
system. Consequently, some MAVs employ the teetering rotor1,3. The design of
teetering rotor based on optimization methods have been well studied since last
century. In 1970s, MIL theory was utilized to optimize propeller and proven to be a
very effective tool. Larrabee7 proposed a method to obtain an optimized propeller of
minimum induced loss by getting a constant displacement velocity along the blade.
Adkins8 improved this method so that it can be easy to program. Rzik9 and Kroo10
kept on developing this method and utilized it on more issues. However, modern
optimization methods, such as multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO), genetic
algorithm (GA) and evolutionary algorithm (EA), provide more choices for propeller
optimization. Gur11 adopted the MDO optimization method to design a propeller
which can satisfy the requirements of thrust, power, acoustics and structure. LUO12
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utilized GA method to optimize a propeller by parameterizing it with two three-order
Bezier curves, and Chae13 applied EA method to optimize the propeller.
Traditional method is capable of achieving a single-objective optimization
results. But the optimization theory always obtains the ideal results with neglecting
the other factors, for instance, the realizability. Modern optimization methods can
solve the multi-objective problems easily but with the sacrifice of efficiency and the
accuracy. Furthermore, the smooth geometric form is not achieved because of the
multi parameters in some cases. Since NAV requires high flight efficiency to ensure a
long endurance, the hovering performance is treated as the objective to optimize
teetering rotor in this study.
Airfoil optimization is a very important part of rotor design including the
parameterization of airfoil, the process of objective function, and airfoil optimization
etc. It is a challenge to combine all the part together so as to design an excellent airfoil
at ultra-low Re for nano rotor. The study of nano rotor airfoil is rarely performed.
SAMARAI employs directly AG38 thick airfoil14, and the other design of nano rotor
selected the existing low-Re airfoil as well15. The design of nano-rotor blade can
refer the studies of low-Re airfoils. Amount of researches have been carried out to
study the effect of geometric characters on the aerodynamic performance of wing or
rotor at low Re. Tsuzuki16 studied experimentally the influence of the geometric
characters of airfoil to the performance of micro rotor in hover at Reynolds number
ranging from 2000 to 8000. Sunada17 conducted experiments of wing with airfoils of
different thickness, camber, location of maximum camber and airfoil shape at ultralow Re of 4000 in water tunnel. And Bohorquez4 studied the airfoil of micro rotors at
Re lower than 26,000. Gopalarathnam et al.18 carried out experiments to investigate
the influence of trips to airfoil performance at low Reynolds number. In the past
decades, many methods, which are basically divided into two categories: inverse
method and direct method, have been proposed to get the form of airfoil directly with
the flight condition. Selig et al.19,20 developed a multi-point inverse method to design
airfoil with conformal mapping. With the development of computational techniques
and algorithm method, the direct methods which allow the process of more
complicate problem were applied on the optimization of airfoil. Kunz and Kroo1
performed computation study of airfoil for rotary wing at Re from 2,000 to 6,000 and
the optimizations of NACA airfoil based on gradient method. Nemec21 and Burgree22
utilized gradient-based numerical optimizations methods to fulfill the aerodynamic
design problem. Alexandron et al.23 applied the Approximation and Model
Management Framework (AMMF), which has the capacity of rapid and early
integration of high fidelity nonlinear analyses and experimental results into the
multidisciplinary optimization process, in the airfoil optimization. Other methods
such as Nelder-Mead24 and Differential Evolution (DE)25 were performed in the
airfoil design as well. A widely used method shall be GA method26-31, since GA
method has a great deal of merits. Oyama et al.26 designed an airfoil with GA methods
using two-dimensional NS solver. The maximum lift-to-drag ratio was taken as the
objective and B-spline function was used to parameterize airfoil. Small surface waves
were found on the designed airfoil. Jones31 combined GA method with XFOIL to
optimize an airfoil with the objectives of maximum lift-to-drag ratio and minimum
acoustics. Airfoil was parameterized with B-spline function. And high irregular airfoil
surface was obtained. Those methods employ either conventional GA method, or
modified GA method. The diversity and fitness can’t be ensured. Controlled elitist
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Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) method proposed by Deb32
increases the diversity of population while keeps the elitists in the population.
From the results of references [26] and [31], airfoils were produced with small
surface waves for multi-point optimization. It is analyzed that the application of bad
parameterization method and objective function results in those bad results. The
geometry representation is necessary before the optimization. Numerous methods33-38
including discrete airfoil coordinates method, Bezier or B-Spline control point
representation method, free form airfoil representation, polynomial surface
representation and cubic spline control point representation, were devised to
numerically represent airfoil geometry. Good parametric method can construct the
airfoil curve with fewer variables. Selection of a parameterization technique is an
important step for airfoil shape design optimization. The parameterization based on
the B-Spline has advantages of continuous second-order derivative, fewer design
parameters to express various airfoil shapes and intuitive definition of initial design
space26. However, B-Spline technique produces airfoils with small surface waves for
multi-point optimization. Free-form parameterization method can prevent easy
manipulation, but it is the lack of intuitive control and the inherent difficulties
encountered when trying to generate airfoil-like shapes. Some special
parameterization methods such as Hicks-Henne function37, PARSEC38 were also
developed for certain shape optimization. Kulfan39,40 proposed CST method including
class function and shape function to parameterize geometric shape. This method
requires fewer variables to represent airfoil and ensures the smoothness of form. The
selection of objective and the process of objective functions have an impact on airfoil
optimization as well. Most optimizations take the value of objectives at design points
as objective functions resulting in the irregular airfoil form especially for multiobjective optimizations. Li and Padula41 proposed statistical definition of stability
method in which the mean value and the standard deviation of values of objectives at
design points are taken as the final objective functions. This method ensures the
optimized results at each design points and the smoothness of airfoil form.
From the analysis above, it is found that the study on the effect of geometric
characters of airfoil can only give a general guideline to design airfoil at certain Re so
that a specific airfoil can not be obtained directly for nano coaxial rotor. Inverse
method and direct method are widely utilized to get the airfoil for a special case
directly. An inverse method allows the velocity distribution to be directly controlled
rather than anticipated from geometry perturbations, while a direct method allows the
design of airfoil with taking into account multi disciplines and multi points. The direct
method has more opportunity to get a global optimized solution. Therefore, some
study42 combines the indirect method and direct method in order to eliminate the
disadvantages. However, the increase of computational resource and capacity of
achieving an optimization method are still under discussed. The representation of
airfoil and the process of objective functions have a great impact on the airfoil design
since they even determine the efficiency and precision of optimization. The airfoil of
nano coaxial rotor surfers a large scope of Re so that the airfoil design is a multiobjective optimization. The determination of optimization method coupling with
appropriate parameterization method and the process method of objective functions is
necessary to obtain a nano coaxial rotor airfoil design with excellent aerodynamic
performance.
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3.2

Nano Coaxial Rotor Design

Coaxial rotor is the main component of the propulsive system whose
aerodynamic performance determines directly the performance of whole NAV. Two
rotors which rotate in reverse directions to generate thrust and cancel the torque
automatically compose the coaxial rotor configuration. However, the interaction
between two rotors introduces difficulties to design and study the aerodynamic
performance of coaxial rotor. In this chapter, a nano coaxial teetering rotor was
designed. It should be point out that the aerodynamic performance of coaxial rotor is
determined by chord distribution and twist distribution of rotor as well as the airfoil
along the blade. Prior to the design of nano coaxial rotor, the airfoil shall be optimized.
With the airfoil obtained, the nano coaxial rotor can then be designed and fabricated.
3.2.1 Optimization of Airfoil
A. Basic Form of Airfoil
With the development of MAV, aerodynamic performance of airfoil at low
Reynolds turns out to be an interesting field. Enormous experiments and computations
have been conducted1,16-18,43. Despite the fact that the airfoil presented in those studies
can’t be used as the airfoil of nano coaxial rotor, they can provide this design with
some guidelines. A majority of studies show that the thin plate airfoil exhibits better
aerodynamic performance than thick NACA airfoil especially when the thickness is
lower than 2% of chord. But conclusions vary each other for the other parameters
such as camber, location of camber, leading edge angle and roughness etc.
Furthermore, the limitation of traditional fabrication method confines the airfoil form.
Consequently, the plate airfoil with thickness of 2% is selected as the basic form
(Figure 3.5) to design coaxial rotor. However, the camber and location of maximum
camber are still remained underdetermined. So GA method was utilized in the
following part to obtain those parameters.

Figure 3.5: Basic form of plate airfoil.
B. Geometry Parametric Representation Method
In order to optimize airfoil, the airfoil shall be parameterized in advance. Since
the plate airfoil was chosen as the basic form, the upper and the lower surfaces of
airfoil are able to be represented. The selection of the mathematical representation of
an airfoil which is utilized in aerodynamic design optimization has a profound impact
on computational time and resources as the selection of the type of optimization
algorithm. It also determines whether or not the geometries contained in the design
space are smooth or irregular, or even physically realistic or acceptable. It affects the
suitability of the selected optimization process. Therefore, the geometric
representation technique shall include the characteristics of being capable of
producing smooth and realistic shapes, good mathematically efficiency and
numerically stability, flexibility, and robustness. After examination of several diverse
geometry parametric representation methods, it was found the Class function / Shape
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function Transformation (CST)39,40 representation methodology illustrates a powerful
capability to represent a wide variety of 2-D and 3-D geometries encompassing a very
large design space with a relatively few scalar parameters. CST is therefore utilized as
the geometry parametric representation.

Figure 3.6: Airfoil parameters39.
The mathematical expression that represents arbitrary airfoil geometry can be
obtained from the shape function and class function39,40 with the form shown as
follows.
⎛ x⎞
⎛ x ⎞ ⎛ x ⎞ x Δz
z ⎜ ⎟ = CNN21 ⎜ ⎟ ⋅ S ⎜ ⎟ + ⋅ TE
⎝c⎠
⎝c⎠ ⎝c⎠ c c

(Eq. 3.3-1)
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where CNN21 ⎜ ⎟ is the class function, S ⎜ ⎟ is the shape function, and ΔzTE is the
⎝c⎠
⎝c⎠
trailing edge thickness. The class function, which defines basic general classes of
geometric shape of airfoil, is defined as
N

1
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N2
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(Eq. 3.3-2)

The parameters of N1 and N 2 are the positive numbers determining the shape of
airfoil nose. And the shape function is defined as a function composed of items of
Bernstein polynomial.
n
⎛ x⎞
⎛ x⎞
S ⎜ ⎟ = ∑ r =0 Ar +1 K r ,n ⎜ ⎟
⎝c⎠
⎝c⎠

r

⎛ x⎞
⎜1 − ⎟
⎝ c⎠

n−r

(Eq. 3.3-3)

In the equation, K r ,n is the Binominal coefficient shown as follows.
K r ,n =

n!
r !(n − r )!

(Eq. 3.3-4)

And Ar +1 is the weight of each Bernstein polynomial item. For the upper and the lower
surfaces, CST functions are
r

n
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(Eq. 3.3-5)
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(Eq. 3.3-6)

where subscript U and L represent the upper and the lower surfaces, respectively. To
ensure the equality of leading edge radii on the upper and the lower surface and
continuity of curvature around the leading edge, it is desirable to define
AU ,1 = AL ,1

(Eq. 3.3-7)

Plate airfoil can then be parameterized by the methodology proposed above.
To ensure the smoothness of the curve, all the coefficients of Bernstein Polynomial
are assumed to be positive. Since the curves of airfoil surfaces are simple, the
Bernstein Polynomial is simplified to contain four items. Therefore, there are six
parameters to be determined. The coefficients of Bernstein Polynomial along with N1
and N 2 can be expressed in an array as follows.

X = ( N1 , N 2 , A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 )

(Eq. 3.3-8)

To ensue that the airfoil is physically realistic or acceptable, the bounder of array can
be constrained in a small zone to reduce the computational time and resource. Since
all the parameters are positive, the lower bound and the upper bound of array X are
specified as
X Lower = [0.01, 0.01, 0, 0, 0, 0]

(Eq. 3.3-9)

and X Upper = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1].

(Eq. 3.3-10)

Considering the limitation of computational solver, the leading edge and the
trailing edge of airfoil were modified slightly. Figure 3.7 shows four airfoils which
are determined by the lower or upper bound of the coefficients of class function and
shape function. ①The airfoil determined by the lower bounds of the coefficients of
both class function and shape function is a plate airfoil without camber. ②The airfoil
determined by the upper bounds of the coefficients of both class function and shape
function determine an airfoil with maximum camber of 25% and the location of
maximum camber of 50%. ③The airfoil determined by the lower bound of class
function coefficients and the upper bound of shape function coefficients is
approximately a plate but with a maximum camber of 100%. ④The airfoil determined
by the upper bound of class function coefficients and lower bound of shape function
coefficients is a plate airfoil as well. Therefore, it is found that the value of exponents
N1 and N 2 defines the basic geometry of airfoil, while the value of A1, A2, A3, and A4
determine the camber and the location of maximum camber.
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Note: Legends of lower, lower-upper, upper and upper-lower represent airfoil forms determined by
arrays of X = ( N1,min , N 2,min , A1,min , A2,min , A3,min , A4,min ) , X = ( N1,min , N 2,min , A1,max , A2,max , A3,max , A4,max ) ,
X = ( N1,max , N 2,max , A1,max , A2,max , A3,max , A4,max ) and X = ( N1,max , N 2,max , A1,min , A2,min , A3,min , A4,min ) .

Figure 3.7: Airfoil forms determined by coefficients of class function and shape
function.
C. Validation of XFOIL at low Reynolds
The optimization of airfoil requires a good optimization method as well as an
accurate solver. Since the computational resource and time are enormous for an airfoil
optimization, an accurate and efficient solver is preferable. Navier-Stokes solver
coupling with grid generation method are utilized for optimization of airfoil44-46 in
recent years, while vortex panel method and lifting line method are also popular for
optimization of airfoil due to its time-saving characteristics with fairly good results.
XFOIL47 is an analytical method whose inviscid formulation is a linear-vorticity
stream function panel method. A Karman-Tsien compressibility correction with a
solution generated from closely coupled viscous and inviscid methods is incorporated.
XFOIL employs a two-equation, lagged dissipation, integral boundary layer solution
strongly interacted with the incompressible potential flow via the surface transpiration
model and an envelope e N transition criterion which allows prediction of separation
bubble. While reduced by eliminating the interactive design and plotting features, as
well as modified to create a callable function, the analytic capabilities of XFOIL
remain unchanged. As a result, lift, drag and moment coefficients can be obtained for
airfoils operating through flight conditions in relatively brief periods of time.
(1) XFOIL was verified with airfoil of Goe417a. Goe417a (Figure 3.8) is a
thin-plate airfoil employed on the blade of MAV MICOR and exhibits an excellent
aerodynamic performance. Goe417a airfoil is a low-Re airfoil with round nose and
sharp trailing edge. The thickness, camber and location of maximum camber are 3%,
6% and 0.4, respectively. It was well studied experimentally at Re from 59,300 to
398,800 in the wind tunnel of UIUC48-50. In the validation, the experimental results at
Re of 59,300 were utilized at angles of attack from -2° to 12° to validate the solver.
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Figure 3.8: Goe417a airfoil.
In light of Figure 3.9, the computational results match well with the
experimental results at low angles of attack, but differ from experimental results at
high angles of attack after stall. In general, XFOIL can predict the aerodynamic
performance of thin airfoil before stall with a certain precision.

Figure 3.9: Comparison of computational results with experimental results of
GOE417A airfoil at Re 59,300.
(2) To further validate the ability of XFOIL to predict the aerodynamic
characterization of airfoil at ultra-low Reynolds, AG38 airfoil was also studied. AG38
was originally designed by Drela for the purpose of application at low Re as
illustrated in Figure 3.10. AG38 is a thick airfoil with thickness of 7% but a maximum
camber of only 2% at 0.355 when comparing with Goe417a. As mentioned in
previous chapter, SAMARAI is a single-blade NAV which applies the AG38 airfoil.
SAMARAI rotates at roughly 12,000 RPM for hover and forward flight so that it
operates at very low chord Reynolds numbers ranging from 15,000 to 40,000.
Youngren et al.14 studied the aerodynamic characterization of AG38 at low Reynolds
number ranging from 15,000 to 60,000 in NASA Langley 2×3 Boundary Layer
Tunnel. The experiments also addressed the aerodynamic characterization of
turbulator.
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Figure 3.10: AG38 airfoil.
Taking account of Reynolds number at which NAV flies, AG38 airfoil will be
simulated with XFOIL at Res of 15,000 and 20,000 at angles of attack ranging from 4° to 8°. Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 show that the lift coefficient and drag coefficient
vary with angle of attack for both computational results and experimental results at
two Res. XFOIL predicted the aerodynamic performance well at the whole range of
angle of attack for both Reynolds number. However, the separation of laminar was
predicted earlier since the slope of lift coefficient curve drops slightly at low angles of
attack. Accordingly, the value of lift coefficient computed is lower than that from
experiments at angles of attack ranging from 2° to 4°, vice verse for drag coefficient.
At negative angles of attack lower than -4°, the lift coefficient was under-estimated.
One possible reason might be the early estimation of the separation at the upper
surface of airfoil.

Figure 3.11: Comparison of computational results with experimental
results of AG38 airfoil at Re 15,000.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of computational results with experimental
results of AG38 airfoil at Re of 20,000.
(3) The validation of XFOIL at very ultra-lower Reynolds is necessary, since
the airfoil of nano rotor suffers flow at different Res along the blade. Experimental
study of airfoil at ultra-low Reynolds is scarce. Kunz51 studied the aerodynamic
performance of NACA airfoil with INS2D code at low Reynolds from 2000 to 8000.
INS2D code is two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes solver developed by
Rogers in which artificial compressibility method is utilized to deal with
incompressible flow. This code was validated by Kunz at low Re. In this validation,
NACA0006 airfoil, as illustrated in Figure 3.13, was studied with XFOIL at Re of
6000 to compare with Kunz’s result calculated with INS2D.

Figure 3.13: NACA0006 airfoil.
Figure 3.14 shows the comparison between the results calculated by XFOIL
and Kunz’s results. The lift coefficient predicted by XFOIL match well with that
predicted by INS2D except at high angle of attack. Once stall appears, XFOIL fails to
capture the rapid drop of the lift coefficient at angle of attack of 5°. But for the drag
coefficient, XFOIL predicts higher value than INS2D after stall.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between computational results for XFOIL and
computation results for INS2D of NACA 0006 airfoil at Re 6000.
In summary, XFOIL can predict lift coefficient and drag coefficient well at Re
ranging from 6000 to 59,300 before stall. However, XFOIL predicts the separation
earlier. Once attachment appears, lift coefficient is always overestimated.
D. Controlled Elitist NSGA-II
(a) Introduction of GA
GA is an optimization algorithm based on Darwin’s survival of the fittest
evolutionary concept, according to which a biological population evolves over
generations to adapt to the environment by selection, recombination and mutation. It
was originally described by Holland in 1960s52. Since then, GA was well-developed
by Holland and his student, namely Goldberg. With the first application of GA to the
practice by Goldberg53, it has been increasingly applied to engineering design and
optimization problems. Aerodynamic shape optimization as one of important issues of
aerodynamic study profits the development of GA in recent years.
The basic idea of GA method can be described as follows. The design space
for any GA optimization is discretely described using genes. Each gene presents a
variable of the design space. A set of genes consist of a chromosome which is a
complete specification of an individual design. In order to evaluate the fitness of each
gene, bit strings or real number encoding are used to represent gene. The initial
generation is usually generated by a random matrix with the bound of design space.
After the establishment of initial generation, the fitness value of each gene is
calculated for every chromosome using an evaluation function. Each individual is
ranked according to the ranking process. The ranked chromosomes are processed with
the steps of selection, crossover, and mutation to create new sets of decision variables,
i.e. new design populations. The fitness value is computed with iterations from one
generation to next generation to achieve a more optimal result. GA optimization
doesn’t need sensitivity derivatives as gradient-based optimization technique does, so
it is relatively insensitive to design space noise. GA has the ability to deal with multi
design variables within a highly nonlinear and discontinuous design space. And it has
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the advantage of locating global optimum without requiring an initial design point.
GA is more robust than the gradient-based optimization method. Since it is facile to
parallel compute, it is suitable to multi design variables and multi-objective design
applications offering pareto optimal design solutions instead of single design point.
Nevertheless, GA might not converge on the best possible design and it requires
numerous computational resources.
The aerodynamic shape optimization of rotor airfoil is a multi-variable and
multi-objective problem. GA method can solve this problem by locating a global
optimum robustly. For multi-objective optimization, GA finds a local Pareto front for
multiple objective functions. The fitness and diversity of population are two criterions
to judge the optimal population. The controlled elitist Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm II (NSGA-II)32 was therefore applied in the study. NSGA-II applies an
elite preserving mechanism and a fast non-dominated sorting procedure assuring the
preservation of good solutions found in previous generation and a fast computation.
The elimination of tunable parameter increases the independence of the method to
user. However, the elite solutions are composed of all solutions belonging to the
currently best non-dominated front. A situation which might occur is that not enough
new decision variables can be accepted in new population due to the preservation of
elitism in previous generation, i.e. the diversity of population is bad. A suboptimal
solution set is obtained instead of a global optimal solution. Therefore, the controlled
elitist NSGA-II approach was utilized in the design.
(b) Determination of Objective Functions
Prior to the procedure of GA, the objective functions shall be determined.
Through the analysis of modern MAVs, it is found that one of the bottlenecks is the
power efficiency during the flight, especially with the drop of the flight speed and the
decrease of flight vehicle size. Hovering performance is therefore an important
parameters to judge the performance of NAV so that it shall be paid more attention
during NAV design. To characterize the hovering performance, FM is defined as
shown in Eq. (1.2-1).
According to the blade element theory5, the thrust coefficient is expressed as

1 1
CT = σ ∫ Cl r 2 dr .
2 0

(Eq. 3.3-11)

So, the thrust coefficient is the function of the lift coefficient of airfoil. And the power
coefficient is written based on the blade element theory5 as
1 1 C
CP = σ ∫ ( T Cl r 2 + Cd r 3 )dr .
2 0
2

(Eq. 3.3-12)

From Eq. (3.3-12), it is found that the power coefficient is determined by Cl3/ 2 and Cd .
Taking into account Eq. (1.2-1), it is found that FM is a function of Cl3/ 2 / Cd of the
airfoil. Therefore, the objective of this optimization is to obtain the maximum value of
Cl3/ 2 / Cd of airfoil with the constraint of minimum lift coefficient. However, the flow
condition suffered by airfoil varies along the blade. Thereafter, the optimization is a
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multi-objective problem to achieve an airfoil with excellent aerodynamic performance
along different stations of rotor blade. Several Res can be treated as the design points
since Re varies along the rotor blade. The range of Reynolds numbers at which airfoil
works shall be estimated and the appropriate Reynolds numbers shall be selected as
design points. Studies show that some small motors exhibit excellent performance at
rotational speed from 6000 RPM to 7000 RPM54. So, a mean value of 6500 is
postulate as the rotational speed of rotor to estimate Re. By assuming the chord of
blade to be 0.15R, the tip Re can then be estimated as

Re =

ρVtip c
μ

=

ρΩRc
.
μ

(Eq. 3.3-13)

The tip Re estimated is therefore about 1.56×104. Taking into account the hub
of nano rotor, Re range is defined from 6000 to 16,000. Six design points are chosen
to optimize the airfoil with equal interval of Re. At each design point, the angle of
attack increases from -2° to 10° to search for the maximum Cl3/ 2 / Cd with the lift
coefficient greater than 0.68. If the solver couldn’t converge or the constraint can’t be
satisfied, a simple penalty function is defined by evaluating the objective function a
high value.
Kunz51 utilized the lift-to-drag as the objective to optimize the airfoil
separately at two Reynolds numbers. For the single-point optimization, the
aerodynamic performance of airfoil may degrade at off-design point. Some studies
utilized multi-point optimization method to take into account several Res55. However,
the optimal airfoil was always achieved with noisy. A method based on the statistical
definition of stability proposed by Li and Padula41 is therefore utilized in the present
study to process objectives. The objective to obtain a maximum value of Cl3/ 2 / Cd
for this optimization was transformed to obtain a minimum value of Cd / Cl3/ 2 to be
able to apply the method. The mean and variance of
Reynolds are two objective functions defined as,

Cd / Cl3/ 2 with respect to

⎧ Minmize f1 ( D, Re) = E (min(CD ( D, Re) CL3/ 2 ( D, Re)))
⎪
2
3/ 2
⎪Minmize f 2 ( D, Re) = σ (min(CD ( D, Re) CL ( D, Re)))
⎨
subject to: C L ≥ 0.68
⎪
⎪⎩
D ∈ X , Re ∈ (6000, 16, 000)

(Eq. 3.3-14)

where D is the array of design variables after airfoil parameterization and belongs to
the design space X whose bounds are already specified in Eq. (3.3-9) and Eq. (3.3-10).
(c) Procedures of NSGA-II
After the determination of objective functions, the process of GA method can
be performed. At the beginning, the initial population G0 is generated randomly
according to the bound of the design space.

G 0 = ( D10 , D20 ,
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, D 0j ,

, DN0 )

(Eq. 3.3-15)

where the superscript of zero presents the initial generation. The j-subscript states the
jth chromosome. N is the total number of chromosome in the population. Each
chromosome is composed of six variables. The six variables named genes in the
chromosome are capable of representing the geometry of the airfoil.

D 0j = ( N1,0 j , N 2,0 j , A1,0 j , A2,0 j , A3,0 j , A4,0 j )

(Eq. 3.3-16)

Each gene is generated randomly with their lower and upper bounds. For instance, the
gene of N1,0 j is computed using

N1,0 j = R(0, 1)(1 − 0.1) + 0.1 ,

(Eq. 3.3-17)

where 1 and 0.1 are the upper and lower bounds of N1,0 j , respectively, and R(0, 1) is
random number generator that delivers an arbitrary numerical value between 0.0 and
1.0.
The fitness functions are defined based on the objective functions as shown
below.

⎧ F1 = f1max − f1 ( D, Re),
⎨
0,
⎩

f1 ( D, Re) < f1max
else

⎧ F2 = f 2max − f 2 ( D, Re),
⎨
0,
⎩

f 2 ( D, Re) < f 2max

(Eq. 3.3-18)

(Eq. 3.3-19)

else

In the function, f1max and f 2max are the maximum values estimated for objective
functions. With initial population, each chromosome is inputted into the XFOIL
solver so that the objective functions are calculated and the correspondent fitness
function values are achieved as a result. The fitness values for the jth chromosome are
represented as F1,0j and F2,0 j .
After the determination of all fitness values for each chromosome, the
population is sorted based on non-domination. The fast sort algorithm proposed by
Deb56 is used in this optimization. For each individual D 0j , a set of S D0 and a scalar
j

variable of nD0 are defined. S D0 contains all the individuals that is being dominated
j

j

by D and nD0 is the number of individuals that dominate D 0j . D 0j dominates Di0 if
0
j

j

one of fitness values of D 0j is strictly higher than the corresponding one of Di0 while
D 0j is no worse than Di0 in all objectives. Then the Di0 is added to the set S D0 . On the
j

0
i

0
j

contrary, if D is dominated by D , the nD0 will plus one. If there is no chromosome
0
j

j

0
j

dominating D , the rank of D is set to be one and D 0j is to be added in the set of
front one. A set of arrays FRk is established to save the chromosomes for each pareto

front. For instance, the D 0j is to be added in the front one as FR1 = FR1 ∪ { D 0j } . With
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procedures above, the front one is established. The following step is to determine
every pareto front. For the first step, the S D0 of every individual in the pareto front
j

one FR1 is to be checked with an individual Di0 out from pareto front one. For
instance, all the individuals in S D0 of D 0j will be traversed. If Di0 is an individual
j

in S D0 , its corresponding nD0 decreases one until all the S D0 of individuals in pareto
i

j

j

front FR1 have been checked. If nD0 equal to zero which means that none of
j

individuals in the subsequent fronts dominate Di0 , the rank of Di0 is therefore two and

Di0 is added in pareto front two. The procedure above is continued until all the
individuals in S D0 are scanned. After traversing all the individuals in pareto front one.
j

The same process can be performed until pareto front obtained is empty. Thereafter,
all the chromosomes in the population are successively ranked with the no-dominated
sort. However, there are usually several individuals in one front. In order to compare
these individuals, the crowding distance function is introduced to find the Euclidian
distance between each individual. All the individuals are assigned a crowding distance
value. Since the crowding distance function is mainly used to sort the individual in a
pareto front, the front one is taken as an example. If there are n individuals in pareto
front one, the individuals are represented as Dk0 (k=1,⋅⋅⋅, n). The crowding distance,
defined as Dis, of every individual is initially assigned to zero, i.e. Dis ( Dk0 ) =0. The
individuals in front are sorted based on each objective function. The crowing
distances of the boundary individuals from the sort are assigned infinite distance as
follows.

Dis ( D10 ) = ∞ and Dis ( Dn0 ) = ∞
Then the crowding distance for D20 ,
following formula.

Dis ( Dk0 ) = Dis ( Dk0 ) +

,Dk0 ,

(Eq. 3.3-20)

Dn0−1 can be computed with the

f i ( Dk0+1 ) − f i ( Dk0−1 )
f i max − fi min

(Eq. 3.3-21)

where fi max and f i min are the maximum and the minimum values of the ith objective
functions among the individuals of the pareto front FR1 . The crowing distance is then
calculated based on their objectives. Thus, each individual in the population has two
properties that are no-domination rank defined as Prank and crowding distance. The
non-dominated sort has a computational complexity of O( MN 2 ) where M is the
number of genes and N is the number of chromosomes.
The following procedure is to generate a new child population with the binary
tournament selection, the recombination and mutation operators. Before that, a
crowded comparison-operator ≺ n is defined to perform binary tournament selection57.
For two individuals p and q in populations,
p ≺n q
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(Eq. 3.3-22)

subject to： Prank ( p) < Prank (q)
or Prank ( p) = Prank (q) with Dis(p)> Dis(q).

(Eq. 3.3-23)
(Eq. 3.3-24)

Binary tournament selection has the advantages of high efficiency, translation and
scaling invariant, and easy realization of parallel evolutionary algorithms. Therefore,
the initial population is processed using binary tournament selection. In order to
generate the offspring population of initial population, the simulated binary crossover
58,59
is utilized to continue process the population obtained from the selection. The
basic theory of simulated binary crossover is presented as follows,

DC1,k =

1
⎡(1 − βk ) D1,k + (1 + βk ) D2,k ⎤⎦
2⎣

(Eq. 3.3-25)

DC2,k =

1
⎡(1 + βk ) D1,k + (1 − βk ) D2,k ⎤⎦
2⎣

(Eq. 3.3-26)

where DCi ,k is the ith child with kth component, Di ,k is the selected parent and

βk ( ≥ 0) is a sample from a random number generator having the density

⎧1
ηc
⎪⎪ 2 (ηc + 1) β , if 0 ≤ β ≤ 1
ρ( β ) = ⎨
⎪ 1 (ηc + 1) η1+ 2 , if β > 1 .
βc
⎪⎩ 2

(Eq. 3.3-27)

βk is obtained from a uniformly sampled random number u between (0, 1) as shown
below.
1
⎧
1
η +1
u
(2
)
,
if u(0,1) ≤
⎪
2
⎪
β (u ) = ⎨
1
1
, if u(0,1) >
⎪
1
2
⎪ [ 2(1 − u ) ] η+1
⎩

(Eq. 3.3-28)

With the population generated by simulated binary crossover, the polynomial
mutation59 is carried out to generate the final child population defined as GC0. A child
component can be mutated with the parent as
DCk = Dk + ( Dku − Dkl )δk

(Eq. 3.3-29)

where DCk , Dk , Dku , and Dkl are the child, the parent, upper bound of parent
component, and lower bound of parent, respectively. δk is a small variation which is
calculated from a polynomial distribution as
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1
⎧
ηm +1
− 1,
⎪ (2r )
δk = ⎨ k
1
⎪1 − [ 2(1 − r )] ηm +1 ,
k
⎩

if rk < 0.5

(Eq. 3.3-30)

if rk ≥ 0.5

In the formula, rk is a uniformly sampled random number between (0, 1) and ηm is
mutation distribution index. The child population of GC 0 is then generated by the
procedures above with the parent population G 0 . However, the child population isn’t
the next generation parent population as the other genetic algorithm. The NSGA-II
utilizes a combination of parent population G 0 and its child population GC 0 obtained
in the initial step to carry out the optimization to ensure elitism as below.
R = G 0 ∪ GC 0

(Eq. 3.3-31)

The fast non-dominated sort is carried out with R as described above. From
the first front, the individuals which have high dominance are added to next
generation parent population G1 until the size exceeds the total number of
chromosome N. G1 is the next generation parent population which will be used to
produce the next iteration until the convergence.
(c) Controlled Elitist NSGA-II
Despite the fact that the mutation can increase the diversity of population,
NSGA-II discards the chromosomes in the pareto front with high rank which
deteriorates the diversity of population, especially for the case when the population is
mostly comprised of currently best non-dominated solutions. Therefore, a controlled
elitist non-dominated sorting GA32 is utilized here. A geometric distribution is
introduced as
ni = N

1 − r i −1
r
1− r K

(Eq. 3.3-32)

where ni , N, r, and K are the maximum number of allowed individuals in the ith
pareto front, the number of individuals in the parent population, the reduction rate
defined by users and the number of total pareto front, respectively. Because the next
parent population has a number of individuals of N, the formula ensures the summary
of ni to be N. If ni is higher than the number of individuals in ith pareto front, the
extra number will be succeeded to the ni +1 until the end of sort. In the end the next
generation parent population is generated with high fitness and diversity. The
procedures above continued until the stopping criteria.
E. Results of Airfoil Optimization
The nano-rotor blade airfoil optimization was carried out at ultra-low Re using
the method above. An initial population of 100 individuals and the number of
maximum generation of 200 were set for the controlled elitist NSGA-II method. In
order to compute the fitness of each population, XFOIL solver was executed for one
hundred times. And in each calculation, the aerodynamic forces of each airfoil shall
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be computed at several angles of attack. Therefore, the iterations consume huge
computational resource. Hereafter, the stop criteria is defined as
f1 ( D, Re) < 0.075 and f 2 ( D, Re) < 0.0075

(Eq. 3.3-33)

The stop criteria were satisfied after 120 generations. The pareto front was
shown in Figure 3.15. The results show good diversity along the pareto front which
ensures the airfoil parameters are well optimized.

Figure 3.15: Pareto front of airfoil optimization.
The airfoil optimized which satisfies the requirement of stop criteria is
illustrated in Figure 3.16. The airfoil has a uniform thickness of 2% with modification
at leading edge and trailing edge. The maximum camber is 5.6% at the location of
about 2/3. The camber of airfoil is around 5% from 0.4 to 0.8 which is different from
the traditional camber line. However, the airfoil optimized approximates to that
designed by Kunz for Mesicopter1, which validates the accuracy of the optimization
in a certain degree.

Figure 3.16: Geometry of airfoil optimized.
The airfoil for nano coaxial rotor was optimized with controlled elitist NSGAII method at several design points in this study. Despite the fact that the usage of
XFOIL increases the computational efficiency when comparing with NS solver,
numerous computational resources and times were consumed due to a large number of
population and generation.
F. Aerodynamic Performance Study of Optimized Airfoil
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To verify the accurate aerodynamic performance of airfoil optimized,
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) method was used to simulate the flow field of
airfoil. Because of the special flight condition of nano rotor, the airfoil suffers flows at
a wide Re range. The airfoil is simulated at typical Reynolds numbers from 6000 to
16000 with an interval of 2000.
For low-Mach and low-Re flow, conventional NS equations might fail to
converge to a correct solution. Therefore, 2D incompressible Navier-Stokes (INS)
solver with artificial compressibility was used to compute the aerodynamic
performance of airfoil optimized at ultra-low Re. Without taking into account the
volume force and external heat source, the two-dimensional incompressible NS
equations in generalized coordinates are expressed as follows with the addition of
pseudo time of density and velocity.
∂ ˆ ∂ ˆ ˆ
∂ ˆ ˆ
Q+
E − EV +
F − FV = 0
∂τ
∂ξ
∂η

(

)

(

)

(Eq.3.3-34)

⎛ βU ⎞
⎛ βV ⎞
⎛ p⎞
⎟ ˆ 1⎜
⎟
1⎜ ⎟ ˆ 1⎜
ˆ
Q = ⎜ U ⎟ , E = ⎜ uU + pξ x ⎟ F = ⎜ uV + pηx ⎟
J⎜
J⎜
J⎜ ⎟
⎟
⎟
vU
+
pξ
y
⎝V ⎠
⎝
⎠
⎝ vV + pηy ⎠

(Eq. 3.3-35)

U = ξ x u + ξ y v ， V = ηxu + ηy v

(Eq. 3.3-36)

⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
0
0
1
1
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
EˆV = ⎜ ξ x τ xx + ξ y τ xy ⎟ ， FˆV = ⎜ ηx τ xx + ηy τ xy ⎟
J⎜
J⎜
⎟
⎟
⎝ ξ x τ yx + ξ y τ yy ⎠
⎝ ηx τ yx + ηy τ yy ⎠

(Eq. 3.3-37)

τ xy = τ yx =

τ xx =

2μ
(ξ x uξ + ηx uη )
Re

(Eq. 3.3-38)

τ yy =

2μ
(ξ y vξ + ηy vη )
Re

(Eq. 3.3-39)

μ
⎡(ξ y uξ + ηy uη ) + (ξ x vξ + ηx vξ ) ⎤⎦
Re ⎣

(Eq. 3.3-40)

where Q̂ is a source term, F̂ and Ĝ termed vector of convective fluxes are related to
the convective transport of quantities in the fluid, Fˆ and Gˆ termed vector of
V

V

viscous fluxes contain the viscous stresses as well as the heat diffusion, and β is an
artificial compressibility parameter. NS equations were solved with finite volume
method and two-order upwind scheme was employed. The Jacobin matrix is defined
as,
J=
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∂ ( ξ , η)
∂ ( x, y )

= ξ x ηy − ηx ξ y .

(Eq. 3.3-41)

Figure 3.17: Grid of optimized airfoil.
The optimized airfoil was studied at Res from 6000 to 16,000. At each Re, the
angle of attack varies with an increment of 2°. The grid was generated with the
hyperbolic methods as shown in Figure 3.17. The size of mesh is 275×104 points in
the streamwise and the normal direction, respectively. At the leading edge and trailing
edge, more grid points were distributed to capture the flow characteristics. The width
of the first layer of grid is 1.0×10-4.

(a) Reynolds number 8000

(b) Reynolds number 16,000

Figure 3.18: Lift coefficient and drag coefficient varying with angle of attack for
optimized airfoil.
Figure 3.18 shows the curves that lift coefficient and drag coefficient varying
with angle of attack at Res of 8000 and 16,000. Results show that stall occurred at
angle of attack of 8° at Re of 8000. The slope of lift coefficient drops with the
increase of angle of attack, which states that separation appears at a very small angle
of attack. At Re of 16000, lift coefficient continues increasing even when the angle of
attack exceed 12°. No stall can be found from the lift coefficient curve, but drag
coefficient augments dramatically when angle of attack is higher than 8°. Lift
coefficient of airfoil exceeds 0.8 before stall at both Res.
The pressure coefficient contours at angle of attack of 4° were presented in
Figure 3.19. According to the contours, high pressure was generated on the lower
surface of airfoil while lower pressure was generated on the upper surface. And
complicate vortices were found at the trailing edge of airfoil, especially at Re 16,000.
So, unsteady aerodynamic phenomena appear for airfoil optimized at low Re.
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(a) Reynolds number 8000

(b) Reynolds number 16,000

Figure 3.19: Pressure coefficient contours of airfoil optimized.
Figure 3.20 illustrates that Cl3/ 2 / Cd calculated by INS solver varies with angle
of attack at Re ranging from 6000 to 16,000 for optimized airfoil. Results show that
Cl3/ 2 / Cd increases with the Reynolds number in general but it varies from angle of
attack as well. Generally, Cl3/ 2 / Cd reaches a maximum value at angle of attack of 6°.
The maximum Cl3/ 2 / Cd is from 9.5 to 11.2 which are lower than that predicted by the
XFOIL. However, they still reach a relatively high value at ultra-low Re when
comparing with other airfoils. The maximum Cl3/ 2 / Cd of airfoil AG38 is only 7.8 at
Re 15,000 and 9.5 at Re 20,00014. The maximum Cl3/ 2 / Cd of airfoil NACA0006 at
Re 6000 is about 3.9, whereas it is about 9.5 for optimized airfoil at such Re51. Lift
coefficient increases while drag coefficient decreases with the increase Re, so better
aerodynamic performance can be obtained at higher Re. But the irregular phenomena
appear at certain Re or angle of attack due to the unsteady characteristic of ultra-low
Re flow.

Figure 3.20: Cl3/ 2 / Cd varying with angle of attack at different Res for
optimized airfoil.
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Due to the constraint of fabrication technique and the characters of airfoil
optimized, the airfoil geometry was simplified to an arc form with a maximum
camber of 5%c at 0.5c. The simplified airfoil was recalculated and the aerodynamic
performance was analyzed. The identical method was used to generate the mesh of
simplified airfoil. Figure 3.21 illustrates the value of Cl3/ 2 / Cd varying with the angle
of attack and Re. It is found that simplified airfoil performed as well as optimized
airfoil except at low Re. The maximum Cl3/ 2 / Cd exceeds to 11 at angle of attack of
6° at Re 16,000. In short, the aerodynamic performance of simplified airfoil is close to
that of optimized airfoil except at Re lower than 8000 so that it can be utilized to
design the nano coaxial rotor.

Figure 3.21: Cl3/ 2 / Cd varying with angle of attack at
different Reynolds number for simplified airfoil.
3.2.2 Design of Nano Coaxial Rotor
To solve the problem of significant propulsive performance degradation of
nano coaxial rotor due to its small size and low rotational speed, the design of nano
coaxial rotor was performed based on hovering efficiency in this study. NAV is
required carrying a payload of about 2 g in light of the definition of DARPA so that
rotors surfer a high disc-loading. Coaxial rotor has the advantages of compactness and
high payload-carrying ability within the size and weight constraints. Therefore, nano
coaxial rotor configuration was employed to design NAV in this study. Conventional
helicopter rotor typically has uniform chord. It controls attitude and flight direction
through collective and cyclic pitch control5. Since small MAVs are characterized by
extremely small size and weight, conventional controls are not feasible. Therefore,
teetering rotor are particularly attractive for propulsion design. Hovering ability and
low-speed flight ability are quite important for NAVs design. And more energy is
consumed by the hovering flight than most of other flight modes for rotary wing.
Hence, this study focuses on the nano coaxial rotor design during hovering flight. The
objective of the rotor optimization is to reduce the energy loss as much as possible.
Since the propeller-like rotor is designed, the design theory of propeller is therefore
used in the optimization. However, the design differs from propeller design since the
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velocity of rotor freestream is zero in hover. As discussed above, conventional design
methods are well verified with the advantage to be able to obtain smooth geometry.
Thus, a pair of nano coaxial rotor with diameter of 7.5 cm was designed based on
low-Re aerodynamic theory and MIL optimization method7,8. The concept design
requires a total thrust of nano coaxial rotor larger than 0.098 N. Taking into account
fabrication errors, the objective of optimal design is to design a rotor with the
minimum total thrust of 0.120 N. The rotational speed is about 6500 RPM and the
rotor hub is 0.2R. The airfoil utilized for the blade is the one obtained in section 3.3.1
and the aerodynamic performance of airfoil selected was calculated at several
different ultra-low Res to apply in the optimization.
The optimization of coaxial rotor focused on the propeller-like rotor design
instead of conventional full-scaled helicopter rotor design. This study designed the
nano coaxial rotor with MIL theory at a freestream velocity of zero, i.e. in hover. The
momentum losses due to radial flow are estimated by Goldstein momentum loss
function so that tip boundary conditions and a finite hub can be accounted for.
Larrabee7 pointed out that there is a certain variation of circulation along the lifting
lines minimizing the energy loss in the wakes. This circulation is defined by a certain
Goldstein loading which results in the constant displacement velocity v′ along the
blade radius as illustrated in Figure 3.22. Ws is the actual velocity of the fipalent
particles and φ is the fipalent helix angle. Therefore, the objective of the optimization
is to find the appropriate distributions of blade chord and pitch angle so that the
constant displacement velocity can be obtained with the specified thrust, torque and
rotational speed. In this study, the combination of the optimization methods proposed
by Larrabee7 and Adkin8 are used to design nano coaxial rotor.

Figure 3.22: Rotor wake.
Firstly, the displacement velocity shall be determined. At a differential
annulus, the flow passing by the blade section at radial station r is illustrated in Figure
3.23. The induced velocities of v1 and v2 can be represented with free stream velocity
and rotor rotational speed.
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Figure 3.23: Flow passing by blade section at radial station r.
v1=V⋅a and v2=Ωr a′

(Eq. 3.3-42)

where terms a and a′ are axial interference factor and radial interference factor,
respectively. In terms of the momentum theory, the thrust and the torque were
calculated based on the conservation of momentum across the rotor disk. The thrust
and the torque at a differential annual can be expressed as
dT = 4πrρV 2 (a + a 2 ) Fdr

(Eq. 3.3-43)

dQ = 4π Ωr 3 ρV (1 + a ) a′Fdr

(Eq. 3.3-44)

The original formulas were derived from the incompressible Bernoulli equation
neglecting the effect of the swirl velocity, the viscous and pressure drag. The
momentum loss factor F is therefore introduced to correct the equation based on
Prandtl tip loss theory
F=

2
arccos(e − f )
π

(Eq. 3.3-45)

where
f =

Nb ( R − r )
2 R sin φt

(Eq. 3.3-46)

If the blade is divided into amount of infinitesimal sections, the blade elements can
then be assumed as a quasi-2D section with mutual influence of adjacent blade
element. Hereafter, the sectional airloads of each blade element are calculated
separately, and the aerodynamic performance of rotor can be achieved by integrating
the aerodynamic forces and moments along the blade. The lift of differential element
on the rotor with Nb blades is given by Kutta-Joukouski theorem as

L′ = N b ρW Γ

(Eq. 3.3-47)

According to Figure 3.22, the circulation in the wake can be calculated from the
vortex fipalent as

Γ = − ∫ w ⋅ ds =

2
2
πrFwt =
πrFv′ cos φ sin φ
Nb
Nb

(Eq. 3.3-48)
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The thrust and torque in the annulus of rotor disc can also be expressed as the function
of circulation Γ and the flow angle φ at the annulus.

dT = 2πrρWFv′ cos φ sin φ(cos φ − C d Cl sin φ)dr

(Eq. 3.3-49)

dQ = 2πr 2 ρWFv′ cos φ sin φ(sin φ + C d Cl cos φ)dr

(Eq. 3.3-50)

Since the thrust and the torque in the annulus are unique, Eq. (3.3-43) and Eq. (3.3-44)
shall be equivalent to Eq. (3.3-49) and Eq. (3.3-50). Hereby, the interference factors
can be expressed as,

v′
⎧
a
=
⋅ cos 2 φ (1 − C d Cl tan φ )
⎪⎪
2V
⎨
′
⎪a′ = v ⋅ cos φ sin φ(1 + C (C tan φ))
d
l
⎪⎩
Ωr

(Eq. 3.3-51)

From the equations Eq. (3.3-51), the fipalent helix angle φ can be represented with
the freestream velocity, the rotor rotational speed and induced velocity whether the
viscosity is included or not.
tan φ =

V
v′
+
Ωr 2Ωr

(Eq. 3.3-52)

In light of Betz condition, the energy loss is minimum while the value of r tan φ
equals to zero along the blade. Therefore, v′ shall be a constant for the whole blade.
The objective of the optimization is to obtain the chord and angle distribution to
generate a constant v′ . Thus, the thrust and the torque in the annulus are the functions
of displacement velocity by integrating equation dT and dQ along the radius.
R

T = ∫ 2πrρWFv′ cos φ sin φ(cos φ − C d Cl sin φ)dr
R0
R

Q = ∫ 2πr 2 ρWFv′ cos φ sin φ(sin φ + C d Cl cos φ)dr
R0

(Eq. 3.3-53)
(Eq. 3.3-54)

The non-dimensional thrust and torque, i. e. thrust coefficient and power coefficient
CT and CP were calculated as follows.
CT = I1v′ − I 2 v′2

(Eq. 3.3-55)

CP = J1v′ − J 2 v′2

(Eq. 3.3-56)

where
4 F Ωr 2
cos φ sin φ(1− C d Cl tan φ)dr
R0
VR

I1 = ∫
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R

(Eq. 3.3-57)

4 Fr 2
cos 2 φ sin 2 φ(1− C d Cl tan φ) ⋅ [1 + C d (Cl tan φ)] dr (Eq. 3.3-58)
R0 R 2

I2 = ∫

R

4 F Ωr 2
cos φ sin φ [1+ C d (Cl tan φ)] dr
R0
VR

J1 = ∫

R

2 F Ωr 2
cos3 φ sin φ [1+ C d (Cl tan φ)] (1 − C d Cl tan φ ) dr
R0
VR

J2 = ∫

R

(Eq. 3.3-59)

(Eq. 3.3-60)

The blade is divided into N elements and every element is assumed to be a
very small segment with constant flow parameters to approximate the integration.
Airfoil aerodynamic parameters at different Reynolds numbers were calculated prior
to the optimization so that the lift coefficient and the drag coefficient can be
calculated at arbitrary angle of attack with CFD method. At each element, the
Reynolds number can be calculated from the following formula.
Re =

4πrρF cos φ sin φv′
Cl N B μ

(Eq. 3.3-61)

The drag-to-lift ratio C d Cl of blade element may be determined with the Re
and a choice of lift coefficient.
With the specified thrust or torque (relating with power), blade number, radius,
hub radius, station number, freestream velocity, blade element aerodynamic parameter,
rotational speed and the initial lift coefficients distribution along the blade, the
displacement velocity can be calculated. After several iterations, the result may be
obtained. Finally, the blade chord and the blade angle are obtained. The design
procedure can be represented with the flowchart illustrated in Figure 3.24.
The procedures depicted above are to design a single rotor. The design of
coaxial rotor differs slightly from them. In the procedure of the coaxial rotor design,
the induced velocity of one rotor will be recorded as additional axial and rational
velocity components of freestream of the other rotor. However, the interaction
between rotors depends on their spacing and rotational direction. The axial and radial
weights are therefore defined to present the magnitude of the influence of one rotor to
the other. The product of weights and axial or radial induced velocity of one rotor will
be taken as the freestream velocity of the other rotor so that coaxial rotor can be
designed based on this input of freestream velocity. Since both rotors rotate in a
reverse direction with small spacing less than 2R, weights of 1.0 for axial velocity and
-1.0 for radial velocity are specified to reflect the influence of the upper rotor induced
flow to lower rotor. The products of weights and corresponding induced velocities of
upper rotor are integrated with the freestream velocity of lower rotor as a final input
condition to design the lower rotor. And the induced velocity of lower rotor can then
be calculated. Similarly, the induced flow of lower rotor will influence the upper rotor
as well. An axial weight of 0.5 and a radial weight of 0 are specified to states the
influence of lower rotor induced flow to the upper rotor. The products of the weights
and induced velocities of lower rotor are then introduced in the freestream velocity of
upper rotor. Thus, the upper rotor is designed with the freestream. Iterations will stop
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when no change can be found for chord and twist angle along the blade for both rotors.
A general flowchart of coaxial rotor design is described as in Figure 3.25.

Figure 3.24: Flowchart of single rotor optimization.
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Figure 3.25: Flowchart of coaxial rotor optimization.
Solution converges after six iterations and there are no changes for chord and
twist angles. However, the rotors were optimized in a static condition which is
thought to be a significant flight condition for NAVs. The chords and twist angles at
blade root for both rotors are too big to be fabricated. Modifications are therefore
performed at blade root. In the end, an upper rotor with mean chord of 0.33R and
mean twist angle of 17.21° and a lower rotor with mean chord of 0.31R and mean
twisted angle of 17.67° were obtained (Figure 3.26). Calculation of optimized rotors
with XROTOR shows that the lower and the upper rotor generate a total thrust of
about 0.127 N and zero torque at a rotational speed of 6,500RPM for both rotors in
hover. Despite the fact that the average chord is larger than that estimated in section
3.3.1, Re is still lower than 2.0×104 since the chord is larger at the blade root but
shorter at the blade tip. Therefore, the Res selected to design nano coaxial rotor airfoil
are appropriate.
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(a) Upper rotor.

(b) Lower rotor.

Figure 3.26: Blades chord and twist distribution.
The nano coaxial rotor is finally designed with satisfying all the requirements.
The analytical method was utilized here to design nano coaxial rotor. This method
requires to the input of the aerodynamic parameters of blade airfoil which are
interpolated with the computational results obtained with CFD method. This method
has a good precision without stall of airfoil and has been validated8. And the rotor
geometries can be obtained efficiently comparing with the other optimization method.
However, the unsteady aerodynamic effects which are significant at ultra-low Re
weren’t taken into account in the design due to the application of the analytical
method.
3.2.3 Fabrication of Coaxial Rotor
In the section 3.2.2, nano coaxial rotor is designed with optimization method
and the chord and twist distributions are obtained. In this section, the nano coaxial
rotor is to be fabricated.
According to the geometry of nano coaxial rotor, two sets of mould are
designed and fabricated for upper rotor and lower rotor as illustrated in Figure 3.27.
Each set of mould is composed of four parts: part A has the convex surface identical
to the lower surface of rotor; part B has the concave surface identical to upper surface
of rotor; and part C and part D are two parts to fix part A and part B.
Due to the constraint of NAV weight, the fabrication shall decrease the mass
of both rotors as low as possible while the basic geometry of nano coaxial rotor shall
be ensured. Carbon laminate has the advantages of low density and high solidity
appropriate to be employed on nano coaxial rotor fabrication. Two layers of carbon
fiber with thickness of 0.102 mm were attached on the moulds in a crossed position
with the epoxy resin to ensure the homogenous characteristics in various directions.
Then rotors were fabricated as shown in Figure 3.28. The mass of each rotor is
less than 0.3 g and the thickness is found less than 0.23 mm.
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(a) Upper rotor.

(b) Lower rotor.

Figure 3.27: Moulds for coaxial rotor.

Figure 3.28: Nano coaxial rotor.
Due to the constraint of the fabrication method, the geometry of fabricated
rotor differs from that of optimum rotor. The thickness of the blade is nearly constant
resulting in the change of airfoil at different stations. The fluidity of the epoxy resin
causes the imbalance of distribution as well because of the gravity.
3.3

Conclusion

The performance of propulsive system of NAV has a direct impact on the
flight performance of NAV. In this chapter, a nano-coaxial-rotor propulsion set was
designed and fabricated. As the main component to generate lift and thrust, the
propulsive performance of nano coaxial rotor determines the flight performance of
NAV. So, the objective of design is to obtain a nano coaxial rotor of high propulsive
performance with the other constraints such as diameter, thrust and rotational velocity
etc. The design of coaxial rotor involved the optimization of blade airfoil, the
optimization of nano coaxial rotor and the fabrication of nano coaxial rotor. The
optimization of airfoil was performed prior to the design of nano coaxial rotor. In
order to optimize the airfoil, parameterization method which has an impact on the
efficiency and precision of airfoil optimization was determined. A CST representation
algorithm was selected to parameterize the airfoil after a survey of several different
representation methods due to its simplicity and robustness. CST can represent current
plate airfoil with a few variables and guarantee the continuity and smoothness of the
airfoil form. The plate airfoil was represented with six design variables whose bounds
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were determined based on CST to simplify the optimization. Successively, the flow
solver was verified. Because of the ultra-low Re suffered by nano coaxial rotor and
the requirement of numerous computational resources, the flow solver shall have the
capacities of solving the ultra-low Re flow accurately and efficiently. In this
optimization, XFOIL, which is widely verified at low Re, was used. At several low
Res, XFOIL solver was verified with multiple types of airfoils and the computational
results were compared with those from experiments and CFD. It is evident that
XFOIL can calculate the aerodynamic performance of different types of airfoils
accurately before the stall, not only for lift, but also for drag. It is concluded that it is
applicable to used XFOIL as the solver of optimization. Subsequently, the airfoil was
optimized. Controlled elitist NSGA-II optimization method was employed to design
nano coaxial rotor airfoil combing with the CST parameterization method and the
statistical definition of stability objective-function-process method. It is innovatively
proposed that the objective of this optimization is to obtain the maximum value of
Cl3/ 2 / Cd of airfoil instead of lift-to-drag ratio with the constraint of minimum lift
coefficient. Several Res were chosen as the design points to obtain an excellent airfoil
along the blade. The mean and the standard deviation of the values of objectives at the
design points were taken as the objective functions based on the method of the
statistical definition of stability. Controlled elitist NSGA-II method was then utilized
to design nano coaxial rotor. A plate airfoil with maximum thickness of 2% and
maximum camber of 5.6% at 2/3 was achieved. The optimization airfoil exhibits good
aerodynamic performance at ultra-low Re which proved that the optimization methods
are suitable for airfoil design. Despite the fact that a simplified airfoil was chosen to
design coaxial rotor, its aerodynamic performance was found close to that of
optimized airfoil. Then, nano coaxial rotor was designed with the airfoil obtained
based on MIL theory. Weights were introduced to take into account the mutual
influence of upper rotor and lower rotor during the design. The products of weights
and the induced flow velocities of one rotor were combined with the freestream
velocity of the other rotor to optimize the rotor. After a few iterations, the
distributions of chord and twist of nano coaxial rotor were then obtained. An upper
rotor with mean chord of 0.33R and mean twist angle of 17.21° and a lower rotor with
mean chord of 0.31R and mean twisted angle of 17.67° were obtained. It is found that
the nano coaxial rotor has larger chords and higher twist angles than micro rotor or
full-scale rotor. Finally, the rotor was fabricated with carbon laminates. The nano
coaxial rotor fabricated has thickness of 0.23 mm and mass of less than 0.3 g.
Confined by the fabrication technique, the form of each rotor varies slightly from that
of optimized rotor.
In conclusion, controlled elitist NSGA-II method combining with CST
parameterization method and the statistical definition of stability objective-functionprocess method was successfully employed on airfoil design. A plate airfoil was
designed and exhibited excellent aerodynamic performance. Nano coaxial rotor of
large chords and high twist angles along the blade was well designed and fabricated
with composite materials.
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4. STATIC PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENTAL
ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE NANOROTOR
The performance of micro/nano rotor in hover is an important factor to judge
the propulsive performance of NAV. Prior to the study of nano coaxial rotor, the
experimental study of single rotor in hover shall be performed. The influence of
various parameters to the performance of single rotor is investigated at ultra-low Re to
provide the study of mutual interaction of upper rotor and lower rotor with reference
for comparison. And the mechanical efficiency of small motor can be obtained as well.
In this chapter, the propulsive performance of several commercial micro rotors
and designed nano rotors were studied experimentally as well as mechanical
efficiency of micro motors. In section 4.2, five test benches – most of which were
based on sensitive mechanisms – were designed successively to measure the tiny
force and torque generated by small rotors simultaneously. Test benches are
composed of complicated mechanical and electrical systems to uncouple the thrust
and the torque generated by rotor. Every test bench is equipped with energy system,
control system, electric parameter measurement system and post-processing system to
control and process the experiments accurately. Before the experiments, calibrations
of test benches were performed to eliminate nonlinearity of load cell and uncertainty
factors. In section 4.5.1, experiments were carried out with the MICRO motor and
MCF3225 rotor on each bench and comparisons were made to find out their
advantages and disadvantages. The rotor performance was calculated by an analytical
approach and results were compared with those of experiments. In section 4.5.2, the
performance in hover of five rotors including small micro propellers and optimized
nano rotors were tested with the Test bench V. The performances of different rotors
were compared to analyze the effect of chord and twist angle distributions. In section
4.5.3, the mechanical efficiencies of several micro motors were compared and the
factors that influence the performance of micro motors were studied.
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4.1

Literature Review

NAVs are required to have an endurance of more than 20 min to complete a
recognition mission within a range of less than 1 km. Consequently, the propulsion
efficiency is quite important for NAV design. However, the studies of micro and mini
UAVs show that hovering performance is always a bottleneck for the design of small
UAVs as a result of the degradation of the aerodynamic performance at low Reynolds
numbers. Conventional rotors generate aerodynamic forces by virtue of steady
aerodynamics1. With the reduction of size and rotational velocity, nano coaxial rotor
operates in a significantly low Reynolds number ranging from 5000 to 15,000
accompanying with the phenomena of separation, transition and reattachment of
boundary layer flow. The maximum FM of micro rotor could drop to 0.22,3 as a result,
while the maximum FM of full-scale helicopter is about 0.7 to 0.84. In order to study
the hovering performance of rotary-wing NAVs, it is necessary to test the propulsive
efficiency of nano rotor. Thrust and torque of rotor are the key parameters to calculate
the FM of rotor. However, with the reduction of the rotor diameter and rotational
speed of micro motors, measuring both thrust and torque simultaneously with a rapid
response poses a challenge. The torque of small rotors – estimated below 0.002 N·m –
is difficult to measure with a sufficient precision, as is the couple of torque and thrust.
Yet, both sets of data are needed to have access to the propulsion set efficiency and
FM of the rotor. In recent years, several studies2,3,5 on hovering performance of small
rotors or propellers have been reported. However, in most studies, either the test
bench was designed for separate measurements of thrust and torque, or the rotational
speed and rotor diameter were larger than what is currently necessary for the NAV
range. Bohorquez6 designed a hover stand, which is composed of a torque sensor
with capacity of 0.0353 N·m and a tension/compression load cell with capacity of 1
Kg, to measure the nano-scale rotor. Experimental results found that FM of nanoscale rotor is less than 0.5. However, the capacities and precisions of both torque
sensor and load cell are too large to measure static performance of nano-scale rotor.
So, a test bench design for nano rotors of the NAV range was required, which would
allow to simultaneously measure torque and thrust. Computational study of the rotor
in hover is also an interesting research field. Rotary-wing NAVs typically fly in the
Reynolds number ranging from 103 to 104, where viscous effects are very strong. The
LSB7 and strong rotational flow are usually induced by small rotors causing
complicated flow phenomena. CFD and analytical approaches are frequently utilized
for these cases8-13. CFD has a fidelity performance to predict the rotary wing flow,
whereas the analytical approach is capable of solving the problem quickly.
4.2

Design of Test Benches

A series of five test benches have been designed and fabricated. Each test
bench consists of five parts: the energy supply system, the thrust and torque
measurement system, the speed measurement system, the electric parameter
measurement system and the control and data acquisition system. The energy supply
system is a regulated DC power supply, which can adjust the voltage and stabilize it at
a certain value to provide small motor with current. Thrust and torque measurement
system is primary component of test bench which is composed of load cell and
sensitive mechanism. The speed measurement system includes the speedometer and
other instruments to process the speed signals. The electric parameters measurement
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system consists of an amperemeter and a voltmeter to measure the input current and
voltage. The control and data acquisition system is composed of speed controller,
analog-to-digital data acquisition, pc and software. It can output control signals in
speed controller to control small motors and gather all the signals measured by
instruments to transform them into digital signals which will be input into pc to be
processed with software.
4.2.1 Test Bench I
At the first stage, test bench I was designed as shown in Figure 4.1. The thrust
and torque measurement system of test bench I includes a mechanism to separate the
thrust and torque load cells from each other. It should be pointed out that the main
difficulty is to simultaneously measure thrust and torque on the same test bench while
minimizing spurious interaction effects. Two beam load cells MEIRI F12001, sized at
a capacity of 0.5 N from calculated estimates, were used to measure thrust and torque.
The small mass of the motor and rotor allowed the load cells to be used as supporting
beams, as shown in Figure 4.1. However, the main obstacle of the design was the
separation of thrust and torque to allow them to be measured independently. A
mechanism, shown in Figure 4.1(a), was developed to transform the movement of
rotation induced by torque to a linear movement orthogonal to the direction of thrust;
this mechanism was also desirable as it amplified the torque measured. As shown in
Figure 4.1(b), the cube rotated with the adjoined pieces when the rotor applied a
torque, pushing the bearing connected with the load cell and generating a force F2. At
the same time, the bearing applied force F1 on the cube, opposite to F2; L1 was the
lever arm of F1 and L2 was the lever arm of F2. If the torque generated by the rotor
was M1 and torque imposed on the load cell was M2, then the equation is given as
follows,

M 2 / M 1 = ( F 2 × L 2) /( F1× L1) = L 2 / L1

(a) Configuration.

(Eq. 4.2-1)

(b)Principle of torque measurement.

Figure 4.1:Test bench I.
Hereby, the rotor torque was transferred to the load cell with an amplification of
L2/L1. The speed measurement system was made up of a laser emitter and a detector
1
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by which the rotational speed could be measured and then transferred to NI USB6229 BNC, which is a USB analog-to-digital data acquisition (DAQ) from National
Instruments. The electric parameter measurement system consists of an ammeter and
voltmeter to measure the current and voltage passing through the controller. The
control and data acquisition system includes the controller, DAQ instrument,
computer and post-processing software. The controller was YGE4-BL 2 from WesTechnik for brushless motors. During tests, the DAQ worked in both directions: a
command generated by Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX) and Labview
was transmitted to the speed controller via this device, and the measurements acquired
during the experiment (voltage, current, thrust, torque and rotational speed) were
relayed back to the MAX and Labview as well.
During the experiment, the beam load cell deformed when a force acted on it,
which was converted to an altering voltage and recorded by the DAQ. In general, load
cells are adjusted at two points by adding the known mass or torque to obtain the
linear relationship between the deformation and voltage at the beginning of
experiments. Load cells are treated as behaving linearly with the force imposed on
them. In fact, the small magnitude of torque and thrust meant the nonlinearity of the
load cell and deformation or other unknown factors could affect measurements.
Therefore, detailed test bench calibrations were carried out before experiments to
improve the precision of results. Since the thrust and torque are fairly small, the units
of gram and g·mm were used. Calibrations of thrust and torque are shown in Figure
4.2. In the figure, the thrust added and torque added are the known mass or torque
added on the test bench, while thrust measured and torque measured are quantities
measured by the test bench. Two one-order polynomial functions (straight lines) were
fitted respectively so that a relationship between the measured value and real value
could be established. However, fitted functions introduce errors into the results. If the
relative fit error is defined as the ratio of the difference between the real value added
on test bench and the fitted value obtained from the function to the real value, then the
relative fit error for thrust is below 3% when the thrust is greater than 2 g, and for
torque it is below 7% when the torque is above 15 g·mm. In general, the working
range of the thrust and torque is beyond 2 g and 15 g·mm respectively for NAVs.
Therefore, fitted functions are appropriate to give a reasonable precision for results.

(a) Thrust.

(b)Torque.

Figure 4.2: Calibration of test bench I.

2
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Test bench I has been designed in order to place torque and thrust load cells as
close as possible to the motor, using bearings in order to reduce unwanted coupling
between both components.
4.2.2 Test Bench II
As shown in Figure 4.1, the test bench I is mainly composed of two load cells,
which results in short supporting beam length and low height of rotor axis; as a result,
the mechanism and the ground disturb the flow downstream of and around the rotor.
Therefore, a new test bench was desirable. After analyzing the defaults of test bench I,
test bench II, originally used for bigger motors and propellers in wind tunnel tests,
was modified to measure nano rotor in the experiment as shown in Figure 4.3.

(a) Configuration.

(b) principle of the measurement

Figure 4.3: Test bench II.
Compared with test bench I, the test bench II’s rotor precedes the supporting
frame, thereby reducing the influence of the ground and the measurement mechanism,
which are down stream. The test bench II systems are also similar to those of test
bench I, except that the instrument to measure the rotational velocity and the
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mechanism to separate the thrust and torque have been changed, as shown in Figure
4.3(b). With the same principle as test bench I, the central axis of the horizontal
supporting beam rotated with the torque, and then the load cell fixed on the axis
pressed a bearing hidden in the vertical beam and measure the torque. The
measurement of thrust can be acquired thanks to a one degree-of-freedom
parallelogram mechanism that prevents any moment to be included in the
measurement. That mechanism is located at the top of the plane, whereas lateral
movement is fixed in this experiment. For test bench II, the thrust was amplified
because of the mechanism, but the torque was not. So in this experiment, the load cell
F1200 with a capacity of 2 N has been changed to measure the thrust. And because
test bench II is firstly designed as a whole system, the electric system was kept
different from test bench I. The speed measurement system is made up of a
speedometer integrating the laser emitter and the laser receiver, which is installed in
the downstream flow of rotor.
As mentioned above, calibrations are necessary before carrying out the
experiments. So test bench II was calibrated at first as shown in Figure 4.4. The
results of calibration were fitted by two straight lines, and relative fit errors of both
thrust and torque are smaller than that of test bench I according to the figures.
Relative fit errors of thrust are below 2% when the thrust is greater than 1 g, while
relative fit errors of torque are below 5% when the torque is greater than 40 g·mm.
Although the axial component measurement based on the parallelogram mechanism is
adequate to around 2 N range, it proved to be less appropriate to nano rotor thrust
order of magnitude, which is around 0.2 N.

(a) Thrust.

(b)Torque.

Figure 4.4: Calibration of test bench II.
4.2.3 Test Bench III
Since test bench II was firstly designed for motors and propellers that have
higher thrust and torque than those of NAVs, it failed to measure the torque with
acceptable precision. It is assumed that the friction in test bench II mechanism
brought about the increased measurement error. So a new test bench was developed to
maintain the test bench II’s merit but overcome the friction in the mechanism. Based
on this requirement, test bench III consisted of the same systems as test bench I,
except a highly sensitive mechanism. To implement the separate measurement of
coupled thrust and torque, two sharp wedges were placed orthogonally in grooves
located on different surfaces, allowing the mechanism to respond simultaneously and
rapidly to the small changes of the measurement variables. As shown in Figure 4.5(a),
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the upper or lower wedge with the corresponding groove can only rotate in one
direction so that it can only transfer the thrust or torque to the corresponding sensor.
Because these two wedges are orthogonal, the thrust and the torque will not influence
each other in theory. With this mechanism, an amplification of about 6 times could be
generated for thrust, while no amplification was achieved for torque. Two thin soft
metal lines are used to connect the mechanism and load cells to avoid the generation
of friction by the contact between the load cell and mechanism. In addition, the load
cell for measuring the thrust was changed to a beam load cell MEIRI F1200 with a
capacity of 2 N.

(a) Configuration.

(b) Principle of the measurement

Figure 4.5: Test bench III.
Similarity, the calibration was performed with test bench III. Due to the
nonlinearity of the load cell and the movement of the mechanism, two 2-order
polynomial functions were fitted for calibration results. The calibration results of
thrust and torque and corresponding fitted lines are shown in Figure 4.6. Relative fit
errors of thrust are below 0.5% when the thrust is above 1 g, while relative fitted
errors of torque are below 3% when the toque is above 30 g·mm according to analysis.
Compared with the other two test benches, test bench III has higher calibration
precision.
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(a) Thrust.

(b)Torque.

Figure 4.6: Calibration of test bench III.
4.2.4 Test Bench IV
Despite the fact that test bench III shows a high sensitivity and a rapid
response to the thrust and torque, some problems have emerged. Very thin and soft
wires were utilized along the vertical carbon tube outside of the test bench in order to
not generate a force limiting the rotation of the mechanism. However, thin wires
augment the inner resistance of the electrical system. Therefore, wires with a larger
cross section were passed through the center of the carbon tube between the electrical
source and speed controller for test bench IV as shown in Figure 4.7. Thus, the inner
resistance could be reduced with little influence on the torque measurement. In this
bench, the elasticity of the load cells and metal wires allows the horizontal beam to
transfer the applied forces and therefore deflect to give a reading. Two directions of
deflection are induced – thrust and torque – of which the deflection in the thrust
direction is larger due to amplification on the bench and that in the direction of the
torque is fairly small by virtue of the small magnitude of torque. Although the
deflection induced by thrust could be eliminated by the calibration and the deflection
induced by torque is small, the experiment must ensure the attitude of the horizontal
beam was constant. Therefore, the length of the vertical beam was shortened to reduce
the amplification of the thrust and two micrometer screws were introduced to adjust
the attitude of the mechanism during experiments, as shown in Figure 4.7.
Since test bench III relies on a fairly sensitive mechanism established on the
orthogonality of two wedges to separate the coupled thrust and torque, the fabrication
of the test bench requires high precision to prevent the interaction of the two variables.
The fabrication error of the two wedges as well as potential deviation between the
direction of thrust and the axis of the horizontal beam had an effect on the
measurement, especially on the torque. So a calibration allowing for the interaction of
the thrust and torque was performed before the experiments. Figure 4.8(a) shows that
relative fit errors of thrust are below 0.5% when the thrust is above 1g. However, it is
observed that the thrust has a strong influence over the torque as shown in Figure
4.9(a). For instance, a thrust of about 23 g produced an extra torque of about -50
g·mm. For the torque calibration, on the other hand, relative fit errors are below 8%
when the torque is greater than 50 g·mm and the influence of torque to thrust is less
than -0.1 g, which represents less than 1%, even when the torque exceeds 300 g·mm
as illustrated in Figure 4.8(b) and Figure 4.9(b). Consequently, the interaction
between thrust and torque cannot be neglected, especially for the influence of thrust to
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torque. For this reason, the experimental results took this interaction into account
before performing calculations.

Figure 4.7: Test bench IV.

(a) Thrust.

(b)Torque.

Figure 4.8: Calibration of Test bench IV.

(a) Thrust on torque.

(b)Torque on thrust.

Figure 4.9: Mutual influence of thrust and torque during calibration.
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4.2.5 Test Bench V
In the test bench experiments mentioned above, the torque remains a difficulty
for measurement. A possible explanation is that the friction of mechanism influences
the torque greatly. In order to establish the pure torque of the rotor, a static torque
sensor DH15 3 by the SCAIME company with a capacity of 0.005 N·m and an
accuracy class of 0.2% was used to measure the torque. In addition, the load cell for
measuring the thrust was a beam load cell MEIRI F1200 with a capacity of 0.5 N. As
shown in Figure 4.10, the torque sensor has a length of 48 mm and a diameter of 45
mm, so an extended supporting beam was installed to avoid the effect of the torque
sensor to the rotor downstream. Additionally, a long carbon tube was installed
vertically from one end of the beam load cell to support the motor and rotor. Thick
wires were adopted to connect the electronic devices on the test bench, as the
deformation of the beam load cell and the movement of the torque sensor are small
enough.

(a) Configuration.

(b)Principle of torque measurement.

Figure 4.10: Test bench V.
The calibration was carried out before the experiments as shown in Figure
4.11. Since the beam load cell is directly connected to the motor, with no mechanical
linkage between, the relative fit errors of beam load cell are very small; they are
below 0.5% when the force applied is above 1.5 g. The relative fit errors of the torque
sensor are below 2% when the torque applied is above 10 g·mm and below 0.5%
when the torque applied is above 30 g·mm.

3
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(a) Thrust.

(b)Torque.

Figure 4.11: Calibration of test bench V.
4.2.6 Analysis of Test Benches
Test bench I is the first bench developed with the advantages of simplicity and
amplification of torque. Because of the short support beams, the flow downstream of
the rotor is obviously disturbed by the measuring mechanism and the ground. Test
bench II is equipped with long support beams. However, it is a test bench originally
designed for wind tunnel tests of motors and propellers with higher thrust and torque
than those of NAVs. This measuring mechanism is therefore not sensitive to small
variations of measurement values, especially for torque. Consequently, a new test
bench called test bench III is developed with a highly sensitive mechanism and long
support beams specially for nano rotors. Test bench III maintains the test bench II’s
merit but overcomes the friction in the mechanism. However, it is found that high
inner resistance is introduced due to very thin wires and the attitude of the balance is
difficult to maintain. Therefore, modifications are performed by passing thick wires
through the vertical carbon tube and installing two micrometer screws. Thus, test
bench IV is developed which also takes into account the interaction between thrust
and torque during the calibration. Nevertheless, the torque measurement is still a
challenge for those test benches. A test bench composed of a torque sensor and beam
load cell is then designed in order to eliminate the friction of the measurement
mechanism. And long support beam ensures that the flow field of nano rotor is not
influenced.
4.3

Description of Rotors and Motors

The brushless out-runner motors of PICO, NANO, MICRO from MicroInvent
and LRK10-1-50Y from westechnik were tested in experiments. PICO is the smallest
motor with mass of 1.28 g and diameter of 10 mm while NANO motor is weighted
1.65 g with diameter of 10 mm as illustrated in Figure 4.12. And the brushless outrunner motor MICRO is weighted 2.40 g with diameter of 10 mm. The mass of
LRK10-1-50Y is about 1.4 g and the diameter is 13 mm as shown in Figure 4.13. The
carbon rotor MCF3222 and MCF32254 from MicroInvent, plastic propeller U80 from
westechnick, upper rotor of coaxial rotor and lower rotor of coaxial rotor were studied
as well. MCF3222 is a 81 mm × 56 mm propeller weighing 0.2 g and MCF3225 is a
4
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81 mm × 63 mm propeller weighing only 0.2 g as illustrated in Figure 4.12. U80 is a

80 mm × 50 mm weighing 0.7 g as shown in Figure 4.13. The geometric parameters
of upper rotor and lower rotor of coaxial rotor are presented in Chapter 3. As stated
above, the chord and twist distributions of these commercial rotors were determined
by PropellerScanner14. Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 presents the chord distribution and
pitch angle distribution along blade for all rotors. Lower rotor and upper rotor has
longer chord than other blades with a maximum chord of 0.5R at 0.4R of blade, while
the chords drop dramatically at the tip of blade. Upper rotor has longer chord than
lower rotor in general. Chords of U80, which are mainly between 0.2R and 0.3R, are
medium among rotors. The chord distributions of MCF3222 and MCF3225 vary
slightly. Lower rotor and upper rotor nearly have the same pitch angle distribution
except at the segment near blade root. The maximum pitch angle about 50° was
detected from U80 rotor. An interested phenomenon is that the pitch angle of U80
increases from blade tip to root, whereas the pitch angle reaches a maximum value at
the middle of blade for other rotors. It shall be pointed out that commercial rotors are
originally designed as propellers for forward flight instead of hover so that the pitch
angles are not as high as the designed one.

Figure 4.12: Motors and rotors from MicroInvent.

Figure 4.13: LRK10-1-50Ymotor and U80 propeller.
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Figure 4.14: Chord distributions along blades of rotors.

Figure 4.15: Pitch angle distributions along blades of rotors.
4.4

Experimental Result Processing

4.4.1 Definition of Variables
Figure of merit (FM) is defined as the ratio of ideal power to the actual power
and motor mechanical efficiency η is defined as the ratio of actual power to input
electric power,

FM =

η=

Pideal
C 3/ 2
= T
P
2CP

(Eq. 4.4-1)

P Q⋅Ω
=
UI
UI

(Eq. 4.4-2)

where T is the thrust; P is the power consumed; Ω is the rotational speed; R is the
radius of the blade ; ρ is the density of the air; A is the reference area, usually defined
as the disk area; Q is the rotor torque; U is the input voltage and I is the input current.
The solidity σ is defined as,
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σ=

Nbc
πR

(Eq. 4.4-3)

where Nb is the number of blades and c is the average chord length.
4.4.2 Experimental Results Processing Method
In this experiment, two principal sources of uncertainty are contained. One is
the bias errors inherent in the measurement devices with regard to offset and drift, and
the other is the precision error. The precision error of measurement is calculated using
the Kline-McClintock method for error propagation.
The details to calculate the precision error are listed in the following part. For
example, thrust measured was recorded as Tm = {T1 , T2 , … , T10 } for a certain input
PWM. If the mean and the standard deviation of T are expressed as Tm = E (Tm ) and
2

σ T2m = E (Tm ) − E (Tm ) 2 respectively, the thrust with confidence can be presented as

T = Tm ± tv , P

σ Tm
10

.

(Eq. 4.4-4)

For variables deduced by applying a linear function to directly-measured
independent variables, the mean value and standard deviation can be derived from
measured values. For example, the thrust coefficient is the function of thrust and
rotational speed. Then the mean and the standard deviation of thrust coefficient can be
calculated from the following equations (It should be noted that the errors of density
and radius didn’t state in the equations because they are fairly small.)
CT =

σ CT

2Tm
ρπR (Ω m R ) 2

(Eq. 4.4-5)

2

⎡⎛ ∂C ⎞ 2 2 ⎛ ∂C ⎞ 2 2 ⎛ ∂C ⎞ 2 2 ⎛ ∂C ⎞ 2 2 ⎤
= ⎢⎜ T ⎟ σ T + ⎜ T ⎟ σ Ωm＋⎜ T ⎟ σ ρm + ⎜ T ⎟ σ Rm ⎥
⎝ ∂R ⎠
⎢⎣⎝ ∂T ⎠ m ⎝ ∂Ω ⎠
⎥⎦
⎝ ∂ρ ⎠

12

(Eq. 4.4-6)

Consequently, the thrust coefficient with confidence is
CT = CT ± tv , P

σ CT
10

(Eq. 4.4-7)

Power coefficients CP are defined as follows,
CP =

2Qm
2

ρπ Ω m R

5

(Eq. 4.4-8)

All of the results have a confidence of 95% in experiments.
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4.5

Results and Analysis

4.5.1 Test Benches Comparison
Since the test benches above were developed successively, gradual
improvements have been made by introducing numerous modifications to the
mechanisms and electric systems. This also brought about distinctions between the
results tested by different benches. Comparisons were carried out with the
experimental results of the MICRO motor and MCF3225 rotor at a voltage of 3.6 V
for test bench I, test bench II, test bench III, and test bench V and a voltage of 3.8 V
for test bench IV. At a certain voltage, the rotational velocity could be adjusted by the
controller with signals from the data acquisition software. All the parameters will be
recorded by the DAQ and processed by Measurement & Automation Explorer (MAX)
and labview. To increase the precision of results, measurements were repeated for ten
times.
The thrust and torque of the MCF3225 propeller, not originally designed for
indoor horizontal flight, were estimated as a reference to compare with experimental
results. The chord and twist distributions were determined by PropellerScanner14 with
images of the front and side view of the rotor. As the rotor blades are relatively thin,
the airfoil could be treated as a curve with thickness and the airfoil form obtained by
imprinting a special material with the blade cross-section. XROTOR8, a package for
analyzing and optimizing a full-scale 3-D propellers, was subsequently used to
compute the rotor’s performance characteristics. The potential solution of Goldstein is
utilized in the calculation, which is able to take tip boundary conditions and a finite
hub into account. The rotational speed was increased from 1000 RPM to 9000 RPM
with an increment of 1000 RPM.
A. Thrust Coefficient of MCF3225 Tested by Different Test Benches

Figure 4.16: Thrust coefficient varying with the Re at 3/4 blade.
Figure 4.16 presents the thrust coefficients at different Reynolds number for
all test benches. The thrust coefficients determined by test bench I were not regular,
however; they match well with the results on test bench III at Reynolds number from
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6000 to 12,000, whereas they approach the results on test bench II at Reynolds
number from 14,000 to 18,000. The results on test bench II coincide with those on test
bench V at high-Re regime. Nevertheless, the results for the four test benches vary
slightly from each other. However, test bench IV tested a higher thrust coefficient
than the other test benches, and differences of about 15% could be found between this
and version 1. Numerical calculations predict a lower thrust coefficient at Reynolds
number lower than 8,000 and match well with test bench V. However, they match
well with test bench IV at Reynolds numbers above 12,000. In general, the thrust
coefficients lie between 0.03 and 0.04 which wasn’t influenced much by Re according
to experimental data. Also note that the discriminations among the results tested by all
test benches are less than 25% if the average value of thrust coefficient is used as a
reference.
B. Power Coefficient of MCF3225 Tested by Different Test Benches
Torque measurement is a difficulty for small rotors, especially when the nano
rotor rotates at such low speeds. Deters3 overcame this issue by measuring rotors at
very high speeds. Even with great attention to the sensitivity of test benches, the five
test benches measured the power coefficients with enormous distinctions. In Figure
4.17, the test results of power coefficients were presented at different Reynolds
number. The power coefficients tested by test bench V are between the results tested
by the nano bench and test bench I. However, the results approach those of test bench
III, especially when the Reynolds number exceeds 14,000. Test bench IV measured
the highest power coefficients as well, and its results approximate those of test bench
III at high Re. Test bench II tested the lowest values, but its results match well with
computational results from XROTOR. Generally, a slight increase of power
coefficient can be found for all results with the increase of Reynolds number except
test bench IV.

Figure 4.17: Power coefficient varying with the Re at 3/4 blade.
C. Figure of Merit of MCF3225 Tested by Different Test Benches
Figure 4.18 shows that the figure of merit varies from thrust coefficient.
Generally, FMs are mainly between 0.3 and 0.5. Test bench I and test bench II
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measured higher FMs located between 0.4 and 0.5, while those measured by test
bench III and test bench V are nearly identical – close to 0.30. Test bench IV obtained
middle values among the test benches. Computational results show the highest FMs.

Figure 4.18: FM vs. thrust coefficient.
D. Mechanical Efficiency of MICRO Tested by Different Test Benches
Figure 4.19 shows the motor efficiency varies with current. Although
differences exist between the results tested by the three test benches, the motor
efficiency rises sharply with the increase of current for all and then begins to descend
at a certain current. The peak value measured by test bench V is about 0.63. The
results on test bench I and test bench III match well with each other, and those on test
bench IV approach the results measured by test bench V at low current.

Figure 4.19: Motor efficiency varying with current inputted.
E. Discussions
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Although every test bench has been well calibrated, it can be found from the
experimental results above that the thrust coefficient varies from different test
benches about 25%, while the power coefficient varies by a factor of about two. And
Test bench V has the smallest errors. Since the calibrations of test benches were
performed in a static condition, test bench can response to the variations of loads
rapidly. However, the loads generated by the rotor were dynamic ones which were
difficult to be detected by some test benches.
Although, when compared with the other test benches, test bench I measured
values between those found on other benches, short support beams and friction in the
mechanism impacted the measurement precision by allowing vibration in the system
at low rotational speeds. Test bench II tested the lowest values among the test benches
by virtue of its complicated mechanism, which caused more friction than other
systems and reduce the measuring sensitivity. Despite the fact that test bench III uses
the same mechanism as test bench IV, the calibration methods and the measurement
methods differed greatly between experiments. Whereas test bench IV did not allow
for this possibility, the deformation of the load cell and metal lines in version 2 caused
interaction between the thrust and torque. Even taking this into account, uncertainties
such as propeller asymmetry and deviation of the motor from the centerline upon
installation could have a large influence on the torque measurement for these two
versions due to the long lever arm of the main horizontal beam. It should be pointed
out that uneven measurements appear for test bench IV which indicate that, although
it looks like the most sensitive test bench, that sensitivity promotes bias effects. The
logic behind the Test bench V is to measure the static torque precisely by eliminating
the influence of a measuring mechanism; this was difficult to achieve because the
torque is a dynamic variable due to asymmetry of the rotor and motor. Furthermore,
the ability for this torque sensor to measure the dynamic variable has not been verified.
During the experiments, test bench V measured the highest FM. One possible
explanation is that the torque sensor tested a relatively high torque but adopted thick
wires whose inner resistance is lower than those used by the other bench. Calculation
has underestimated the thrust coefficient at low rotational speeds but overestimated it
at high rotational speeds. Because of the small thickness of rotor blades, conventional
methods fail to measure the form of the blade precisely. Therefore, an approximate
method was adopted in this study, which might result in deviations of the blade’s
geometric form. On the other hand, XFOIL has been found to predict laminar
separation in advance at ultra low Reynolds numbers, and the prediction of profile
drag is always a key difficulty for computational software – particularly when the
profile drag dominates, as is the case at ultra-low Reynolds numbers. Consequently,
the computational error accumulated, causing differences between the experimental
and computational results.
In addition, full-scaled helicopters reach figure of merit values of about 0.7 to
0.84, though this value declines sharply with decreasing Re number; the experimental
results found here indicated the figure of merit of the micro rotor is between 0.3 and
0.5. Even so, the counter-rotating MAV rotors from Maryland University achieved a
FM of about 0.551, while the diameter of the rotors was two times that of the
MCF3225. Since the nano rotors induce a strong rotational flow field, causing the
possibility of separation at the boundary layer, the aerodynamic performance of
blades degrades greatly.
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Finally, the five test benches were used to measure the motor efficiency,
which includes both motor and speed controller efficiencies as a whole. The difficulty
encountered in the torque measurement is still present when evaluating the motor
efficiency. For all five test benches, the motor efficiency increases sharply with motor
current; in the experiments, the maximum motor efficiency as measured by the torque
sensor is about 0.63, which is still smaller than those of conventional motors. One
reason is that the small motors are fabricated with thin wires, which increase the inner
resistance accordingly, resulting in higher power consumption.
4.5.2 Static Performance of Rotors
Since test bench V eliminates the influence of mechanical system, it can
measure the torque and thrust directly without any other accessories. Theoretically, it
is the best bench for the measurement of small torque and thrust. Therefore, it is
utilized to test the performance of several rotors in hover. Static performance of
MCF3222, MCF3225, U80, and upper rotor of nano coaxial rotor and lower rotor of
nano coaxial rotor were tested with test bench V. In order to compare the performance
of rotors, each rotor was tested with motor MICRO at a voltage of 3.6V.
Figure 4.20 shows that thrust coefficient varies with Re at 3/4 blade. The
thrust coefficients of all rotors are from 0.024 to 0.036 in general. Even the rotors use
the fixed pitch angle along the blade, the thrust coefficient of each rotor increase
slightly with Re. Upper rotor generated the highest thrust coefficient while U80
generated the lowest one among the rotors. Commercial rotors have lower thrust
coefficient than designed ones.

Figure 4.20: Thrust coefficient varying with the Re at 3/4 blade.
Power coefficient of each rotor varying with Re at 3/4R of blade is illustrated
in Figure 4.21. Be different from thrust coefficient, power coefficient of each rotor
changes arbitrarily with Re. For different rotor, the power coefficient varies from each
other greatly. Generally, MCF3222 has the highest power coefficient, while upper
rotor has the lowest one, which is from 0.005 to 0.006. The power coefficient of
lower rotor which is only lower than that of MCF3222 is the second highest among all
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rotors. The powers of coefficient of MCF3225 and U80 are in the middle, while they
are rather higher than that of lower rotor reaching 0.008.

Figure 4.21: Power coefficient varying with the Re at 3/4 blade.
Figure of merit is one of criterions to judge the performance of rotor. Figure
4.22 shows the FMs of every rotor. It is detected that FMs of upper rotor reach 0.63
which is two times higher than the other rotors. The FMs of other rotors are lower
than 0.35. And the FMs of lower rotor are less than 0.3 which is slightly lower than
those of MCF3225 of 0.33. The lowest FM is found about 0.20 for U80, but it
increases with the thrust coefficient and exceeds that of MCF3222 at high Res. But
the FMs of nano rotor are fairly low when comparing with full-scale rotor.

Figure 4.22: FM vs. thrust coefficient.
Upper rotor, which has not only the maximum thrust coefficient but also the
maximum FM, exhibits the best hovering performance among rotors. Comparing
chord distribution of upper rotor with that of lower rotor, distinctions less than 0.06R
are found from 0.4R to 1.0R. For pitch angle distribution, slightly variations are found
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from blade root to 0.4R. These distinctions result in the difference of hovering
performance of upper rotor and lower rotor. The maximum FM of upper rotor is as
high as two times of that of lower rotor. Since upper rotor and lower rotor were
originally designed for coaxial rotor based on MIL theory, according to which upper
rotor was designed with less influence from the induced flow of lower rotor but vice
verse for lower rotor, the upper rotor has therefore excellent hovering performance
comparing with lower rotor. Commercial rotors exhibit worse hovering performance,
since their thrust coefficients are lower than upper rotor and lower rotor while their
power coefficients are fairly high. The chords along the blade of commercial rotor are
shorter resulting in the small solidity of rotor when comparing with the upper rotor
and the lower rotor. Therefore, the thrust of coefficient of commercial rotor is low.
The other reason might be that commercial rotors are typically designed for fwd flight.
In light of the FM of small micro rotor and nano rotor, the hovering performance of
small rotors drops dramatically even though the FMs of upper rotor reach 0.6 which is
still far lower than that of full scale helicopter of about 0.8. Therefore, the hovering
performance of rotor decreases with the reduction of rotor size. And it is found that
the FM of optimized rotor is higher than that of commercial rotor. It is evidenced as
well that the optimization of rotor can improve the performance of small rotors.
4.5.3 Mechanical Efficiency of Micro Motors
And micro motors of PICO, NANO, MICRO, and LRK10-1-50Y were
measured as well. Similarly, each motor was tested with lower rotor of coaxial rotor at
voltage of 3.6 V.

Figure 4.23: Motor mechanical efficiency varying with current.
The mechanical efficiencies of various motors were also compared by driving
lower rotor as illustrated in Figure 4.23. Motor mechanical efficiency increases
sharply with inputted current but reaches a maximum value at a certain current. After
that, it retains nearly as a constant. The mechanical efficiencies of all motors keep low
values less than 0.75. At low current less than 0.2 A, PICO motor has the highest
motor mechanical efficiencies, while NANO and LRK 10-1-50Y motor has low ones.
With the increase of inputted current, the mechanical efficiencies of PICO motor
reach a maximum value of about 0.5 and the mechanical efficiencies of MICRO
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motor keep on increasing until a maximum value of 0.73. Lowest maximum motor
mechanical efficiency is found for LRK 10-1-50Y motor which is only about 0.3.
When comparing Figure 4.23 with Figure 4.19, the mechanical efficiency of MICRO
measured with lower rotor is higher than that of MICRO measured with MCF3225
which proved that the mechanical efficiency of motor is influenced by rotors as well.
Experimental results showed that the mechanical efficiency of small motor
degrades dramatically due to the decrease of motor size. It is analyzed that the wires
become thinner comparing with full-scale motor which increases the inner resistance
of motor. For PICO, NANO and MICRO motors which were developed by the same
company, MICRO has the highest motor mechanical efficiency while NANO and
PICO have lower ones, so motor size influences the motor mechanical efficiency.
Despite the fact that PICO motor is lighter and smaller than LRK 10-1-50Y motor, the
discriminations of wires, material and structure might have an impact on the motor
performance.
4.6

Conclusion

The hovering performance is an important factor to evaluate rotary-wing
NAVs. It is necessary to measure the performance of single rotor and study the
influence of various parameters to the propulsive performance of micro/nano rotors.
And the experimental results can provide the reference for the study of mutual
interaction of nano coaxial rotor. This study contributes to this goal by designing a
test bench capable of measuring the tiny of thrust and torque of nano-rotors
simultaneously and responding to the change of variables rapidly with sufficient
accuracy at low Re. The hovering performances of several micro and nano rotors as
well as the mechanical efficiency were tested with the test bench designed.
Five test benches – most of which are based on sensitive mechanisms – were
designed successively. Sensitive mechanisms were developed so that the torque and
thrust were able to be tested simultaneously and quickly. With the analysis of the
advantages and disadvantages of test benches, gradual improvements were introduced
to improve the accuracy of the bench during development. The test benches are
equipped with a complete electronic system measure hovering performance. In order
to compare the performance of the test benches, experiments were carried out with the
MICRO motor and MCF3225 rotor. Results show that the test benches could measure
the thrust with a difference of less than 25%. However, great differences were
observed for the power coefficients tested by each bench. The thrust coefficient is
found from 0.3 and 0.4, whereas the power coefficients measured is from 0.006 to
0.0132. Due to the small size of rotor diameter and the low rotational velocity of
motor, the thrust and the torque generated drops a very small magnitude so that the
mechanical frictions, the oscillation of current or signals and the deformation of load
cell will have a great impact on the measurement of micro/nano rotor. Therefore,
differences of experimental results can be found among test benches. According to the
experimental results, the FMs of MCF3225 are between 0.3 and 0.5 and the maximum
motor efficiency is between 0.37 and 0.63. Although great discriminations are
detected among the FMs as well as motor efficiency, the experimental results
demonstrate the reduction of FM and the drop of motor mechanical efficiency with
the reduction in size. The rotor was also calculated with analytical method at different
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rotational speeds. The analytical method can predict the thrust well but fails to predict
torque.
During the comparison of different test benches, it is found that test bench V
can measure the thrust and the torque directly eliminating the mechanical friction due
to the complicated mechanisms. Therefore, hovering performance of five rotors
including MCF 3222, MCF3225, U80, the upper rotor and the lower rotor of nano
coaxial rotor were tested with the Test bench V. And the mechanical efficiencies of
several small motors including PICO, NANO, MICRO, and LRK10-1-50Y were also
compared with the lower rotor. The chord and the twist angle distributions were
compared to analyze the difference of hovering performance among rotors. It is found
that the upper rotor, which is originally optimized for coaxial rotor, has the most
excellent hovering performance with a maximum thrust coefficient of 0.36, a
minimum power coefficient of 0.0055, and a maximum FM of about 0.63 as a result.
The FMs of lower rotor is only 0.3 lower than that of upper rotor. It is analyzed that
the reason contributes to the decrease of chords from 0.4R to 1.0R of blade of lower
rotor comparing with upper rotor. It shall be pointed out that lower rotor is optimized
by introducing the induced flow of upper rotor as the freestream, whereas the upper
rotor is influenced little by the lower rotor. So, the design of upper rotor is more like
an independent optimization than a dependent optimization, vice verse for lower rotor.
Commercial rotors exhibit poor performance. One explanation might be that the
commercial rotors are originally designed for as a propeller instead of a rotor. Despite
the fact that the FMs of upper rotor exceed 0.6, the hovering performance of nano
rotor is still lower than that of full-scale rotors. The comparison among different
rotors shows that the chord and the twist distributions have a dramatically impact on
hovering performance of small rotors. Furthermore, the optimization can improve the
performance of small rotors obviously. The mechanical efficiencies of several small
motors including PICO, NANO, MICRO, and LRK10-1-50Y were also compared
with the lower rotor. Results show that the maximum mechanical coefficiencies of all
motors are lower than 0.75. And a maximum balance value of 0.73 was found for
MICRO motor while LRK 10-1-50Y motor only obtains a maximum balance value of
0.3. The comparison among MICRO, NANO and PICO indicated that the motor
mechanical efficiency drops dramatically with the motor size. It is analyzed that the
thickness of wires, structure or material has impacts on the motor performance.
In conclusion, the current test benches can measure the thrust to reasonable
precision. The resolution to measure the torque is still undetermined for all test
benches. Theoretically, test bench V is the best bench for the measurement of small
torque and thrust, since it eliminates the influence of mechanical system and the
disturbance of test bench to rotor wake. Calculations are not able to predict the
hovering performance of a rotor precisely, but can provide a tendency. Furthermore,
the experimental results showed that the hovering performance of rotor decreases with
the reduction of rotor size. The upper nano rotor designed has an excellent hovering
performance while the lower nano rotor designed has relatively worse hovering
performance. It is evidenced that the chord and the twist distributions along the blade
can have a great impact on the rotor performance. Furthermore, the comparison of
optimized rotor and commercial rotor indicated that optimization can improve the
hovering performance of small rotor. The study of mechanical efficiency of small
motors showed that the performance of small rotors decline with the reduction of size
but also depend on the material, structure, and fabrication method of motor.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
EVALUATION OF NANO COAXIAL ROTOR
Studies of nano coaxial rotor with twisted blades at a low Reynolds number
range of less than 20,000 are limited. The study of static performance of nano coaxial
rotor is helpful for a deep understanding of the flight performance of NAV. In this
chapter, a newly acquired five-component sting balance was evaluated, the test
benches for nano coaxial rotor test were designed, and the static performance of nano
coaxial rotor was studied experimentally and computationally. Firstly, a test bench
based on a 2N five-component sting balance is designed to measure small forces and
moments simultaneously. Since the balance will be applied to measure very small
forces and moments, evaluation of the balance is extremely important to present the
characteristics of test facilities. An evaluation method was utilized to apply the loads
on balance by rolling and pitching it to realize coupling among the forces and
moments. Low loads between 0% and 20% of full load, and high loads, between 20%
and 100% of full load, were tested to learn the overall performance of the balance
used in this work. Measurement error and precision of the system were estimated.
And the hysteresis property of the balance was evaluated as swell. Having been
validated, the balance was used to measure the static performance of the coaxial rotor.
Special supporting beams were fabricated to fix the rotor and corresponding
electronic system on the balance. A 0.5N beam load cell was installed on the balance
to measure the thrust of one rotor. A removable beam is used to adjust rotor spacing
to verify its influence on rotor performance. Then, the experimental static
performance of nano coaxial rotor was studied within Reynolds range from 6,000 to
20,000 at 75% span with the test bench. The experiments were also performed at
different rotor axial spacing to study their mutual interferences on the static
performance.
Another test bench based on torque sensor was also designed since the first
bench couldn’t obtain the torque of the isolated rotor of coaxial rotor. The propulsive
performance of isolated rotor of coaxial rotor was studied at a rotor spacing of 1.07R
so that the thrust and torque of upper rotor and lower rotor were obtained. In order to
investigate the mutual interaction of coaxial rotor, comparisons between isolated rotor
of coaxial rotor and single upper rotor or single lower rotor were performed. The
performance of nano coaxial rotor was studied as well at different fixed upper rotor
rotational velocities and fixed lower rotor velocities.
A numerical simulation was also carried out and compared with experimental
results. Firstly, computations were carried out with laminar flow model and several
turbulence models including Spalart-Allmaras (S-A), standard k-ω model, and SST kω model using different element discretization schemes, to verify the influence of
flow model and grid configurations on computational results. MRF method is applied
to define the movement of coaxial rotor. Nano coaxial rotor final simulations were run
using the laminar fluid model at a fixed upper rotor rotational speed of 6,500 RPM at
various lower rotor blade-tip speeds.
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5.1

Literature Review

Coaxial rotor configurations process the advantages of compactness, high
payload-carrying ability, and high hovering performance within the size and weight
constraints. Furthermore, in-line counter rotating rotor enables a robust control of the
torque, a potential problem for very small air vehicles. The configuration is therefore
utilized to design NAVs in ISAE-SUPAERO (Institute Supérieur de l’Aéronautique et
de l’Espace), even though the system of two rotors mounted in-line to each other
increases the mechanical complexity and introduces the aerodynamic interferences.
The nano coaxial rotor was finished designing and fabricating as presented in Chapter
3. The propulsive and aerodynamic performance of nano coaxial rotor is fairly
important to NAV design so that the flight performance of NAV can be determined.
Therefore, it is necessary to study the aero/propulsive performance of nano coaxial
rotor, while experiment and computation are two typical methods to implement it.
Experiment is an important means to study NAV. Several institutes and
universities have built wind tunnels of low speed and low turbulence level to study the
complex flow mechanisms at low Res1,2. ISAE-SUPAERO have carried out a low-Re
aerodynamic characterization facility project since 2007 to be capable of deeply
understanding the complex flow phenomena inducing by the small UAVs including
NAVs. The project is composed of constructing a close-circuit low-Re wind tunnel
and fabricating a 2 N five-component internal sting balance named Nano Balance. It
was noted by Mueller3 that sensitive equipment must be used to perform aerodynamic
measurements on small models at very low Reynolds numbers. To achieve this goal,
Nano Balance was designed procured by ISAE-SUPAERO. Techniques to reduce
experimental noise and increase the accuracy of the results were investigated by
Mueller3 and Albertani4 giving a special emphasis to the relevant noise-to-signal ratio
using statistical techniques associated to a robust design of experiment (DOE).
Calibration methods of strain-gage balances have been well developed to obtain the
calibration matrix5. Validation of the calibration matrix with an acquisition system
different from the balance’s manufacturer is usually performed by the users2,6-8, since
the accuracy of the balance and acquisition system combined directly influence the
accuracy of wind tunnel result. The capacity and the accuracy of Nano Balance satisfy
the requirement of nano coaxial rotor measurement, so it will be utilised to test the
nano coaxial rotor. Since the balance will be applied to measure tiny force and torque,
the evaluation of the balance is extremely important to present the characteristics of
test facilities before experiments.
Low-speed forward flight and hovering flight are two primary flight modes of
NAV. And the hovering efficiency is typically low among the flight situations of
NAV. Therefore, the study of hovering performance of nano coaxial rotor is an
effective means to understand the flight performance of NAV. With the reduction of
size and rotational velocity, nano coaxial rotor operates in a significantly low
Reynolds number ranging from 5,000 to 20,000 accompanying with the phenomena
of separation, transition and reattachment. It is found that the thrust and the torque of
the rotors are significantly small in the order of 0.010N and 0.001N·m, respectively,
due to the dimension and mass they represent critical parameters for a typical NAV.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, coupling between torque and thrust makes the
measurement sensitive to the test fixtures. Moreover, the parameters of two rotors
require to be measured for nano coaxial rotor. Therefore, measuring both thrust and
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torque simultaneously is a significant challenge. Bohorquez9 developed a simple stand
(Figure 5.1(a)) with load cell and torque sensor to test the static performance of micro
coaxial rotor of rectangle and tapered blades with diameters of 22.4cm. The
experiments were performed on micro coaxial rotor with different collective pitch
combinations over a range of rotational velocities. A maximum thrust of 180 g was
achieved which is one order of magnitude larger than that of nano coaxial rotor. The
studies of a gearless torque-canceling coaxial propeller were conducted by measuring
torque and thrust separately10. The stands utilized in the coaxial rotor studies are
illustrated in Figure 5.1(b). Schafroth etc.11 designed a test bench with a torque sensor
and tension load cell to measure the total thrust and torque of coaxial rotor with radii
from 5 cm to 7 cm. Either the stand is too insensitive to utilize on nano coaxial rotor,
or thrust and torque are measured separately. Therefore, a new test bench shall be
designed which allows the measurement of tiny force and torque simultaneously of
nano coaxial rotor.

(a) Test stand for Micor.9

(b)Test stand for gearless coaxial rotor.10

Figure 5.1: Test bench stand for coaxial rotor experiments.
Computation is another important means to study nano coaxial rotor. For
coaxial rotor system, flow field is more complicated than that of single rotor due to
the interaction between two rotor wakes. The wake effect is prominent and the
phasing of the impingement of the tip vortex from upper rotor upon the lower rotor
plays a significant role in the amount of unsteadiness on the lower rotor12. And
significant blade to vortex and vortex to vortex interactions is found for coaxial rotors.
The tip vortex of upper rotor interacts with the flow of lower rotor. Analytical
methods have been well studied in the past decades. Lifting line theory, which is
efficient and simple, is the popular method for rotor and propeller analysis. For
instance, XRotor13 applies the lifting line theory to analyze and design propeller. In
order to predict the accurate aerodynamics of rotor or propeller, more complicated
analytical methods, e.g. vortex lattice method (VLM) which models the rotor or the
propeller as a series of horseshoe vortices, were developed14-16. The vortex lattice
wake model was utilized to study the transient aerodynamics of rotor and propeller17.
The introduction of more complex analytical model enhances the accuracy of
calculation. Nevertheless, it is still insufficient to study the detailed flow field and
flow mechanics induced by rotor or propeller movement. With the development of
computer performance and computational techniques, huge computation can be
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implemented by the computers. The Euler or NS equations are solved to study the
rotor and propeller performance. Computational methods are the useful way to study
the coaxial rotor flow characteristics as well. Rotary-wing NAVs typically fly in the
Reynolds number range from 103-104 where viscous effect is very strong, therefore,
Euler equations frequently utilized for full-scale helicopters numerical study18,19 are
usually not applicable. In some studies12,20,21, compressible Reynolds averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations with Spalart-Allmaras model for rotary-wing MAV
was adopted at tip Reynolds number varying from 19,000 to 27,000. Since the laminar
flow is dominant when the Reynolds number is below 20,00022, the application of
turbulence fluid model in the entire flow field is still an appropriate to the simulation
of rotary-wing NAVs. Therefore, the selection of flow solver and flow model is
important to nano-coaxial-rotor simulation.
Because nano-coaxial-rotor simulation involves two rotors rotating at high
rotational speeds in reverse directions, how to define rotor movement is a key
problem. The actuator disk model (Figure 5.2(a)), MRF method (Figure 5.2(b)),
sliding mesh, adaptive deforming mesh (Figure 5.2(c)) and chimera techniques
(Figure 5.2(d)) are developed to describe the rotation of rotor or propeller during
simulation. These methods have both pros and cons due to the discriminations to
describe the rotor rotation. Since the description method of rotor rotation has a
profound impact on the computational efficiency and accuracy, it is necessary to
choose an appropriate method for the simulation of nano coaxial rotor.

(a) Actuator disk model.23

(d) Adaptive unstructured mesh.24

(b) MRF.

(c) Sliding mesh.

(e) Chimera grid.25

Figure 5.2: Computational methods to describe the rotation of rotor.
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5.2

Experimental Set-Up

5.2.1 Characteristics of Nano Balance
A five-component internal force sting balance manufactured by l’Institut
Aerotechnique in France was utilized as the main test element to measure the
variation of total thrust and torque varying with rotational velocity of both rotors. The
five-component sting balance, which is able to measure thrust and torque
simultaneously, has a maximum loading capacity of 2 N for forces (Z, normal force
and Y, side force) and 0.12 N·m for moments (rolling moment, L, positive with right
hand rule; pitching moment, M, positive with left hand rule; and yawing moment, N,
positive with left hand rule). The structural component, made of high strength steel
alloy, 35NCD16, has a maximum dimension of 40 mm with a 10 mm rectangular
support part on both sides, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. Mechanical deformations of
balance are also presented in Table 5.1. The balance is equipped by 5 strain gauges
and glued by M600 hot adhesive except that the gauge type is WK 06 062AP 350 for
components of Z, M, Y and Z, but SK 06 062TH 350 for component L. Furthermore,
all strain gauge is covered by protective coating moisture barrier M coat D distributed
by Vishay - Micromesure. A working voltage of 4 Volts is recommended for all
components.

Figure 5.3: Nano Balance.
Table 5.1: Deflection property of 2N internal sting balance.
Component
Deflection
Nano
(° / N⋅m)
Balance
Maximum
deflection (°)

Y

Z

L

M

N

0

0

2.58

1.45

1.45

0

0

0.31

0.17

0.17

5.2.2 Sting Balance Validation Set-up and Post-Processing Software
The validation set-up of sting balance consists of a customized fixture, the
reference masses for load measured with high accuracy, the data acquisition
instrument of high precision and customized processing software. The fine evaluation
of the balance was possible by using a customized fixture consisting of a clamp, a
supporting beam, a load-support plate and an angle-test plate, as illustrated in Figure
5.4. The clamp is settled on the table fixing the supporting beam in a cantilevered
position with pitch and roll degrees-of-freedom. One end of the beam is held by the
clamp, and the other end is attached to the balance. The supporting beam is a hollow
tube through which twenty wires from the balance could pass to connect the cable
outside. On the supporting beam, an angle-test plate, with the same attitude as balance,
is placed parallel to the load-support plate in order to place the protractor for angle
measurement. The 71 g weighted load-support plate has a rectangular shape of 129
mm×129 mm with ten 0.8 mm-diameter holes drilled by high precision machine to
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apply load. Both load-support plates have vertically the same centre as the balances
once they are assembled. The body coordinate system whose origin is the balance
centre is illustrated in Figure 5.4(b).

(a) Lateral view.

(b) Top view.

Figure 5.4: Fixture for sting balance validation.
Since the error and accuracy depend on the bias between the measured and
real values, the determination of the real value is expected to be performed with a
high accuracy. The reference masses for load have been measured by a high accuracy
balance SARTORIUS which has a maximum capacity of 2 kg and accuracy of 0.0001
g. The resolution and sensitivity of the entire acquisition system is critical for the
validation of the measurements accuracy.
In the experiment, a PXI-1050 chassis was utilized as the acquisition system
including a signal conditioning unit SCXI-1520, a multifunction I/O-DAQ National
Instruments NI PXI-6229 series 16-bits card and PXI-8336 interface, as illustrated in
Figure 5.5. The SCXI-1520 module is an eight-channel module for interfacing to
strain-gauge bridges and other Wheatstone-bridge based sensors26. In this experiment,
the signal conditioner SCXI-1520 supplies an excitation voltage of 4±0.036V to the
balance. The output signals from the balance are amplified by the SCXI-1520 with a
gain of 1,000 and filtered at 10 Hz.

Figure 5.5: PXI-1050 chassis.
Via a front module PXI-8336, PXI-1050 chassis is connected through an
optical cable to a Dell Optiplex 330 PC with 1.98 GB RAM. The PC runs
Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX) as driver interface between control
software, LabView, and the PXI-1050. Customized Labview virtual instruments (VI)
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codes were developed for reading and displaying raw outputs (voltages) from the five
channels and data logging, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. The VIs mainly contain the
following functions: setting sampling frequency and number of samples to average for
each channel, setting of the channel properties, and sting-balance calibration matrices,
display functions plotting forces and moments, input-output functions of measured
data, input parameters of the experiment, real time of row-voltages, forces and
moments for each channel on operator’s screen. In this evaluation, the sample rate is
set as 1000 Hz and the number of samples is 1000. Since there are eight channels for
SCXI-1520 conditions, the five channels of balance can be set with the interface.
Every component of the balance is a full bridge with gage factor of 1 and gage
resistance of 350 Ω. And the excitation voltage source is set to be internal of 4 V and
the output range is defined from -1 V to +1 V.

Figure 5.6: Interface of post-processing software.
A user interface was developed for further result process. It is based on the
Graphical User Interfaces (GUI)27 programming tool of Matlab 2006a. It also includes
error and confidence interval evaluation.
5.2.3 Coaxial Rotor Propulsive Performance Measurement Set-up
As stated in Chapter 3, an upper rotor with mean chord of 0.33R and mean
twisted angle of 17.21° and a lower rotor with mean chord of 0.31R and mean twisted
angle of 17.67° were designed and fabricated. The hovering performance of nano
coaxial rotor was studied experimentally. Because the experimental study of nano
coaxial rotor involves the measurement of tiny force and moment, the design of test
stand constitutes a challenge. In the experiment, two test stands were developed. One
test bench noted nano-coaxial-rotor test bench I was developed based on Nano
Balance, and the other test bench named nano-coaxial-rotor test bench II was
developed based on a 0.005 N⋅m torque sensor and a 0.5 N beam load cell.
Nano-coaxial-rotor test bench I was firstly designed based on Nano Balance
for nano coaxial rotor measurement. Since the reference center of measurement is
located at the mechanical center of the sting-balance, beams with rectangular grooves
were fabricated and fixed on the rectangular support end of the sting balance to secure
rotor as illustrated in Figure 5.7. In order to measure the thrust of both rotors, a beam
load cell F1200 manufactured by MEIRI with a capacity of 0.5N was utilized to
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measure the thrust of the lower rotor. The thrust of the upper rotor could then be
obtained by subtracting the thrust of the lower rotor from total thrust obtained from Y
component of Nano Balance. The total torque of the two rotors could be obtained
from pitching moment component signal from the sting-balance. A carbon support
tube on which the upper rotor was installed could be adjusted to change the axial
spacing between rotors thus the influence of the axial spacing between rotors could be
studied. The LRK10-1-50Y motor from Wes-Technik that drives the rotor weights
only 1.4 g. It is powered by a N5766A 3.7 V DC power supply by Agilent
Technologies. The YGE4-BL from Wes-Technik motors controls the brushless
motors. Optical sensors integrated with laser emitter and detectors are utilized to
measure rotational speed of the motors. Ambient pressure and temperature sensors
were applied as well for air density calculation.

Figure 5.7: Nano-coaxial-rotor test bench I.
Because nano-coaxial-rotor test bench I can not measure the torque of each
rotor of nano coaxial rotor, nano-coaxial-rotor test bench II (Figure 5.8) mainly
constructed by a torque sensor and beam load cell was developed. The beam load cell
is F1200 with a capacity of 0.5 N. The static torque sensor is DH15 from the
SCAIME company with a capacity of 0.005 N·m and accuracy class of 0.2% as stated
in Chapter 4. Torque sensor was secured on an aluminum beam which is strictly
horizontal. Extended supporting beams were installed on the torque sensor to avoid
the blockage of the torque sensor to the rotor wake. At one end of supporting beam,
beam load cell was fixed horizontally. Additionally, a long carbon tube was equipped
vertically at one end of the beam load cell to support the motor and rotor to be tested.
Another motor and rotor are fixed right above the rotor to be tested with a long carbon
tube. The position of this rotor can be well adjusted so as to test the coaxial rotor at
the right rotor spacing. Once the thrust is generated by the rotor to be tested, it will be
detected by beam load cell when the torque acts on the static torque sensor via the
vertical aluminum supporting beam. Thus, the thrust and torque of one rotor can be
measured simultaneously under the influence of the other rotor. After the
measurement of this rotor, the other rotor shall be switched on the beam load cell and
the same test condition shall be kept. As a result, the propulsive performance of both
rotors is achieved. The speed measurement system was a speedometer which was able
to emitter and receive laser. It was fixed just under the rotor. Hereby, rotational speed
could be measured and then transferred to the data acquisition system. Thick wires
were adopted to connect the electronic devices on the test bench to reduce inner
resistance of the whole circuit. The electric parameter measurement system consists of
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an ampere meter and a voltmeter to measure the current and voltage passing through
the controller. The controller was YGE4-BL2 from Wes-Technik for brushless motors.

Figure 5.8: Test bench based on torque sensor.
During the nano coaxial rotor measurements with the two test benches, all
output signals were transferred to the PXI-1050 chassis for processing. A command
generated by Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX) and Labview was input
in NI PXI-6229 series which could transformed this digital signal into a analog signal
transmitting to the speed controller, and the measurements acquired during the
experiment (voltage, current, thrust, torque and rotational speed) were relayed back to
the MAX and Labview as well.
5.3

Experiment Design and Data Processing

5.3.1 Nano Balance Validation Design
Thiypopas8 verified a 10 N internal sting balance with amplifiers ANS E300
and data acquisition card NI USB-6218. The verification has been performed based
on the coupling of forces or moments in different directions by applying loads
simultaneously. In this experiment, the 2N internal sting balance was calibrated with
the new acquisition system of NI SCXI system as presented in section 5.2 and distinct
methods to apply loads.
A critical aspect of the sting balance characterization is the interactions
between the axial and torque output signals. Such effects were simulated during the
balance validation tests by rotating the balance around the X and Y axes illustrated in
Figure 5.4. To simplify the notations for further post-processing, the measurements
performed at the same pitch and roll angles are defined as a configuration. For the
sting balance standard validation tests, five configurations were performed. In each
configuration, there are two sub-configurations including lower loads (between 0%
and 20% of full load) and higher loads (between 20% and 100% of full load)
respectively. So there are totally 10 (N1) sub-configurations. To solve the sting
balance output signals the calibration matrix provided by the manufacturer was used
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for both load ranges. Within each sub-configuration, three (N2) different positions
have been randomly chosen from the ten positions in the load support plate; at each
position three (N3) different calibrated weights were applied in a random order. The
measurements were repeated five (N4) times for each position and each weight
recording 1,000 (N5) samples for each measurement. Considering the above loading
scheme, five variables called N1, N2, N3, N4, and N5 were defined with values of 10,
3, 3, 5 and 1,000, respectively. The applied loads are summarized in Table 5.2. Due
to the methodology used for the validation tests, the loads may not cover the entire
range of the load capacity of the balance but would nevertheless provide a rather
complete evaluation for the five components as required.
Table 5.2 Summary of applied forces and moments.
Component
Objectves
Normal
Tests
Hysteresis
Tests
Balance

Load
Maximum
Load
Minimum
Load
Maximum
Load
Minimum
Load
Capacity

Y (N)

Z (N)

L
(N·m)

M
(N·m)

N
(N·m)

0.001

-0.0042

0.092

0.1099

0.0858

-0.730

-1.588

-0.0881

-0.0918

-0.0544

0.0013

0

0.0965

0.0482

0.0858

-0.7849

-1.5687

-0.0483

-0.0299

-0.0544

±2.00

±2.00

±2.00

±0.12

±0.12

Furthermore the hysteresis property of the balance was evaluated including
two configurations with different pitching and rolling angles at lower loads (between
0% and 10% of full load) and higher load (between 10% and 100% of full load).
Within each configuration, two different positions have been randomly chosen on the
apparatus plate and at each position a sequence of five weights were progressively
loaded and unloaded repeating the measurement five times at each position. The
applied loads are listed in Table 5.2.
5.3.2 Hover Test Design of Nano Coaxial Rotor
The torque sensor and 0.5 N beam load cell were validated as well as stated in
Chapter 4, so no detailed description will be presented here.
The rotor spacings of 0.53R, 1.07R, and 1.60R are applied respectively to
verify their influence on propulsive performance of coaxial rotor with nano-coaxialrotor test bench I. At each rotor spacing, the experiment was firstly carried out by
fixing the rotational velocity of the upper rotor at 6,500 RPM, Reynolds number at
3/4R of 15,000, and changing lower rotor rotational velocity with the input current
from the Reynolds number of 6000 to 14,000. Then the rotational velocity of lower
rotor was fixed at 6500 RPM as well while that of upper rotor varies from low speed
to high speed. The component Y of the sting balance is applied to measure the total
thrust of coaxial rotors, while the 0.5 N beam load cell is utilized to measure the thrust
of lower rotor. The total torque of both rotors is measured by the component M of
sting balance. The experiments were all carried out at a tension input to controller of
3.7 V which has the same value as the NAV battery. During the experiment, the
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rotational speed, input current, input voltage, and the thrust of each rotor were
measured, but only the total torque was measured.
The experiment was also performed with nano-coaxial-rotor test bench II. The
propulsive performance of each rotor of nano coaxial rotor was measured at a rotor
spacing of 1.07R and the experimental results were compared with that of single rotor.
And the interaction between lower rotor and upper rotor was analyzed. In order to
study the rotor performance in detail, the upper rotor and lower rotor were fixed at
two constant velocities of 6500 RPM and 7500 RPM, respectively. It should be
pointed out that the error of this test might be enhanced because the test condition
may change due to the switch of rotor. The test condition is difficult to keep
absolutely same for the two tests.
5.3.3 Data Processing
The sting balance measurement precision is defined as the standard deviation
of the force or moment for all acquisitions in a sub-configuration. In a subconfiguration, N5 samples and N4 replications were taken as a basic unit of
measurement by applying pooled-statistics theory to calculate the standard deviation
of forces and moments. Therefore, there are N2 × N3 basic measurements in a subconfiguration (the definition of N2, N3, N4 and N5 can be found in section 5.3.1). In
a basic measurement, N4 replications with N5 samples for every replications yield
N4×N5 values denoted as X = {x1,1 , x1,2 , , , xN 4, N 5 } . X can be an arbitrary
component selected from the sting-balance five components Y, Z, L, M or N.
Therefore, X is defined as,

X=

N4 N5
1
∑∑ xij .
N 4 ⋅ N 5 i =1 j =1

(Eq. 5.3-1)

While the pooled standard deviation σ is defined by the following equation,
σ=

N4 N5
1
( xij − xi ) 2 =
∑∑
N 4 ⋅ ( N 5 − 1) i =1 j =1

1 N4 2
∑σx
N 4 i =1

i

(Eq. 5.3-2)

with the degree-of-freedom v = N4·(N5-1). σ xi is the standard deviation from the N5
samples for one replication which was estimated and recorded by the data acquisition
and post-processing software.
Therefore the average and standard deviation of the component (force in this
example) relative to one sub-configuration could be obtained as

{

}

X ′ = X 1 , X 2 , … , X N 2⋅ N 3 ,

(Eq. 5.3-3)

and σ ′ = {σ1 , σ 2 ,… , σ N 2⋅ N 3 } .

(Eq. 5.3-4)

Consequently, with the σ ′ = E (σ ′) and σ σ ′ = E (σ ′2 ) − E (σ ′) 2 , the measurement
precision with the confidence interval can be estimated as
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Pre = σ ′ ± tv , P

σσ′
N 2⋅ N3

.

(Eq. 5.3-5)

The error is defined as the averaged differences between the applied and
measured force/moment components for each test. The applied forces, obtained by
using certified weights, are measured with a high resolution scale in random order and
including several repetitions; the forces generated by the masses were transferred to
the sting balance five components as the reference forces and moments to estimate the
error of the balance. The measurement error for each basic measurement and the
corresponding standard deviation are defined as,
εk = X k − X R , k
and

σ εk = ( σ k ) 2 + ( σ R , k ) 2

(Eq. 5.3-6)

k = 1, 2, …N2·N3 .

(Eq. 5.3-7)

Let ε ′ = {ε1 , ε2 ,..., ε N 2⋅ N 3 } , then ε ′ and σ ε′ could be calculated. The standard deviation
of the error was calculated from the following equation:
1

σε _ t

N 2⋅ N 3
1
⎡
⎤2
= ⎢σ ε2′ +
σ ε2k ⎥
∑
N 2 ⋅ N 3 k =1
⎣
⎦

(Eq. 5.3-8)

Hence, the error for a sub-configuration could be expressed as
ε _ t = ε′ ±

tv , P
n

σε _ t

(Eq. 5.3-9)

where n is N2·N3·N4.
The relative error is defined as the ratio of averaged differences between the
applied and measured force/moment components to the applied ones for each test. For
each basic measurement, the sting balance relative error was calculated as follows
εRe l , k =

εk
× 100%
X R,k

k = 1, 2, …N3·N4

(Eq. 5.3-10)

Similar to the error definition, the relative error for all sub-configurations
could be expressed as
′ l±
εRe l ,total = εRe

tv , P
n

σ ε Re l , total

(Eq. 5.3-11)

where n is N2·N3·N4.
During every coaxial rotors test, the variables are recorded for 15 times. For
example, the measured thrust is recorded as Tm = {T1 , T2 ,… , T15 } for a certain power
input PWM. If the means and the standard deviation of T are expressed as
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Tm = E (Tm ) and σT2m = E (Tm 2 ) − E (Tm ) 2 respectively, the thrust with confidence can be
presented as
T = Tm ± tv , P

σT

m

15

.

(Eq. 5.3-12)

For variables that are linear functions of the other independent variables
directly measured, the mean value and standard deviation can be derived from
measured values. For example, the thrust coefficient is the function of thrust and
rotational speed. Then the means and the standard deviation of thrust coefficient can
be calculated from the following equations.
CT =

2Tm
,
ρA(Ω m R ) 2

(Eq. 5.3-13)
12

2
⎡⎛ ∂C ⎞ 2
⎤
⎛ ∂C ⎞
σ CT = ⎢⎜ T ⎟ σ T2 + ⎜ T ⎟ σ Ω2 m ⎥ .
⎢⎣⎝ ∂T ⎠ m ⎝ ∂Ω ⎠
⎥⎦
Consequently, the thrust coefficient with confidence is

CT = CT ± tv , P

(Eq. 5.3-14)

σ CT

(Eq. 5.3-15)
15
All of the results will have a confidence of 95% in the experiments.
5.4

Computational Methodology

5.4.1 Computational Techniques
The numerical simulation was performed using FLUENT V6.3, a software
package being capable of solving Euler equations, Reynolds-average Navier-stokes
equations, or space-filtered equations. The conservation of mass, momentum, energy,
etc, can be obtained using finite-volume method.
A pressure-velocity coupling approach was utilized to improve solver
robustness. Several spatial discretization schemes are provided by Fluent such as first
order upwind, second order upwind, power law, QUICK and third-order MUSCL. In
this study, the first order upwind scheme and QUICK scheme were applied. First
order upwind scheme determines all the variables by assuming that the cell-center
values of any variable represent a cell-average value and hold throughout the entire
mesh. The QUICK scheme calculates higher-order value of convected variable at cell
face by using a weighted average of second-order upwind and central interpolation.
Laminar flow model was employed first. Several turbulence flow models were
introduced later. S-A model, a single-equation conservation turbulence model
provides good prediction of regular flows but fails to simulate flows with mild
separation or circulation. k-ω model solves two additional conservation equations in
which one is for the turbulent kinetic energy, k and the other is for the inverse time
scale, ω. Standard k-ω model is typically adopted for low-Re number or for
transitional flows, while SST k-ω model is suitable for complex three-dimensional
flows with strong rotation.
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To modeling blade rotation, disk-actuator model, MRF technique or fully
unsteady approaches such as sliding mesh method and chimera technique is
frequently utilized. Disk-actuator model23 is a steady method by replacing rotor or
propeller as an imaginary thin disk that produced discontinuities of flow variables.
For coaxial rotor, the flow condition with velocity and pressure is imposed on the
upper rotor, while the flow condition complying with conservation of flow mass is
imposed on lower rotor. Due to the simplification of rotor, no geometric characteristic
is taken into account. The MRF model28 is a steady-state approximation method in
which individual cell zones utilize different frame equations to solve N-S equations.
Zones containing moving components can then be solved using moving reference
frame equations, whereas stationary zones can be solved with stationary frame
equations. At the interfaces between cell zones, a local reference frame transformation
is performed to enable flow variables in one zone to be used to calculate fluxes at the
boundary of the adjacent one. If moving reference frame is utilized in a zone, the
velocities and velocity gradients are converted from a moving reference frame to the
absolute inertial frame whereas the scalar quantities are determined locally from
adjacent cells, since these vector quantities change with reference frame. On the other
hand, quantities in the absolute inertial frame can be converted to moving reference
frame as well. Sliding mesh29 is a transient method which simulates the moving of the
rotor by embodying it in a block with a shape of sphere or cylinder so as to rotate the
block with attaching the outer block through interface. Adaptive deforming mesh24
and chimera techniques25,30 are developed in past decades for rotor or propeller
simulation. The last two methods simulated the rotor rotation with grid movement.
Disk-actuator model is the most time-saving method, but it depends on the
precision of specified conditions for the disk and ignores the detailed blade geometry
character. Sliding mesh can capture more complicated flow characteristics than MRF
but with more computational time. One of its disadvantages is that it is difficult to
generate mesh for complicate blade form due to the constraint of the shape of the out
block. Adaptive deforming mesh and chimera techniques can simulate transient
phenomena, for instance the vortex shedding from a rotating blade, but it requires
several times’ CPU-time than other methods. For this case with a steady rotating
velocity, it is convenient to utilize MRF so that the steady-state solutions are possible
with relatively short computing time and relatively high precision.
5.4.2 Description of Cases
Calculations are performed with laminar flow model and turbulence flow
models using MRF method at a rotational velocity of 6,500 RPM for both rotors. The
spatial discretization schemes were also studied. And the flow field of nano coaxial
rotor was analyzed. The ability to capture the detailed distribution of pressure on rotor
surface for different turbulence models was compared and the blade tip vortex was
analyzed.
The laminar flow model was utilized to simulate the hovering performance of
nano coaxial rotor at rotor spacings of 0.53R, 1.07R and 1.60R using MRF method.
The thrust coefficient and torque coefficient are calculated and compared with
experimental results.
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5.4.3 Computational Grids
The grid was generated using ICEM CFD V11.0. For the MRF method, the
flow field is divided into three blocks in which two small blocks are dedicated to the
rotors and one large block is dedicated to the outer block, as shown in Figure 5.9. The
external mesh boundary is formed by a 25.5 R high cylinder with the top and bottom
radii of 12R and 16R, respectively. Every small block has a height of 2/3 R and a
diameter of 1.5 R. Figure 5.10 shows that each rotor is a solid thin piece of carbon
fibre with twisted and non-uniform chord blades. Since the rotors were driven by
external brushless motors, a small cylinder with the same diameter as the motor was
added at the centre of each rotor. The fine O-grid mesh, shown in the Figure 5.10 and
Figure 5.11, was defined and optimised around the rotors to capture the details of the
flow structure and included a total number of grid cells of 2.8 Million. At the leading
edge and trailing edge of blade section, the number of grids points was increased. The
distance between solid surface and the first layer of mesh is controlled to be 5×10-4c.

Figure 5.9: Global view of the mesh.

Figure 5.10: Grids around both rotors.
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Figure 5.11: Grid at a station of lower
rotor.

5.5

Results and Discussion

5.5.1 Sting Balance Validation Results
Considering the experimental methodology presented above, the validation of
the set-up was performed and the measurement precision and error were estimated.
Different measurements with five configurations were performed including two subconfigurations for each configuration with loads between 0% and 20% of the
maximum load and between 20% and 100% of the maximum load. All the results are
calculated assuming a confidence of 95%. Figure 5.12 shows the plots of the
measurement precision. The precision analysis shows that the maximum Pre is 0.0071
N for the forces and 0.000265 N·m for the moments. Furthermore, the component Y
has higher maximum Pre than the Z component; the N component has the largest Pre
of the three-moment components. The error of the measurement system consists of
the error introduced by the sting balance, the mechanical and electronic components.
Therefore a maximum ε _ t of 0.0088 N for the force and 0.00167 N·m for the
moment were obtained (Figure 5.13). The Z component has the maximum ε _ t
during the tests in which the roll angle and the pitch angle were coupled with a
maximum load of 1.47 N (150 g) suggesting that the coupling of the two components
may lead to an increase of the error. From Figure 5.13, it is found that ε _ t depends
on the loads, so the relative error εRe l , total is introduced to present the performance of
sting balance more clearly. The relative errors for the five components are listed in
Table 5.3.

Figure 5.12: Measurement precision. (From left to right for a component, the columns
are for config1-1, config1-2, …, and All, respectively.)
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Figure 5.13: Error plot. (From left to right for a component, the columns are for
config1-1, config1-2, …, and All, respectively.)
Table 5.3 Relative error of Nano Balance.
Components

Y (N)

Z (N)

L (N·m)

M (N·m)

N (N·m)

Relative
Error

1.589%
±0.337%

0.887%
±0.137%

1.117%
±0.192%

3.777%
±1.463%

1.941%
±0.442%

The maximum average relative error for all configurations, which is 3.777%,
was found in the pitching moment component, although the minimum average relative
error, assigned to the normal force component, is less than 1%. Generally, all the
other components have an average relative error less than 2%. The maximum average
relative error was measured in the M component in the tests with a significant
combined force and moment loads. Compared with the 1 kg maximum load balance
from university of Florida2 whose ratio of accuracy to maximum load is less than
0.125% for all components, the sting balance seems to have a high relative error.
However, the relative error calculated here is the ratio of absolute error to
corresponding local load instead of maximum load. And the maximum loads of the
two balances are different.
The sting balance hysteresis characterization was also performed for all five
components at the lower load and higher load range. From the hysteresis test results,
it was found that the force components Y and Z (side and normal, respectively) and
moment components L and N (roll and yaw, respectively) exhibited a mild hysteresis
at the lower load range. The moment component M exhibited no significant hysteresis.
For their significance for the presented static performance study of coaxial rotors, the
hysteresis properties of all components are illustrated in Figure 5.14-Figure 5.18. The
Y component (side force) was used to measure the total axial force of coaxial rotor,
and the M component was used to measure the total torque of coaxial rotor.
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(a) Lower load range.

(b) Higher load range.

Figure 5.14: Hysteresis property of component Y.

(a) Lower load range.

(b) Higher load range.

Figure 5.15: Hysteresis property of component Z.
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(a) Lower load range.

(b) Higher load range.

Figure 5.16: Hysteresis property of component L.

(a) Lower load range.

(b) Higher load range.

Figure 5.17: Hysteresis property of component M.
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(a) Lower load range.

(b) Higher load range.

Figure 5.18: Hysteresis property of component N.
Since the experimental results presented above are relative to the complete
system, a careful check of all possible sources of errors must be included. The most
important contributors of the validation system error was considered to be the
measurement error of pitch and roll angles which were obtained by a digital protractor
with a resolution of +/-0.1°, positioned on the test plate illustrated in Figure 5.4(b).
Great care was used for the positioning of the test plate on the sting balance to assure
a proper alignment. It is believed that the magnitude of the loads and the value of the
attitudes of the balance have an effect on the precision as well due to the increase of
the coupling among the three moment components resulting in larger errors. Other
potential sources of errors are the intrinsic high noise-to-signal ratio and the elastic
deflections of the sting balance under load.
5.5.2 Rotor Performance Results
A. Comparison between Experimental and Computational Results
Table 5.4 shows the thrust and torque calculated with different flow models
and discretization schemes based on the MRF method at a rotational speed of 6,500
RPM for both rotors and a rotor spacing of 1.07 R. And experiments were performed
with both nano-coaxial-rotor test bench I and nano-coaxial-rotor test bench II.
Furthermore, all the flow models used in the simulations overestimate the thrust when
compared with the experimental results. When comparing with experimental results
from nano-coaxial-rotor test bench I, the difference between experimental results and
computational results is less than 15% for thrust, but it is bigger for torque. When
comparing with experimental results from nano-coaxial-rotor test bench II, the
difference is between experimental results and computational results is less than 27%
for thrust, and the difference is relative smaller for torque. The turbulence model k-ω
predicted the most accurate value for thrust with the first order discretization scheme.
Since the Quick discretization scheme introduces small truncation error, the absolute
values of thrust and torque predicted by the simulations are slightly higher than first
order method except S-A flow model. In general, differences among computational
results are considered negligible. The total thrust tested by the nano-coaxial-rotor test
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bench I is higher than that tested by nano-coaxial-rotor test bench II by 10%, but the
absolute value of total torque measured by nano-coaxial-rotor test bench I is fairly
higher than that measured by nano-coaxial-rotor test bench II.
From analysis above, it is found that there are variations between experimental
results and computational results, which are due to the fabrication error of nano
coaxial rotor. Whereas the rotor was fabricated strictly based on the designed form,
the fluidity of resin changed the airfoil shape and the procedure to process the blade
edge made the airfoil shape different from the originally designed one especially at
the leading edge and trailing edge. However, the shape of leading edge and trailing
edge, which have slight effect on lift but great effect on drag31, are blunt in the CFDs
model. So, higher discrimination was found between experimental results and
computational results for the torque. Furthermore, it is found that nano-coaxial-rotor
test bench I can’t measure the tiny moment precisely. And the short support beam of
nano-coaxial-rotor test bench I also influenced the upstream or downstream flow of
rotor; despite the fact that tests show slight influence was found. The installation error
of nano-coaxial-rotor test bench II introduced uncertain error into measurement as
well. More uncertain factors were introduced for test bench based on torque sensor
due to the disadvantages of its measurement principle. It is analyzed that the high
discrimination of torque measured between two experiments might be the departure of
lower rotor centre to the central line due to the installation error.
Table 5.4: Comparison of computational results calculated with different flow models.
Flow model
First
order

Quick

Total
Thrust (N)
Total
Torque
(N·m×10-3)
Total
Thrust (N)
Total Torque
(N·m×10-3)

Exp1

Exp2

Laminar

S-A

k-ω

k-ω SST

0.112

0.101

0.121

0.120

0.119

0.121

-0.491

0.0284

-0.0284

-0.035

-0.075

-0.0168

0.112

0.101

0.128

0.120

0.121

-0.492

0.0284

-0.080

-0.035

-0.093

Not
Converged
Not
Converged

* note: 1) The abbreviation of “Exp 1” means the experiments carried out with the nano-balance test
bench, and the abbreviation of “Exp 2” means the experiments carried out with the torque sensor test
bench. 2) The sign of torque is determined by the definition of moment M of nano-balance, i.e. the
rotational direction of upper rotor.

Since the fidelity of the performance prediction of rotors in static conditions is
greatly influenced by the ability to capture tip vortex structure and the related
disturbed flow field, a detailed visual comparison of the flow field between laminar
and k-ω models with Quick scheme was conducted, as illustrated in Figure 5.19 and
Figure 5.20. Figure 5.19 shows the pressure contours on the suction side of the blades
for both rotors. It is evident that laminar model captures disturbance of flow field
near the blade tip while k-ω model fails. Blade tip vortex flow field is extremely
complicated, with the presence of secondary vortices near the tip increasing the
complexity and the pressure distribution, as illustrated in Figure 5.20. The secondary
vortices can be clearly observed from calculated results obtained with the laminar
model (Figure 5.20(a)). Figure 5.20(b) shows that the turbulence k-ω model only
predicts weak secondary structures validating the assumption that the laminar flow
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dominates the flow field at the extremely low Re numbers even though strong flow
interactions exist between the two rotors. It is postulated that the turbulence flow
model failed to precisely predict the flow field mainly because of its application on
the entire volume without considering the transition. Furthermore it was found that at
a short distance from the blades trailing edge the secondary vortices merge with the
tip vortex.

(a) Upper rotor.

(b) Lower rotor.

Figure 5.19: Comparisons of computed pressure contours using different flow models.

(a) Laminar model.

(b) k-ω model.

Figure 5.20: Streamwise vorticity contours around upper rotor tip.
B. Analysis of the Influence of Rotor Spacing to Rotor Performance
Experimental results measured by nano-coaxial-rotor test bench I were
compared with the computational results. Figure 5.21 illustrates the experimental and
calculated total thrust and torque of both rotors with the Reynolds number at 3/4 R of
the lower rotor as an independent variable. Simulations and experiments were
performed with the laminar flow model and Quick scheme at rotor axial spacings of
0.53R, 1.07R and 1.60R. The total thrust increases with the Reynolds number and
peaks at 1.07 R, whereas Bohorquez’s study9 shows that the system thrust doesn’t
undergo measurable changes at vertical separations larger than 0.4R. The
computational results illustrate that the spacing has neglectable influence on the thrust
and torque with spacing higher than 1.07R. When comparing experimental results and
computational results, more differences were found at axial rotor spacing of 1.60R
and less differences were found at axial rotor spacing of 0.53R. Computational results
illustrate that rotor performance was influenced greatly at axial rotor spacing of 0.53R.
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Differences less than 0.017 N were found between experimental and computational
results at spacing of 1.07R. Experimental total thrust of 0.135 N was obtained at a Re
number of about 14,000 and a total thrust of 0.112 N was obtained from the
experiment while a value of 0.128 N from the simulation at 6,500 RPM for both
rotors at axial rotor spacing of 1.07R. Comparing the experimental and computational
results a larger difference was found for the torque than for thrust; both differences
are fairly constant with Reynolds number. An interesting phenomenon appears here is
that the axial rotor spacing didn’t have a great effect on the torque. During the
experiments, the downstream and upstream flow of the rotors experienced a certain
blockage by blade speed sensors, the load cell and supporting beams influencing the
performances of the rotors. Moreover, the average relative errors obtained from the

(a) Total thrust varying with Re number based at ¾ R of lower rotor

(b) Total torque varying with Re number based at ¾ R of lower rotor

Figure 5.21: Performance comparisons at different rotor axial spacings.
sting balance validation tests for the components Y (thrust) and M (torque) of sting
balance were found to be 1.589% and 3.777%, respectively, contributing to the
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overall experimental errors. Other contributing factors to the errors are the balancerotors installation and the differences of the rotor geometry used in the simulation and
in the experiments which includes fabrication tolerances. Furthermore, the
significantly low values for the torque, typically less than 1.00E-03 N·m, could result
in significant interference with system noises further enhancing the experimental error.
The values on the plots for zero Reynolds number are relative to the condition of
power input to the upper rotor and wind milling for the lower rotor.
C. Analysis of Interaction between Lower Rotor and Upper Rotor
In order to study the performance of isolated rotors, Figure 5.22 illustrates the
comparison between the experimental result and computational result for thrust
varying with Reynolds number at the 3/4R of the lower rotor at a rotors axial spacing
of 1.07 R. It was found that the thrust of upper rotor does not change significantly
with Re increase, which could be interpreted as the upper rotor propulsive
performance is not influenced greatly by the lower rotor. However, the performance
of the lower rotor is affected by the upper rotor’s wake resulting in a lower rotor
negative thrust at a very low Re numbers. The experimental study of micro coaxial
rotor9 also showed the identical conclusion. Although simulations successfully
predicted the trend, both upper and lower rotor thrusts are overestimated.

Figure 5.22: Computational and experimental thrust of isolated upper
rotor, lower rotor and combined rotors at an axial spacing of 1.07R.
Figure 5.23, Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25 illustrate the comparison between the
experimental result and computational result for thrust of lower rotor and upper rotor
varying with Reynolds number at the 3/4R of the lower rotor at a rotors axial spacing
of 1.07 R. Experimental results were achieved with nano-coaxial-rotor test bench II.
The computational results were calculated with laminar flow modal coupling with
Quick scheme. Experimental results show that the lower rotor generated negative
thrust coefficient at lower Re due to the wind milling effect inducing by upper rotor.
A negative maximum value of thrust coefficient of about -0.075 was found at very
low Re. With the increase of lower rotor velocity, the thrust coefficient augmented to
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a maximum value of 0.023 which was 40% lower than that of upper rotor in light of
experiment. When comparing experimental results and computational results, thrust
coefficient was overestimated by the simulation for both rotors. In general, simulation
predicted a better thrust coefficient of upper rotor than that of lower rotor.
Discrimination between experimental results and computational results was found for
power coefficient as shown in Figure 5.24. It is noted that the negative power
coefficient states that the direction of rotor torque conforms to the rotational direction.
Experimental results show that the power coefficient of lower rotor is negative at low
Re. And it increases with the augment of Re and reaches a maximum value of about
0.008. Computations failed to simulate the wind milling effect, especially at very low
Re. However, the power coefficient of lower rotor calculated by computations
approaches gradually to that measured by experiments with increase of Re. But the
experimental power coefficient of upper rotor is about 0.005 while the calculated
power coefficient of upper rotor is about 0.01. The discrimination between
experimental and calculated thrust coefficient and power coefficient could also be
detected from the results of FM as illustrated in Figure 5.25. Figure 5.25 shows the
FM of the upper and lower rotors varying with the ratio of thrust coefficient to rotor
solidity. FM of upper rotor is from 0.65 to 0.75 in light of experiments whereas it is
about 0.46 according to computations. And the experimental FM of lower rotor is
from 0.2 to 0.25, whereas the calculated FM augments with the ratio and reaches a
maximum value of about 0.33. Despite the fact that the upper rotor obtains a high
FMs, it is still lower than that of full-scale rotors. The lower FM are attributed to the
low Reynolds number at which the nano coaxial rotor operates inducing an important
decrease of the kinetic energy of the boundary layer on the blade causing a tendency
of separation due to adverse pressure gradient thus causing a significant degradation
in the static performance of nano coaxial rotor. It is also postulated that the counterrotating motion of the rotors induces counter-rotating swirl flow induced by the upper
rotor resulting in a reduced FM of the lower rotor. The reason leading to the
discrimination between experimental and computational results might be the failure
prediction of interaction between rotors.

Figure 5.23: Computational and experimental thrust coefficient of upper
rotor and lower rotor at an axial spacing of 1.07R.
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Figure 5.24: Computational and experimental power coefficient of upper
rotor and lower rotor at an axial spacing of 1.07R.

Figure 5.25: Computational and experimental FM of upper rotor and lower
rotor at an axial spacing of 1.07R varying with CT / σ .
Figure 5.26 presents the motor mechanical efficiency varying with the input
current. Motor efficiency of lower motor is negative at low current and reaches its
maximum value of 0.5 at a current of 0.5 A. The maximum motor coefficient of upper
motor is fairly low which is about 0.25.
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Figure 5.26: Experimental motor efficiency at an axial spacing of 1.07R.
A general comparison between isolated rotor of coaxial rotor and the single
rotor was performed to understand influence of rotor interaction to the rotor
performance by virtue of experiment as illustrated in Figure 5.27, Figure 5.28, and
Figure 5.29. The experimental results of single upper and lower rotor are from the
Chapter 4. The single upper rotor generated a thrust slightly higher than that of the
upper rotor of coaxial rotor at the same Re, while the single lower rotor generated a
thrust fairly higher than that of the lower rotor of nano coaxial rotor at the same Re.
However, the difference between the experimental thrust of single lower rotor and the
lower rotor of coaxial rotor decreases with the increase of Re, and the experimental
thrust of lower rotor of coaxial rotor exceeded that of single lower rotor at a certain
Re. It is evident that the induced flow of upper rotor has a negative effect on the thrust
of lower rotor at low Re but a positive effect at high Re. The experimental results for
torque exhibit nearly the same trend as shown in Figure 5.28. The torque of upper
rotor of coaxial rotor is identical to that of single upper rotor at the same Re while the
torque of lower rotor of coaxial rotor is lower than that of single lower rotor and the
discrimination increases with the reduction of Re. Because of the interaction, the FM
of the upper rotor of coaxial rotor increased while the FM of the lower rotor of coaxial
rotor decreased when comparing with single upper and lower rotor as illustrated in
Figure 5.29. Herein, the interaction between upper rotor and lower rotor improves the
performance of upper rotor but degrades the performance of lower rotor.
D. Hover Performance of Nano Coaxial Rotor at Different Constant Upper Rotor and
Lower Rotor Rotational Velocity
The experiments above were carried out by keeping the rotational velocity of
upper rotor as a constant of 6500 RPM while changing the rotational velocity of lower
rotor. In order to achieve the general propulsive performance of nano coaxial rotor,
experiments were performed by keeping the rotational velocity of upper rotor or lower
rotor at different constants with nano-coaxial-rotor test bench II as illustrated in
Figure 5.30. To start with, the experiments were performed by keeping the upper rotor
rotational velocity at 7500 RPM while changing rotational velocity of the lower rotor.
Successively, the rotational velocity of lower rotor remained as 6500 RPM or 7500
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RPM while changing rotational velocity of upper rotor. Results show that total thrust
augmented with the rise of Re, whereas total torque decreased with the rise of Re until
zero and it then began to increase in an opposite direction. The maximum total thrust
obtained is 0.14 N when rotational velocity of upper rotor is 7500 RPM.

Figure 5.27: Comparison of thrust between the isolated rotor of coaxial rotor
and single rotor by virtue of experiments.

Figure 5.28: Comparison of torque between the isolated rotor of coaxial rotor
and single rotor by virtue of experiments.
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Figure 5.29: Comparison of FM between the isolated rotor of coaxial rotor and
single rotor by virtue of experiments.

Figure 5.30: Total torque and total thrust varying with Re by fixing upper rotor
or lower rotor rotational speed.
5.6

Conclusions

The propulsive performance of nano coaxial rotor determines directly the
flight performance of NAV. Therefore, the propulsive performance of nano coaxial
rotor in hover was studied experimentally and computationally. Firstly, a test bench
based on a newly acquired five-component sting balance was designed. Prior to the
experiments, the balance was evaluated using a specifically designed two degrees-of-
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freedom testing fixture, a high resolution data acquisition system and calibration
check procedure. Then, the experimental static performance of nano coaxial rotor was
studied within Reynolds range from 6,000 to 20,000 at 75% span with the test bench.
The experiments were also performed at different rotor axial spacing to study their
mutual interferences on the static performance. Secondly, a test bench based on torque
sensor was also designed since the first bench couldn’t obtain the torque of the
isolated rotor of coaxial rotor. The propulsive performance of isolated rotor of coaxial
rotor was studied at a rotor spacing of 1.07R so that the thrust and torque of upper
rotor and lower rotor were obtained. In order to investigate the mutual interaction of
coaxial rotor, comparisons between isolated rotor of coaxial rotor and single upper
rotor or single lower rotor were performed. The performance of nano coaxial rotor
was studied as well at different fixed upper rotor rotational velocities and fixed lower
rotor velocities. Several FLUENT simulations were performed by applying different
flow models including laminar model, S-A turbulence model, standard k-ω turbulence
model and k-ω SST turbulence model. Successively, coaxial rotor final simulations
were run using the laminar fluid model at a fixed upper rotor rotational speed of 6,500
RPM at various lower rotor blade-tip speeds.
It is found that the designed evaluation system and procedures can evaluate the
measurement precision, error, and hysteresis effectively. The sting balance validation
tests showed the average relative errors less than 4% for all components with
excellent hysteresis characteristics. All flow models used in the FLUENT simulations
overestimated both the thrust and the torque, when compared with the experimental
results. And the rotors experimental and computational evaluations showed thrust
values higher than 0.1 N with both rotors at 6,500RPM. Laminar flow model captured
better than standard k-ω turbulence model the disturbance of flow field near the blade
tip including the secondary vortices near the blade-tip and their merging with the
main tip vortex structure. The comparison of experimental results obtained at constant
tip speed and at different rotors axial spacing showed the highest thrust at a rotors
axial spacing of 1.07 R. Experimental and computational thrust values versus the
Reynolds number based at the 3/4 radius of the lower rotor showed that the thrust of
the upper rotor does not significantly change increasing the Re number. However, the
performance of the lower rotor was affected by the upper rotor’s wake resulting in a
lower rotor negative thrust at a very low Re numbers. The comparisons between the
isolated rotor of coaxial rotor and single rotor showed that the propulsive performance
of upper rotor augmented while that of lower rotor degraded. The figure of merit of
the lower rotor increased with the increase of the thrust coefficient to rotor solidity
ratio and the best figure of merit for the upper rotor (0.65-0.75) was higher than the
value for the lower rotor (0.23). And experimental results showed that the mechanical
efficiency of upper motor is only one half of that of lower motor due to the interaction
of upper rotor and lower rotor.
In conclusion, the evaluation of balance was well performed, and the balance
has good precision as well as good hysteresis property. The propulsive performance
of designed coaxial rotor was fine to provide the sufficient thrust for NAV.
Furthermore, nano axial rotor achieved highest propulsive performance at certain
spacing. Laminar flow model has a better fidelity of the flow field prediction of rotors
in static conditions. Computational results showed that simulation can predict the
thrust well but fail to predict torque well. The mutual interaction between rotors
improves upper rotor performance but impairs lower rotor performance.
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6. PROPULSION STUDY OF NANO COAXIAL
ROTOR WITH BIO-INSPIRED BLADE
MOTION
At ultra-low Re, the propulsive performance of nano coaxial rotor drops
dramatically which has a profound impact on the flight performance of NAV.
Therefore, bio-inspired blade motion is studied to improve the performance of nano
coaxial rotor. In this chapter, the nano-scale coaxial rotor with blade-pitching motion
was studied computationally with solvers based on preconditioned compressible NS
equations, Roe-scheme chimera, LUSGS-τts dual-time marching method and overset
grid technique presented in section 6.2. In section 6.2.4, the complicated structured
overset mesh was generated for nano-coaxial rotor. In section 6.3.1, the simulation of
nano coaxial rotor was performed at a fixed blade tip Mach for both rotors without
blade-pitching motion. Thrust coefficient, power coefficient and FM were calculated
to compare with experimental results. In section 6.3.2, the simulations were
performed with the blade pitching motion at a frequency of 1/Rev by applying on
different rotors. And different blade-pitching frequencies were also studied in section
6.3.3. The simulations were performed at frequencies of 1/Rev, 4/Rev and 8/Rev in a
rotor revolution, respectively. Finally, the flow fields at blade stations of 0.3R, 0.6R
and 0.95R were analyzed to detect the unsteady phenomena induced by blade-pitching
motion in section 6.3.4.
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6.1

Literature Review

At ultra-low Re, the lift coefficient of flight vehicle drops while the drag
coefficient increases so that the profile power and the induced power begin to
augment. The propulsive performance of nano coaxial rotor degrades as a result.
Furthermore, the strong interaction between rotors enhances the deterioration of the
performance. Previous study showed that the FM of lower rotor was as low as 0.3. So,
how to improve the propulsive performance is an important issue to nano coaxial
rotor design.
The flight animals having the comparable size of nano rotor exhibit excellent
flight performances. After more than one century study on them, aerodynamists and
biologists1-9 found that the unsteady aerodynamics, different from the traditional
aerodynamic theory, is profited by those animals. Unsteady aerodynamics induce high
lift coefficient through a series of complicated wing motion. Flight animals heave
their bodies by flapping, rotating, clapping and flinging their wings. The flapping
motion generates a forward thrust to accelerate the flight velocity with upstroke and
downstroke motion as illustrated in Figure 6.110. Clapping and flinging motion
induces a high lift by virtue of vortex and a jet of fluid as shown in Figure 6.21. The
rotation of wings causes the wing-wake interaction resulting in significant forces as
shown in Figure 6.31.

Figure 6.1: Forces on flapping blade.10

Figure 6.2: Section schematic of wing’s clapping and flinging motion.1
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Figure 6.3: Wake-wake interactions induced by wing rotation.1
The lift coefficient achieves a high increase due to these phenomena.
Therefore, the rotor performance can also be enhanced by generating unsteady
aerodynamic effects with the bio-inspired blade motion. Fitchett10 studied
experimentally a conventional rotor, a conventional rotor with powered blade flapping,
and a freely rotating rotor with powered blade flapping. The instrument dubbed
“Flotor” was utilized in the experiment as illustrated in Figure 6.4. Results showed
that the maximum thrust increased by up to 15% and the torque required was reduced
by up to 30% with conventional rotation plus powered blade flapping at up to 8 per
rotor revolution (/Rev) at a reduced frequency of 0.6. Usherwood11 investigated
experimentally the aerodynamic performance of rotor with blades similar to flight
animals’ wings at a low Reynolds number ranging from 1100 to 26,000. The effects
of leading-edge form, camber and twist angles were tested with a wing models similar
to a hovering hawkmoth. Results showed that stall was found at an angle of attack of
40° because of a stable Leading Edge Vortex (LEV) resulting in the delay of
separation. Koratkar12 tested the blade pitching motion of a 22cm-diameter two
bladed mciro rotor system featuring piezoelectricaly actuated controllable twist rotor
blades to investigate the improvement in aerodynamic performance of micros rotors.
The blade was motivated by two piezo-electrical beams allowing of changing the
collective angle of blade. A 2.3° blade unsteady tip twist deformation was found
resulting in an improvement of up to11% at 24° rotor collective pitch. Results showed
that the blade pitching motion has an impact on the thrust once the stall onsets at the
airfoil section of rotor blades. However, the crossing piezo-electrical beams limit the
amplitude of oscillation. Holten et al.13 and Bohorquez14 investigated the effect of
flapping movement to the rotor performance as well.

Figure 6.4: Flotor10
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Figure 6.5: Rotor with crossing piezoelectrical beams12.

Most of researches above were performed with MAV instead of NAV. And
they were carried out experimentally to measure the variation of propulsive
performance, but no visualization study was performed to observe the unsteady
mechanisms generated by the blade motion. The computational study of blade motion
of a 3D model is even rarely performed. Great enhancement can be found due to the
blade flapping motion, but flapping motion requires overcoming the inertial force and
aerodynamic load on the rotor blade due to the high rotational velocity. So, a great
deal of power might be consumed. The blade pitching motion can be employed along
the longitudinal axis of blade which requires less energy. Therefore, the blade
pitching motion of designed nano coaxial rotor was studied computationally with a
unsteady simulation method to obtain the visualizing flow field and observe the
unsteady mechanisms in order to provide some reference for improving the
performance of nano coxial rotor.
The simulation of blade pitching motion involves the selection of computation
method and the description method of rotating rotor. The flow around the nano
coaxial rotor is an ultra-low-Re, high swirling, and non-uniform flow. Analytical
method, incompressible Navier-Stokes (INS) equations, and Navier-Stokes (NS)
equations are widely utilized to study the flow field around the small rotor at low Re.
Momentum theory, blade element method and BEMT (Blade Element Momentum
Theory) which are typical analytical methods for helicopter aerodynamics analysis are
not suitable for solving the problem accurately at ultra-low Re due to the unsteady
effect. Solvers based on NS equations can be used to simulate the blade pitching
motion of nano coaxial rotor. INS can solve the low-Re case efficiently by
introducing the artificial compressibility to offer a straightforward and efficient means
of preconditioning to allow for the solution of an incompressible homogeneous flow
field15. However, the well-developed algorithm methods for compressible NS
equations can not be applied to solve these equations. However, the low-speed
performance is extremely poor for compressible NS equations because of stiffness of
governing equations which is caused by the small ratio of the convective speed to the
speed of sound. A typical phenomenon is that the eigenvalues is separated at different
magnitudes causing numerical solution of low-speed flow to be greatly distorted. This
phenomenon leads to poor solution accuracy as well as poor convergence properties.
Preconditioning method16-18 is developed by using a preconditioning matrix, which
changes eigenvalues of the system and thus eliminates the stiffness by multiplying the
time derivatives of the governing equations. In the past decades, the preconditioning
method was extended from Euler equations to NS equations and from steady cases to
unsteady cases. Buelow et al.19 extended the time-derivative preconditioning to the
diagonalized ADI algorithm to solve unsteady NS equations. Gleize and Le Pape20-22
succeed in applying the precondioning method in the Arbitrary Lagrangien Eulerian
(ALE) formulation and rotational frame. Sharov et al.23 combined low speed
preconditioning method with Lower-Upper Symmetric Gauss Seidel (LUSGS)
approximate factorization to solve NS equations on 3D unstructured grid. Pandya24
implemented the preconditioned dual-time methodology in the OVERFLOW code
and demonstrated it at a very low Mach number. In this paper, the preconditioned
compressible NS equations, the preconditioned Roe scheme, and the preconditioned
LUSGS-τts are established to simulate the blade pitching motion of nano coaxial rotor.
The technical method to describe the rotor motion is another important issue
for the simulation of blade pitching motion. In Chapter 5, MRF technique, sliding
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mesh, deforming mesh and chimera grid approach are widely utilized to describe the
rotor motion and MRF technique was utilized in the previous calculation. However,
MRF along with structured sliding mesh is not applicable to the simulation of pitching
motion of rotor blades because of the couple of blade pitching motion and blade
rotation motion. Deforming mesh can be used to perform this motion, but it needs to
allocate massive memory to regenerate and smooth of grids at each time step.
Furthermore, negative volume might appear because of the high rotational speed. The
deforming mesh is constructed by unstructured mesh which has inherent defect to
simulate the lower Re flow with strong viscosity in the boundary layer. Chimera grid
technique generates the mesh of each part respectively. The difficulty of grid
generations is alleviated as a result. The movement of body can be easily
implemented by moving the grid block around the body. Both structured and
unstructured grid could be utilized to generate the grid. However, one of the
disadvantages of overset grid technique is non conversation of the flux at the overset
boundary. Nevertheless, the chimera grid technique is used to implement the motion
of rotor blade.
The study is motivated by the desire to improve the rotor performance of
designed nano coaxial rotor with avian flight mode. However, it is a challenge to
simulate the blade-pitching motion of nano-scale coaxial rotor in such a high
rotational velocity. Firstly, the nano coaxial rotor operates at ultra-low Re, typically
from 4000 to 16,000, resulting in complicate flow phenomena and unsteady
aerodynamic effects which increase the difficulties to study the rotor performance. As
stated above, the compressible N-S solvers fail to capture the flow characteristics at
low-Re flow. Secondly, the simulation of nano coaxial rotor with highly twisted
blades is a challenge. The generation of volume mesh around the blade is difficult to
perform due to the low aspect ratio and high twisted angle of blade. Furthermore,
small rotor spacing increases the difficulty. Thirdly, the coupling motion enhances the
difficulty of the computation. The blade motion includes the rotation along the central
axis and the rotation along the spanwise body axis of blade. The kinematic equations
of coupling motion shall be rebuilt to describe the exact motion. Finally, the high
resolution requires enormous computational cost. Besides the computational cost of
the simulation of counter rotating movement and pitching movement of nano coaxial
rotor, the capture of the detailed flow phenomena, such as the blade-vortex, unsteady
evolution of leading edge vortex induced by the pitching motion and the vortex-vortex
interaction, requires a long computational time and enormous computational resource.
6.2

Computation Methodology

6.2.1 Preconditioned Governing Equations
The compressible Navier-Stokes equations25 in integral form for an arbitrary
control volume are written in three dimensions for a moving domain as follows.
∂
QdV +
∂t ∫∫∫
V

∫∫ [ E − E

V

− u g Q] ⋅ nx dS +

∂V

∫∫ [ F − F

V

− vg Q] ⋅ n y dS

∂V

+ ∫∫ (G − GV − wg Q) ⋅ nz dS = 0
∂V

Here,
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(Eq. 6.2-1)
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⎢ ρvw ⎥
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⎢
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⎥
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⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
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⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
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⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
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⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
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⎡
⎤
⎢
⎥
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⎢
⎥
⎥
τ zy
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⎢
⎥
τ zz
⎢
⎥
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τ xx =

2 ⎛ ∂u ∂v ∂w ⎞
μ⎜2 − −
⎟
3 ⎝ ∂x ∂y ∂z ⎠

(Eq. 6.2-2)

τ yy =

2 ⎛ ∂v ∂u ∂w ⎞
μ⎜2 −
−
⎟
3 ⎝ ∂y ∂x ∂z ⎠

(Eq. 6.2-3)

τ xx =

2 ⎛ ∂w ∂v ∂u ⎞
μ⎜2
− − ⎟
3 ⎝ ∂z ∂y ∂x ⎠

(Eq. 6.2-4)

⎛ ∂u ∂v ⎞
τ xy = τ yx = μ ⎜ + ⎟
⎝ ∂y ∂x ⎠

(Eq. 6.2-5)

⎛ ∂w ∂u ⎞
τ xz = τ zx = μ ⎜
+ ⎟
⎝ ∂x ∂z ⎠

(Eq. 6.2-6)

⎛ ∂w ∂v ⎞
τ yz = τ zy = μ ⎜
+ ⎟
⎝ ∂y ∂z ⎠

(Eq. 6.2-7)

The above system is closed by an equation of state for an ideal gas and constant
specific heats.
p
ρ=
(Eq. 6.2-8)
RT
e=

p
u 2 + v 2 + w2
+ρ
(γ − 1)
2

(Eq. 6.2-9)
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h = C pT

(Eq. 6.2-10)

e+ p
ρ

(Eq. 6.2-11)

γRμ
∇T
(γ − 1) Pr

(Eq. 6.2-12)

H=

q=−

The preconditioning techniques are introduced to eliminate the disparity
between the particle and acoustic wave speeds at low speed. Therefore, the primitive
variables q = ( p, u , v, w, T ) were used extensively to replace the conservative variables
with the purpose of presenting the time-derivative preconditioned scheme so that the
acoustic waves can be fixed. Several preconditioning methods were developed in
recent years. This study adopted the method of Weiss and Smith described in [18],
since it combine the ideas of low-speed preconditioning and artificial compressibility
into a unified approach. The governing equations can be rewritten as
∂Q ∂
qdV +
∂q ∂t ∫∫∫
V

∫∫ ( E − E

V

− u g Q) ⋅ nx dS +

∂V

∫∫ ( F − F

V

− vg Q) ⋅ n y dS

∂V

+ ∫∫ (G − GV − wg Q) ⋅ nz dS = 0

(Eq. 6.2-13)

∂V

Here,
0
⎡ ρP
⎢ ρu
ρ
p
∂Q ⎢
0
Mq =
= ⎢ ρ pu
∂q ⎢
0
⎢ ρ pu
⎢ ρ p H − 1 ρu
⎣

0

0

0

0

ρ

0

0

ρ

ρv

ρw

⎤
⎥
ρT u
⎥
⎥
ρT v
⎥
ρT w ⎥
ρT H + ρC p ⎥⎦
ρT

(Eq. 6.2-14)

∂ρ
∂ρ
. If replacing the matrix M q to a preconditioning
, and ρT =
∂T p
∂p T
matrix Γ , the preconditioned governing equations is written as follows.
where ρ p =

Γ

∂
qdV +
∂t ∫∫∫
V

∫∫ ( E − E

V

− u g Q) ⋅ nx dS +

∂V

∫∫ ( F − F

V

− vg Q) ⋅ n y dS

∂V

+ ∫∫ (G − GV − wg Q) ⋅ nz dS = 0

(Eq. 6.2-15)

∂V

Γ is given by replacing the item of ρ p in matrix M q with Θ , then the
preconditioning matrix is
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0
⎡ Θ
⎢ Θu
ρ
⎢
0
Γ = ⎢ Θu
⎢
0
⎢ Θu
⎢ΘH − 1 ρu
⎣

0

0

0

0

ρ

0

0

ρ

ρv

ρw

⎤
⎥
ρT u
⎥
⎥.
ρT v
⎥
ρT w ⎥
ρT H + ρC p ⎥⎦
ρT

(Eq. 6.2-16)

Here Θ is given by
⎛ 1
ρ ⎞
Θ=⎜ 2 − T ⎟
⎜ U r ρC p ⎟
⎝
⎠

(Eq. 6.2-17)

where U r is a reference velocity and defined as follows by combining the local
maximum preconditioning and local preconditioning with global cut-off,
⎧εc,
if V
< εc
max
⎪
⎪
Ur = ⎨V
,
if εc < V
< c , and
max
max
⎪
if V
>c
⎪ c,
max
⎩

V

max

= max( V

neighbors

, V

cell

).

(Eq. 6.2-18)

(Eq. 6.2-19)

In the equations, the V , c , ε are the velocity vector, the acoustic speed and a
small number respectively. For the viscous flow U r shall be further modified to
ensure that it is higher than the local diffusion velocity υ / Δx ., that is,
υ ⎞
⎛
U r = max ⎜ U r ,
⎟.
Δx ⎠
⎝

(Eq. 6.2-20)

Here Δx is a length scale over which viscous diffusion occurs. If taken E as
an example, the resultant eigenvlaues of preconditioned system are presented as
follows,
⎛
∂E ⎞
λ ⎜ Γ −1
⎟ = u, u , u , u′ + c′, u ′ − c′
∂Q ⎠
⎝

(Eq. 6.2-21)

where
u ′ = u (1 − α )
c′ = α 2 u 2 + U 2 r

α = (1 − βU 2 r ) / 2
⎛
ρ ⎞
β = ⎜ ρp + T ⎟
⎜
ρC p ⎟⎠
⎝
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The above formulas indicate that eigenvlaues have the same order as u at low
speed. Therefore, the governing equations are well preconditioned.
6.2.2 Spatial Discretization and Temporal Discretization
Roe’s approximate Riemann solve is a popular scheme widely used for spatial
discrimination. With the preconditioning method, the numerical flux and dissipation
item in the x direction is written with primitive variables as 26,27
1
Eˆ i +1 2 = ⎡⎣ E (qL ) + E (qR ) − Γ AΓ (qR − qL ) ⎤⎦
i +1 2
2

(Eq. 6-22)

Thereafter,
3

Γ AΓ (qR − qL ) = ∑ K (i )

(Eq. 6-23)

i =1

where

K (1)

1
⎧
⎫
⎪
⎪
u
⎪
⎪
v
Δp
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
= − 2 u − ut ⎨
⎬ + u − ut
c
⎪ w ⎪
⎪
c2 ⎪
⎪H −
⎪
γ − 1 ⎭⎪
⎩⎪

K (2) =

K (3) =

u ′ + c′ − ut
(φ1 − φ2 )c 2U r2

− u ′ + c′ − ut
(φ1 − φ2 )c 2U r2

Δρ
⎧
⎫
⎪
⎪
uΔρ + ρ ( Δu − nˆ x Δu )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
ˆ
v
ρ
ρ
v
n
u
Δ
+
Δ
−
Δ
(
)
y
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬ (Eq.
wΔρ + ρ ( Δw − nˆ z Δu )
⎪
⎪
⎪ 2
⎪
⎪V
⎪
⎪⎩ 2 Δρ + ρ ( uΔu + v Δv + wΔw − u Δu ) ⎭⎪
6.2-24)

(

⎧ φ1
⎫
⎪ uφ + nˆ c ⎪
⎪⎪ 1 x ⎪⎪
2
p − φ2U r ρc u ⎨ vφ1 + nˆ y c ⎬
⎪ wφ + nˆ c ⎪
⎪ 1 z ⎪
⎪⎩ Hφ1 + uc ⎭⎪

)

(Eq. 6.2-25)

(

⎧ φ2
⎫
⎪ uφ + nˆ c ⎪
x ⎪
⎪⎪ 2
⎪
p − φ1U r2 ρc u ⎨ vφ2 + nˆ y c ⎬
⎪ wφ + nˆ c ⎪
z
⎪ 2
⎪
+
Hφ
uc
⎪⎩ 2
⎭⎪

(Eq. 6.2-26)

)

ρ = ρL ρ R

u=
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ρL u L + ρ R u R
ρL + ρ R

(Eq. 6.2-27)
(Eq. 6.2-28)

ρL vL + ρR vR

v=

(Eq. 6.2-29)

ρL + ρ R
ρL wL + ρR wR

w=

(Eq. 6.2-30)

ρL + ρ R
2

V = u 2 + v 2 + w2

(Eq. 6.2-31)

⎛ U 2 +1⎞
u′ = u ⎜ r
⎟
⎝ 2 ⎠

(Eq. 6.2-32)

2

⎛ U r2 − 1 ⎞ 2
2 2
′
c = ⎜
⎟ u + c Ur
⎝ 2 ⎠

φ1 =

φ2 =

Ur =

(

)

u U r2 − 1 + 2c′

(Eq. 6.2-34)

2cU r2

(

)

u U r2 − 1 − 2c′

(Eq. 6.2-35)

2cU r2

U r , R ρR + U r , L ρL

H=

(Eq. 6.2-33)

ρR + ρL
ρL H L + ρR H R

(Eq. 6.2-36)

(Eq. 6.2-37)

ρL + ρR
1

1 2 ⎤2
⎡
c = ⎢ (γ − 1)( H − V ) ⎥
2
⎣
⎦

(Eq. 6.2-38)

Thus, the preconditioned Roe scheme is reconstructed with using the Roeaveraged values. The van Albada limiter is used to keep the MUSCL condition.
For the nonpreconditioned system, the LU-SGS method25 is presented as,
LD −1U ΔQˆ = −ΔtRHS

(Eq. 6.2-39)

where
D = I + Δt [ ρ( A) I + ρ( B) I + ρ(C ) I ]
U = I + Δt ⎡⎣ ρ( A) I + ρ( B) I + ρ(C ) I + Ai−+1 + B −j +1 + Ck−+1 ⎤⎦ .

(Eq. 6.2-40)

L = I + Δt ⎡⎣ ρ( A) I + ρ( B) I + ρ(C ) I − Ai+−1 − B +j −1 − Ck+−1 ⎤⎦
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Here A, B, and C are the inviscid Jacobian matrixes at three direction and can
be described as,
∂E
∂F
∂G
, B=
, and C=
∂Q
∂Q
∂Q

(Eq. 6.2-41)

A = A+ + A− , B = B + + B − , and C = C + + C −

(Eq. 6.2-42)

A=

ρ( A) = κ max[ λ( A) ] , ρ( B) = κ max[ λ( B) ] , ρ(C ) = κ max[ λ(C ) ] (Eq. 6.2-43)
κ is a constant greater or equal to one which is utilized to adjust the stability and
convergence.

Therefore, for forward sweep,
LΔQˆ * = −ΔtRHS

(Eq. 6.2-44)

For backward sweep,
U ΔQˆ = − DQˆ *

(Eq. 6.2-45)

However, this method is a one-order scheme which confines the accuracy of
computation. The accuracy of LUSGS can be improved by introducing the
pseudotime derivative term into governing equation.
∂
∂τ

∂

∫∫∫ QdV + ∂t ∫∫∫ QdV + ∫∫ [ E − E

V

V

+ ∫∫ [ F − FV − vg Q] ⋅ n y dS +
∂V

− u g Q] ⋅ nx dS

∂V

V

∫∫ (G − G

V

− wg Q) ⋅ nz dS = 0

(Eq. 6.2-46)

∂V

where t denotes the physical time and τ denotes the pseudo time. The above
equations can be represented as a semi-discretized equation as follows.
dQˆ dQˆ ˆ ˆ
+
+ R(Q) = 0
dτ dt

(Eq. 6.2-47)

where Rˆ (Q) is the residual of the equation. The equation is discretized with a secondorder-accurate, three-point backwards difference in time. Thus the accuracy of time
discretization is enhanced from the n to n+1 step. The discretized equation is
presented as below.
Qˆ m +1 − Qˆ m 3(Qˆ m +1 − Qˆ m ) + 3Qˆ m − 4Qˆ n + Qˆ n −1 ˆ m
+
+ R(Q ) = 0
Δτ
2Δt

(Eq. 6.2-48)

The equation is further simplified as
3 ⎞ ˆ m 3Qˆ m − 4Qˆ n + Qˆ n −1 ˆ m
⎛ 1
+
+ R (Q ) = 0 .
⎜
⎟ ΔQ +
2Δt
⎝ Δτ 2Δt ⎠
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(Eq. 6.2-49)

And the dual-time-stepping scheme might be written with the matrixes L, D,
and U as
3Q m − 4Q n + Q n −1 ˆ m
LD U ΔQ = −
−R
2Δt
−1

m

(Eq. 6.2-50)

where
3
⎛ 1
⎞
+
+ ρ( A) + ρ( B ) + ρ(C ) ⎟ I
D=⎜
⎝ Δτ 2 Δ t
⎠
3
⎛ 1
⎞
+
+ ρ( A) + ρ( B ) + ρ(C ) ⎟ I + Ai−+1 + B −j +1 + Ck−+1
U =⎜
⎝ Δτ 2 Δ t
⎠

(Eq. 6.2-51)

3
⎛ 1
⎞
+ ρ( A) + ρ( B ) + ρ(C ) ⎟ I − Ai+−1 − B +j −1 − Ck+−1
L=⎜ +
⎝ Δτ 2 Δ t
⎠

For the preconditioned system, a dual time-stepping scheme is employed by
introducing a pseudotime-derivative with preconditioning matrix.
Γ

∂
∂
qdV + ∫∫∫ QdV +
∫∫∫
∂τ V
∂t V

+ ∫∫ [ F − FV − vg Q] ⋅ n y dS +
∂V

∫∫ [ E − E

V

− u g Q] ⋅ nx dS

∂V

∫∫ (G − G

V

− wg Q) ⋅ nz dS = 0

(Eq. 6.2-52)

∂V

Similarly, the equation is discretized in an implicit mode with a three-point
backwards difference in time as follows.
1
⎡Γ 3 1
⎤
⎧ m
⎫
⎡⎣3Q m − 4Q n + Q n −1 ⎤⎦ ⎬
+
Δ
=
−
+
M
q
R
⎨
q
⎢⎣ Δτ 2 Δt
⎥⎦
2Δt
⎩
⎭

(Eq. 6.2-53)

Because of the introduction of preconditioning technique, the inviscid
Jacobian matrixes are substituted with the preconditioned matrixes.
LD −1U Δq m = −

3Q m − 4Q n + Q n −1 ˆ m
−R
2Δt

(Eq. 6.2-54)

3
⎛ Γ
⎞
+
D=⎜
M q + M q ρ( A) + M q ρ( B) + M q ρ(C ) ⎟ I
Δ
2
Δ
τ
t
⎝
⎠
3
⎛ Γ
⎞
+
U =⎜
M q + M q ρ( A) + M q ρ( B) + M q ρ(C ) ⎟ I + M q Ai−+1 + M q B −j +1 + M q Ck−+1
⎝ Δτ 2Δt
⎠
3
⎛ Γ
⎞
+
L=⎜
M q + M q ρ( A) + M q ρ( B) + M q ρ(C ) ⎟ I − M q Ai+−1 − M q B +j −1 − M q Ck+−1
Δ
2
Δ
τ
t
⎝
⎠

(Eq. 6.2-55)
Thus, the preconditioned LU-SGS time marching method is derived. Hereafter,
the preconditioning parameter can be controlled by the pseudo time. When τ→∞, the
above equations are equivalent to nonpreconditioning LU-SGS time marching scheme
and the effect of preconditioning increases with decreasing τ. However, the iteration
steps increase as a result.
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6.2.3 Chimera Grid Methodology
Chimera grid methodology has achieved a great development since the last
century. Hole-cutting method is a key factor to determine whether the chimera grid
technique is excellent or not. There are different approaches to distinguish them. One
approach divides the existing hole-cutting method into categories, that is, hold cutting
in ordinal mode and hold cutting in converse mode25. The other approach divides the
hold cutting method into three classes which are search-based method, query cut
method, and direct cut method28.
In this paper, a converse method, which is a direct cut method as well, called
Wang’s method29 is used to perform the hole cutting. Wang’s method can be applied
on both structured grid and unstructured grid. It is performed by finding the
intersection of the cutting surfaces with the target grid and breaking the links in the
grid at these intersections. The basic idea is described as follows. Firstly, the wall
boundaries are decretized into massive small triangle facets. And a table is established
to record normal vector of the facets. All the cells called but-cells whose one or more
edges intersect with the wall boundary are determined. Each edge of the cut-cells is
inspected to classify whether its two end points is inside wall boundary or outside the
wall boundary. Thus, all the adjacent cells are checked until all the grid points which
are inside wall boundary are identified. The cells that contain the grid points inside
wall boundary are to be blank out and the hole is generated.
After the hole-cutting, the flow variables of hole boundary cells are to be
determined. The donor cells that overlap with the hole boundary cells or fringe
boundary cells are determined firstly by searching all the other grids to identify if they
overlap with the interpolation boundary or fringe boundary. Successively, the flow
variables of hole boundaries or fringe boundaries cells are obtained with tri-linearly
interpolation method30 by virtue of neighboring donor cells as follows.

φ = a1 + a2ξ + a3η + a4ζ
+ a5ξη + a6ξζ + a7ζη + a8ξηζ

(Eq. 6.2-56)

where 0 ≤ ξ ,η , ζ ≤ 1, ai (i = 1, ⋅⋅⋅,8) are the coefficients determined by the flow
variables at the eight vertexes of cube. For instance, at the point of (ξ ,η , ζ ) = (0, 0, 0) ,
φ = a1 (as illustrated in Figure 6.6)

Figure 6.6: Isoparametric transformation30.
a1 = φ1 = φi , j ,k
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a2 = φ2 − φ1 = φi +1, j ,k − φi , j , k
a3 = φ4 − φ1 = φi , j +1,k − φi , j ,k
a4 = φ5 − φ1 = φi , j ,k +1 − φi , j ,k
a5 = φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4 = φi , j , k − φi +1, j ,k + φi +1, j +1, k − φi , j +1,k

(Eq. 6.2-57)

a6 = φ1 − φ2 − φ5 + φ6 = φi , j ,k − φi +1, j ,k − φi , j ,k +1 + φi +1, j ,k +1
a7 = φ1 − φ4 − φ5 + φ8 = φi , j , k − φi , j +1,k − φi , j , k +1 + φi , j +1,k +1
a8 = −φ1 + φ2 − φ3 + φ4 + φ5 − φ6 + φ7 − φ8 = −φi , j ,k + φi +1, j ,k − φi +1, j +1,k + φi , j +1,k +

φi , j ,k +1 − φi +1, j ,k +1 + φi +1, j +1,k +1 − φi , j +1,k +1
Because the tri-linearly interpolation method is only available for cube, the
hexahedron in curved surface require to be transformed into a cube through
isoparamatric transformations. The coordinate (ξ ,η , ζ ) has the following relation
with ( X , Y , Z ) .
X = a1 + a2ξ + a3η + a4ζ + a5ξη + a6ξζ + a7ζη + a8ξηζ ⎫
⎪
Y = b1 + b2ξ + b3η + b4ζ + b5ξη + b6ξζ + b7ζη + b8ξηζ ⎬
⎪
Z = c1 + c2ξ + c3η + c4ζ + c5ξη + c6ξζ + c7ζη + c8ξηζ ⎭

(Eq. 6.2-58)

where ai , bi , ci (i = 1, ⋅⋅⋅,8) are determined by the vertexes coordinates of hexahedron
can be computed with the equation (6.2-57). Thereafter, the flow variables of the
hole-cutting boundary or fringe boundary cells whose coordinates are known are
calculated with the equation (6.2-58).
6.2.4 Grids and Boundary Condition
To separately control the motion of each blade, each rotor is divided into two
parts by deleting the central part as illustrated in Figure 6.7. The detailed blade chord
distribution and twisted angle distribution have been presented in Chapter 3.

Figure 6.7: Geometry of blades.
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Prior to the computation, the meshes of nano coaxial rotor shall be generated.
Multi-block structured meshes and unstructured meshes are generally two methods to
generate the grid of coaxial-rotor configuration. However, unstructured meshes
require more memory and are less efficient when comparing with structured meshes.
Therefore, overset structured grids which allow of generating the grid of each part
independently can be easily employed on coaxial rotor simulation. In this study, the
overset structured meshes are used. Different from MRF model, five isolated blocks
in which four blocks are for four blades and a cylindrical block is for background
mesh are generated as illustrated in Figure 6.8. The boundary of background mesh is
formed by a 25.5R-high cylinder with the top and bottom radii of 12R and 16R,
respectively. The background mesh is an O-type structured mesh with 217 × 51 × 115
points in the azimuthal, radial and vertical directions, respectively. In order to
establish the hole boundary precisely, grids cluster at the domain where rotors operate.
Four blocks are formed for each blade as illustrated in Figure 6.9. Two upper blocks
are for the two blades of upper rotor and the other two blocks are for the two blades of
lower rotor. Due to small spacing between the rotors, four blocks overlap each other.
The fine O-type meshes are generated around the airfoil sections at spanwise locations.
The blade mesh has 82×87×40 points in streamwise, spanwise and normal directions,
respectively. Blade mesh sections in spanwise and streamwise direction are illustrated
in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. The mesh conforms to the blade surface. The
thickness of the first layer is about 5×10-4 of the local chord. The portion of each
block overlapped by the blades will be blanked out with a hole-cutting technique. And
the aerodynamic parameters are exchanged between grids by virtue of interpolation.

Figure 6.8: Overset grids.
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Figure 6.9: Mesh blocks for blade.

(a) In spanwise direction

(b) In streamwise direction.

Figure 6.10: Blade mesh section of upper rotor.

(a) In spanwise direction

(b) In streamwise direction.

Figure 6.11: Blade mesh section of lower rotor.
For the simulation of nano coaxial rotor, several types of boundaries require to
be specified such as the wall boundary condition, the far-field boundary and the
overset boundary. The relative velocity between the surface and the fluid is zero due
to the viscosity, so the no-slip condition shall be applied. The farfield is an
approximate boundary of physical domain in an infinite distance whose condition
shall be prescribed. The outer boundary of each blade mesh block is defined as the
overset boundary by which the flow information can be transferred from background
mesh to the blade mesh. The entire flow field will be initialized with the far field
condition.
6.3

Cases

All the simulations were performed at a rotor spacing of 1.07R and at a blade
tip Mach of 0.075 for both rotors. Several simulations were carried out. Firstly, nano
coaxial rotor was simulated without blade pitching motion to obtain an initial result
for the subsequent computation. Secondly, nano coaxial rotor was simulated with
rotor blade pitching at a frequency 1/Rev. The blade pitching motion was imposed on
upper rotor, lower rotor and both rotors, respectively. Finally, the simulations were
carried out with the upper-rotor blades pitching at a frequency of 4/Rev and 8/Rev. A
general definition of cases is presented as follows.
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Table 6.1: Definition of cases.
Case Number

Pitching

Rotor

Frequency

Case 1

Non

Non

Non

Case 2

Yes

Upper rotor

1/Rev

Case 3

Yes

Lower rotor

1/Rev

Case 4

Yes

Both rotors

1/Rev

Case 5

Yes

Upper rotor

4/Rev

Case 6

Yes

Upper rotor

8/Rev

In all the cases, blade rotates along the longitudinal axis with a sine function
of amplitude of 5°. Figure 6.12 only illustrates the pitching angle velocity for case 2,
case 5 and case 6 in a rotor revolution, since case 2, case 3 and case 4 have the same
pitching angle velocity. From the figure, it can be found that the amplitude of the
pitching angle velocity augments with the increase of frequency in order to ensure
constant amplitude of pitching angle. The maximum pitching angle velocity is up to
475 rad/s which is comparable to rotational velocity of 680.68 rad/s.

Figure 6.12: Pitching angle velocity for case 2, case 5 and case 6.
Before the simulations, several variables are defined as below. The pressure
coefficient is defined with the pressure of far field and the blade tip velocity.
Cp =

p − p∞
p − p∞
.
=
q∞
0.5 ρ∞Vtip2

(Eq. 6.2-59)

The vorticity magnitude can be calculated from the following equation.
ξ = ∇ ×V
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(Eq. 6.2-60)

The second variant of velocity magnitude is defined as
q=

1
[tr ( A)]2 + tr ( A2 )} .
{
2

(Eq. 6.2-61)

where A is the velocity gradient tensor. Every variable has been nondimensionalized
with the blade tip velocity and radius.
6.3.1 Case 1
The simulations were carried out on nano coaxial rotor at a tip Mach of 0.075
for both rotors. Blade-pitching motion wasn’t coupled with the rotation in this case. In
Chapter 5, the simulations were performed with MRF method so that the steady
results are obtained. However, the unsteady effect of the flow is very important
especially for the high swirling flow induced by nano coaxial rotor at ultra-low
Reynolds. And the interaction between upper and lower rotor requires to be detected.
Unfortunately, steady simulation fails to capture these phenomena. Therefore,
unsteady simulations were performed based on chimera grid techniques. The rotor
rotates for 1 deg at each physical time step. And both rotors rotated more than four
cycles. The computations were performed on HP8400 station with 16 CPU of Xeron
5610 and 16GB memory for two weeks.
FiguresFigure 6.13, Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 present the computational
results in four rotor revolutions comparing with experimental results. In general, the
computational results exhibit an unsteady effect since both thrust coefficient and
power coefficient varies with the azimuth. The aerodynamic forces of upper rotor are
slightly fluctuant with a frequency of 4/Rev which is the frequency that the upper
rotor blades are right over the lower rotor blades. However, the computational results
of lower rotor suffer high oscillation and exhibit a strong unsteady characteristic.
When comparing with experimental results, the computed thrust coefficients of both
upper rotor and lower rotor from simulation are slightly higher. However, great
discriminations are found for power efficient between computations and experiments.
The power coefficient computed is as higher as 0.008 while the power coefficient is
lower than 0.006 according to experiments. Consequently, the computed figure of
merit of upper rotor is about 0.5 which is fairly lower than that of 0.72 in light of
experiments. For the lower rotor, the minimum value of figure of merit in light of
computations approximates to that from experiments. In summary, computations
overpredict the figure of merit of upper rotor but underpredict the figure of merit of
lower rotor. It is analyzed that two reasons might lead to the difference. The
fabrication error causes the distinctions of rotor geometry between experimental
model and computation model. Other explanation might be the uncertainty error
introduced by nano coaxial rotor bench 2 which is considered to be very high due to
the installation error. However, computations can provide a general guideline to study
the nano coaxial rotor.
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Figure 6.13: Thrust coefficient at different azimuths for case 1.

Figure 6.14: Power coefficient at different azimuths for case 1.

Figure 6.15: Figure of merit varying with thrust coefficient for case 1.
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Figure 6.16 shows the contours of pressure coefficient of both rotors at an
azimuth of 360 deg. The surface distribution of pressure coefficient is helpful to
understand the variation of thrust coefficient and power coefficient. High negative
pressure coefficient is found at the location of 0.8R on suction surface of both upper
rotor and lower rotor. High positive pressure coefficient appears near the blade tip on
press surface of both rotors. And a relatively high pressure coefficient can be found at
the 0.5R span on the pressure surface of lower rotor. It is analyzed that the blade tip
flow is the reason that the highest negative pressure coefficient doesn’t emerge at the
blade tip on the suction surface where the flow velocity is the highest. The interaction
between upper rotor and lower rotor might influence the distribution of pressure
coefficient. Vortex is considered as a significantly factor to influence the pressure
coefficient distribution on the rotor surface.

(a) Suction surface of upper rotor.

(b) Press surface of upper rotor.

(c)suction surface of lower rotor

(d)press surface of lower rotor.

Figure 6.16: Contour of pressure coefficient at azimuth of 360 deg.

To better understand the pressure coefficient distribution along the blade, the
contour of vorticity magnitude is presented at three spanwise stations of 0.3R, 0.6R
and 0.95R as illustrated in Figure 6.17. Trailing edge vortex can be found at all
stations. At 0.3R span of upper rotor blade, a trailing vortex detaches from the blade
and a vortex is found below the blade. Besides the two vortexes, lower rotor suffers a
more complicated flow due to the generation of other vortexes below it. Stronger
trailing vortex is generated at 0.6R span. Due to the tip flow near the blade tip, high
vorticity magnitude is detected at 0.95R. And it found that the leading edge vortex
interacts with the trailing vortex so that the pressure coefficient distribution is
disturbed at the blade tip.
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(a) 0.3R span of upper rotor.

(b) 0.6R span of upper rotor.

(c) 0.95R span of upper rotor.

(d) 0.3R span of lower rotor.

(e) 0.6R span of lower rotor.

(f) 0.95R span of lower rotor.

Figure 6.17: Contour of vorticity magnitude at different stations.
Tip vortex is a significant phenomenon for hovering rotor. Due to the variation
of velocity along the span, pressure gradient is formed on the blade surface.
Furthermore, the pressure on the suction surface differs from that on the pressure
surface greatly so that tip flow generates. Therefore, numerous vortical structures can
be found at the blade tip as illustrated in Figure 6.18. The flow separation leads to the
complicated tip vortex in which the secondary vortex is generated. The tip vortex
grows from the leading edge to the trailing edge. From Figure 6.19, it can be found
that vortical structures generate at both blade root and blade tip. The interaction
between the tip vortexes for upper rotor of different revolutions can be found.
Furthermore, the tip vortex detached from the upper rotor interacts with tip vortex of
the lower rotor. At the blade root of lower rotor, the vortex of one blade influences the
one of the other blade. And two groups of vortexes generate at the blade root.

(a) Upper rotor.

(b) Lower rotor.

Figure 6.18: Contours of steamwise vorticity.
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Figure 6.19: Contours of vorticity magnitude of entire flow field.
In order to display the vortex clearly, the iso-surface of q-criterion which is
colored by vorticity magnitude is shown in Figure 6.20. The resolution of upper rotor
blade tip vortex until one blade passage is evident. The tip vortex is not uniform along
the iso-surface and breaks after one blade passage. It is found that the interaction of
the lower rotor flow which disturbs the intensity of the tip vortex of upper rotor. The
strong unsteady effect is another reason that the tip vortexes are not well developed in
the wake. In general, it is evident that the computational method has a good fidelity to
capture the tip vortex.

Figure 6.20: Iso-surfaces of second invariant of velocity magnitude colored by
vorticity magnitude, q =1.5.
6.3.2 Comparison among Case 1, Case 2, Case 3 and Case 4
Successively, the simulations were performed with the pitching motion base
on the computational results in case 1. The blade-pitching motion is employed on
upper rotor, lower rotor and both rotors with a frequency of 1/Rev, respectively. The
computations were performed on HP8400 station for four weeks.
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Figure 6.21: Thrust coefficients varying from azimuth for
case 1, case 2, case 3, and case 4.

Figure 6.22: Power coefficients varying from azimuth for
case 1, case 2, case 3, and case 4.
Figure 6.21, Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.23 show the thrust coefficients, power
coefficients and FMs of upper rotor and lower rotor varying with the azimuth in two
revolutions. In the figures, “upper” and “lower” in the legend represent upper rotor
and lower rotor, respectively. Oscillations are found at the beginning of the pitching
movement. And thrust coefficient changes with the pitching angle velocity instead of
the pitching angle around the computational results of case 1. From the curves of case
2, it is found that the thrust coefficients of upper rotor vary with the pitching velocity,
while lower rotor is influenced a little. The thrust coefficients of upper rotor for case 2
vary little from that for case 4 despite the fact that the lower rotor blades pitch as well
in case 4. From the curves of case 3, it is found that the thrust coefficient of lower
rotor varies with the pitching velocity, while the thrust coefficients of upper rotor vary
slightly. The thrust coefficients of lower rotor for case 4 differ greatly from that for
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case 3 despite of the same pitching motion employed on lower rotor. The curves of
power coefficient exhibit the same trend illustrated in Figure 6.22. FM also varies
with the pitching motion. A maximum FM of 0.55 is obtained for upper rotor, while
the minimum FM of lower rotor approaches to zero. From the analysis above, it is
evident that the thrust coefficient changes with the pitching angle velocity. And the
pitching motion of upper rotor has a little effect on the performance of lower rotor
without pitching motion but a great effect on the performance of lower rotor with
pitching motion. The pitching motion of lower rotor influences slightly the propulsive
performance of upper rotor.

Figure 6.23: Figure of merit varying with thrust coefficient for
case 1, case 2, case 3, and case 4.
The mean values of above parameters during the two revolutions are presented
in Table 6.2 to understand better the influence of pitching motion to the rotor
performance. For case 2, thrust coefficients of upper rotor increases about 2.3% and
the power coefficient increases slightly as well. FM of upper rotor drops a little while
that of lower rotor increases due to the influence of upper rotor pitching motion. For
case 3, no obvious augment of thrust coefficient of lower rotor can be found but
power coefficient increases. And the FM of upper rotor increases a little. For case 4,
the thrust coefficient of upper rotor augments about 3.2%. However, the FM of upper
rotor drops slightly while the FM of lower rotor decreases about 12.7%. In summary,
the pitching motion of upper rotor increases the thrust coefficient and power
coefficient. The FM of upper rotor drops while that of lower rotor increases. The
pitching motion of lower rotor decreases the thrust of coefficient and FM of lower
rotor but improves the FM of upper rotor.
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Table 6.2: Mean values of thrust coefficient, power coefficient and FM
in case 1, case 2, case 3 and case 4.
Case
Number

Thrust coefficient

Power coefficient

Upper

Lower

Case 1

0.0433

0.0290

Case 2

0.0443

0.0294

Case 3

0.0437

0.0285

Case 4

0.0447

0.0282

Upper
0.0094
4
0.0101
0.0095
2
0.0103

FM

Lower

Upper

Lower

0.00824

0.477

0.299

0.00824

0.461

0.305

0.00840

0.480

0.283

0.00860

0.466

0.261

6.3.3 Comparison among Case 1, Case 2, Case 5 and Case 6
The simulations were carried out with pitching motion at frequencies of 4/Rev
and 8/Rev on upper rotor blade. Case 5 and case 6 were calculated on the IBW
workstation processing 16 CPU of Intel Xeon 7250 and 64GB memory for two weeks.
And comparison was performed among case 1, case 2, case 5 and case 6 in a
revolution. Figure 6.24 shows the thrust coefficients for both rotors varying with
azimuth for four cases. Oscillations are found at the begging of the pitching motion.
And the amplitude of the oscillations increases with the frequency. Thrust coefficient
varies with the pitching angle velocity for all cases. There are one, four and eight
periods of fluctuation in a rotor revolutions, respectively. However, the variation of
thrust coefficients in different periods is different, especially for case 5. Power
coefficient shows nearly the same trend as illustrated in Figure 6.25. An interesting
phenomenon is that power coefficient of upper rotor drops obviously at the third
period for case 5. In light of Figure 25, FM becomes negative in case 6 due to the
fluctuation of thrust coefficient and power coefficient. Despite the fact that FM in
case 3, case 5 and case 6 varies around the computational results of case 1, it is easily
found that FM is enhanced in case 5.

Figure 6.24: Thrust coefficients varying with azimuth for case 1,
case 2, case 5, and case 6.
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Figure 6.25: Power coefficients varying with azimuth for case 1,
case 2, case 5, and case 6.

Figure 6.26: Figure of merit varying with thrust coefficient for
case 1, case 2, case 5, and case 6.
Similarly, Table 6.3 is presented to summarize the mean values of above
variables in each case so as to compare the cases clearly. The thrust coefficient of
upper rotor achieves an improvement for the other three cases when comparing with
case 1. The thrust coefficient of upper rotor improves 8.4% for case 5. Thrust
coefficient of lower rotor doesn’t change a lot except the case 5 in which an
improvement of 2.4% is obtained. However, the power coefficient of upper rotor
augments as well for the later three cases. In light of the computational results of FMs,
it is found that FM of both upper rotor and lower rotor increases only for case 5 for
which FM of upper rotor augments about 12% and FM of lower rotor augments about
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4.3%. It shall point out that the FM of lower rotor increases 8.4% for case 6. In
summary, highest improvement of nano coaxial rotor performance is achieved for
case 5.
Table 6.3: Mean values of thrust coefficient, power coefficient, and FM
for case 1, case 2, case 5 and case 6.
Case
Number

Thrust coefficient

Power coefficient

FM

Upper

Lower

Upper

Lower

Upper

Lower

Case 1

0.0431

0.0290

0.00941

0.00823

0.475

0.299

Case 2

0.0448

0.0288

0.0102

0.00816

0.467

0.299

Case 5

0.0467

0.0297

0.0103

0.00819

0.487

0.312

Case 6

0.0459

0.0290

0.00971

0.00762

0.436

0.324

6.3.4 Flow Field Analysis of Case5
Since case 5 exhibits excellent performance to improve nano rotor
performance, the following study intends to find the reason leading to the
improvement of rotor performance by virtue of flow field analysis. At the beginning
of the pitching movement, oscillations of rotor performance parameters are found. In
order to analyze the general characteristic of flow field of nano coaxial rotor in case 5,
the pitching motion in a period is studied to describe the flow field. Figure 6.27
presents the pitching velocity and corresponding fluctuation of thrust coefficient in a
period for case 5. Generally, the thrust coefficient varies with the pitching angle
velocity, but the delay of variation can be found. Five azimuths of 90°, 112.5°, 135°,
157.5° and 180° (point 1 to point5) are specified in the period.

Figure 6.27: Pitching velocity and thrust coefficient varying with
the azimuth in a period for case 5.
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Figure 6.28: Pressure coefficient distribution at station of 0.3R of
upper rotor for case 5.
The distribution of pressure coefficient on the rotor with pitching motion
varies from that without pitching motion. And the distribution is different from each
other at various azimuths in a period. Figure 6.28 illustrates the pressure coefficient
distribution at a station of 0.3R of upper rotor at different azimuths for case 5 when
comparing with case 1. The chordwise distributions vary significantly with span for
non pitching motion case. At about 0.5c, the pressure coefficient on the suction
surface turns out to be higher than that on the pressure surface. The pressure
coefficients vary at the leading edge due to the leading edge separation as shown in
Figure 6.29(a). For case 5, low pressure coefficient appears at the leading edge of
suction surface and high pressure coefficient appears at the leading edge of press
surface at azimuth of 90°. The pressure coefficient varies sharply at the leading edge.
The intersection point between the pressure coefficient curves of the suction surface
and the press surface moves to 0.2R when comparing with non pitching case. In light
of Figure 6.29 (b), it is found that the leading edge vortex develops quickly and
covers a larger area on the suction surface than the non-pitching case. However, the
flow separates behind the leading edge vortex so that a high pressure coefficient area
appears. The influence of the trialing edge vortex moves to the leading edge on the
pressure surface resulting in the decrease of the pressure. At the azimuth of 112.5°,
the pressure coefficients vary slightly with the span and a rapid decrease can be found
from the curve between 0.6c and 0.8c. On the press surface, high pressure coefficient
can be found from Figure 6.29(c), which might be induced by the flow separation. At
the azimuth of 135°, it is found from Figure 6.28 that the distinction between the
pressure coefficient of suction surface and press surface is the biggest comparing with
the other cases. From Figure 6.29(d), the high pressure coefficient domain developed
at the azimuth of 112.5° expands with the increase of pitching angle-velocity and
moves forward to the leading edges. At the same time, the low pressure coefficient
domain on suction surface moves forward to the leading edge. At the azimuth of
157.5°, the intersection between the pressure coefficient curves of both surfaces
appears again. However, the point moves to about 0.5c. Even though the pitching
angle velocities are the same at azimuths of 112.5° and 157.5°, the contours of
pressure coefficient are different. The leading edge vortex at the azimuth of 157.5° is
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bigger than that at azimuth of 112.5° in light of Figure 6.29. And a low pressure
coefficient domain can be found at press surface at azimuth of 157.5° instead of
suction surface. The pressure coefficient distributions at azimuth of 180° approach to
that at azimuth of 90°.

(a) Non-pitching case.

(b) Azimuth =90°.

(c) Azimuth=112.5°.

(d) Azimuth=135°.

(e) Azimuth=157.5°.

(f) Azimuth=180°.

Figure 6.29: Contours of pressure coefficient at 0.3R span of upper rotor.

Figure 6.30 illustrates the pressure coefficient distribution at a station of 0.6R
of upper rotor at different azimuths for case 5 when comparing with case 1. In light of
Figure 6.30, the lift characteristics at the 0.6R of span are better than that at the 0.3R
of span. Leading edge vortex and trailing edge vortex can be clear observed from the
Figure 6.31(a). Because of complicated vortical structure near the leading edge
(Figure 6.31(b) and Figure 6.31(f)), the chordwise distributions is wavy at the leading
edge at azimuths of 90° and 180°. At azimuth 112.5°, a bump can be found at the
pressure coefficient curve of suction surface. From Figure 6.31(b), a vortex can be
observed just behind the leading edge. The leading edge vortex detaches from the
leading edge and reattaches at another position of suction surface. The vortex
develops with the increase of pitching angle velocity so that a large low pressure
coefficient domain is generated on suction surface at azimuth of 135°. After that the
vortex detaches from the trailing edge and a strong leading edge vortex emerges at the
leading edge as shown in Figure 6.31(e). Therefore, very low pressure coefficients
can be found from the pressure coefficient curve in Figure 6.30.
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Figure 6.30: Pressure coefficient distribution at station of 0.6R of
upper rotor for case 5.

(a) Non-pitching case.

(b) Azimuth =90°.

(c) Azimuth=112.5°.

(d) Azimuth=135°.

(e) Azimuth=157.5°.

(f) Azimuth=180°.

Figure 6.31: Contours of pressure coefficient at 0.6R span of upper rotor.
Because of the high pressure gradient at the blade tip, severe changes can be
found at 0.95R span. The chordwise distributions vary slightly along the span on
suction surface without pitching motion according to Figure 6.32. Vortexes which
influence the pressure coefficient distribution can be found on the press surface at the
leading edge as illustrated in Figure 6.33(a). At azimuth of 90°, slightly augment of
pressure coefficient occurs at trailing edge. The contour of pressure coefficient shows
a vortex appears at trailing edge. A vortex after the leading edge vortex which is still
very small at azimuth of 90° develops quickly on the press surface at azimuth of
112.5°. Therefore, an augment of pressure coefficient can be found at the leading edge
from the curve. With the expansion of the leading vortex on suction surface and press
surface, the aerodynamic performance improves at azimuth of 135°. The leading edge
vortex on suction surface keeps on developing so that a big bump appears from the
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leading edge to about 0.6c. With the increase of azimuth, the vortex on the suction
surface detaches so that the aerodynamic performance of blade section degrades
(Figure 6.33(f)).

Figure 6.32: Pressure coefficient distribution at station of 0.95R
of upper rotor for case 5.

(a) Non-pitching case.

(b) Azimuth =90°.

(c) Azimuth=112.5°.

(d) Azimuth=135°.

(e) Azimuth=157.5°.

(f) Azimuth=180°.

Figure 6.33: Contours of pressure coefficient at 0.95R span of upper rotor.
From the analysis above, it can be found that the vortex has a profound effect
on the distribution of pressure coefficient. Whether the pitching motion induces the
unsteady effects resulting in the improvement of the rotor performance or not is still
undetermined. The following analysis is based on the contour of vorticity magnitude
to verify the unsteady effects. Figure 6.34 shows the contour of vorticity magnitude at
0.3R span of upper rotor at different azimuths. For non-pitching case, the leading edge
vortex and trailing vortex are not well developed, whereas they develop quickly with
the pitching motion.
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(a) Non-pitching case.

(b) Azimuth =90°.

(c) Azimuth=112.5°.

(d) Azimuth=135°.

(e) Azimuth=157.5°.

(f) Azimuth=180°.

Figure 6.34: Contours of vorticity magnitude at 0.3R span of upper rotor.
The intensity of leading edge vortex becomes higher at 0.6R span (Figure 6.35)
when comparing with that at 0.3R. At the azimuth of 90° (the maximum negative
pitching velocity), the leading edge vortex aggrandizes comparing with the non
pitching case. As the pitching velocity changes to zero (at azimuth of 112.5°), the
strength of leading edge vortex decreases and moves toward to the middle of suction
surface. At azimuth 135°, the leading edge vortex detaches and merges with the
trailing edge vortex on suction surface. At azimuth of 157.5°, the leading edge vortex
appears in the middle of suction surface and a detached vortex can be found at the
trailing edge. Finally, the contour at azimuth of 180° turns out to be similar to that at
azimuth of 90°. Figure 6.36 illustrates the contour of vorticity magnitude at 0.95R
span. It can be found that the leading edge vortex detaches without pitching motion
but it reattaches if the pitching motion exists. At the azimuth of 112.5°, the leading
edge vortex detaches from the middle of suction surface. But it merges with the
trailing edge vortex at the azimuth of 135° due to the blade pitching motion. At the
azimuth of 157.5°, the enhanced leading edge vortex reattaches in the middle of
suction surface while a trailing edge vortex detaches. At azimuth of 180°, the leading
edge vortex detaches again from the leading edge. In light of the pressure coefficient
curves, it found that the generation and evolvement of the leading edge vortex and
trailing edge vortex induced by blade pitching motion have a great impact on the
distribution of pressure coefficient on the rotor.

(a) Non-pitching case.

(b) Azimuth =90°.

(c) Azimuth=112.5°.
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(d) Azimuth=135°.

(e) Azimuth=157.5°.

(f) Azimuth=180°.

Figure 6.35: Contour of vorticity magnitude at 0.6R span of upper rotor.

(a) Non-pitching case.

(b) Azimuth =90°.

(c) Azimuth=112.5°.

(d) Azimuth=135°.

(e) Azimuth=157.5°.

(f) Azimuth=180°.

Figure 6.36: Contour of vorticity magnitude at 0.95R span of upper rotor.
6.4

Conclusion

In this study, the blade pitching motion of nano coaxial rotor was studied
computationally with the solver based on preconditioned compressible NS equations,
Roe scheme and LUSGS-τts dual-time marching method coupling chimera grid
technique. The fine O-type structured overset grids were generated for nano coaxial
rotor. Simulation was firstly performed with nano coaxial rotor without pitching
motion. Thrust coefficient, power coefficient and FM were calculated to compare
with experimental results. Results show that unsteady result can be obtained for both
upper rotor and lower rotor. And computations can predict the thrust coefficients well,
whereas they overestimate the power coefficients when comparing with experiments.
The tip vortex analysis indicates that the secondary vortexes develop quickly and
merge with the tip vortex at last. Computations successfully capture the tip vortex and
root vortex. The interaction between the tip vortexes of different rotor revolutions is
clearly observed. And the vortex interaction between upper rotor and lower rotor can
also be found which might be the reason of the parameter fluctuations of lower rotor.
The detachment of tip vortex of rotor also induces the unsteady aerodynamic forces.
Subsequently, the simulations were carried out with the pitching motion. The pitching
motion conforms to a sin function with amplitude of 5. Firstly, the pitching motion
was employed on the upper rotor and lower rotor and both rotor, respectively, at a
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frequency of 1/Rev. It is found that the pitching motion of upper rotor has little
influence on the non-pitching lower rotor, but it has a significant effect on the
pitching lower rotor. The pitching lower rotor influences little on both pitching upper
rotor and non-pitching upper rotor. Frequency of pitching motion increased to 4/Rev
and 8/Rev. Computational results are compared with those of case 1 and case 2.
Results show that highest improvement of rotor performance is achieved for case 5
which has the pitching motion of frequency of 4/Rev. An improvement of 12% for
upper rotor and an improvement of 4.3% for lower rotor are achieved. There is also an
8.6% improvement for lower rotor for case 6. However, the FM of upper rotor drops
for this case. In order to analyze the reason of the improvement induced by the
pitching motion, three sections at stations of 0.3R, 0.6R and 0.95R are studied. The
pressure coefficient and vorticity contour are presented. From the analysis of the
curve of pressure coefficient and the contour of the vorticity magnitude, it is found
that the well development of leading edge vortex is one of the important reasons for
the improvement of rotor performance. For case 1, the leading edge vortex is small at
the leading edge. But for case 5, the leading edge vortex expands quickly on the upper
surface. Consequently, the low pressure domain enlarges on the surface. It is evident
that the pitching motion can hold the leading edge vortex and enhance the rotor
performance. Even though the pitching motion introduces the unsteady effects, the
improvement of the rotor performance is implemented.
In summary, the pitching motion can improve the rotor performance in a
certain pitching frequency. The generation and evolvement of leading edge vortex and
trailing edge vortex are considered to be reason that the rotor performance is
improved.
In the further study, the different pitching disciplines and the amplitudes shall
be studied. Experimental studies require to be performed to validate the improvement
of rotor performance.
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7. PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF NANO
COAXIAL-ROTOR AIR VEHICLE
After the design of nano coaxial rotor and the evaluation of static performance
of nano coaxial rotor, the concept of NAV can be designed preliminarily. In section
7.2, the concept of nano coaxial-rotor air vehicle was designed based on the control
mode of tilting upper rotor with the designed nano coaxial rotor and smart servo. In
section 7.3, the propulsive performance of NAV was evaluated. And the
maneuverability of NAV was studied when titling upper rotor in order to verify the
capability of the control mode by tilting upper rotor.
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7.1

Literature Review

After the design of nano coaxial rotor in Chapter 3 and the experimental and
computational evaluation of the coaxial rotor in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the
preliminary concept of NAV was designed with the designed nano coaxial rotor.
Several rotary wing concepts have been proposed since the proposition of
MAV conception. The control mode is one of the important issues to determine the
concept of these rotary-wing flight vehicles. Conventional rotary-wing flight vehicles
employ collective and cyclic control system to control the flight. The micro coaxial
rotor MAV, MICOR, utilized this control system to flight forward or hover1. Some
mini- or micro UAVs employ the flaps or vanes in the downstream flow of rotor to
control the flight. Kim2 utilized two pairs of control vanes under a single rotor to
balance the torque generated by rotor and control the attitude of mini-UAV. The
application of vector jet has been proposed to drive and control rotary-wing UAVs as
well. SAMARAI, a single-blade rotary-wing NAV, successfully employs this control
mode3. Other control modes such as four-rotor control system are widely utilized for
small rotary-wing UAVs design. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the control
mode and design the concept of NAV.
7.2

Concept Design of Nano Coaxial-rotor Air Vehicle

The flight mode of titling upper rotor generates a high control moment which
can change the attitude of NAV quickly. Therefore, a concept of nano coaxial-rotor
air vehicle was designed based on this flight mode. The preliminary concept is
implemented with package CATIA as shown in Figure 7.1. It should be pointed out
that some components are not contained in the concept.
The nano coaxial-rotor air vehicle is composed of propulsive system, attitude
control system, energy supply system and command system.
Propulsive system is the main system of NAV which includes nano coaxial
rotor and two micro motors. Micro motors are attached at both ends of a carbon
support beam. One end of support beam includes a control system which has four
freedom degrees allowing rotating about a ball joint to ensure the tilting of upper rotor
during the flight. The nano coaxial rotor is secured directly on the micro motors
without any other mechanical systems.
Attitude control system is mainly made up of two smart servos. Smart servos4
are made of metal fibers which have the function of shape memory. They can provide
output moment as high as 1.47×10-3 N⋅m (150 g⋅mm). Both servos are fixed on the
support beams which surround the central support beam. With the designed sensitive
mechanical system, the movement can be uncoupled in two directions to ensure that
there is no interaction between two servos. Once the smart servos receive the
command from the control system or the receivers, they can control the angle of upper
rotor tilting to generate appropriate control moment.
Energy supply system is composed of a battery and wires. The battery can
provide electronic components with electricity of voltage of 3.6V to 3.8V.
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Command system consists of gyro, receiver, autonomous navigator, speed
controller and altimeter. Gyro can provide pilot or navigator with the attitude
information of NAV. And the pilot or autonomous navigator then sends commands to
receiver. The receiver connects with speed controller so that the rotational velocity of
micro motor can be controlled. Furthermore, the receiver connects with smart servos
as well so that different commands can be transferred to control the attitude of upper
rotor. Both energy supply system and command system are fixed on the composite
support beams between two rotors

Figure 7.1: Concept of nano coaxial-rotor air vehicle.

7.3

Evaluation of Nano Coaxial-rotor Air Vehicle

7.3.1 Evaluation of Hovering Performance
In light of experimental results of hovering performance of nano coaxial rotor
in Chapter 5, the total thrust and the total torque are about 10.295 g and
0.0284N·m×10-3( Experimental results tested by nano coaxial-rotor test bench II),
respectively, when both rotors rotate at a velocity of 6500 RPM. It is found that the
nano coaxial rotor can provide suffice thrust at the design condition while the torque
approximates to null.
The electricity required to drive nano coaxial rotor can be evaluated.
Experiments showed that the electric powers consumed by upper motor and lower
rotor are 0.897 W and 0.709 W, respectively. So, the total electric power, Pelec, to
drive nano coaxial rotor in hover is 1.61 W. According to the definition of NAV, the
electricity required by main propulsive system can be evaluated by assuming that the
hovering endurance is 20 min and the output voltage of battery is 3.7 V. The total
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electric energy required by propulsive system is about 144 mAh calculated with (Eq.
7.3-1).
V=

Pelec × t
＝144 mAh
v

(Eq. 7.3-1)

7.3.2 Evaluation of Control Ability
To verify if nano coaxial-rotor air vehicle can achieve enough control moment,
nano coaxial-rotor was simulated with the numerical methods presented in Chapter 5
when upper rotor tilts.
During the simulation, the attitude of lower rotor doesn’t change at all while
the rotational speed the upper rotor keeps at 6000, 6500 or 7000 RPM, respectively.
Meanwhile, the upper rotor tilts 5° or 10° about its spanwise axis with rotational
velocity increasing from 6000 RPM (Re=1.382×104) to 7000 RPM (Re=1.612×104)
with an increment of 500 RPM. Figure 7.2 shows the lateral view and front view of
nano coaxial rotor by tilting upper rotor with a degree of 10°. Figure 7.3 illustrates the
control moments when the upper rotor tilts. The control moment is defined as the
moment of the thrust of upper rotor to the center of lower rotor. It is found that the
control moment generated at an upper rotor tilting angle of 10° is about 2 times of that
generated at a tilting angle of 5°. The moment wasn’t sensitive to the lower rotor
rotational speed, but it augmented with the increase of upper rotor rotational speed
generally. At tilting angle of 5°, a control moment achieved is higher than 1.8×10-4
N⋅m (18 g⋅mm) while it is higher than 4.0×10-4 N⋅m (40 g⋅mm) at tilting angle of 10°.
The maximum control moment of 5.5×10-4 N⋅m (55 g⋅mm) was detected at an angle
of 10° when the lower rotor rotates at a velocity of 7000 RPM. Because the mass of
NAV is lower than 10 g, the control moment generated is high enough to control the
attitude of NAV. It is evident that it can provide enough control moment by tilting the
upper rotor.

Figure 7.2: Coaxial rotor with upper rotor tilting 10 degree.
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Figure 7.3: Control moment of Nano coaxial rotor by tilting upper rotor.

7.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, a concept is proposed with nano coaxial rotor. Titling upper
rotor is employed as the control mode of nano coaxial rotor air vehicle. Smart servos
are used to titling upper rotor and mechanism systems are designed to uncouple the
movement of upper rotor in different directions. With the experimental results of nano
coaxial rotor, the hovering performance of NAV is evaluated. And the control ability
of NAV is evaluated computationally as well. Results show that the propulsive system
of NAV can provide enough thrust. And control moment generated by tilting upper
rotor is high enough to control NAV. It is also validated that tilting upper rotor is an
applicable control mode.
Since the micro gyro, automatic pilot, and receivers are still under studied, a
preliminary integrated system design will be performed. And proto-type of NAV will
be fabricated and flight tests will be carried out to evaluate the performance of NAV.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
8.1

Conclusions

Due to the complex situations of homeland security and anti-terrorism, Nano
Air Vehicle (NAV) was proposed as a new conceptual unmanned air vehicle with
dimension less than 7.5 cm, payload greater than 2 grams which can autonomously
penetrate into buildings, stare, spot targets and transmit data at a low speed or
hovering mode without being detected. So it has a great significance both in military
and civil applications. In this paper, the selection of NAV flight mode, the
optimization design of nano rotor, the study of rotor performance, the study of bioinspired blade motion of nano coaxial rotor and the preliminary concept design of
nano-coaxial-rotor NAV were performed.
The flight mode was selected for NAV. According to the definition of NAV,
the flight mechanisms and the pros and cons of fixed-wing, rotary-wing, and flappingwing flight modes were analyzed. Successively, the static performances of both
rotary-wing and flapping-wing flight modes were compared with two methods which
are the momentum theory corrected by experimental factors and direct design of wing
concepts. And the relation between the dimension and the mass of both flight modes
was analyzed with geometric similarity theory. Finally, the rotary-wing flight mode
was selected for NAV.
Nano coaxial rotor propulsion set was designed and fabricated. The airfoil of
nano coaxial rotor was optimized based on the controlled elitist Non-dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) coupling with the parameterization method
of Class function/Shape function Transformation technique (CST) and the multiobjectives function processing method of statistic definition of stability. An airfoil
was achieved with a thickness of 2% and a maximum camber of 5.6% at 2/3 of chord.
Optimized airfoil exhibits a good aerodynamic performance according to the
simulation with CFD solver based on 2D incompressible NS equation. Subsequently,
nano coaxial rotor was designed with the Minimum Induced Loss (MIL) theory by
introducing weights to take into account the interaction between lower rotor and upper
rotor of nano coaxial rotor. The distributions of chord and twist were achieved after
several iterations. Finally, the model of nano coaxial rotor was fabricated with
laminate carbon and epoxy resin. Each rotor weighs less than 0.3 g with thickness less
than 0.23 mm.
The static performance of single nano rotor was studied experimentally. To
study the interaction between upper rotor and lower rotor, five test benches, which
consist of sensitive mechanism, the electronic parameter measurement system and the
data acquisition system, were designed to fulfill the measurement of tiny torque and
thrust of single nano rotor simultaneously. The static performance of the designed
rotor and several commercial micro rotors were studied as well as mechanical
efficiencies of several micro motors. It is found that the test bench was well designed
to be capable of measuring the static performance of single nano rotor with a high
precision. And it is evident that the designed rotor has a better performance than
commercial rotor in hover. Results also show that the static performance of rotor and
the mechanical efficiency of motor drops with the reduction of their dimension.
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The experimental and computational static performance of nano coaxial rotor
was studied. A five-component internal sting balance was evaluated using a
specifically designed two degrees-of-freedom evaluation system. It is found that the
designed evaluation system and procedures can evaluate the measurement precision,
error, and hysteresis effectively. The sting balance validation tests showed the average
relative errors of balance system less than 4% for all components with good hysteresis
characteristics. And nano-coaxial-rotor test bench I was designed based on the
balance. The experimental static performance of nano coaxial rotor was studied at
ultra-low Reynolds with test bench I. And the experiments were performed at
different rotor axial spacings to study their mutual interferences on the static
performance. Results show that the designed nano coaxial rotor can provide NAV
with sufficient thrust and nano axial rotor achieved higher thrust at the axial spacing
of 1.07R. Successively, nano-coaxial-rotor test bench II was also designed based on a
torque sensor and a beam load cell. The propulsive performance of upper rotor and
the lower rotor of nano coaxial rotor was measured and the effect of mutual
interaction between the two rotors on their propulsive performance was analyzed. It is
found that the mutual interaction improved the static performance of upper rotor but
impairs that of lower rotor. Finally, nano coaxial rotor was simulated with
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) based on Multiple Rotating Frames (MRF)
techniques. Computational results show that simulation can predict the thrust well but
fail to predict torque well.
The static performance of nano coaxial rotor with bio-inspired blade motion
was studied. A nano coaxial rotor coupling blade rotation with blade pitching motion
was proposed since it is found that the bio-inspired flapping wing motion can generate
a high thrust. Therefore, the preconditioned compressible Navier-Stokes equations,
Roe scheme and LUSGS-τts scheme coupling with chimera grid were employed to
study the effect of pitching-blade motion on static performance of nano coaxial rotor.
The simulations were performed by applying the pitching motion on lower rotor,
upper rotor or both rotors. And the different frequencies of pitching motion were also
studied. Results show that the FM of upper rotor augments about 12% while the FM
of lower rotor augments about 4.3% with bio-inspired blade motion upper rotor at a
frequency of 4/Rev. And it is found that the pitching motion of upper rotor increases
its thrust coefficient as well as power coefficient and slightly improves the FM of
lower rotor, whereas the pitching-blade motion of lower rotor decreases its thrust
coefficient and slightly improves the FM of upper rotor. It is analyzed that the
periodical detachment of tip vortex and the interaction between the tip vortexes of
upper rotor and lower rotor induces the unsteady aerodynamic forces. And the
generation and the variation of leading edge vortex contribute to the improvement of
rotor performance.
A preliminary concept of coaxial-rotor NAV was designed. The concept of
coaxial-rotor NAV was designed using designed nano coaxial rotor with smart servos
based on the control mode of tilting upper rotor. The propulsive performance and
control ability of coaxial-rotor NAV were evaluated. The control mode of tilting
upper rotor was validated to control NAV.
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8.2

Perspectives

In this paper, a concept of NAV was proposed and coaxial-rotor propulsion set
was designed and fabricated. The aero-propulsive performance of nano coaxial rotor
was studied and analyzed. However, more studies require being performed and
improved in the further research since NAV is a new conceptual UAV.
The comparison method of flight modes shall be improved. As a preliminary
comparison among flight modes, specific parameters of three flight modes are absent.
So, most of parameters are obtained from the flying animals and small UAVs. In
future study, a more precise method shall be proposed to calculate the hovering power
of both flapping-wing flight mode and rotary-wing flight mode. And the comparison
shall be performed on more aspects so as to have a global view on the pros and cons
of both flight modes.
The method to design coaxial rotor can be improved. During the design of
nano coaxial rotor airfoil, the solver of XFOIL was used. XFOIL has a certain
precision to simulate airfoil at ultra-low Re, but it fails to predict the aerodynamic
performance of airfoil after stall. Therefore, other solver with higher precision and
efficiency can be employed. GA method has the advantages of robustness and
independence from initial solutions. However, it requires a large amount of
computational recourses. Therefore, GA method can be used to obtain a solution as
the initial solution of the other efficient optimization method. Since conventional
optimization method was applied to design nano coaxial rotor with a single objective,
MDO method can be utilized to design nano coaxial rotor with more objectives. And
it is proposed to integrate the optimization of airfoil into the optimization of nano
coaxial rotor.
The precision and stability of single-rotor test bench can be improved. In light of this
information, further modifications will be implemented in order to increase the
measurement precision and stability. And further studies shall be carried out to study
the influence of chord and twist distributions along the blade to the hovering
performance of nano rotor.
Improvements of the experimental set-up shall be performed to enable the
measurement of the propulsive performance of isolated rotor of nano coaxial rotor
simultaneously and accurately. More precise computational method which can capture
more detailed flow mechanisms shall be employed to study the nano coaxial rotor.
Accurate geometric model and grid model of nano coaxial rotor shall be generated to
predict the drag of nano coaxial rotor more precisely. Wind tunnel tests should be
carried out at different free stream velocities and angle of attack, including
interference studies with a potential airframe.
In the further study, the different pitching disciplines and the amplitudes shall
be studied. Experimental studies require to be performed to validate the improvement
of rotor performance.
Since the micro gyro, automatic pilot, and receivers are still under studied, a
preliminary integrated system design will be performed. And proto-type of NAV will
be fabricated and flight tests will be carried out to evaluate the performance of NAV.
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ABSTRACT

g

gravitational acceleration

L mean lift

This study has compared the hovering power of rotary-wing
concept with the flapping-wing concept. The objective is to
demonstrate which concept is more suitable for the design of
NAV based on hovering power. Geometric similarity laws have
been derived from a set of small unmanned air vehicles and
simplified equations derived from the momentum theory are
applied to rotary- and flapping-wing concepts to compare their
respective power efficiency. The result shows that for nano air
vehicles, both rotary- and flapping-wing concepts may produce
similar efficiencies with only a slight advantage for a
rotary-wing concept. Furthermore, the minimum induced loss
theory is applied to design a rotary wing with airfoil AG38.
Then the method derived by Ellington from the flight animals is
used to design a flapping wing with referring to hummingbird.
In both cases, the hovering power predicted by the concept
design approach is higher than that estimated from simplified
equations. Further analysis revealed that the reason is due to an
overestimation of the rotor-wing power efficiency in the
simplified equations. Finally, side-by-side comparisons suggest
that the choice between the two concepts can be based on other
considerations such as ease of fabrication and flight tests.

m
n
P

mass of air vehicle
flapping frequency
power

P0 profile power
Paero aerodynamic power
Pi

induced power

Pideal ideal induced power
*
Pind
induced power per Newton
*
Ppro
profile power per Newton
*
PRF
Rankine-Froude estimate of induced power per Newton
pw wing loading

R

radius of rotor or wing length

rˆk ( S ) non-dimensional radius of the k th moment of wing
area

Nomenclature
A

r̂
non-dimensional radial position along wing
Re mean Reynolds number

disk area

S
T
W

Ae effective operational area
AR aspect ratio
b wing span
ĉ non-dimensional chord

β
βr
φ̂

CD , Pr o mean profile drag coefficient

CL mean lift coefficient
Ct coefficient of thrust

relative stroke plane angle
non-dimensional positional angle of wing in the stroke

plane

Ω

ρ
σ
τ

C p coefficient of power
D

wing area
thrust
weight of the flight vehicle
stroke plane angle

diameter of rotor

Φ
μ
ηH
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rotation speed
density of the air
spatial correction for induced power
temporal correction factor for induced power
stroke angle
dynamic viscosity of air
hovering efficiency
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considered as the requirements to develop NAVs. Geometric
similarity method and simplified equations are firstly studied
to demonstrate the two concepts based on hovering power.
But those two methods are too simple to have enough
reliability. Therefore, detailed concept designs of the
rotary-wing concept and flapping-wing concept have been
presented with a survey on hovering power. Since different
design methods will results in various magnitudes of hovering
power, this paper has adopted the Minimum Induced Loss
method to design the rotary-wing concept and the formulas
summarized from the nature to design flapping-wing concept
so that the minimum hovering power could be got and
unsteady aerodynamic effects could be taken into account.

INTRODUCTION

With the development of small unmanned air vehicle
(UAV), the requirement of military mission and civil defence,
a type of UAVs even smaller than micro aerial vehicle (MAV)
is expected to be developed. Thus, the conception of Nano
Air Vehicles (NAV) is firstly proposed by DARPA as an
unmanned aerial robot devoted to indoor recognition missions
with requirements for both military and civil applications.
With a dimension less than 3 inches (7.5cm) and a minimum
payload of 2 grams, it should be able to enter buildings,
penetrate narrow entries and transmit data without being
detected. A detailed definition is shown in Table 1.
Compared with the definition of micro air vehicles, the
size of NAVs is less than one half of that of MAVs. Because
of their size reduction, they suffer from more severe problems
than MAVs, such as the degradation of the aerodynamic
performance resulting from the lower Reynolds number as
small as 20,000 or less, a low efficiency of the propulsive
system, the unsteady aerodynamic effects etc. Therefore, a
concept design will be a challenge for the preliminary design
of NAV. Fortunately, abundant studies could be referred from
the design of MAV. In general, there are three concepts
widely used in the design of the UAV, that is, fixed-wing,
rotary-wing and flapping-wing. From the development of
UAVs, the advantages and disadvantages of the three
concepts can be analyzed. For fixed-wing flight vehicles, they
has no complicate system and can fly at a high speed with less
power, while they have no hovering or slow flight capabilities
and require launchers. For rotary-wing flight vehicles, they do
have good hovering performance, the ability of vertical
takeoff and landing, and perching capabilities, but they are
more complex than fixed wings. And for flapping wing flight
vehicles, they have high manoeuvrability, ability of hovering
and the ability of mimicking animals, but a fairly complex
kinematics and unsteady and nonlinear aerodynamics are the
key disadvantages to implement them. Obviously, fixed-wing
concept should be discarded because of the lack of hovering
ability. However, it is still an open debate to select a concept
between the rotary-wing and the flapping-wing. Some
research work has been carried on about the NAV design
recently. Lockheed Martin company intended to develop a the
maple seed like single rotary-wing NAV with jet motor and
Draper Laboratories attempted to develop a counter-rotating
wing NAV[2][3]. Aerovironment tried to develop a
hummingbird like NAV, whereas Micropropulsion intended
to develop an insect like NAV[3]. According to these research
projects, both rotary-wing and flapping-wing have been
considered as a concept to design NAV. So a criterion to
judge which concept is fit for NAV has to be made. Taking
into account the mission requirements of an endurance greater
than 20 minutes and the existing MAVs whose endurances are
always bottlenecks of designs, the power efficiency is ought
to be the most important criterion to select a concept.
Moreover, hovering flight usually consumes more energy
than forward flight, so hovering efficiency is treated as the
crucial factor for concept design.
However, it is still a great challenge to compare the
hovering power efficiency of the two concepts globally. So in
this study, a dimension of 7.5 cm and a mass of 10 grams are

Specifications

Requirements

Detail

Size
Weight
Payload
Speed(Fast)
Speed(Slow)
Hovering ability
Cruising ability
Range
Endurance
Navigation

<=7.5cm(3inch)
<=10g
2g
5~10m/s
0.5m/s
Yes
Upper three items
1km
>20min
MSRE<0.5m

Maximum dimension
Objective GTOW
Mission dependent
High speed fight for >1000m
Low speed flight for >60s
Hovering for >60s
Total of the upper three items
Operational range
Total mission duration
Mean squared residual error

Table 1 :
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NAV design requirement[1]

GEOMETRIC SIMILARITY FROM MICRO UAVS

Since the sizes of birds and insects approach to those of
micro UAVs, massive research efforts have been put on the
flapping-wing concept over the last decades [4][5][6][7]. One of
the most popular principles observed from the flight animals
is the geometric similarity which relates dimension, mass,
power or flapping frequency etc. However, the rules from
nature still can not reflect the actual ability of the design and
fabrication. So in the first step of study, a principle is pursued
with geometric similarity from the small existing UAVs.

Figure 1: Mass vs. MAV wing span or rotor diameter

In the design of small UAVs, rotary-wing prefers to be used
with its well-prepared theory and simplicity of fabrication.
There are several configurations for rotary-wing concepts

2

Lasek [12] tried to use conventional full scaled model equations
to calculate the power of fixed-wing, rotary-wing, and
flapping-wing flight vehicles of small size. The conclusion is
that the suitability of flapping or rotary wing flight is
dependent on the mission profile and ambient wind speed.
Since typical NAV Reynolds numbers are much lower than in
the case of full scaled model, it will not be precise to adopt the
equations of full scaled model without modification. In this
part, simplified empirical equations are utilised in the
computation but with certain parameter estimated from the
MAVs.
Generally, the hovering power of the rotary-wing flight
vehicle consists of the induced power, the profile power, and
the tail rotor power if any [13]. In this design, the tail power will
not be considered. To show the propeller efficiency, a
parameter called the figure of merit (FM) is always calculated
as follows,
Ideal power
FM =
ActualPower
,
(5)
Pideal
Ideal power
=
=
InducedPower + Pr ofilePower Pi + P0

including the single rotor with tail rotor, co-axial rotors,
multiple rotors, and ducted fans. Nevertheless, all types of
configurations are considered in the statistics. The majority of
small flapping-wing UAVs should not be regarded as a
complete imitation of birds or insects, since they usually have
a pair of flapping wings but with conventional control vanes.
A statistics of weight and dimension (diameter for
rotary-wing, wing span for flapping-wing) has been done as
shown in Figure 1. Most of the data for small UAVs come
from the international MAV competition “MAV07”[8] and the
others come from current well-known MAVs. Functions to
state the relation between dimension and the corresponding
weight are fitted by equations as follows.
For mini- and micro- rotary-wing UAVs, the fitted relations
are,

m = 1824.9 D1.535
D = 0.0075m 0.651 .

(1)

(2)
For flapping-wing MAVs, the equations fitted are,
(3)
m = 240.265b1.838
(4)
b = 0.0507 m 0.544 .
From the equations above, it appears that expressions differ
from each other for the two concepts. Basically, with the same
mass, the dimension required by rotary-wing flight vehicle is
smaller than that required by the flapping-wing flight vehicle.
And the fitted equations of flapping wing are different from
those derived from the birds proposed by Liu[9] and Shyy[10].
With the equations from the small UAVs, Table 2 can be
given as follows by substituting the mass of 100g (for MAV)
and 10g (for NAV) for the corresponding item ‘m’.
Table 2 indicates that the dimension defined for MAV is
very close to that of the rotary-wing concept derived from
Equation 2, but only 1/4 of the flapping–wing concept
dimension derived from Equation 4. However, for 10gram
NAV, the rotary-wing concept only requires about one half
dimensions defined by DARPA, whereas the flapping-wing
concept needs a larger dimension. In conclusion, with the
geometric similarity by conveying the existing small UAVs,
the rotary-wing concept can satisfy the requirement defined
above, but the flapping-wing concept cannot.

Mass(g)
Defined dimension (cm)
Dimension from eqs. (1-2)
Rotary-wing (cm)
Dimension from eqs (3-4)
Flapping-wing (cm)

MAVs

NAVs

100

10g

15.24

7.50

15.10

3.37

62.09

17.74

3

W32
2 ρA

where Pideal is the minimum power derived from the
momentum theory to support a weight of W. As the absence of
the low Reynolds aerodynamics studies on small rotary-wing
air vehicles and the detail information of rotors, figure of
merit estimated from the MAVs could be used as a known
parameter to computer the hovering power. So with the data
presented, the value of the FM can be estimated. According to
the experience of the coaxial rotor MAV MICRO [13], a value
of 0.55 for the FM has been assumed in the computation of
power efficiency. Then the expression of the aerodynamic
power of hovering flight is simplified as,
(7)

P = Pi + P0 =

(8) P =

Pideal
,
FM

1
W32
W32
.
⋅
= 2.57 ⋅
0.55 2 ρA
ρπD 2

For the flapping way, the balanced flight hovering power
can be simplified as [4],

Pn = P0 + Pi
(9)

(10)
Table 2

Pideal =

(6)

Relations between weight and wing span or rotor diameter

≅

Pi
1
W
1 W 3/ 2
=
=
W
ηH ηH
2 ρAe ηH 2 ρAe

Ae =

2
2 1
πb 2
A = × πb 2 =
3
3 4
6

where ηH is hovering efficiency which is about 2/3. So, the
expression of the hovering power of the flapping wing flight
vehicle can be given as,

SIMPLIFIED EQUATIONS FOR HOVERING
PERFORMANCE

In the definition of NAVs, the hovering ability and a long
endurance of 20 minutes is proposed. From the conventional
helicopter, hovering flight will take more power than most of
flight situations. Therefore, hovering performance is
especially emphasized in the study of concept. Woods [11] and

(11) Pn =

1 W 3/ 2
3 W 3/ 2
W 3/ 2
.
=
= 2.60 ⋅
η H 2 ρAe 2 2 ρAe
ρπb 2

After substituting a diameter of 7.5 cm and a mass of 10 g
in Equation 8 and Equation 11, the hovering power necessary
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for the rotary-wing flight vehicle is about 0.536W, whereas it
is about 0.542W for flapping-wing flight vehicle.
Consequently, the hovering power required by the
rotary-wing flight vehicle is a little less than that required by
the flapping-wing vehicle. With the analysis above, it shows
that the rotary-wing configuration is a little more efficient
than the flapping-wing configuration. However, most of the
equations above are based on the approximation of the
parameter such as FM, Ae and ηH etc. which may lead to some
errors. Therefore, the conclusion will not be convincing
enough. This simplified computation can only give us an
overview of the hovering power consumption of both types of
flight modes. So in the following part, detailed design of
rotary-wing concept and flapping-wing concept are carried
out.
4

From the computation, the performance of the rotor is
achieved with a FM of 0.504 and hovering power of 0.585W.
A thrust coefficient of 0.0145 and a power efficiency of 0.024
are calculated from the following equations,
(12)
(13)

T
ρA(ΩR) 2
P
CP =
ρA(ΩR)3

CT =

Comparing the hovering power of optimized rotor with that
calculated by simplified equations, one can find that there are
some distinctions between them by virtue of the difference of
the figure of merit. As the FM from simplified equations is
estimated basing on certain rotary-wing MAV, two reasons
are analyzed. One reason might be the difference of airfoil
selected for the rotor design; the other reason might be the
reduction of the Reynolds number causing the degradation of
aerodynamic performance.

WINGS CONCEPT DESIGN

4.1
Rotary-wing Design
In this part, a design of a single motor with a diameter of
7.5cm and a thrust of 10g is shown. Since the power
efficiency is one of the most important parameters for NAV,
optimization of a rotor to reduce the energy loss is utilised in
the design. In the past years, lots of researches have been done
on the optimization of propeller. Larrabee[14] has proposed the
minimum induced loss (MIL) to optimize the propeller.
Adkins[15] proposed another method departure from that of
Larrabee but still based on Betz’s method. Gur[16] etc. have
proposed
a
more
sophisticated
methods
with
multidisciplinary design optimization approach. As a
preliminary design, MIL method is applied to this design with
a software of XROTOR[17]. For this computation, potential
Goldstein formulation is chosen so that tip boundary
conditions and a finite hub can be accounted for.
At the beginning of the design, an airfoil with a good
performance at low-Re number shall be determined. After
comparisons of several airfoils, AG38 is chosen as the
candidate airfoil to design the rotor since AG38 is one of
low-Re number airfoil with well-documented experimental
data [2]. At a Re number of 20,000, the Cl 3 / 2 Cd reaches a

4.2
Flapping-wing Design
Over the last century, flight insects and birds are studied by
many scientists including the flight mechanism, aerodynamics
and kinematics. Those researches have provided abounding
information for engineers to implement a flapping-wing air
vehicle. After the first well-known flapping-wing air vehicle
MicroBat, plenty of flapping-wing air vehicles have been
developed with various sizes[18][19]. Most of the theories about
the flapping-wing come from the nature, such as the
geometric similarity mentioned above. Similarly, a concept of
flapping-wing NAV with the wing span of 7.5cm and a mass
of 10g is designed in this part with referring the theory and
parameters derived from the flight of insects and
hummingbirds.

maximum value of 11 at the angle of attack of about 4° with
excellent low speed performance. With the input of the
aerodynamic parameters of airfoil into XROTOR, a single
rotor of two blades with a diameter of 7.5cm and a thrust of
10g is designed. The rotational speed (RPM) of the rotor is
9,000 and the radius of hub is confined to 20% of the rotor
radius. Finally, a chord distribution and a pitch angle
distribution are computed from the method of optimization.
However, due to the limitation of the theory, the blade root
chord turns out to be too long to be fabricated. So a small
modification with the chord length is completed at the root of
the rotor and the performance of new blades is recalculated
with XROTOR. Figure 2 shows the final form of the rotor.

Figure 3: Statistics of wing area to disk area of insects and hummingbirds

To start with, the wing area of the flapping air vehicle shall
be decided. In the nature, the insects and birds have the ability
to fly with the flapping wings. Because of complicate flapping
mechanisms utilised by birds, most of existing flapping-wing
air vehicles imitate the flight insects despite the fact that they
are even larger than the insects. In this study, the principles
derived from insects have been applied with taking account to
the even larger flight animals of hummingbirds. Through

Figure 2: Plan of optimum rotor
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observing most of the insects and hummingbirds listed by
Ellington[21]and Chai[26], a statistics of wing area to disk area
ratio changing with wing loading is presented in the Figure 3.
Six curves to state the relation between the ratio and the wing
loading at different weights are also shown. The ratio
distributes between 10% and 30% for the animals surveyed,
while it distributes between 15% and 20% at a higher wing
loading especially for hummingbirds which nearly have the
same dimensions and weights as the NAVs defined above. So
the average ratio of about 18% is selected as the ratio of this
design.
Since the flapping mechanism is similar to insect, the
flapping wings to be designed are preferred to refer the wing
shape of insects. Ellington[21] proposed the chord distribution
with a Beta distribution from the summary of enormous of
insects as follows,
(14)

and 163° respectively. So the stroke angle of different flight
animals varies greatly even they are the same kind.
Nevertheless, 120° is chosen as a popular stroke angle
because of the flapping mechanism of insects. Ellington[20]
stated that two types of hovering mechanism are widely used
by insects and birds, one is the horizontal stroke in which the
stroke plane is an approximately horizontal stroke plane, the
other is the incline stroke in which the stroke plane has a
certain angle with horizontal plane. Most of insects and
hummingbird hover with the first mechanism. Thus, the
horizontal stroke is adopted in the design without stroke
angle β . Besides, all of the moment parameters of the
flapping wing can be computed with the laws of shape
summarized from the insects’ wing [21]. Since the
no-dimensional parameters about wing stroke movement have
no relation with frequency and most of them of different
insects varies little from each other, they are calculate from
the experimental data of insects. Until now, most of
parameters have been obtained except the mean lift
coefficient. The hovering fight of insects and birds involve
unsteady aerodynamics so that the mean lift coefficient isn’t
fit for being computed with steady aerodynamic methods.
Again, from the clues of the nature, the mean lift coefficient
could be obtained with taking the unsteady aerodynamics into
account. As shown in the reference [26], only a little
distinction exists among different hummingbirds even that the
dimension and Re number varies greatly. In fact, most of
insects fly at an ultra-low Reynolds number not in the same
range of NAVs here. But the dimension and the mass of NAV
are close to those of hummingbirds. Consequently, the mean
lift coefficient could be obtained from them. With parameters
obtained above, flapping frequency n is calculated with three
groups of solutions obtained. After the analysis of the
possibility of every solution, the frequency is confirmed to be
about 177 which are higher than that of most insects and birds.
With the value of flapping frequency and geometric
parameter of the flapping-wing, the hovering power could be
computed. In this paper, only aerodynamic power will be
calculated including the induced power and profile power.
Ellington[24] adopted the Rankine-Froude momentum theory
to calculate the ideal induced power, then he adopted the
vortex theory to give a spatial correction and the wake
periodicity theory to give a temporal correction.

f = x p −1 (1 − x) q −1 / B ( p, q ),

(15) B ( p, q ) =

1

∫x
0

p −1

(1 − x) q −1 dx ,

where p and q are calculated from wing area as 1.24 and 1.58.
Then, the following equations can be obtained as
(16)

cˆ(rˆ) = 2.4rˆ0.41 (1 − rˆ)0.49 .

Figure 4. Flapping wing shape

The chord distribution along the wing could be derived
from Equation 16. Two separate wings are formed as shown
in Figure 4. For this wing, the span aspect ratio is about 7.1,
while the wing loading exceeds to 123 N·m-2. Now, the wing
shape and main parameters have been decided. However,
other parameters are still needed to determine to compute the
hovering power. With the definition of the wing shape, the
flapping frequency obtained from geometric similarity is not
capable of satisfying with the design requirement. For
hovering flight, the flapping frequency may be obtained by
the balance of weight and lift.
In the traditional methods, the equation [25] of mean lift over
a half-stroke derived from hovering insects by Ellington is
always used to calculate the mean lift. But for this case, it is
preferred to use the mean lift to obtain the flapping frequency
with the following equation,

(18)
(19)

(17)

n=

ρΦ 2 R 2 Srˆ22 ( S )(dφˆ dtˆ) 2 cos 2 β
CL
8 cos 2 β r L

.

*
*
Pind
= PRF
(1 + σ + τ )

⎡
⎤
2 pw
P =⎢
⎥
⎣ ρΦAR cos β ⎦

1/ 2

*
RF

After substituting relative parameters obtained with the
method mentioned above into Equation 16, the ideal induced
*

power per Newton PRF is computed as 3.69 W·N-1 . Then

To simply the design, the lift generated by up stroke is
assumed to be the same with down stroke. In this equation,
some parameters concerned with the kinematics still can be
obtained from the nature. Stroke angle Φ is about 120° for
most insects[22], but from the Chai[26], black–throated,
magnificent, black-chinned and Rufous Hummingbird
(Selasphorus rufus) have a stroke angle of 150°, 150°, 126°

*
is
with the correction, the mean specific induced power Pind
-1
obtained as 4.12 W·N .
Next, the profile power shall be calculated. Similarly, a
quasi-steady method[25] is adopted during the computation to
assume a mean value of coefficient of profile drag and a mean
Re number.
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(20)

Re =

4 ρΦ R 2 n
μAR

respectively as shown in Table 3. Moreover, the conclusion is
reverse. As far as we know, the FM of full-scaled helicopter is
about 0.7 to 0.8[13], but it reduces rapidly with the decrease of
the Reynolds number. In the hovering power computation of
rotary-wing with simplified equations, the FM of 0.55 is
utilized, while it is only about 0.504 based on rotary-wing
design. It means that an overestimation of FM has been made
in the computation without considering the effect of the
Reynolds number reduction. For the flapping wing, the
induced power computed from simplified equations is
approximately equal to that in the concept design, but the
hovering efficiency in the design is lower than that assumed in
the simplified equations.

With the flapping frequency of 177, the mean Re number is
about 20,000 at sea level. As the profile drag is not very well
documented in the case of ultra-low Reynolds numbers, the
empirical equation determined by Ellington[25] is used. After
substituting

Re into Ellington’s equation, C D , Pr o could be

obtained. And from the appendix of reference [11], the drag
coefficient estimated shows a reasonably good agreement.
Then with the formula of mean specific profile power
proposed by Ellington[25]
3

(21)

*
Ppro
=

ρn3Φ 2 R 3rˆ33 ( S ) dφˆ / dtˆ cos3 β
16 pw cos3 β r

CD , pro ,

Methods
Concept

the profile drag power could be calculated. In equation (21),
the parameter related to the kinematics and the parameter
related to the flapping-wing moment could be obtained as
stated above. With those parameters, the mean specific profile
power can reach 1.70 W·N-1. Finally, the aerodynamic
hovering power could be determined from the following
equation,
(22)

Concept Design

Rotary-wing

0.536W

0.585W

Flapping-wing

0.542W

0.571W

Table 3: Comparison of hovering power derived from
simplified equations and concept design

In conclusion, the hovering efficiencies of both concepts
only differ from each other by less than 5%. Consequently,
each of the concepts could be used to design the NAV with the
approximate hovering ability. However, more factors shall be
considered such as the theory, the reliability and the
maneuverability and the fabrication complications.
Considering the conditions and means of the laboratory,
rotary-wing is preferred as a NAV concept.
Since the absence of detailed information in the
preliminary design, massive parameters are estimated
according to the flight animals in the nature and MAVs. So in
the future work, elaborate design should be carried out and the
method to estimate the hovering power shall be improved.
Experiments shall be done to evaluate the hovering
performance of small rotors.

*
*
Paero = ( Pind
+ Ppro
) × mg .

For this design, the hovering power is about 0.571W which
is still a little bit higher than that obtained from simplified
equations in section 3. With the results from the two concepts
design, it is found that the flapping wing is more efficient than
rotary wing for hovering flight.
5

Simplified Equations

CONCLUSIONS

This paper have surveyed both the rotary wing and the
flapping wing concept to determine a suitable concept for a
NAV design with a dimension of 7.5cm and a mass of 10g.
Firstly, a geometric similarity law is derived from MAVs
existing and it is found that the flapping-wing cannot satisfy
the design requirement. Secondly, the hovering performance
is studied with simplified equations. The result states that
rotary-wing is more efficient than flapping-wing for a
hovering flight. At last, to further compare both concepts, a
single rotor wing is designed using the MIL theory with a
low-Re airfoil of AG38. Modifications have been introduced
to eliminate the defect of theoretical results. In addition, the
rotor is recalculated to get the hovering power. And then, a
pair of flapping wings is designed with a counter method
derived from insects and birds. In fact, this method is firstly
used to calculate the flight parameters of insects and
hummingbirds. In this paper, it is utilized to design the
flapping wings and calculate the necessary flapping frequency
with kinematic parameters, wing shape parameters and mean
lift coefficient achieved by applying laws from nature.
Unsteady effects have been considered with the parameters
from the nature. After that, the hovering power including the
induced power and the profile power are calculated.
However, the hovering power calculated from the
simplified equations is different from that of the design
method about 8% for rotary wing and 5% for flapping wing

6
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ABSTRACT
With the reduction of rotor diameter and motor size, the hovering performance measurement
becomes a challenge for rotary wing Nano Air Vehicles (NAVs). Conventional test benches
for Micro Aerial Vehicles fail to measure some characteristics of Nano Air Vehicles. In this
paper, five test benches with highly sensitive mechanisms were successively designed in
order to measure the thrust and torque of nano-rotors simultaneously and respond to the
change of variables rapidly with sufficient accuracy. A commercial micro brushless
motor and a micro rotor were studied experimentally and computationally at a low
Reynolds range from 4,000 to 19,000. Computational and experimental comparisons
were carried out and the performance of the test benches was discussed. The analysis
suggests that the thrust coefficients measured by each test bench vary little from each
other, while the power coefficients present significant differences. Then the hovering
performance of the micro rotor and power efficiency of the motor were studied.
Degradation of motor efficiency and rotor figure of merit are observed with size
reduction associated with NAV applications.

NOMENCLATURE
A
rotor disk area, m2
c0.75
chord length at 75% of blade
CT
rotor thrust coefficient ⎣⎡ 2T / ( ρ∞A(ΩR)2 ) ⎤⎦
___

CT

mean thrust coefficient

CP

rotor power coefficient ⎡⎣ 2Q / ( ρ AΩ 2 R3 ) ⎤⎦
3/ 2
rotor figure of merit ⎡⎣CT / (2CP ) ⎤⎦
motor efficiency
kinetic viscosity of air, m2/s
rotor torque, g · m
rotor radius, m
Reynolds number [ 0.75ΩRc0.75 / ν ]

FM
η
ν
Q
R
Re
ρ∞

freestream air density, kg/m3
standard deviation of thrust coefficient

σ CT
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standard deviation of Ωm, rad/s
standard deviation of Tm, N
rotor thrust, N
collective values of thrust measured at a certain input PWM
mean of Tm , N
student testimator given at probability P%, and a freedom of v
degrees of freedom
rotational velocity, rad/s
mean of measured rotational velocity values, rad/s

1. INTRODUCTION
Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) have developed quickly since the end of the last century with the
emerging requirements of civilian applications, homeland security and military objectives [1–5]. At
present, more complicated battlefield environments or civilian security situations force soldiers to
implement MAVs in urban missions. Therefore, an ever-present need has emerged to improve MAV
capabilities, enabling the timely collection of comprehensive intelligence information, particularly on
the ground in urban terrain. However, current MAVs are too large to provide situational awareness to the
users; consequently, even smaller Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs) are required to allow reconnaissance
inside buildings, penetration of narrow entries and transmission of data without being detected.
Therefore, NAVs [6] were proposed to fulfil such missions. Referring to the definition proposed by
DARPA, a NAV is defined as a UAV whose maximum dimension should not exceed 3 inches (7.5 cm)
and maximum weight should be less than 10 g. Because of the special requirement of this kind of aerial
vehicle, it should be able to autonomously enter buildings, stare, spot targets and transmit data at a fairly
low speed or hovering mode. Hence, compared with the conventional MAV, a NAV not only has a
smaller size but also the requirement of a low-speed flight and hovering ability. Furthermore, it is
expected that NAVs should have an endurance of 20 minutes to complete a recognition mission within
a range of less than 1 km. Consequently, the propulsion efficiency becomes a quite important parameter
for NAV design. In addition, hovering performance is always a bottleneck for the design of small
unmanned air vehicles as a result of the degradation of the aerodynamic performance at low Reynolds
numbers. Thus, the hovering performance of NAVs was investigated in this paper.
Presently, two concepts are predominately studied in the design of NAVs [7–9]. One is the rotary
wing; the other is the flapping wing. Previous studies have shown that the rotary-wing concept has
almost the same hovering performance as flapping wings with a dimension of 7.5 cm and a mass of
10 g. As rotary-wing concepts can draw from existing theory as well as the high reliability and
efficiency of helicopters, this propulsion method was adopted as the preferred NAV concept at ISAE.
In order to study the hovering performance of rotary-wing NAVs, the propulsive efficiency of rotors is
an interesting issue. However, as a result of the dimension and weight constrains of NAVs, the rotor
diameter and the motor weight are rather small. So with the reduction of the rotor diameter and
rotational speed of ultra small motors, measuring both thrust and torque simultaneously with a rapid
response poses a challenge. The torque of small rotors – estimated below 0.002 N·m – is difficult to
measure with a sufficient precision, as is the couple of torque and thrust. Yet, both sets of data are
needed to have access to the propulsion set efficiency and the figure of merit (FM) of the rotor.
In recent years, several studies [11–13] on hovering performance of small rotors or propellers have
been reported. However, in most studies, either the test bench was designed for separate measurements
of thrust and torque, or the rotational speed and rotor diameter were larger than what is currently
necessary for the NAV range. So, a test bench design for nano-rotors of the NAV range was required,
which would allow to simultaneously measure torque and thrust. Computational study of the rotor in
hover is also an interesting research field. Rotary-wing NAVs typically fly in the Reynolds number
range from 10 3−10 4 where viscous effects are very strong. The laminar separation bubbles (LSB) [14]
and strong rotational flow are usually induced by small rotors causing complicated flow phenomena.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and analytical approaches are frequently utilised for these cases
[15–23]. CFD has a fidelity performance to predict the rotary wing flow, whereas the analytical
approach is capable of solving the problem quickly.
In this study, five benches were successively developed with different sensitivity mechanisms.
Calibrations of test benches were performed to eliminate nonlinearity of load cell and uncertainty
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factors. Experiments were carried out with the same motor and rotor on each bench and comparisons
were made to find out their advantages and disadvantages. The rotor performance is calculated by an
analytical approach and results are compared with those of experiments. Finally, hovering performance
of the rotor and work efficiency of the motor were analyzed.
2. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
A series of five test benches have been designed and fabricated. Each test bench consists of five parts:
an energy supply system, thrust and torque measurement system, speed measurement system, electric
parameter measurement system and control and data acquisition system. The energy supply system is
a regulated DC power supply, which can adjust the voltage and stabilize it at a certain value to ensure
a constant input. Their respective benefits can be assessed in terms of robustness to vibration effects,
sensitivity, and ability to independently measure torque and thrust of ultra low intensity.
2.1. Test bench 1
At the first stage, test bench 1 was designed as shown in Fig. 1. The thrust and torque measurement
system includes a mechanism to separate the thrust and torque load cells from each other. It should be
pointed out that the main difficulty is to simultaneously measure thrust and torque on the same test
bench while minimizing spurious interaction effects. Two beam load cells MEIRI F12001, sized at a
capacity of 0.5 N from calculated estimates, were used to measure thrust and torque. The small mass of
the motor and rotor allowed the load cells to be used as supporting beams, as shown in Fig.1. However,
the main obstacle of the design was the separation of thrust and torque to allow them to be measured
independently. A mechanism, shown in Fig. 1a, was developed to transform the movement of rotation
induced by torque to a linear movement orthogonal to the direction of thrust; this mechanism was also
desirable as it amplified the torque measured. As shown in Fig. 1b, the cube rotated with the adjoined
pieces when the rotor applied a torque, pushing the bearing connected with the load cell and generating
a force F2. At the same time, the bearing applied force F1 on the cube, opposite to F2; L1 was the lever
arm of F1 and L2 the lever arm of F2. If the torque generated by the rotor was M1 and torque imposed
on the load cell was M2, then the equation is given as follows,
M2 /M1 = (F2 × L2)/(F1 × L1) = L2 /L1.

(a)

(1)

(b)
Laser detector
Torque transformation system

Motor
axis
L1

F2
F1

Motor and rotor

Laser emitter
Speed controller
Beam load cells

L2
Beam
load
cell

Figure 1. Test bench 1 configuration (a) and principle of the torque measurement (b).
1http://www.meiri.fr/Fichiers.PDF/F-1200-F.pdf
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Hereby, the rotor torque was transferred to the load cell with an amplification of L2/L1. The speed
measurement system was made up of a laser emitter and a detector by which the rotational speed
could be measured and then transferred to NI USB-6229 BNC, which is a USB analog-to-digital data
acquisition (DAQ) from National Instruments. The electric parameter measurement system consists of
an ammeter and voltmeter to measure the current and voltage passing through the controller. The
control and data acquisition system includes the controller, DAQ instrument, computer and processing
software. The controller was YGE4-BL2 from Wes-Technik for brushless motors. During tests, the
DAQ worked in both directions: a command generated by Measurement and Automation Explorer
(MAX) and Labview was transmitted to the speed controller via this device, and the measurements
acquired during the experiment (voltage, current, thrust, torque and rotational speed) were relayed back
to the MAX and Labview as well.

(a)

(b)
200

25
Torque measured, g.mm

Force measured, g

20
15
10
5
0
−5
−5

0

5
10
15
Force applied, g

20

25

150
100
50
0
−50
−50

0

50
100
150
Torque applied, g.mm

200

Figure 2. Test bench 1 thrust calibration (a) and torque calibration (b).

During the experiment, the beam load cell deformed when a force acted on it, which was converted
to an altering voltage and recorded by the DAQ. In general, load cells are adjusted at two points by
adding the known mass or torque to obtain the linear relationship between the deformation and voltage
at the beginning of experiments. Load cells are treated as behaving linearly with the force imposed on
them. In fact, the small magnitude of torque and thrust meant the nonlinearity of the load cell and
deformation or other unknown factors could affect measurements. Therefore, detailed test bench
calibrations were carried out before experiments to improve the precision of results. Since the thrust
and torque are fairly small, the units of gram and g·mm were used. Calibrations of thrust and torque are
shown in Fig. 3. In the figure, the thrust applied and torque applied are the known mass or torque added
on the test bench, while thrust measured and torque measured are quantities measured by the test bench.
Two one-order polynomial functions (straight lines) were fitted respectively so that a relationship
between the measured value and real value could be established. However, fitted functions introduce
errors into the results. If the relative fit error is defined as the ratio of the difference between the real
value added on test bench and the fitted value obtained from the function to the real value, then the
relative fit error for thrust is below 3% when the thrust is greater than 2 g, and for torque it is below
7% when the torque is above 15 g · mm. In general, the working range of the thrust and torque is beyond
2 g and 15 g · mm respectively for NAVs. Therefore, fitted functions are appropriate to give a reasonable
precision for results.
Test bench 1 has been designed in order to place torque and thrust load cells as close as possible to
the motor, using bearings in order to reduce unwanted coupling between both components.

2http://www.wes-technik.de/English/controller.htm
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(b)

(a)

Beam load cell for thrust
L1

F1

Supporting beam Speedometer
F2

Beam load cell for torque
Torque
Speed controller
transformation
system

Motor and rotor

L2

Bearing

Q

T

Bearing

Figure 3. Micro bench configuration (a) and principle of the measurement (b).

2.2. Test Bench 2 - Micro Bench
As shown in Fig. 1, the test bench 1 is mainly composed of two load cells, which confine its beam
length and height of rotor axis; as a result, the mechanism and the ground disturb the flow downstream
of and around the rotor. Therefore, a new test bench was desirable. After analyzing the defects of test
bench 1, a micro bench, originally used for bigger motors and propellers in wind tunnel tests, was
utilised in the experiment as shown in Fig. 3.
Compared with test bench 1, the micro bench’s rotor precedes the supporting frame, thereby
reducing the influence of the ground and the measurement mechanism, which are down stream. The
micro bench systems are also similar to those of test bench 1, except that the instrument to measure the
rotational velocity and the mechanism to separate the thrust and torque have been changed, as shown
in Fig. 3. With the same principle as test bench 1, the central axis of the horizontal supporting beam
rotated with the torque, and then the load cell fixed on the axis pressed a bearing hidden in the vertical
beam and measure the torque. The measurement of thrust can be acquired thanks to a one degree-offreedom parallelogram mechanism that prevents any moment to be included in the measurement. That
mechanism is located at the top of the plane, whereas lateral movement is fixed in this experiment. For
the micro bench, the thrust was amplified because of the mechanism, but the torque were not. So in this
experiment, the load cell F1200 with a capacity of 2N has been changed to measure the thrust. And
because the micro bench is firstly designed as a whole system, the electric system was kept different
from test bench 1.
As mentioned above, calibrations are necessary before carrying out the experiments. So the micro
bench was calibrated at first as shown in Fig. 4. The results of calibration were fitted by two straight
lines, and relative fit errors of both thrust and torque are smaller than that of test bench 1 according to
the figures. Relative fit errors of thrust are below 2% when the thrust is greater than 1g, while relative
fit errors of torque are below 5% when the torque is greater than 40 g · mm.
Although the axial component measurement based on the parallelogram mechanism is adequate to
around 2N range, it proved to be less appropriate to nanorotor thrust order of magnitude, which is
around 0.2N.
2.3. Test bench 3 - Nano Bench version 1
Since the micro bench was firstly designed for motors and propellers that have higher thrust and torque
than those of NAVs, it failed to measure the torque with acceptable precision. It is assumed that the
friction in the micro bench mechanism brought about the increased measurement error. So a new test
bench was developed to maintain the micro bench’s merit but overcome the friction in the mechanism.
Based on this requirement, nano bench version 1 consisted of the same systems as test bench 1, except
a highly sensitive mechanism. To implement the separate measurement of coupled thrust and torque,
two sharp wedges were placed orthogonally in grooves located on different surfaces, allowing the
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(a)

(b)
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150
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Figure 4. Micro bench thrust calibration (a) and torque calibration (b).

mechanism to respond simultaneously and rapidly to the small changes of the measurement variables.
As shown in Fig. 5, the upper or lower wedge with the corresponding groove can only rotate in one
direction so that it can only transfer the thrust or torque to the corresponding sensor. Because these two
wedges are orthogonal, the thrust and the torque will not influence each other in theory. With this
mechanism, an amplification of about 6 times could be generated for thrust, while no amplification was
achieved for torque. Two thin soft metal lines are used to connect the mechanism and load cells to avoid
the generation of friction by the contact between the load cell and mechanism. In addition, the load cell
for measuring the thrust was changed to a beam load cell MEIRI F1200 with a capacity of 2N.

(a)

(b)

Q

T

Motor and rotor
Beam load cell
for torque

Mechanism
system

Beam load cell
for thrust

L
Upper wedge
Lower wedge
L1
F1

Figure 5. Nano bench version 1 configuration (a) and principle of the measurement (b).

Due to the nonlinearity of the load cell and the movement of the mechanism, two 2-order
polynomial functions were fitted for calibration results. The calibration results of thrust and torque and
corresponding fitted lines are shown in Fig. 6. Relative fit errors of thrust are below 0.5% when the
thrust is above 1g, while relative fitted errors of torque are below 3% when the toque is above 30 g·mm
according to analysis. Compared with the other two test benches, nano bench version 1 has higher
calibration precision.
2.4. Test bench 4 - Nano Bench version 2
Despite the fact that Nano bench version 1 shows a high sensitivity and a rapid response to the thrust
and torque, some problems have emerged. Very thin and soft wires were utilized along the vertical
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Figure 6. Nano bench version 1 thrust calibration (a) and torque calibration (b).

Wires passing through
the carbon tube
Micrometer screws

Figure 7. Nano bench version 2.

carbon tube outside of the test bench in order to not generate a force limiting the rotation of the
mechanism. However, thin wires augment the inner resistance of the electrical system. Therefore, wires
with a larger cross section were passed through the center of the carbon tube between the electrical
source and speed controller for nano bench version 2 as shown in Fig. 7. Thus, the inner resistance
could be reduced with little influence on the torque measurement. In this bench, the elasticity of the load
cells and metal wires allows the horizontal beam to transfer the applied forces and therefore deflect to
give a reading. Two directions of deflection are induced – thrust and torque – of which the deflection
in the thrust direction is larger due to amplification on the bench and that in the direction of the torque
is fairly small by virtue of the small magnitude of torque. Although the deflection induced by thrust
could be eliminated by the calibration and the deflection induced by torque is small, the experiment
must ensure the attitude of the horizontal beam was constant. Therefore, the length of the vertical beam
was shortened to reduce the amplification of the thrust and two micrometer screws were introduced to
adjust the attitude of the mechanism during experiments, as shown in Fig. 7.
Since nano bench version 1 relies on a fairly sensitive mechanism established on the orthogonality
of two wedges to separate the coupled thrust and torque, the fabrication of the test bench requires high
precision to prevent the interaction of the two variables. The fabrication error of the two wedges as well
as potential deviation between the direction of thrust and the axis of the horizontal beam had an effect
on the measurement, especially on the torque. So a calibration allowing for the interaction of the thrust
and torque was performed before the experiments. Figure 8a shows that relative fit errors of thrust are
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Figure 8. Nano bench version 2 thrust calibration (a) and torque calibration (b).

below 0.5% when the thrust is above 1 g. However, it is observed that the thrust has a strong influence
over the torque as shown in Fig. 9a. For instance, a thrust of about 23 g produced an extra torque of
about −50 g · mm. For the torque calibration, on the other hand, relative fit errors are below 8% when
the torque is greater than 50 g · mm and the influence of torque to thrust is less than −0.1 g, which
represents less than 1%, even when the torque exceeds 300 g·mm as illustrated in Fig. 8b and Fig. 9b.
Consequently, the interaction between thrust and torque cannot be neglected, especially for the
influence of thrust to torque. For this reason, the experimental results took this interaction into account
before performing calculations.
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Figure 9. Influence of thrust on torque (a) and influence of torque on thrust (b) during calibration.

2.5. Test bench 5 – Torque Sensor Bench
In the test bench experiments mentioned above, the torque remains a difficulty for measurement. A
possible explanation is that the friction of mechanism influences the torque greatly. In order to establish
the pure torque of the rotor, a static torque sensor DH153 by the SCAIME company with a capacity of
0.005N·m and an accuracy class of 0.2% was used to measure the torque. In addition, the load cell for
measuring the thrust was a beam load cell MEIRI F1200 with a capacity of 0.5N. As shown in Fig. 10,
the torque sensor has a length of 48 mm and a diameter of 45 mm, so an extended supporting beam
was installed to avoid the effect of the torque sensor to the rotor downstream. Additionally, a long
carbon tube was installed vertically from one end of the beam load cell to support the motor and rotor.
Thick wires were adopted to connect the electronic devices on the test bench, as the deformations of
the beam load cell and the movement of the torque sensor are small enough.
3www.scaime.com
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Figure 10. Torque sensor bench configuration (a) and principle of measurement (b).
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Figure 11. Torque sensor bench thrust calibration (a) and torque calibration (b).

The calibration was carried out before the experiments as shown in Fig. 11. Since the beam load cell
is directly connected to the motor, with no mechanical linkage between, the relative fit errors of beam
load cell are very small; they are below 0.5% when the force applied is above 1.5 g. The relative fit
errors of the torque sensor are below 2% when the torque applied is above 10 g · mm and below 0.5%
when the torque applied is above 30 g · mm.
2.6. Discussion
Test bench 1 is the first bench developed with the advantages of simplicity and amplification of torque.
Because of the short support beams, the flow downstream of the rotor is obviously disturbed by the
measuring mechanism and the ground. The micro bench was equipped with long support beams.
However, it is a test bench originally designed for wind tunnel tests of motors and propellers with
higher thrust and torque than those of NAVs. This measuring mechanism is therefore not sensitive to
small variations of measurement values, especially for torque. Consequently, a new test bench called
nano bench version 1 was developed with a highly sensitive mechanism and long support beams
specially for nano rotors. Nano bench version 1 maintains the micro bench’s merit but overcomes the
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friction in the mechanism. However, it is found that high inner resistance is introduced due to very
thin wires and the attitude of the balance is difficult to maintain. Therefore, modifications were
performed by passing thick wires through the vertical carbon tube and installing two micrometer
screws. Thus, nano test bench version 2 was developed which also took into account the interaction
between thrust and torque during the calibration. Nevertheless, the torque measurement is still a
challenge for those test benches. A test bench composed of a torque sensor and a load beam cell is then
designed in order to eliminate the friction of the measurement mechanism. Despite the fact that the
torque sensor bench has little influence on the measurement mechanism, the ability of this static torque
sensor to respond rapidly to the small changes of the measurement variables is still an open debate.
3. TEST PROCEDURE AND COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
3.1. Rotor and Motor Description
The brushless out-runner motor MICRO and carbon rotor MCF32254 from the company
MicroInvent were tested in the experiment as shown in Fig. 12. The mass of the MICRO motor is
about 2.40 g and the maximum thrust is declared to be 24 g. MCF3225 is a 81 mm × 63 mm propeller
weighing only 0.2 g.

Figure 12. Motor Micro and rotor MCF3225.

3.2. Data processing
The test benches were calibrated in the first step of experiments as presented above. After the
calibration, adjustments were implemented to balance the blade before experiments since most rotors
may not have a symmetric mass for both blades due to fabrication errors. Then the motor and rotor were
installed on the test bench for measurement and the preparation of experiments was ready. Since the
test benches above were developed successively, gradual improvements have been made by introducing
numerous modifications to the mechanisms and electrical systems. This also brought about distinctions
between the results tested by different benches. Comparisons were carried out with the experimental
results of the Micro motor and MCF3225 rotor at a voltage of 3.6 V for test bench 1, the micro bench,
nano bench version 1, and torque sensor bench and a voltage of 3.8 V for the nano bench version 2. At
a certain voltage, the rotational velocity could be adjusted by the controller with signals from the data
acquisition software. All the parameters were recorded by the DAQ and processed by MAX and
labview. To increase the precision of results, measurements were repeated ten times.
In this experiment, two principal sources of uncertainty are contained. One is the bias errors inherent
in the measurement devices with regard to offset and drift, and the other is the precision error. The
details to calculate the precision error are listed in the following part. For example, thrust measured was
recorded as Tm = {T1, T2 ,… ,T10} for a certain input PWM. If the mean and the standard deviation of T
4http://www.microinvent.com/mambo/index.php?option=content&task=view&id=26&Itemid=45
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2
2
2
are expressed as T m = E(Tm) and σ Tm = E (Tm ) − E (Tm ) respectively, the thrust with confidence can be
presented as
T = Tm ± t v ,P

σ Tm
10

.

(2)

For variables deduced by applying a linear function to directly-measured independent variables, the
mean value and standard deviation can be derived from measured values. For example, the thrust
coefficient is the function of thrust and rotational speed. Then the mean and the standard deviation of
thrust coefficient can be calculated from the following equations (It should be noted that the errors of
density and radius didn’t state in the equations because they are fairly small.)
CT =

2Tm
ρ A(Ω m R)2

(3)

12

σ CT

2
⎡⎛ ∂C ⎞ 2
⎤
⎛ ∂C ⎞
= ⎢⎜ T ⎟ σ T2m + ⎜ T ⎟ σ Ω2 m ⎥
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
∂Ω
⎣ ∂T
⎦

(4)

Consequently, the thrust coefficient with confidence is
CT = CT ± t v , P

σ CT
10

(5)

All of the results have a confidence of 95% in the experiments.
3.3 Computational Method
The thrust and torque of the MCF3225 propeller, originally designed for indoor horizontal flight, were
estimated as a reference to compare with experimental results. Since the propeller was fabricated for
commercial purposes, the distribution of chord, the pitch angle and the airfoil forms are unknown. In
addition, the propeller blade is made of a very thin carbon layer, making conventional measurement
techniques impossible. The chord and twist distributions were determined by PropellerScanner [23]
with images of the front and side view of the rotor. As the rotor blades are relatively thin, the airfoil
could be treated as a curve with thickness and the airfoil form obtained by imprinting a special
material with the blade cross-section. With the geometric parameters of the airfoil thus determined,
the aerodynamic performance could be calculated. The Reynolds number at which the rotor functions
is usually lower than 20,000 for this test, therefore laminar flow dominates in the boundary layer
where transition may be induced. Most computational fluid dynamics software packages have no
ability to simulate transitional flow, whereas XFOIL [24] has been found to be capable of capturing
the LSB at a low Re. Therefore, this 2-D airfoil analysis package was used to compute the airfoil’s
aerodynamic performance data, calculated at several ultra-low Reynolds numbers, which would be
achieved by altering the rotor’s rotational speed. XROTOR [25], a package for analyzing and
optimizing a full-scale 3-D propellers, was subsequently used with the rotor’s geometric information,
the airfoil’s aerodynamic parameters, and a very small forward flight speed to compute the rotor’s
performance characteristics. The potential solution of Goldstein is utilized in the calculation, which is
able to take tip boundary conditions and a finite hub into account. The rotational speed was increased
from 1,000 RPM to 9,000 RPM.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 13 presents the thrust coefficients at different Reynolds number for all test benches. The thrust
coefficients determined by test bench 1 were not regular, however; they match well with the results on
nano bench version 1 at Reynolds number from 6,000 to 12,000, whereas they approach the results on
the micro bench at Reynolds number from 14,000 to 18,000. The results on the micro bench coincide
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Figure 13. Thrust coefficient varying with the Re at 3/4 blade.

with those on the torque sensor bench at high-Re regime. Nevertheless, the results for the four test
benches vary slightly from each other. However, the nano test bench version 2 tested a higher thrust
coefficient than the other test benches, and differences of about 15% could be found between this and
version 1. Numerical calculations predict a lower thrust coefficient at Reynolds number lower than
8,000 and match well with the torque sensor bench. However, they match well with nano bench version
2 at Reynolds numbers above 12,000. In general, the thrust coefficients lie between 0.03 and 0.04
which wasn’t influenced much by Re according to experimental data. Also note that the discriminations
among the results tested by all test benches are less than 25% if the average value of thrust coefficient
is used as a reference.
Torque measurement is a difficulty for small rotors, especially when the nano rotor rotates at such
low speeds. Deters [12] overcame this issue by measuring rotors at very high speeds. Even with great
attention to the sensitivity of test benches, the five test benches measured the power coefficients with
enormous distinctions. In Fig. 14, the test results of power coefficients were presented at different
Reynolds number. The power coefficients tested by the torque sensor bench are between the results
tested by the nano bench and test bench 1. However, the results approach those of nano bench version
1, especially when the Reynolds number exceeds 14,000. Nano bench version 2 measured the highest
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Figure 14. Power coefficient varying with the Re at 3/4 blade.
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power coefficients as well, and its results approximate those of nano test bench version 1 at high Re.
The micro bench tested the lowest values, but its results match well with computational results from
XROTOR. Generally, a slight increase of power coefficient can be found for all results with the
increase of Reynolds number except nano bench version 2.
Although every test bench has been well calibrated, it can be found from the experimental results
above that the thrust coefficient varies from different test benches about 25%, while the power
coefficient varies by a factor of about two. And torque sensor bench has the smallest errors. Since the
calibrations of test benches were performed in a static condition, test bench can response to the
variations of loads rapidly. However, the loads generated by the rotor were dynamic ones which
were difficult to be detected by some test benches.
Figure 15 shows that the figure of merit varies from thrust coefficient. Generally, FMs are mainly
between 0.3 and 0.5. Test bench 1 and the micro bench measured higher FMs located between 0.4 and
0.5, while those measured by the nano bench version 1 and torque sensor bench are nearly identical –
close to 0.30. Nano bench version 2 obtained middle values among the test benches. Computational
results shows the highest FMs. Figure 16 shows the motor efficiency varies with current. Although
differences exist between the results tested by the three test benches, the motor efficiency rises sharply
with the increase of current for all and then begins to descend at a certain current. The peak value
measured by the torque sensor bench is about 0.63. The results on test bench 1 and nano bench version
1 match well with each other, and those on nano bench version 2 approach the results measured by the
torque sensor bench at low current.
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Torque sensor bench
Computational results
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Figure 15. FM vs. ratio of thrust coefficient.

Although, when compared with the other test benches, test bench 1 measured values between those
found on other benches, short support beams and friction in the mechanism impacted the measurement
precision by allowing vibration in the system at low rotational speeds. The micro test bench tested the
lowest values among the test benches by virtue of its complicated mechanism, which caused more
friction than other systems and reduced the measuring sensitivity. Despite the fact that nano bench
version 1 uses the same mechanism as version 2, the calibration methods and the measurement methods
differed greatly between experiments. Whereas nano test bench version 1 did not allow for this
possibility, the deformation of the load cell and metal lines in version 2 caused interaction between the
thrust and torque. Even taking this into account, uncertainties such as propeller asymmetry and
deviation of the motor from the centerline upon installation could have a large influence on the torque
measurement for these two versions due to the long lever arm of the main horizontal beam. It should
be pointed out that uneven measurements appear for nano bench version 2 which indicate that, although
it looks like the most sensitive test bench, sensitivity promotes bias effects. The logic behind the torque
sensor bench is to measure the static torque precisely by eliminating the influence of a measuring
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mechanism; this was difficult to achieve because the torque is a dynamic variable due to asymmetry of
the rotor and motor. Furthermore, the ability for this torque sensor to measure the dynamic variable has
not been verified. During the experiments, the torque sensor bench measured the highest FM. One
possible explanation is that the torque sensor tested a relatively high torque but adopted thick wires
whose inner resistance are lower than those used by the other bench. Calculation has underestimated
the thrust coefficient at low rotational speeds but overestimated it at high rotational speeds. Because of
the small thickness of rotor blades, conventional methods fail to measure the form of the blade
precisely. Therefore, an approximate method was adopted in this study, which might result in deviations
of the blade’s geometric form. On the other hand, XFOIL has been found to predict laminar separation
in advance at ultra low Reynolds numbers [7], and the prediction of profile drag is always a key
difficulty for computational software – particularly when the profile drag dominates, as is the case at
ultra-low Reynolds numbers. Consequently, the computational error accumulated, causing differences
between the experimental and computational results.
In addition, full-scaled helicopters reach figure of merit values of about 0.7 to 0.8 [26], though this
value declines sharply with decreasing Re number; the experimental results found here indicated the
figure of merit of the micro rotor is between 0.3 and 0.5. Even so, the counter-rotating MAV rotors from
the University of Maryland achieved a FM of about 0.55[1], while the diameter of the rotors was two
times that of the MCF3225. Since the nano rotors induce a strong rotational flow field, causing the
possibility of separation at the boundary layer, the aerodynamic performance of blades degrades
greatly.
Finally, the five test benches were used to measure the motor efficiency, which includes both motor
and speed controller efficiencies as a whole. The difficulty encountered in the torque measurement is
still present when evaluating the motor efficiency. For all five test benches, the motor efficiency
increases sharply with motor current as shown in Fig. 16; in the experiments, the maximum motor
efficiency as measured by the torque sensor is about 0.63, which is smaller than those of conventional
motors. One reason is that the small motors are fabricated with thin wires, which increase the inner
resistance accordingly, resulting in higher power consumption.
CONCLUSION
The hovering performance is an important factor to evaluate rotary-wing NAVs. This study contributes
to this goal by designing a test bench capable of measuring the thrust and torque of nano-rotors
simultaneously and responding to the change of variables rapidly with sufficient accuracy at low Re.
Six test benches – most of which are based on sensitive mechanisms – were designed successively.
Sensitive mechanisms were developed so that the torque and thrust were able to be tested simultaneously
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and quickly. Gradual improvements were introduced to improve the accuracy of the bench during
development. The test benches are equipped with a complete electronic system to measure hovering
performance. In order to compare the performance of the test benches, experiments were carried out
with the MICRO motor and MCF3225 rotor. Results show that the test benches could measure the
thrust with a difference of less than 25%. However, great differences were observed for the power
coefficients tested by each bench. The thrust coefficient is found to lie between 0.03 and 0.04, whereas
the power coefficients measured is from 0.006 to 0.0132. According to the experimental results, the
FMs of MCF3225 are between 0.3 and 0.5 and the maximum motor efficiency is between 0.37 and
0.63. Although great discriminations are detected among the FMs as well as motor efficiency, the
experimental results demonstrate the reduction of FM and the drop of motor efficiency with a reduction
in size. The rotor was also calculated with XFOIL and XROTOR at different rotational speeds, but the
computational results vary greatly from the experimental results, especially for the torque
measurements.
In conclusion, the current test benches can measure the thrust to reasonable precision. The resolution
to measure the torque is still undetermined for all test benches. Calculations are not able to predict the
hovering performance of a rotor precisely, but can provide a tendency. Furthermore, the experimental
results of FM and motor efficiency show that the performance of micro rotors and motors declines with
the reduction of size.
In light of this information, further modifications will be implemented in order to increase the
measurement stability of nano bench version 2. Accurate calibration will be carried out, and comparisons
made between the experimental and theoretical results to verify the performance of the various test
benches. Furthermore, the method to acquire geometric rotor profiles will be improved, and suitable
computational methods should be developed in future work.
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㏟㆟上㵸ஔ(NAV)ᠳᅦᄤ 7.5 cm Бڱȟᥦፒ䒩㢣 2 g Б̶ȟڣᰵᗘֈসѺ䕋ݹ

ڟ䩚䃹

上ふๆ上㵸Ὅᐻ⮰ẮᔡछᣓᬌϦ上㵸ஔ, ᭛ᬌϦ上㵸ஔ㈧㐋⮰䛹㺭㏰䘔ܲ, छ

㏟㆟上㵸ஔ

⠙⾰⾦䬠͙ᣎ≷ȟӒᄋȟᢚ͙㐓স䛶ᩪ䒩㢣, ڣᰵ䛹㺭⮰ۇηসℽ⩔Уը. ᱘᪳

โᒎ䃪䃍

䬼䔜β NAV ⮰䃪䃍㺭ⅮȟẮᔡⵀ⾢⮰ᰬ䔇ᆁ. सᬢᅝ䃪䃍͙ڟ䩚⤲䃦সឬᱛ䔇㵸β

㔨

䃰䔜, ͧ㺭ͦ: NAV โᒎ䔵᠕∁⮰ ;ܦᲭѺ䰣䄦⾦⅀ߔ߇႒ᱦ⤲ȟᲭѺ䰣䄦
̷㔨โᒎস㔨โᒎ≭౦➥ᒭ⮰ܲ; ᑿݹᲭѺ䰣䄦ⵀ⾢∁সⵀ⾢⣜⟢ȟᱼ
᫅ NAV 䃪䃍͙Ꮐ⩔ݹᮛࣶᓚᣔ䔇ឬᱛসᓚ⩡ၼឬᱛⵀ⾢䔇ᆁ⮰㐨䔜.

㔨
ᲭѺ䰣䄦⾦⅀ߔ߇႒
ᮦ㘩ᱼ᫅

ᬌϦ上㵸ஔ(UAV)᭛छ㜖ͧ上㵸ȟᥦፒ䒩㢣ᎢႸ

ڣѿ͵㻭㶔 1. ⩝ₐछ㻭, MAV ℀๓ಷᝄᱛ UAV

䶰Чߍ⮰倄ᮦ㘩স倄ูᱮ上㵸ᱦஔϦ . 䕆䓳᧹

ᅦᄤᄻ̬͖䛻㏓, 䉔䛻ᄻ 2 ͖䛻㏓Б̶. ᓚಷᬌϦ上

㏡छ倄Ꮢ࢝䮕ࡦഋڱ⣜上㵸 , ႸϦㆧ̹

㵸ஔÿÿő叽ᄍຳŒ[4], 㔨ᆁ 15.24 cm, 䊣上䉔䛻 80 g,

㘩㘈Ч⮰χЧߍ. UAV ⮰ⵀࣽ⊵ࣶ⾦⅀ߔ߇႒ȟ㏿

छ 1.8 km ะግ㝖 30 min. MAV ᅦᄤᄻ, 䉔䛻䒧, 䔮

Ჰȟᣓݢȟᣔ䔇ȟ䕆ԍȟᱼ᫅ȟݢ䕌ࣶᄨ㝖㑂䭋ふу

ऴࢁ҈ڡᝄ, छႸጮᐦぽ➕ȟჲ᳃ふⰚᴳโఠЧ

ๆ䶲ഋ. ᰬ䓽 20 Ꭰ, 䮻ⱬڱႵڔȟࣹᕼᝄεসℽη

ߍ. ♢㔸, ᓚಷᬌϦ上㵸ஔϹ̹㘩␍䋟ᬑ⯶්䪫⮰र

䶲ഋᄥ UAV 䰬Ⅾ⮰්ߌ, UAV ⮰䃪䃍সᏀ⩔㣣ᓃጔ

ۇη䶲ഋࣶℽη䶲ഋ⮰䰬Ⅾ.

๓ࣽᆁ, रߋ㘩ȟᅦᄤȟโᒎ̹स⮰ UAV Ꮐ䓼㔸
⩋, ๆ͖䶲ഋࣽᡑ䛹㺭҈⩔.

ጮ͙҈ᝄসӒᄋ⣜Џᝄε͙ ̹छ䖫 ٹ, 䦴
ᄥₐ⟢ۡ, 㒺䭞䘔ܦβڔѹȟ⿷ѿࡂসᬌ₧

๓ಷ UAV Ꮐ⩔䒯ᬕȟࣽᆁ⛋. ⊣⎪ᝄεࣶ

ࡦ⮰ᬌϦᱦ҈ᝄὍᐻ [5]: ⩝๓ಷ UAV 㣣ं᩸ᝄࡦ

䭫ჸↃᝄε͙, Ⴘ๓䛻ӒᄋসᩧܧЧߍ. Ⱔᄥκᰵ

⮰๓ࡦഋԍᖛ, MAV ᄥ᩸ጮ͙Ⱊᴳᐦぽ䔇̬ₑ

Ϧ上㵸ஔ, ᕧЧߍ䛻͙℀ҷ̶̹ࡳ. ຮ⤯ڔ厜

ѹᎢ䔇㵸โఠӒᄋ, ♢ऺ上㵸ᱦஔϦ䕆䓳䮼㩩

ᝄᱛ UAV, 㔨ᆁ 35 m, 䊣上䉔䛻(gross takeoff weight)

ᐻ, ⍃䔻ݜᐦぽ➕ڱᄥ᩸䔇㵸ๆѹӒᄋ, 䛶ᩪӒ

11 t, 㘩๋Ⴘ䭞ࡦโ᩸ᝄ౦Ӓᄋȟ䃲ݗসᩧⰚܧ

ᄋ䃪ำȟ⩆㜟ᓚಷ✲◤➕⩔κᱬჟ᩸Ϧ. 㺭䔇㵸

ᴳЧߍ

[1,2]

. 䓽ᎠᲑ, र⮰䭞䛹◥ᐬऽڱႵ

ᐦぽ➕ڱ䘔ⰚᴳӒᄋᝂᩧܧ, MAV ᅦᄤ๖๓ᝂ̹ڣ

ڔসࣹᕼᝄε̶䒘⼧, ጮসჲ᳃ふ̬χ̹छ䶰㻭

ำѺ䕋ȟᗘֈ上㵸㘩߇, ̹㘩䮼㩩⮰⍃䔻ݜᝫ䬠ȟネ

⮰ูᱮ⣛දͦͧ㺭ᝄ౦. ദκₐ⟢ۡ, ᓚಷ上㵸

䕿স≊⾠ふ⠙⾰⾦䬠͙ . 䔅ᅝ䰬㺭̬छБ㘈Чₐ

ஔ(MAV)Ắᔡ㷗ܦ, Ꭲ䓳ࣧ 10 Ꭰ͙㣣ᓃβᲭ๓

ㆧЧߍ⮰ᰠᄻಷ UAV. 㒺䭞䶰ⵀᅬ [6](DARPA)

ࣽᆁ. ڤಷ UAV 㔨ᆁ 1 m Б̶, 䊣上䉔䛻䊱䓳 5 kg[3].

κ 2006 Ꭰ̬ܦᅦᄤ 7.5 cm Бڱ, 䉔䛻 10 g ጒट,

㔸 MAV 㔨ᆁᄻκ 15.24 cm, 䊣上䉔䛻ϱ 100 g ጒट,

ڣำѺ䕋上㵸সᗘֈ㘩߇⮰ᄻಷ UAV, ⩔κន㵸⠙

㠝 ᪳ ᑁ ⩔ ᵨ ᐻ : Liu Z, Xu M, Jean-Marc Moschetta, et al. A review on conceptual design of nano air vehicles (in Chinese). Chinese Sci Bull (Chinese Ver), 2010,
55: 3257ÿ3268, doi: 10.1360/972010-469
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⾰⾦䬠Чߍ, Ꭲहͦ NAV, ڣѿ͵࣮㻭㶔 1.

ᣓݢ㈧㐋䃪䃍䯪Ꮢࡳ. じ̵, NAV 䃪䃍ᄥᣔ䔇㈧㐋

҈ͦ UAV ̬ѿࡂ҈ᝄ⮰ڟ䩚㏰䘔ܲ, NAV ⮰

সโᒎ䃪䃍ܦᰠ倄㺭Ⅾ. 䃪䃍⮰ NAV 㺭㘩 1 km

ⵀ⾢ڣᰵ䛹๓ᘻ͵, ͑ڢ㠇⮰䃪䃍㺭Ⅾসูᱮ⮰

โន㵸 20 min Б̶⮰Чߍ. NAV ᅦᄤۻᄻࣶ上㵸䕋

҈Тᄥ䃪䃍㔱ܦβጔ๓ᠽᝄ. NAV 䃪䃍⊵ࣶݜ

Ꮢ䭹Ѻᑁ䊣ڢ上㵸ᕓ㘩ᖢࡂ , 䃪䃍䛹䛻ࣴ䭼ݢβᣔ

ᲭѺ䰣䄦⾦⅀ߔ߇႒ȟᮦ㘩ᱼ᫅ȟᓚᣔ䔇ឬᱛȟᓚ

䔇㈧㐋䉔䛻, ఌₐ倄ᣔ䔇㈧㐋ᩴ⢳, фࡂ上㵸ஔโ

⩡ၼឬᱛȟᓚᣓݢឬᱛᄨ㝖ふ䄤ๆ䶲ഋ, ᭛̬͖ๆ

ᒎ᭛䲊፤ᓱ㺭⮰. 㐨̶ᝬ䔜, NAV 䃪䃍ႄ䄤ๆ䃪䃍

႒ϐูࣵᱮ㈧㐋䃪䃍. ᱘᪳㈧㐋䬼䔜 NAV ⮰䃪䃍

䯪䷄, 䘔ܲ MAV 䃪䃍⤲䃦স∁̹䔮⩔κ NAV 䃪

㺭Ⅾস䃪䃍͙रڟ䩚⤲䃦ࣶឬᱛ䔇ᆁ,  ܦNAV

䃍, 䰬㺭ࣽᆁ⮰ NAV 䃪䃍∁সڣ.

โᒎ䔵᠕∁, 䔇̬ₑᣎ䃔 NAV ⵀ⾢䃪䃍͙⮰ͧ㺭
ऽ.

ᐬᐬᆁ NAV Ắᔡⵀ⾢. ≇ٷ侘̭ژतܦദκ᳗
ᡕ1

ᴽၼโᒎ⮰ SAMARAI [7]. SAMARAI 䛳⩔ࢁᶔढ

MAV  ؞NAV ᣩᣎஃൠ [2,6]

㳦ᶔโᒎ, ᶔढ䪫Ꮢ 3.81 cm, ᅪ䘔Ⴕ㷱ⴎ䛻ࡂ႒

࣮

MAV

NAV

㏲㞮

ᅦᄤ/cm
䉔䛻/g
䌉⻧/km
倄䕋/m·s1
Ѻ䕋/m·s1
ᗘֈ㘩߇
上㵸ᬢ䬠/min
上㵸倄Ꮢ/m
䒩㢣/g
ᄨ㝖/m2

<15.24
~100
1  ݜ10

<7.5

ᰬ๓ᅦᄤ
䊣上䉔䛻
᧹㏡䌉⻧
䊱䓳 1 km
䊱䓳 60 s
ᗘֈ 60 s
ግ㝖ᬢ䬠
ᬌ͵
ं۟κЧߍ
ጚ

1

NAV ऺܦ, уๆ上㵸ஔ䃪䃍ژतࣶⵀᱦᲰ

d10
>1
5~10
0.5
᭛

15
ᬌ͵
ᬌ͵
60
<150
20
ᬌ͵

>20
ᬌ͵
2
MSRE<0.5

ᣔ䔇ஔ, ຮప 1(a). ݉ₑ䄁侸㶔ᬺ SAMARAI 上㵸䉔
䛻䓪 10 g, 上㵸䌉⻧䊱䓳 1 km. ࢁ㳦ᶔ䃪䃍⾭ⵠь
㐋 MAV 䃪䃍ᕉᘟ, ۻ䒧β㏿Ჰ䉔䛻, Ѳᄥᣓݢ㈧㐋
㺭Ⅾ䒯倄, ႄⴎ䛻ࡂ႒ᣔ䔇ஔ⛯☓ᣓݢふڟ䩚䬚
䷄. Draper ژत [8]ڝܦ䒠㳦ᶔ NAV, ຮప 1(b),
᠋䛳⩔叧Ⱝ⤲ࣽᬺ⮰ᓚಷࣽߔᱦ. 㦃ह UAV ژत
Aeroviroment [8]ܦЫ⩋㔨 NAV โᒎ, ຮప 1(c).
ᕧѿโᒎ̺㰮卋ⰤѨ, ⩔ݕᬲ㮗㔨ϓ⩋⅀ߔࡳ߇স
ᣔ߇, Бۻᄽ㔨䓼ߔูᱮᕓ. 䮐̶䔜䦴ᄥ NAV 
͵ᐬᆁ⮰䃪䃍โ, MAV ⵀ⾢㔱 NAV Ắᔡݹܦ

䃪䃍㺭Ⅾসⵀ⾢⣜⟢

䔇㵸βᅦᄤ NAV 䃪䃍㺭Ⅾ㠯ఠ⮰ڱᄻಷ UAV ⵀ

ᄥ℀㶔 1 ͙ MAV স NAV ᠳᴳ, छᬺ᭪ࣽ⣜ NAV
ᄥ࣋ᰵ⮰ UAV 䃪䃍⤲䃦স∁ܦβᰠ倄㺭Ⅾ.

⾢. ߌጊ๓႒ћܲݕٷᵍ⮰ⵀ⾢㔱䛳⩔ูᱮᱦᷜ㏿
Ჰ, ՋߕκᏀ⩡ᱼ᫅Ὅ᠋ᬲ㮗㔨䓼ߔ, 䃪䃍ܦᓚᱦ

じ̬, NAV 䃪䃍䰬ⷨおᲭѺ䰣䄦̷⾦⅀ߔ߇

ᷜ上㵸ᬲ㮗(MFI) [9], ຮప 1(d). MFI 㔨ᆁ 25 mm, छ

႒࣋⤲. NAV ᰬ๓ᅦᄤ㑕ᄻͦ MAV ⮰ 1/2, 上㵸䕋Ꮢ

䕆䓳㔨䓼ߔ㣣ᓃ 500 mN ࡳ߇. Wood [10]ⵀ̬ࣽ

᭪㦃̷䭹, Ϻ㔸ᑁ䊣 NAV 上㵸䰣䄦⮰ᕑޓ䭹Ѻ.

䛹 60 mg, 䪫 3 cm ⮰ᄻಷ㔨上㵸ஔ, छᏀ⩡ᱼ᫅

4

ⵀ⾢㶔ᬺ, 䰣䄦 1.5×10 Б̷ࡦഋ, ≭౦܌ͺͦ
4

依ߔ̷ϓ⩋ࡳ߇. ⣜ᰵᏀ⩡ᱼ᫅䰬㺭倄⩡ࢷ䒿̀ڑ

ڔᅮ≭, ̬ᬒ NAV ⮰䰣䄦̷䭹㜟 1.5×10 Б̷, 䓥

ऄᒎ䒯ᄻ, 㐅ₐ䶥ⵀ⾢⮰⣜ፒᲑ䃪䃍䯪䷄. ̶⊣ϐ

⩸ᅮܲ⻧ᅝᒴ䯪ڹ䭰ⱬ, Ϻ㔸䕌上㵸ஔߔ߇➥ᕓ

䕆๓႒䃪䃍ࣄܦ㆟㏓ࣸ㔨ᓚಷⰠࡳᱦ喏ᱦ䪫 18.8

⮰ᕑ䕋ᖢࡂ. ➥ݗ᭛ᑿ上㵸䰣䄦̷䭹ࠄ 10 Б̷ᬢ,

mm, 倄 4.6 mm, 䛹 0.11 g, 㔨Ⱐᒰ 14 mm[11]. ̶䔜

ᄲܦ⣜ᰠߌูᱮ⮰⾦⅀ߔ߇႒⣜䆍 . ⵀ⾢䔅χ≭ѿ

MAV ␍䋟 NAV ᅦᄤ䃪䃍㺭Ⅾ, Ѳ̹␍䋟 NAV 䒩㢣

⣜䆍ϓ⩋⮰ᱦ⤲, ᄥκ NAV ᕓ㘩⮰ࡳڣᰵ䛹๓ᘻ

䃪䃍㺭Ⅾ, ᅩネຮₐ, 䔅χᐬ݇ᕓ⮰ⵀ⾢ͦ NAV 䃪

͵, 㔸ь㐋⮰⾦⅀ߔ߇႒⤲䃦Ꭲ̹㘩㼏䛶䔅χ⣜䆍,

䃍Ӈβᠳᄨ.

ᩱ㔸ѳᕙⷨおᲭѺ䰣䄦̷⾦⅀ߔ߇႒࣋⤲. じθ,
NAV 䃪䃍ᄥᣓݢ㈧㐋স∁ܦβ䒯倄㺭Ⅾ. 䃪䃍

2

โᒎ䃪䃍ⵀ⾢

⮰ NAV 㺭㘩⠙⾰⾦䬠ڱѺ䕋⩆㜟ᗘֈ上㵸, Ꭲ

҈̬͖ͦẮᔡ, NAV ⮰ܦϱ 5 Ꭰᬢ䬠, र

上㵸䓳⼷͙ᥦፒᝂ䛶ᩪ䒩㢣 . ఌ᧹҈㔱̹छ䶰ⴑᑿ

䲎ⵀ⾢䘩ะκ݉ₑ䭢⃡, โᒎ䃪䃍㑦ᄽ࣮㔯䉰᫅. 䓳

⣛දԍᖛ, ᝬБ NAV Ꮐ䙹ำ倄冭᷾ᕓȟᔗ䕋ࣹᏀ

ࣧ 10 Ꭰ, MAV 㣣ᓃጔ๓ࣽᆁ, ⊸⣜ܦๆ䃪䃍โᒎ.

ᣓݢ㈧㐋Б䏞䖫᱖ⴑ䯈ⶹস࢝䮕 . 䒩㢣䛶ᩪ䓳⼷

ᕧѿ㔸㼬, छܲͦద㔨โᒎȟ䒘㔨โᒎস㔨โ

͙, 上㵸ஔ䉔ᓯȟ⅀ߔ͙ᓯᄲцϓ⩋⼧, ц䕌

ᒎ. ͙ڢద㔨โᒎ, ৃߚЎڤಷదࢁ㔨ጯᅬȟࣸ
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䃰 䔜

㔨 MAV, ̬㝘โᒎガࢁ, 上㵸䕋Ꮢᔗ, 上㵸ᩴ⢳倄.
㑦◥᭛⇍ᰵѺ上সᗘֈ㘩߇, 䕆፤䰬㺭ࣽᄰ㷱㒚. ๓
䛻 MAV 䛳⩔βద㔨䃪䃍ᐻ, ϱ䃪䃍㏲㞮̶ᰵ
ᝬ̹स. ő叽ᄍຳŒMAV ᭛ద㔨โᒎ⮰ڤಷЏ㶔, 
ᅦᄤȟ上㵸䕋Ꮢসछ䲌ᕓ̶䘩␍䋟ᝂ㔱ᣑ䓽ᓚಷᬌϦ
ஔᠳᴳ, Ѳڢᰬ๓ግ㝖ᬢ䬠ϱᰵ 30 min, 䔈ᄻκ㺭Ⅾ
⮰ 60 min. 䒘㔨上㵸ஔڣᰵ㞛ຩ⮰ᗘֈᕓ㘩, ಮⰠ
䊣䭹㘩߇, 㑦◥᭛㏿Ჰูᱮ, 上㵸䕋Ꮢ䒯Ѻ. 侘䛸ڜ
๓႒[12]ⵀ ⮰ݢMICOR ڝ䒠㳦ᶔ MAV Ⱐᒰ 22.4 cm,
䊣上䉔䛻 135 g, छᥦፒ 25 g 䒩㢣, ግ㝖ᬢ䬠ϱ 20
min. 㔨上㵸ஔڣᰵ㞛ຩ᧹㏡ᕓ㘩, ᔗ䕋ݹ上/ᗘֈ
ᕓ㘩, 䔮κі㷱, ន㵸䮼㩩Чߍ, Ѳ᭛ႄูᱮ⾦⅀
ߔ߇႒স䓼ߔ႒䬚䷄. MICROBAT[13] ᭛じ̬Џᓚಷ
㔨上㵸ஔ, 㔨ᆁ 15.24 cm, 䉔䛻 10.5 g, ግ㝖ᬢ䬠
ϱ 5 min. Ϻ̶䔜ܲछ㻭喏ๆ MAV ̹㘩␍䋟䃪
䃍㺭Ⅾ, ᅐڢᣔ䔇ᩴ⢳Ѻ, 䕌ግ㝖ᬢ䬠̹䋟. ద
㔨โᒎস䒘㔨โᒎ๓䘔࣮ܲ⚓℀ڔҷὍಷ䃪䃍 ,
᠑ᰵႸำ⮰䃪䃍⤲䃦স∁, ӫκⵀݢ. 㔨โᒎ⣜
⇍ᰵ℀ڔҷὍಷӇ࣮㔯. ⩋➕႒ტͦ㔨โᒎⵀ⾢
҈ܦ䛹๓䉍⡚喏Ϻ 20 ͂㏖ 60 ᎠЏ䊣, ᅝᐬ๓䛻ⵀ
⾢ᬲ㮗স卋ㆧ⮰上㵸ᱦݢ. Ellington [14~19]ᕧ㏿ݹϦ
ⵀ⾢㏿স㜖ጝⵀ⾢҈⮰ദ̶ , ᐦ⿷β㔨上
㵸䓼ߔ႒ὍಷᎢᣎ䃔β㔨上㵸⾦⅀ߔ߇႒∁ .
㔨䓼ߔ႒⤲䃦ȟ⾦⅀ߔ߇႒⤲䃦ȟᣓ⤲ݢ䃦সݢ䕌
ឬᱛふᰵᒱ䔇̬ₑႸર. 㔨โᒎ㮩♢㑦ᄽ࣮㔯, 䃪
䃍⤲䃦ᅆ̹⛋, ݢ䕌ูᱮᏒ倄喏Ѳ᭛⩝κႯڣᰵу
ๆф߫, Ӊ♢ःݜᎫ๓ⵀ⾢㔱স⼷Ϧ䱾ⱼ. NAV
䃪䃍㺭Ⅾ᠑ᰵ㞛ຩ⮰Ѻ䕋上㵸ࣶᗘֈᕓ㘩, ̶䔜 3 
โᒎ͙, ద㔨仂ٴ㷗ᢾ䮐 NAV Յ䔵โᒎͷโ.
䒘㔨โᒎ̺㔨โᒎरڣᰵф㑦◥ , と㐋䗏
̬โᒎᰠ䔮κ NAV, ᄲц䲎ᄥ㑦ᄽⰤ܌ڟҁ࣮
স䓼ߔ࣮⮰䯪䷄, ҫ䬚䷄䯪Бڣѿࡂ. ຮҁ۟䔮
ऴ⮰ NAV โᒎ᭛ NAV 䃪䃍ڟ䩚䬚䷄ͷ̬.
ܡ1

ദκБ̶ܲ, ᱘᪳ܦា NAV ⣜⮰छ㵸ᕓঞ

NAV ᣩᣎߋ

(a) SAMARAI ࢁ㳦ᶔ
(c) Aeroviroment 㔨

[7]

โᒎ ; (b) DRAPER स䒠㔨

[8]

;

㘩䛻ᩴ⢳҈ͦͧ㺭ᴳ۲ᄥ NAV โᒎ䔵᠕ᐬᆁⵀ⾢.

โᒎ [8]; (d) MFI ᱦᷜᬲ㮗 [9]

2.1
㔨ጯᅬসᴀᕓ㔨ふ. 䒘㔨โᒎ࠱ॗ፤㻰ጯᅬȟڝ䒠

卋ㆧসᬲ㮗⮰ᅦᄤᣑ䓽 MAV, ᩱ㔸ᐬᆁ㔨⩋

㳦ᶔጯᅬȟๆ㳦ᶔጯᅬȟࢁᶔढጯᅬস⋍ᝳጯᅬ

➕⮰ⵀ⾢ᰵߕκ MAV 䃪䃍. ᰬ䓽܌Ꭰ͙, ๓䛻

ふ. 㔨โᒎ࠱ॗᬲ㮗㔨โᒎȟ㲅㲌㔨โᒎȟ卋㔨โ

㔨⩋➕⮰ⵀ⾢ᆁᐬ, Ꭲᓃܦ䄤ๆ䛹㺭⤲䃦স∁. ڢ

ᒎসࣸ㔨โᒎふ. ̬͙ڢχ䃪䃍ͦๆโᒎ㏰ऴ, ₐ

͙̬͖䛹㺭⤲䃦᭛܌ҁⰤѨᕓ . ܌ҁⰤѨᕓ䃭卋

ะ̹ڹ䊄䔜. โᒎ䘩ᰵڢर㜖ф㑦◥. ь㐋ద

ㆧসᬲ㮗ᅦᄤȟ䉔䛻ࣶ上㵸䕋Ꮢস㔨䶽⢳ͷ䬠ႄ
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̬ܩڟ㈧, ̹सⵀ⾢㐅㏿ܦ䃦ጚݗᬺ᭪. Shyy
ふϦ

[20]

㶔䮐㰮卋โ卋ㆧ㔨ᆁ B স䉔䛻 m ⮰ڟ㈧ͦ
0.39

B 1.17m
ᄥκ㰮卋, ڟ㈧ᐻͦ

.

(1)

♢㔸 Liu

㳦ᶔⰠᒰ๓ᄻ, ຮ㶔 2 ᝬ. ᣔᄨ⮰ܦᓚಷద㔨
স䒘㔨โᒎᅦᄤᣑ䓽 MAV ͵ᅦᄤ, 㔸ᓚಷ㔨
โᒎᝬ䰬ᅦᄤ㏒ͦ MAV ͵ᅦᄤ 4 Թ. ᣔᄨ㏟⮰ܦ

0.53

[21]

⮰ᰬ๓䉔䛻㺭Ⅾ, छБᓃ̹ݜसโᒎᝬ䰬㔨ᆁᝂ

(2)
B 2.24m .
ᕧ㏿๓䛻卋ㆧ⮰㔨ᆁস䉔䛻ऺᓃݜຮ̷

ڟ㈧ᐻ:

㆟䒘㔨โᒎᅦᄤϱͦ NAV ͵ᅦᄤ 1/2, ᣔᄨ⮰ܦ
㔨上㵸ஔโᒎᅦᄤͦ͵ᅦᄤ 1.5 Թ. ⩝ₐछ㻭,
Ⱔस䃪䃍䉔䛻̷, 㔨โᒎᝬ䰬ᅦᄤᄻκ㔨โᒎ

1/3

(3)
B 1.08m .
Raney [22]䃐ͦ㰮卋⮰㔨ᆁᏀস䉔䛻⮰ 2/3 ⁍℀:

ᅦᄤ. सᬢ℀䒯ᐻ(1)̺(7)छⴑ, ᓚಷ㔨上㵸ஔ䒯

(4)
B 2.07m2/3 .
[1]
ᰵ႒ტ ܌⩔ݕҁⰤѨ⤲䃦ⵀ⾢β๓ಷϦ䕌上㵸

㵸ஔ䃪䃍সݢ䕌ឬᱛⰤᄥκ㜖♢⩋➕䔄ᰵ䒯๓ጚ䌉.

ஔࣶ MAV, ࣽ⣜ႯИͷ䬠ႄ̬㖀㈧. ⩝ₐᣔ,

䃪䃍࣮ᓃ⮰ݜ, ᩱ㏿䃦ᰵ̬ᅬ䭼ᕓ.

㰮卋䰬㺭ᰠ๓㔨ᆁᩛᠭⰤस䊣上䛹䛻 , ఌₐ㔨上
Ѳ᭛, ̶䔜⼷᭛ᵥᢚ๓䛻⣜ᰵᓚಷসᄻಷ UAV ⮰

NAV Ꮐ̺ᅦᄤ๓ᄻⰤ䓽⮰ MAV ͷ䬠ڣᰵㆧѨⰤѨ
ᡕ2

⤲䃦࢟ⰤѨڟ㈧ᐻ. ܲ⣜ᰵ MAV, ᬎछБ㣣ᓃⰤ
Ѩڟ㈧ᐻ, ࣴछБࣹᭌᑿ⩋ݹϓস䃪䃍Ⅰ. ᱘᪳
ܲᑾ㏟⣜ᰵ MAV সᄻಷᬌϦ上㵸ஔ(Mini UAV)

[23]

䃪䃍࣮ദ̶, 䛳⩔܌ҁⰤѨ∁ᣔᄨ ܦNAV ࣮.
ప 2 㐅 ܦMAV/ᓚಷ UAV 㔨ᆁᝂ㔱㳦ᶔⰠᒰ̺䛹
䛻ͷ䬠⮰ڟ㈧, 䕆䓳᠋ऴᓃݜᅦᄤস䉔䛻ܩڟ㈧

ፂߋଘ᳡Ⴇਏ࣪࣌ሞ࣍

上㵸ஔㆧಷ

MAV

NAV

͵䉔䛻/g
͵ᰬ๓㔨ᆁ/cm
ద㔨/cm
䒘㔨/cm
㔨/cm

100
15.24
17.95
15.10
71.47

10
7.50
×
3.37
12.01

ᐻ. ద㔨上㵸ஔ㔨ᆁ B স䉔䛻 m ܩڟ㈧ᐻͦ
(5)
B 0.87m0.69 .
䒘㔨上㵸ஔ㳦ᶔⰠᒰ D স䉔䛻 m ܩڟ㈧ᐻͦ

D 0.68m0.65 .
㔨上㵸ஔ㔨ᆁ B স䉔䛻 m ܩڟ㈧ᐻͦ

(6)

(7)
B 3.22m0.65 .
̶䔜 3 ͖ܩڟ㈧ᐻ㶔ᬺ MAV ᅦᄤ㏒স m2/3 
℀, Ѳ᭛ 3 โᒎ℀݃㈧ႄ䒯๓ጚݗ, 㐅䉔
䛻̷, 䒘㔨โᒎ㺭Ⅾᰬᄻ➥ᒭᅦᄤ. ᠋ऴ㔨上㵸
ஔڟ㈧ᐻস Raney[22]⮰㏿䃦㈧̶ႄጚݗ. ᵥ
ᢚ̶䔜 3 ͖⼷, Ꭲ㏿ऴ㶔 1 ͙ᄥ MAV স NAV 㻰

2.2

ߔ䛻⤲䃦㏿ऴ侸ᵍ∁
⣜ᰵ MAV ⵀ⾢㶔ᬺ, ๓䘔ܲ MAV ̹㘩␍䋟㐅

ግ㝖ᬢ䬠㺭Ⅾ, ᵥ᱘࣋ఌκ㘩䛻ᩴ⢳Ѻ̷, ᩱ
倄㘩䛻ᩴ⢳᭛ᄻಷ UAV 䃪䃍䯪◥ͷ̬. NAV ន㵸Ч
ߍᬢБᗘֈ上㵸ᐻͦͧ , ఌₐᗘֈ㘩䛻ᩴ⢳⮰倄
Ѻ᭛ᒝ৹ NAV โᒎ䔵᠕⮰䛹◥ఌ㉌. 䕆䓳ᄥ℀䒘
㔨স㔨͐โᒎᗘֈ㘩䛻ᩴ⢳, ᓃ ݜ2 โᒎфߏ
ᕓ,  NAV โᒎ. Wood ふ [24]স Lasek ふ [25]⩔ݕь
㐋℀ڔҷ(Full-scaled)Ὅಷ⼷䃍ッద㔨ȟ䒘㔨
স㔨โᒎ上㵸͙⊴㕃⮰㘩䛻. ㏿䃦㶔ᬺ喏䛳⩔
㔨ᝂ䒘㔨Ӊ䊂κЧߍТসโ⩸䷺䕋. NAV ⮰上
㵸䰣䄦䔈ᄻκ℀ڔҷὍಷ , ఌₐᏀ⩔℀ڔҷὍಷ
⼷κᄻಷ上㵸ஔ᭛̹⮰ . ᱘᪳⤲ܦ䃦⼷
㏿ऴ侸Ԛఌၼ∁䃍ッ NAV ᗘֈ㘩䛻ߋ⢳.
䒘㔨上㵸ஔఌ⾦⅀ߔ߇ᢋ㘩䛻 P ࠱ॗ Pi, P0,
Pp, Pc স PTR π͖㏰䘔ܲ,  ͙ڢPi ᭛⅀≭䕆䓳㳦
ᶔߌ䕋㔸⊴㕃⮰㘩䛻. P0 ᭛㳦ᶔٷ⅀≭叻ᕓ㔸ᢋ
⮰㘩䛻. Pp ᭛ᱦ䏗ࣶᶔ䒠ᝬᑁ䊣⮰㇄ᕓ߇ܳޖᩴᏀ
সࢷጚ䭧߇㔸ᢋ⮰㘩䛻. Pc ᭛❘ࡳᝬ䰬㘩䛻. PTR ᭛
ᅪ䘔㳦ᶔᝬ䰬㘩䛻. ᱘ⵀ⾢ϱ㔯㭽ᗘֈᝬ䰬㘩䛻,
ᔩ⪑ Pc ࣶ PTR. ᵥᢚߔ䛻⤲䃦, ㏿ऴ NAV 上㵸➥◥,

 ܡ2 ࣗݟ/ਥ ݟUAV ᔨࣽଅᠫ౿ඒቇ̶᭝᭟Ҟᑂ
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P0, Pi স Pp[26]छ㶔ͦ

䃰 䔜

T3 2

N

Pi

N Pideal ,

2U A

(8)

V Cd §

5 ·
1  4 P  P 4 ¸  N Pideal ,
(9)
¨
8 ©
8 ¹
1
Pp
UVf3 Sref CD f ,
(10)
2
Df
ₐะ,
(11)
CD f
,
1
UVf2 Sref
2
 ͙ڢNͦ䄝ᄨఌၼ, T ͦ㔨ᣔ߇, Uͦ≭ѿჲᏒ ͦ
P0

U A( : R ) 3

0

㔨Ⰴ䲎⼛ :ͦ㔨䒘䕋Ꮢ Vͦ㔨ᑦᏒ Cd0
ͦᶔढಷ䭧㈧, Pͦݹ䔇℀ V ͦᲑ≭䕋Ꮢ S ref ͦ
࣮㔯䲎⼛, Df ͦ䭰ߌ䭧߇㈧.
ᗘֈ⟢ᔭ̷, 上㵸ஔݹ上䕋Ꮢͦ䰢, ఌₐ Pp ͦ
䰢. ⩝ₐछᓃᗘֈ㔨上㵸ஔ⾦⅀ߔ߇ᢋ㕃㘩䛻ͦ
P

N

T

23

2U A

 UA :R

3

V Cd
8

0

.

Ae ͦ㔨䓼ߔ͙ 2 ❳㔨ᣌ䓳䲎⼛, S ͦ㔨䲎⼛, Gͦ㔨
ಷ䭧㈧, R ࡶ㔨ᆁ䪫.
㔨㘩䛻䃍ッㆧѨκ䒘㔨 , 㑦ᄽⰤڟ䓼ߔ࣮
ࣶ܌ҁ࣮. ఌₐ䰬㺭Ꮐ⩔侸࣮. Akira [27] 
侸ܲ卋ㆧ上㵸㶔ᬺ, P0 ㏒ͦ⤲ᘟ䄝ᄨ㘩䛻 Pideal ⮰
1/2, 㔸̀㔨ᣌ䓳⮰䲎⼛㏒ͦБ㔨ᆁͦⰠᒰల䲎⼛⮰
2/3. ఌₐ㔨ᗘֈߋ⢳ͦ
P

2.60 u

W3 2

Uʌ b2

.

(17)

ճ NAV 䃪䃍䉔䛻ͦ 10 g, 㔨ᆁ䪫Ꮢ㳦ᶔ
Ⱐᒰͦ 7.5 cm, ݅⩝⼷(13)স(17), छᓃ㔨โᒎᝬ
䰬ߋ⢳ͦ 0.59 W, 㔸㔨โᒎᝬ䰬⮰ߋ⢳ͦ 0.54 W.
छ㻭, 㔨โᒎᗘֈ㘩䛻ᩴ⢳̶㺭фκ㔨โᒎ.

2.3

∁ܲ
Ϻ̶䔜ܲछ㻭, 2 ∁ᝬᓃⵀ⾢㏿䃦ᰵᝬጚ

(12)

ᐮ, ͧ㺭ఌͦ⣜ᰵ上㵸ஔ䃪䃍࣮ࣹᏀ⮰᭛ᑿݹ上

๓ಷⰠࡳᱦ⮰䄝ᄨఌၼ N̬㝘Ϸκ 1.15 স 1.25

㵸ஔ䃪䃍সݢ䕌Ⅰ, 㔨上㵸ஔ䛳⩔⣜ᰵ⛋⤲

ͷ䬠. 㔸 NAV ⮰ NըⰤᄥ䒯๓, 侸᭪ڢը 1.7

䃦স䃪䃍ڣ, 㔸㔨上㵸ஔ⩝κ䃪䃍⤲䃦স∁

䭰䓽. 䃍ッ P0 ᬢ, 䰬㺭㳦ᶔⰤ܌ڟҁ࣮ࣶ䓼

᱖⛋, ⩔ݕദκ⣜ᰵ上㵸ஔ࣮⮰܌ҁⰤѨᕓ⤲

ߔ࣮, 㔸̬㝘⮰℀䒯͙㑦ᄽ䔅χ࣮ , ఌₐ P0

䃦ܲ NAV 䃪䃍, ᓃܦ㔨上㵸ஔᕓ㘩Ѻκ㔨上

̹㘩䕆䓳Ⱔ࣮ڟ㣣ᓃ. ♢㔸 P0 छБ䕆䓳 Pideal 䓽Ѩ

㵸ஔᕓ㘩⮰㏿䃦. Ѳ᭛, ߔ䛻⤲䃦㏿ऴ侸ᵍ∁

ᓃݜ. ᓚಷ㔨上㵸ஔ侸㶔ᬺ, P0 ㏒ͦ Pideal ⮰ 0.3

͙㔨㘩䛻䃍ッ᭛ᵥᢚ卋ㆧ上㵸侸࣮㣣ᓃ , ఌ

Թ [26]. 㜟ₐ, ߔ䛻⤲䃦㏿ऴ侸Ԛఌၼछᓃ㏟㆟

ₐ䕌㣣ᓃ㏿䃦ႄጚᐮ.

㔨上㵸ஔᗘֈߋ⢳ͦ
Pn

2.83

͐∁̬ͦ㝘℀䒯, 㑦ᄽ㔨স㔨ڣѿ܌
W

32

Uʌ D

2

,

(13)

 ͙ڢD ͦ㔨上㵸ஔ㳦ᶔⰠᒰ, W ͦ上㵸ஔ䛹䛻.

ҁ࣮喏ຮ䦴ᄥڣѿ䃪䃍, छ䕆䓳фࡂ∁℀䒯 2 โ
ᒎфߏᕓ. ຮՋߕκࡳ߇㏫⤲䃦㏿ऴ⋍ᵍ∁ [28,29]
䃪䃍фࡂᰬᄻ䄝ᄨᢋ㳦ᶔ, 䛳⩔ढ㉌∁䃍ッ㔨

⣜ᰵ㔨上㵸ஔᝂ䛳⩔ࢁᄥ㔨ߌ፤㻰㝡䲎ᣓݢ㈧

ᝬ䰬㘩䛻. Ꭻ๓侸㻮ᄋসᕧ㏿ദ̶, ᵥᢚ卋ㆧᝂ

㐋, ᝂ䛳⩔ࣸᄥ㔨, 䕆䓳ࣸ㔨ᐬऴ䓼ߔϓ⩋ࡳ߇সᣔ

ᬲ㮗上㵸➥◥, 䃪䃍㔨โᒎ, 䛳⩔䃍ッ≭ѿ߇႒∁

߇. Akira

[27]

㔯㭽䲊፤ᩴᏀദ̶ܲ卋ㆧ上㵸➥

◥ऺ, 䛳⩔ߔ䛻⤲䃦ᐦ⿷㔨ᗘֈᝬ䰬㘩䛻⼷ͦ
(14)
P Pideal  P0 ,
Pideal

P0

T3 2
2 U Ae

,

1
§ 8 ·
UVt 2 SG ¨ ¸ V 3 ,
2
© 3ʌ ¹

Vt R\ 1Z ,
°
1
3
°
® ͙ڢ
1 ³ 0 (c R )x dx
.
°V 3 2 1
((
c
R
)d
x
)
°
³0
¯

(15)

ᓃݜ㔨䓼ߔᝬ䰬㘩䛻. Ϻ㔸℀䒯͐โᒎфߏᕓ.
NAV โ ᒎ 䔵 ᠕ Ϲ 䰬 㔯 㭽 ڢЂ Ⱔ  ڟఌ ㉌ . ⣜ ᰵ
MAV ጞڣำ䒯ຩ上㵸ᕓ㘩, Ѳ䕆፤̹㘩㘈ЧูᱮЧ
ߍ, छ䲌ᕓ䒯Ѻ, ఌₐ NAV โᒎ䔵᠕䰬㔯㭽㘩॒Ꮐ
⩔⣜ᰵ⛋䃪䃍⤲䃦ࣶ䃪䃍∁. ⁍ڢ, NAV 䰬㺭
⠙⾰⾦䬠ڱ上㵸, โᒎ䔵᠕䃪䃍䰬㔯㭽᭛॒ڣᰵ㞛

(16)

ຩ᧹㏡ᕓ. ᰬऺ, NAV โᒎ䔵᠕䔄䰬㔯㭽і㷱ᕓ㘩স
ผᕓ㘩.

3

ᲭѺ䰣䄦⾦⅀ߔ߇႒
NAV 上㵸䰣䄦䕆፤ 1.5×10 4 Б̷⮰ᲭѺ䰣

䄦ࡦഋ, ≭ѿ≭ߔ➥ᕓцࣽ⩋᭪㦃ऄࡂ. ⵀ⾢ₐ䰣
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䄦̷⮰⾦⅀ߔ߇႒ᱦ⤲স≭ѿ⣜䆍, ᄥ NAV 䃪䃍

䕆፤ᰵ 3 ≭ѿ⣜䆍ࣽ⩋, じ̬ͦᅮ≭䓥⩸ᅮ㜖♢

ڣᰵ䛹๓ᘻ͵. ᱘᪳ᄲ㈧㐋䬼䔜ᲭѺ䰣䄦̷≭ѿ

䒘ᝪͦ⍹≭䓥⩸ᅮ. じθͦ䓥⩸ᅮ㔨ಷ̶㶔䲎

➥ᒭস⾦⅀ߔ߇႒⣜䆍БࣶႯИᄥ⾦⅀ߔ߇⮰ᒝ৹,

ѹ㒚ࣽ⩋ܲ⻧. 䓥⩸ᅮࣽ⩋ܲ⻧ऺ, 㔨ಷࡳ߇̷䭹

⌝ܲڑ㔨স㔨≭ߔ➥◥ , 侸ⵀ⾢㔨ᗘֈ

䭧߇්ߌ. โ䘔ࢷ߇ᷛᏒȟ⍕Ꮢȟ㶔䲎㇃㈅Ꮢࣶโ

ᕓ㘩, 䄒ᅩ㐨䔜ᲭѺ䰣䄦⾦⅀ߔ߇႒ⵀ⾢⮰侸

䘔វ̷, ᅮ≭ܦ⣜䒘ᝪ. ⩝κ⍹≭㘩䛻䒯倄, 䓥⩸

সը∁.

ᅮ䛹䭰ⱬݜ㔨ಷ㶔䲎, ᒎ LSB. じ̵ͦᅮ≭䓥

ᲭѺ䰣䄦⾦⅀ߔ߇႒̬㝘͵ͦ䰣䄦

⩸ᅮ㔨ಷ㶔䲎ࣽ⩋ܲ⻧ऺ᱖ࣽ⩋䒘ᝪ , 㔸᭛ᠭ㐙

4

. ᲭѺ䰣䄦̷, ⾦⅀≭ߔ➥ᕓ

ܲ⻧, 㜟᪠͖䓥⩸ᅮႸ⻧ܲڔ. じ̬⣜䆍ఌ⍹≭䓥

ࣽ⩋ᒴ๓ऄࡂ, ܦ⣜ᬺ᭪Ѻ䕋ᩴᏀ, ͧ㺭㶔⣜ͦ喝䮻

⩸ᅮ㘩䛻䒯๓, ̬⼷Ꮢ̶ᄲۻᄻ䔲ࢷᷛᏒ, ͦᰬ

䰣䄦ۻᄻ, ᅮ≭Ѻ䭧߇ᄨ㜠䓥⩸ᅮ䔲ࢷᷛᏒܦ⣜,

ຩ⟢ۡ. じθ⣜䆍ఌᅮ≭ܲ⻧∍⮰ᒎ, ̬⼷

ᰵ䭼㠯ఠܦڱ⣜≭ѿܲ⻧, ࢟ᅮ≭ܲ⻧∍(LSB)⮰

Ꮢ̶㘩๋ᖎู㔨ಷ⾦⅀ߔ߇႒ᕓ㘩. Ѳ᭛ LSB ःݜ

ϓ⩋; ⩝κ䓥⩸ᅮ̹⽟ᕓ, ᄨ㜠⍹≭䒘ᝪ, ܦ⣜㜖

रఌ㉌ᒝ৹, ᑁ䊣⾦⅀ߔ߇̹ᕓ, ຮప 3(b)ᝬ

⩝≭វߔস㶔䲎Тᒝ৹; सᬢ̵㐠ᩴᏀ්๓, ܦ⣜

. Ⱔस䰣䄦̷, Ⱔस㔨ಷ̹स䷺≊͙㣣ᓃ㏿

䲊㏫ᕓࡳ䭧➥ᕓ; 䓥⩸ᅮ⟢ᔭܦ⣜ܲࣵ, ࢟ҫᄥ⼜

̹स. ࣋ఌκᲭѺ䰣䄦̷ LSB 㔨ಷ㶔䲎Ბ

Т̷, цᄨ㜠䲊ਜ਼̬স̹ᄥ⼜≭౦㼏. LSB ͦѺ

ఊ⼧ߔࣶᅦᄤ̹ऄࡂ, ᑁ䊣ูᱮ䲊㏫ᕓ≭ѿ⣜䆍.

2×10 Б̷⮰≭ߔ

[31]

5

䕋⾦⅀ߔ߇႒䛹㺭⣜䆍. ᑿ䰣䄦Ѻκ 10 ᬢ, LSB

ҫ上㵸ஔ⅀ߔᕓ㘩ܦ⣜ᰠๆ̹ᕓ . じ̵⣜䆍

⣜䆍ܦ⣜. LSB ᭛ᅮ≭ܲ⻧ऺ➕䲎ऒ̬ะ䒘ᝪᎢڹ

ͦᰬ͑䛹ᗱۡ. ڔᅮ≭ܲ⻧ᄨ㜠㔨ಷܦ⣜䕋⣜䆍,

䭰ⱬᝬᒎ, ຮప 3(a)ᝬ. Бθ㐠㔨ಷͦҷ, 䰢

⅀ߔᕓ㘩ᕑޓᖢࡂ.

ᩧ㻾̷, 㔨ಷ䓥⩸ᅮ䭰ⱬ㔨ಷ㶔䲎 . 䮻ᩧ㻾්๓,

⣜ᰵ䒘㔨上㵸ஔ፤⩔ݕь㐋㳦ᶔ , Ӊ䊂κ
⽟ᔭ⾦⅀ߔ߇႒⤲䃦ϓ⩋ࡳ߇সᣔ߇ . ᓚಷ㳦ᶔ
ⵀ⾢ [32]㶔ᬺ㔨ᅂ䰣䄦ͦ 3.0×10 4 ᬢ, ᰬ๓㳦ᶔ
ࡳ䭧℀䭹Ѻ㜟 4~10, Ꭲ̀ಷ䭧䭧߇͙ᝬࢌ℀ҷ㺭
℀ڔᅦᄤ㳦ᶔᝬࢌ℀ҷ๓. 侸㶔ᬺ, ᶔढ㶔䲎≭
ѿܦ⣜๓㠯ఠܲ⻧, ϱᰵᄻ䘔ܲܦ⣜䭰ⱬ. ࣋ఌκ
Ѻ䰣䄦̷, ≭ѿͦᅮ≭➥ᕓ, ̹̀⽟, सᬢ⩝κ
䓥⩸ᅮᘛᕓ߇ᒴѺ, ݹ㑄ᰬ๓।߇◥ܦ⣜ᑦ䔲ࢷ
ᷛᏒ, ҫ≭ѿ̹㘩䭰ⱬᶔढ㶔䲎. ̬χᗱ̷ۡ,
ܳޖᅮछБ䛹䭰ⱬ, ᒎ LSB. Ѳ᭛खᰵڣᰵ䋟
๋ߔ㘩̷, ܳޖᅮ㘩䛹䭰ⱬ, ᒎ䒘ᝪܲ⻧∍.
㔨上㵸ஔ䒯๓ᆁᑒ℀ҫݹ㑄⋍ᒴ䯪䭰ⱬ, ᅐڢᄥ
㏟㆟㔨上㵸ஔ㔸㼬, ᑿ䰣䄦ᄻκ 2.0×10 4 ᬢ, 叻
ᕓ߇ᒝ৹්๓, ᅮ≭ܲ⻧ᄲᄨ㜠㏟㆟㔨⅀ߔ➥ᕓ
ᕑ̷ޓ䭹, ͧ㺭㶔⣜ͦ㳦ᶔᕓ㘩㈧(FM)̷䭹.

FM

CT3/ 2
2CP

,

(18)

 ͙ڢCT ͦ㔨ᣔ߇㈧, C p ͦ㔨㘩䛻㈧.
᱘᪳ᄥⰠᒰͦ 8 cm ⮰ U-80 ᓚಷ㳦ᶔ(བ 4)
ᗘֈᕓ㘩䔇㵸侸≷䄁, ࣽ⣜ᄻಷ㳦ᶔ FM ը
0.45 Б̷, ̀䮻䰣䄦䭹Ѻ㔸̷䭹喏ຮప 5 ᝬ. ь
 ܡ3 ࣲ༗Өጹৢᧉሞ፴ԬԤࢆᄖᥨ
(a) ᅮ≭ܲ⻧∍ᘻప(http://www.aerodyn.org/aero.html); (b) Eppler387
㔨ಷ Langley, Delft স Stuttgart ䷺≊Ё≷䛻ᓃ߇ࡳⱘݜসᩧ㻾ͷ䬠⮰
4 [30]

ڟ㈧ᰞ㏫, Re=6.0×10
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㐋Ⱐࡳᱦ FM ը㺭 0.7~0.8 ͷ䬠, छ㻭䰣䄦䭹
Ѻᖢࡂβ㳦ᶔ⾦⅀ߔ߇႒ᕓ㘩. ⩝κ NAV ᄥ㘩䛻
ᩴ⢳㺭Ⅾᒴ倄, ఌₐⵀ⾢ᲭѺ䰣䄦̷㔨⾦⅀ߔ

䃰 䔜

䓳⼷স 2 ͖䒘ߔ䓳⼷. ߔ䓳⼷͙, 㔨ֆ̶স̷
䓼ߔ. 䒘ߔ䓳⼷͙, 㔨ᔗ䕋䒘স㔧䒘, ⾦⅀͙Б
๓䓺㻾ߔ. 䔅χ㔨䓼ߔ䰣䄦䛻㏓ͦ 10~104,
≭౦ͧ㺭㶔⣜ͦႄ䲊⽟ᔭᱦ⮰ݢᅮ≭. ⵀ⾢᭪,
䲊⽟ᔭᱦͦݢ上㵸⩋➕上㵸ᕓ㘩ࡳ⮰ͧ㺭ఌ㉌ .
̬χⵀ⾢㶔ᬺ [34~38], ̬͖Ⴘ᪠⮰㔨䓳⼷͙, ϓ
⩋ຮₐ๓⾦⅀ߔ߇⮰࣋ఌ᭛ๆ䲊⽟ᔭᱦݢ㕒ऴ ,
ܡ4

U80 ਥݟᠫ౿ඒ

ຮప 6 ᝬ. 㔨䓼ߔछᒎ๓ᩧ㻾, ݹ㑄ϓ⩋倄
䔲ࢷᷛᏒ, 䕌≭ѿܲ⻧. 侸㶔ᬺݹ㑄̷⍤ᒎ
ܳޖᅮ䕆䓳䓱䕋␆䒘ᒎݹ㑄⋍ [39~48]. ݹ㑄⋍᭛̺
Ѻ䰣䄦㔨䓼ߔ⾦⅀ߔ߇႒ᰵ⮰ڟ䛹㺭➥ᒭͷ̬,
㏿ڢᲰͧ㺭ः⋍ݜᑦᏒȟ䰣䄦Бࣶ䒘䕋⢳ᒝ৹.
ᑿ䰣䄦Ϸκ 103~10 4 ͷ䬠ᬢ, 㔨ߔ䓳⼷͙ݹ㑄
⋍䕆䓳ݹ㑄̶䘔䭰ⱬ̬ ͖䭼⋍ݢᵤ්ߌࡳ߇. ͦ
βᰵᩴ්ߌࡳ߇, ݹ㑄⋍䰬㺭ᵤᓯ͙ԉᠭ倄䒠ऽ
䕋ᏒᎢ̀㺭ᆁऽԉᠭ⽟. 䌉⻧㔨ᅂ 25喈㔨ᆁ
ะܦ⣜ܲ⻧, Ꭲ̺㔨ᅂ⋍㲹ऴ. 㔨䓼ߔ͙ݹ㑄⋍⮰
⽟ᕓ⩝⇫⋍ᵤᆁऽ≭ԉᠭ, Ϻ㔸ᑁ䊣ᐢ䔋䕋, ්
ߌ⼧䓳⼷͙ࡳ߇. ᐢ䔋䕋̺ᅪ≭ڝस҈⩔ҫ㔨

ܡ5

U80 ᠫ౿ඒ FM ᳞ᤣሞ֯Ր

䲎ࡳ߇㣣ᓃࡳ, 㮩♢ᐢ䔋䕋छБ㼏䛶ᬲ㮗上㵸
⮰࣋ఌ, Ѳ̹㘩㼏䛶ႯИᥦፒ䒩㢣ᬢϓ⩋䊱䓳㜖

߇႒, Ꭲфࡂ㳦ᶔ⾦⅀ߔ߇႒ᕓ㘩, 㣣ंᰠ倄㘩䛻

䏗䛹䛻 2 Թ⾦⅀ߔ߇⮰࣋ఌ. ఌₐ䔄䰬㔯㭽ڢЂ䲊⽟

ᩴ⢳᭛䲊፤ᓱ㺭⮰.

ᔭᱦݢຮ䒘⣛䛻স䓥⩸⣛䛻ふ . 㮩♢㔨䓼ߔᑁ

⾦⅀͙上㵸⩋➕⮰上㵸䮻๓ᄻ̬㝘छܲͦ 3 

䊣⮰䲊፤⾦⅀ߔ߇႒㷗Ꭻ∇ⵀ⾢ , Ѳ᭛Ϲᰵ๓䛻

ᒎᐻ, ̬ͦ⾦⅀͙⮰ᥳᰟ䓼ߔ. ⩋➕ᅦᄤ䒯ᄻ, স

⊵ࣶ㔨㏿Ჰȟ㔨䓼ߔ႒ȟ๓⋍㏿ᲰসᲭѺ䰣䄦⮰

⾦⅀ܲၼ㜖⩝㵸⼷䛻㏓䓽Ѩ, ႯИ⮰上㵸͙, 叻

䬚䷄ᅆᒱ㼏۟. Ⱊݹ, 㔨上㵸ஔ⾦⅀ߔ߇႒ᕓ㘩̺

ᕓ߇䊣ͧݜ㺭҈⩔. ̬ͦ⩔ݕᘛᕓ߇, 䕆䓳➥ᒭᅪ

卋ㆧসᬲ㮗Ⱔ℀䔄ᰵ䒯๓ጚ䌉 , ࣋ఌκ㑦ᄽⰤڟ

⋍ϓ⩋ࡳ߇上㵸, 䔅χ⩋➕䕆፤ڣᰵ䒯๓ѿᒎ. じ̵

䃪䃍ڣ, ᱖ⵀ⾢⌱Ẇ⩋➕上㵸➕⤲ᱦ⤲. ఌₐᰵᓱ

᭛䕆䓳ϓ⩋⋍㈧Ბԉᠭࡳ߇⾦⅀͙上㵸, 䔅ㆧ

㺭ᐬᆁᰠๆ侸ⵀ⾢সըⵀ⾢ᄥ㔨䲊፤⾦⅀

上㵸⩋➕ᅦᄤ̺ MAV স NAV ᅦᄤ䛻㏓Ⱔᑿ, ͦ

ߔ߇႒䔇㵸ⵀ⾢.

ⵀ⾢ͧ㺭ᄥ䆍. ᤙ䔅χ上㵸⩋➕上㵸ᱦݢ, ⵀ⾢
[33]

㔨⾦⅀ߔ߇႒ᄥ NAV 䃪䃍ڣᰵ䛹๓Уը. Ellington

侸ͦᲭѺ䰣䄦⾦⅀ߔ߇႒ⵀ⾢∁ͷ̬,

ⵀ

䃤ๆⵀ⾢ᱦᲰⰤ㐓ᐦ⿷ๆᏓѺ䕋ȟѺ⍹≭Ꮢ䷺≊, 䙹

⾢㶔ᬺᬲ㮗㔨䓼ߔ䕆፤࠱ॗ 4 ͖䓳⼷, ࢟ 2 ͖ߔ

ำᓚᄻ߇≷䛻倄Ꮢьᙋஔ. ҇㒃䛸䓪๓႒ [49]κ 2005

 ܡ6 ଢᔨ͌ሞ፣ੋഄԁ(http://socrates.berkeley.edu/flymanmd/)
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2010 Ꭰ 12 ᰴ

じ 55 ࢣ

じ 34 

ᎠᐦᲭѺ䕋≷䛻̿⩔䷺≊ . ∁倄ふ㝖⾦㝖๕႒
䮎

[50]

κ 2007 Ꭰᐦ䃪Ѻ䕋䷺≊䶥Ⱊ. ᲭѺ䰣䄦⾦
[7]

ᵨ̷⮰⊤ڑ䓥⩸∁ᄥ Dickinson ふϦ䃪䃍⮰ᱦᷜ㔨䔇
㵸ըὍ᠋, 㣣ᓃ̬͖ߔঔ߇ߔ⅀ڱऄࡂᗱۡ.

⅀ߔ߇႒侸ⵀ⾢Ⱔ㐓ᐬᆁ . Youngren ふ 侸

Liang[67]䕆䓳̵㐠 N-S ⼷ᰵ䭼ጚܲ∁, ⩔ݕぇࢍᅀ

ⵀ⾢β AG38 㔨ಷ䰣䄦 1.5×10 4~6.0×10 4 ͷ䬠⅀

㑽ᵨ⊤ڑ䓥⩸∁ᄥ㱳ᗘֈ䔇㵸ը䃍ッ , ը㏿

ߔ➥ᕓ. Sunada

[51]

䛳⩔Ⅰ≊侸ⵀ⾢䰣䄦 4000 ̷
[52]

᭪㓱㚬ࣹ䒘䓳⼷͙⩝κ㓱㚬ͷ䬠Ⱔξ҈⩔ ,

侸

ҫ≭౦⋍㏿Ჰऄᒎ, ̶ᡑস̷៹䓳⼷͙ , 㱳㓱

ⵀ⾢̹स㔨ಷ̷㳦ᶔ䰣䄦 2000, 4000 স 8000

㚬স䏗ѿ䘔ѹႄ㶍߇. Kroo ふ [68,69]Ὅ᠋Ꭲфࡂ

̷⮰⅀ߔᕓ㘩. Maybury ふ [53] ᄥ㱳স㱧㰿㔨䔇

䰣䄦 1000  ݜ2000 ̷ NACA 㪰㔨ಷ. ڢЂⵀ

㵸侸Ыⱋ, ᐦ⿷̵㐠㜖ߔࡂὍಷ, Ꭲ≷䛻β⾦⅀

҈㔱ᐬᆁβ๓䛻Ѻ䕋ᅮ≭ܲ⻧সᅮ≭ܲ⻧∍ⵀ⾢

̹स㔨ಷ⮰ᱦ㔨⾦⅀ߔ߇႒➥ᕓ. Tsuzuki ふ

Ⅰ≊͙ᄥ㔨ݹ㑄⋍䔇㵸β

҈ [70~73]. ڱႅ㠮 [74]ըⵀ⾢䰣䄦 100~4000 ͷ

侸ⵀ⾢. Deters স Selig [56] 侸≷䛻уๆੲ͆ᄻ㳦

䬠ๆᬲ㮗㔨䓼ߔ࣮ᄥ⅀ߔ߇ᒝ৹ , Ꭲᢁᡵݜ

ߔ߇. Lentink

[54,55]

ᶔᗘֈ➥ᕓ. He ふ

[57]

䃪䃍㏟̬ܦ㆟㳦ᶔ, Ꭲ≷

ݹ㑄⋍ȟ㔨ᅂ⋍㲹ऴふๆᲭѺ䕋⾦⅀ߔ߇႒⣜䆍.

≷䛻㱧㰿㔨

ڵᮛ≖ふ [75] ըⵀ⾢̹सᰬ๓ⰤᄥࣆᏒসᰬ๓Ⱔᄥ

䓼ߔ, 㣣ᓃ㔨࣮ऄࡂᄥ⅀ߔᕓ㘩ᒝ৹. 䊡ᨬሜ

ࣆᏒѹ㒚㔨ಷ䰣䄦 500, 5000 স 5.0×104 ̷⾦⅀

ふ [59]ⵀݢछὍ᠋ᬲ㮗θ㐠স̵㐠㔨䓼ߔ侸㷱㒚.

ߔ߇႒ᕓ㘩, ㏿᭪喏䒯ᄻᰬ๓ⰤᄥࣆᏒըछБ㣣

䄁ᗘֈᕓ㘩 . ڱ䲎 , ᰪ⤲↋ふ

㘍☔ふ

[60]

[58]

 Ⅰ ≊ ͙≷ 䛻 㲠㲢 㔨 ᒎ ⟢ ⮰ద  㔨ᕓ 㘩 ,
[61]

ᓃ䒯๓ߔᔭࡳ䭧℀. уๆըὍ᠋∁㘩॒ᢁᡵᲭ

䃪䃍⩔κ≷䛻㏟㆟㳦

Ѻ䰣䄦̷≭౦㏲ᓚ➥ᒭᅆ䰬䔇̬ₑ侸䃭 . ⣜ᰵ䃍

ᶔᕓ㘩⮰侸㷱㒚, 侸ⵀ⾢ᓚಷ㳦ᶔᗘֈᕓ

ッ≭ѿ߇႒ੲ⩔䒛Тຮ Fluent, ESI-CFD, StartCD Ꭲ

ᢁᡵβ㔨ᅂ⋍ᒎ. ݄ᡛふ

㘩. 侸㏿᭪, ㏟㆟㳦ᶔᕓ㘩䮻ᅦᄤۻᄻ㔸

̹ڣำ䒘ᝪὍಷ, Ansys ژत⮰ CFX 䒛Т㮩♢ܦβ

䓱䕋̷䭹. ๆᲭѺ䕋⾦⅀ߔ߇႒侸ⵀ⾢ᝂ㔱ദ

䒘ᝪὍಷ, Ѳ᭛ᲭѺ䰣䄦̷䒘ᝪ㘩߇䔄ᰵᒱ䔇̬

κ䰣䄦ⰤѨস܌ҁⰤѨ⤲䃦 , 䛳⩔Ⅰ≊ᝂ㔱⇥≊

ₑⵀ⾢.

䔇㵸侸. ᝂ㔱ϱᅬ䭼κ㔨ಷᝂ㔱㔨⮰⾦⅀ߔ߇႒
➥ᒭⵀ⾢, 㑦ᄽദκ䭱ᗱۡ侸䃪ำ, ᄥ上㵸ஔ

4

ಷᱼ᫅Ꮐ⩔

⾦⅀ߔ߇႒➥ᕓ䛻ⵀ⾢䒯ᄽ . ఌₐ䕆䓳ࣽᆁᲭѺ

ͦԉ䃭上㵸ஔᱦߔᕓ㘩̺上㵸ᕓ㘩, ᑿ ݹMAV

䕋⾦⅀ߔ߇႒侸䃪ำ, ᐬᆁ NAV ᕓস䛻≷䛻,

ๆҫ⩔ᄻಷѦஔᝂьߔஔ҈ͦᣓݢᱦᲰ , Ѳᄻಷ

ࣽᆁ≷䛻 NAV ≭౦ᰵᩴ∁, ᢁᡵ NAV ͙≭౦ูᱮ

Ѧஔসьߔஔ̬㝘ദκ⩡ⷭ߇ᝂ㔱ᄻಷ⩡ᱦ䃪䃍.

㏿Ჰ, ⤲㼏≭ѿ⣜䆍ᄥ NAV ⾦⅀ߔ߇႒➥ᕓᒝ৹, ᭛

ຮ MICOR ڝ䒠 MAV 䛳⩔βь㐋㳦ᶔᣓݢ㈧㐋ᣓ

䲊፤ᓱ㺭⮰.

ݢ上㵸ஔݹ上সᗘֈふ. Microfly [76]㔨 MAV 䛳⩔ V

ըッ∁᭛㼏۟ᲭѺ䰣䄦⾦⅀ߔ߇႒䬚䷄ऒ
[62,63]

ಷ㝡䲎ᣓݢ上㵸ऽ, ᠂ߔ㝡䲎⮰ͦᄻಷьߔஔ. ь

䛳

㐋ᣓݢᐻসᱦᷜ㷱㒚්ߌ上㵸ஔ㏿Ჰ䉔䛻 , 䭹Ѻ

⩔βᔗ䕋ќッ∁, ⩔ݕ䶰≷䒘ᝪ∁ຮ e ∁䶰

ᣓݢ㈧㐋छ䲌ᕓ. ᄥ NAV 㔸㼬, ̬℗㆟ᅦᄤࣶ

̬͖ᰵᩴ⃡. ᐬᩪ≭ѿ䒛Т XFoil, JavaFoil
N

[7]

4

≷ LSB ѹ㒚. ๓䛻侸䃭 㶔ᬺ喏䰣䄦 6.0×10 Б

̬ٷ䉔䛻䘩Ჭڢ䛹㺭, ఌₐᄥڢᱼ᫅স㏿Ჰ⮰䃪䃍

̶, XFoil 㘩ᒴຩᢁᡵ LSB ѹ㒚, Ѳᑿ䰣䄦Ѻκ

㺭Ⅾ䲊፤倄. 䓽ᎠᲑ, ᮦ㘩㏿Ჰ̺ᮦ㘩ᱼ̬᫅ͦ≧

4

4

6.0×10 , ⩆㜟ᄻκ 2.0×10 ᬢ, XFoil 䓳ᬕ䶰≷ܲ⻧.

䋯ϐࣵ䶲ഋ, Ⴏ࠱᠘ᱼ᫅ȟ㏿Ჰȟьᙋஔȟ依ߔஔ㈧

ըὍ᠋ឬᱛᲭѺ䕋⾦⅀ߔ߇႒Ὅ᠋͙㣣ᓃᎫ∇

㐋ȟԍᖛসԍणะ⤲ȟ⩡ၼসᣓݢふ႒ [79]. ㏿Ჰ⩝

Ꮐ⩔. Lakshminarayan ふ [64,65] 䛳⩔̵㐠छࢷ Navier-

ᮦ㘩ᱼ᫅Ჰᝂ㔱㶔䲎ቸڑьᙋஔ, ⩝ᣓݢஔะ⤲ԍ

Stokes(N-S) ⼷ȟ Spalart-Allmaras(S-A)⍹≭ Ὅಷ 

ᖛᎢࣽܦᠳА, ♢ऺ⩝依ߔ㈧㐋Ⴘᝬ䰬ߔ҈. ̺ь㐋

ըⵀ⾢ᓚಷ㔨, 侸䃭≭ѿⅮ㼏ஔըὍ᠋㘩߇.

㏿ᲰⰤ℀, ᮦ㘩㏿Ჰᰠߌ㉓۽, 䘔Тᰠᄽ, 䛹䛻ᰠ䒧.

[40]

䕆䓳ദκ䉠ѿ౼ᴳ㈧̷̵㐠 N-S ⼷Ϧࢷ

Ⱊݹ, ڤಷᮦ㘩ᱼ᫅࠱᠘ࢷ⩡ᱼ᫅ȟⷭ㜠Ѥ㑕ᱼ᫅ȟ

㑕ᕓ∁, ᵥᢚ݉㑽ᵨসߔ㻰ᒷ䔇㵸㑽ᵨ䛹Ჰ,

⩡㜠Ѥ㑕ᱼ᫅ȟ⩡≭ऄ⋞ȟⷭ≭ऄ⋞সछᩢ㑕倄ܲၼ

[66]

ᱼ᫅ȟᒎ⟢䃜ᓲऴ䛽Бࣶरูऴᱼ᫅ふ. ႯИछБ

ദκ̵㐠 N-S ⼷ᰵ䭼ጚܲ∁, ⩔ݕ䲅ᔭぇࢍᅀ㑽

ᵥᢚ⩡౦ȟⷭ౦ᝂ⍕Ꮢऄࡂᩥऄᒎ⟢. ҷຮ, ࢷ⩡ᱼ

Liu ㄝ

Ϻ㔸⣜ᄥ上㰪ߔ䓳⼷͙ը䃍ッ. Gilmanov ㄝ
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䃰 䔜

᫅(PZT)依ߔ䶽⢳ᒴ倄, 依ߔ፱Ꮢ䒯ᄻ, 㮩♢依ߔᬢ

䛹䛻ȟᩴ⢳সछ䲌ᕓरఌ㉌, ⵀ⾢ܦф⻬ᣔ䔇㈧㐋

䰬㺭倄⩡ࢷ, Ѳ⩡≭ᒴᄻ. 㔸ᒎ⟢䃜ᓲऴ䛽(SMA)ڣ

᭛ NAV 䃪䃍ڟ䩚ͷ̬.

ᰵᒎ⟢䃜ᓲᩴᏀস䊱ᑥᕓ 2 ➥₶ᕓ䉔, 㘩๋ϓ⩋ᒴ

ูᱮ⣛ද̷, 䔄䰬㺭 NAV 㜖ͧግ㝖. 㔸⣜ᰵ

๓Ꮐऄ(ᰬ๓㏒ 6%~8%), ఌₐ̺ PZT Ⱔ℀ڣᰵᰠ๓

MAV ᱦ䒩ะ⤲㟛❳ȟᣓݢ㟛❳ȟGPS ᣑᩢஔস䭬㳦

依ߔ፱Ꮢ̀ᝬ䰬⩡ࢷ℀䒯Ѻ. ₐโ, SMA 䲊፤ಆద,

Жふ䉔䛻সᅦᄤ̶䘩̹㘩␍䋟 NAV 㺭Ⅾ, 䰬㺭ᐬ

ࢁѹѿ⼛ֆߋᒴ๓(̺⋞ࢷ㷱㒚ᣑ䓽). ऒ̬䲎, ⩝

ᆁᓚ⩡ၼٯТⵀ⾢.

κ SMA 依ߔं۟κ⍕Ꮢऄࡂ, ఌₐߌ☙স☙۟
βႯ⮰依ߔ䶽⢳℀䒯Ѻ.

6

㏿䃦̺ᆁ᱇

ᮦ㘩ᱼ̺᫅㏿ᲰछБᎫ∇⩔κ MAV ⣛ද᩻ᙋȟ上

NAV ҈ͦᬌϦ上㵸㈧㐋㏰䘔ܲڣᰵ䛹๓ⵀ⾢

㵸ᣓݢȟโᒎᣓݢふ, ᅐڢᄥ㔨সᴀᕓ上㵸ஔڣᰵ

Уըসᘻ͵. NAV ःݜᅦᄤস䛹䛻䭼ݢ, 㐅䃪䃍ፒᲑ

[78,79]

ᅉ䄁Ꮐ⩔ᮦ㘩ᱼ᫅,

ጔ๓ᠽᝄ. ᱘᪳ ܦNAV Ắᔡ, ܲ NAV 䃪䃍㺭Ⅾ,

Ѳᰃᮦ㘩ᱼ̺᫅ᮦ㘩㏿Ჰڣᰵᒴᑦ⮰䲊㏫ᕓ➥ᕓȟๆ

䃰䔜ᑿ ݹNAV Ắᔡ䃪䃍⣜⟢. ⁍ڢ, ℀䒯̹सโᒎ

➕⤲౦㕒ऴ➥ᕓȟ⫞ߟᄫふ䬚䷄, ᐦ⿷ᱼ᫅᱘

MAV ф㑦◥, Ꭲ ܦ2  NAV โᒎ䔵᠕∁. ܌ҁ

ᲰὍಷȟ㏿ᲰὍಷБࣶ䔇㵸ᣓݢϹᰵᒴๆజ䯪.

ⰤѨ∁䃐ͦ㔨โᒎ̹㘩␍䋟 NAV 䃪䃍㺭Ⅾ, 㔸

NAV Ⱔᄥκ MAV, ᄥᮦ㘩ᱼ̺᫅㏿Ჰ⮰ҫ⩔ᰠߌ䔗

㔨โᒎछБ␍䋟䃪䃍㺭Ⅾ . ߔ䛻⤲䃦㏿ऴ侸ᵍ

ܳ, ఌₐ㼏۟ᮦ㘩ᱼ᫅স㏿ᲰᐦὍБࣶᣓݢ䬚

∁㏿䃦ͦ㔨โᒎᗘֈᩴ⢳倄κ㔨โᒎ , ఌₐ

䷄ᄥ NAV 䃪䃍䲊፤ᓱ㺭.

㔨โᒎᰠ䔮ऴ NAV 䃪䃍. ㏻ܲ䃐ͦ 2 ∁㣣

䲊፤๓Ꮐ⩔⒈߇. ̬χ MAV

ₐโ, ͦβۻ䒧㜖䏗㏿Ჰ䛹䛻⮰सᬢԉ䃭 ㏿Ჰ

ᓃ㏿䃦Ⱔᗂ⮰࣋ఌκ , ⤲̬ݹ䃦㔨࣮᭛Ϻ

ឫः⅀ߔ䒩㢣㘩߇, छᏀ⩔ูऴᱼ᫅সๆߋ㘩ᱼ᫅

⣜ᰵᓚಷ㔨上㵸ஔ㣣ᓃ , ఌₐ㔯㭽β⣜ᰵ上㵸ஔ

ふ ݜNAV 䃪䃍̶. ⣜ᰵ MAV ጞߋᏀ⩔㏐㐠ู

䃪䃍সݢ䕌Ⅰ, 㔸ऺ̬⤲䃦݅᭛Ϻ上㵸⩋➕࣮

ऴᱼ᫅ȟ⩡ᝂ䰣䓪ๆߋ㘩ᱼ᫅ݜᱦ䏗ᝂᱦ㔨ݢ䕌̶.

 㣣 ᓃ , 㔯 㭽 β 上 㵸 ⩋ ➕上 㵸  ᐻ ф ◥ . じ ̵ , ᄥ

[80]

ᓚಷద㔨上㵸ஔᱦ㔨䛳⩔β⩡ᱼ

NAV ᲭѺ䰣䄦⾦⅀ߔ߇႒䬚䷄䔇㵸ܲ䬼䔜. ܲ

᫅, ҫᱦ㔨ڣᰵהႄ㘩䛻সϓ⩋ࡳ߇ 2 ߋ㘩. ۻ䒧

ݗᄥᲭѺ䰣䄦̷ูᱮ≭ѿ⣜䆍 , 㔨স㔨Ѻ䰣

NAV 䉔䛻, ⵀ⾢倄ᕓ㘩ᱼ᫅ᰫЏь㐋䃪䃍ᱼ᫅, ᭛

䄦䬚䷄, БࣶᑿݹѺ䰣䄦侸∁সը∁

NAV 䃪䃍ڟ䩚䬚䷄ͷ̬.

䔇㵸ܲসᣎ䃔, 㐅ܦ侸ⵀ⾢⮰ᓚಷ㔨ᗘֈᩴ

ຮ WASP

5

⢳, ㏿㶔ᬺᓚಷ㔨ᗘֈᩴ⢳䮻䰣䄦̷䭹㔸ᕑ

ڢЂڟ䩚䬚䷄

̷ޓ䭹. じఇ, ᄥ NAV ᱼ᫅䔇㵸ܲ䃔䃦, ᄥᮦ㘩

NAV 䃪䃍᭛ๆ႒㐨ऴ䃪䃍䬚䷄. 䮐โᒎ䔵᠕ȟ

ᱼ᫅Бูࣶऴᱼ᫅Ꮐ⩔ݹᮛࣶ䰬㺭㼏۟䬚䷄䔇㵸䬼

ᲭѺ䰣䄦⾦⅀ߔ߇႒সᱼ᫅ⵀ⾢โ , ᣔ䔇㈧㐋䃪

䔜. ᰬऺ, ᄥ NAV 䃪䃍͙ᣔ䔇㈧㐋䃪䃍সᓚ⩡ၼ䃪

䃍ȟᓚᱦᷜ⩡ၼ㈧㐋(MEMS)䃪䃍ⵀ⾢ふ䘩᭛ NAV

䃍ふⵀ⾢䬚䷄䔇㵸βܲ. ₐദ̶, ᱘᪳ܦ

䃪䃍⮰䛹㺭䘔ܲ.

NAV ⵀ⾢⮰ͧ㺭ऽ:

ᓚᣔ䔇ឬᱛ࠱᠘⩋➕ᣔ䔇㈧㐋ឬᱛȟᓚಷࣽߔᱦ
ឬᱛȟᓚಷ⩡ߔᱦឬᱛȟ⛯᫅⩡ឬᱛস⛯ڱᱦឬᱛ

(1) ᐬᆁ NAV 䔵ಷⵀ⾢. 䕆䓳ᰠߌႸર⮰∁
㐨ऴ㔯㭽रโᒎ➥◥, 䔵᠕ऴ䔮⮰ NAV โᒎ.

ふ. ᅬ䭼κ NAV ᅦᄤ, ⾦⅀ߔ߇➥ᕓ䮻ᅦᄤۻᄻ㔸̷

(2) ᐬᆁᲭѺ䰣䄦⾦⅀ߔ߇႒ᱦ⤲ⵀ⾢. ᐦ⿷

䭹, सᬢ㘩䛻㈧㐋ᩴ⢳ϒॴ̷䭹䊷߫, ఌₐ්๓ᣔ䛹

䔮κ NAV ⵀ⾢侸䃪ำসը⤲䃦∁, ⵀ⾢ᲭѺ

℀ᄥ NAV 䃪䃍ᘻ͵䛹๓. MIT স㠝

[81]

䘩ⵀܦݢᓚᄻ

䰣䄦⾦⅀ߔ߇႒, ᤙᲭѺ䰣䄦̷䲊፤ᩴᏀ

ಷࣽߔᱦܲݗछϓ⩋ 13 স 6.4 g ᣔ߇, 㔸㜖䏗䛹䛻ᄻ

সर䲊⽟ᔭᱦݢ, ᐦ⿷ NAV 䃪䃍∁সڣ喏䃪

κ 2 g. ⛯᫅⩡㘩䛻ჲᏒͦ䨮⩡㘩䛻ჲᏒ⮰ 2~4

䃍߇ߔ⅀⾦ܦ႒ᕓ㘩ф⻬⮰ NAV.

Թ, ᭛倄 NAV ግ㝖ᬢ䬠⮰∁ͷ̬. Ⱊ⛯ݹ᫅⩡
[82]

[83~84]

(3) ᐬᆁ NAV ᱼ᫅⮰ⵀ⾢. ⵀ⾢ᮦ㘩ᱼ᫅ȟᮦ

ϒ̹

㘩㏿Ჰসูऴᱼ᫅➥ᕓ , ࣽᆁܦ䔮κ̹स⩔䕀ᮦ㘩

ࣽᆁ, ᱇छ㣣ᓃᰠ๓ᣔ䛹℀. Ѳ᭛䔅χឬᱛ䌉⻧

ᱼ᫅, ᎢᏀ⩔㏟ݜ㆟上㵸̶, ݢ䕌ܦ䉔䛻䒧, ᕓ㘩倄

䭱Ꮐ⩔ ݜNAV ̶Ϲᅆᒱ䔇̬ₑࣽᆁ. ఌₐ㐨ऴᅦᄤȟ

⮰ᓚಷᣓݢসโᒎᣓݢ㈧㐋, ۻ䒧 NAV ᕧѿ䉔䛻.

ឬᱛ

ጞ㣣ᓃ䪫䋟ࣽᆁ. ᓚಷ⛯ڱᱦ
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(4) ᐬᆁᓚᣔ䔇㈧㐋ⵀ⾢সᓚ⩡ၼឬᱛⵀ⾢. ࣽᆁ
ಷᣔ䔇ឬᱛ, ⵀ⾢䛹䛻䒧ȟᅦᄤᄻȟᩴ⢳倄সछ䲌ᕓ

㜠䅎

倄⮰ NAV ᣔ䔇㈧㐋. ⵀ⾢ᓚᄻಷ㜖ߔ侪侢Жসᣑᩢஔ
ふ, ᐬᆁⰤ⮰ڟᢚь䔭স㜖ͧᄨ㝖∁ⵀ⾢.

ᙋ䅎ტ⪅႒ദ䛽ༀᄥ䃦᪳҈⮰ᩛᠭ, ᙋ䅎∁㝖⾦㝖๕႒䮎⾦⅀ߔ߇႒侸აস㺫ࡃ͆๓႒㝖๕႒䮎上㵸
ߔ߇႒সᑥᕓ᪅ⵀაरѹ㔭ጴȟसηᄥ᱘᪳҈⮰ܦरᘻ㻭স㐅δ⮰ፚߕ.
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Nano Air Vehicle (NAV) is a new conceptual controllable unmanned air vehicle with dimension less than 7.5 cm, payload
greater than 2 grams which can hover and fly at low speed. As one of important parts of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
system, NAV is capable of conducting surveillance, reconnaissance or releasing payload in a narrow space with high values
in military and civil application. In this paper, the conception of NAV and recent development of NAV in several institutes
are introduced. Successively, the key theories and techniques involved by NAV design are analyzed. Methods aiming at the
UGNGEVKQPQH0#8ŏUconcept are proposed. And the ultra-low Reynolds number aerodynamics and the flow characteristics of
rotary-wing concept and flapping-wing concept at ultra-low Re are discussed and analyzed. The experimental and computational studies at ultra-low Re are reviewed. Furthermore, the application of new materials on NAVs is discussed. Finally, the
perspective of applying micro-propulsion and micro-electronics technologies on the design of NAV is discussed.
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An experimental and computational study of the static performance of small microcoaxial twin rotors with a
diameter of 7.5 cm and twisted blades within Reynolds range from 6000 to 15,000 at 75% span was carried out. A test
bench, which is based on ﬁve-component sting balance with maximum load capacity of 2 N, was designed. The sting
balance experimental validation, carried out before the tests, showed average relative errors of forces and moments
were 1.589 and 3.777%, respectively. Loading–unloading tests showed a relatively important hysteresis for low loads
and a negligible hysteresis for higher loads. The static performance of the coaxial rotor was measured at three rotor
axial stations, which are located 0:53, 1:07, and 1:60R from the center, with the maximum thrust at the middle
station. A thrust of 0.112 N was measured at 6500 RPM for both rotors. The computational ﬂuid dynamics solver
Fluent was used in simulations. Flow models, such as laminar, Spalart–Allmaras, standard k-!, and shear stress
transport k-!, were compared with different grid conﬁgurations. Results show that laminar model has the best
ﬁdelity for ﬂowﬁeld. Full simulations of the ﬁnal coaxial rotor were performed with laminar model showing an
overestimation of thrust and torque.
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= collective thrust measured at a certain input pulse
width modulation, N
= student t estimator given at probability P%, and a
freedom of v.
= degrees of freedom
= side force, N
= normal force, N
= rotation angle, 
= inclination angle, 
= quantization error of the acquisition system, N or
Nm
= error of measurement in a subconﬁguration, N or
Nm
= relative error of measurement in all subconﬁgurations
= yaw angle, 

= rotor solidity, Nb c=R
= freestream ﬂuid density, kg=m3
= means of rotational velocity measured, rad=s

I. Introduction

M

ICRO Air Vehicles (MAVs) have achieved a great
development in the past decade [1–5]. Nano air vehicles
(NAVs) [6] proposed by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) in 2006 attracts more attention in recent years to
fulﬁll missions in complex and cluttered environments. Various NAV
concepts have been developed [7–9]. Coaxial rotor conﬁgurations
process the advantages of compactness and high payload-carrying
ability within the size and weight constraints. The conﬁguration is
therefore used to design NAVs in ISAE-SUPAERO (Institute
Supérieur de l’Aéronautique et de l’Espace), even though the system
of two rotors mounted in-line to each other increases the mechanical complexity and introduces the aerodynamic interferences.
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Furthermore, the in-line counter-rotating rotor enables a robust
control of the torque, a potential problem for very small air vehicles.
The hover power requirement is the main difﬁculty in achieving a
better performance for coaxial rotors since hover ﬂight state has a
typical low mechanical efﬁciency thus consuming a considerably
large amount of energy. With the reduction of size and rotational
velocity, nanocoaxial rotor operates in a signiﬁcantly low Reynolds
number range between 5000 and 15,000 accompanying with the
phenomena of separation, transition and reattachment. The maximum ﬁgure of merit (FM) of micro rotor could drop to 0.2 [10,11] as
a result, while full-scale helicopter has a maximum FM up to 0.8 [12].
Research on the aerodynamic and propulsion performance of coaxial
rotors is considered critical despite the fact that the thrust and the
torque of the rotors are signiﬁcantly small in the order of 0.010 N and
0:001 N  m, respectively, due to the dimension and mass they
represent critical parameters for a typical NAV. Coupling between
torque and thrust makes the measurement sensitive to the test
ﬁxtures. Therefore, measuring both thrust and torque simultaneously
is a signiﬁcant challenge. It was noted by Mueller [13] that sensitive
equipment must be used to perform aerodynamic measurements on
small models at very low Reynolds numbers. To achieve this goal, a
new aerodynamic balance was designed procured by ISAESUPAERO. Techniques to reduce experimental noise and increase
the accuracy of the results were investigated by Mueller [13] and
Albertani et al. [14] giving a special emphasis to the relevant noiseto-signal ratio using statistical techniques associated to a robust
design of experiment (DOE). Bohorquez [15] and Bohorquez et al.
[16] developed a stand with load cell and torque sensor to test the
static performance of microcoaxial rotor of rectangle and tapered
blades with diameters of 11.2 cm. A maximum thrust of 180 g was
achieved, which is 1 order of magnitude larger than that of
nanocoaxial rotor. The design and measurement of a gearless torquecanceling nanocoaxial propeller mechanism were conducted by
measuring torque and thrust separately [9,17]. A maximum thrust of
17.28 g was measured. Relevant researches [18,19] have been carried
out on static performance of small rotors and propellers. However, in
these prior studies, the rotational speed and rotor diameter were
larger than what is required for the NAV range.
For the coaxial rotor system, the ﬂowﬁeld is more complicated
than that of single rotor due to the interaction between two rotor
wakes. The wake effect is prominent and the phasing of the impingement of the tip vortex from upstream rotor upon the downstream rotor plays a signiﬁcant role in the amount of unsteadiness on
the downstream rotor [20]. And signiﬁcant blade to vortex and vortex
to vortex interactions is found for coaxial rotors. The tip vertex of
upstream rotor interacts with the ﬂow of downstream rotor. Computational methods are the useful way to study the coaxial rotor ﬂow
characteristics. Rotary-wing NAVs typically ﬂy in the Reynolds
number range from 103 –104 where viscous effect is very strong;
therefore, Euler equations frequently used for full-scale helicopters
numerical study [21,22] are usually not applicable. In [23–25],
compressible Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations
with Spalart-Allmaras (S-A) model for rotary-wing MAV was
adopted at tip Reynolds number varying from 19,000 to 27,000. It is
found that thrust and power were reasonably predicted. Because the
laminar ﬂow is dominant when the Reynolds number is below 20,000
[26], the application of turbulence ﬂuid model in the entire ﬂowﬁeld
is still an opening debate to the simulation of rotary-wing NAVs.
Because the coaxial rotors simulation involves two counter-rotating
rotors at high rotational speeds, how to deﬁne rotor movement is a
key problem. Chimera grids [27,28], sliding mesh [29], and multiple
reference frame (MRF) [30] techniques are widely used to solve this
problem.
Studies of coaxial rotor with twisted blades in a low Reynolds
number range of less than 15,000 are limited. For a deep understanding of the performance of such small rotor, a test bench based on
a 2 N ﬁve-component sting balance is designed to measure small
forces and moments simultaneously. Because the balance will be
applied to measure very small forces and moments, evaluation of the
balance is extremely important to present the characteristics of test
facilities. Calibration methods of strain-gage balances have been

Fig. 1

Fixture for sting balance: a) lateral view, b) top view.

well developed to obtain the calibration matrix [31]. Validation of the
calibration matrix with an acquisition system different from the
balance’s manufacturer is usually performed by the users [32–35],
because the accuracy of the balance and acquisition system
combined directly inﬂuence the accuracy of wind-tunnel result. An
evaluation method was used to apply the loads on balance by rolling
and pitching it to realize coupling among the forces and moments.
Low loads between 0 and 20% of full load, and high loads, between
20 and 100% of full load, were tested to learn the overall performance
of the balance used in this work. Measurement error and precision of
the system were estimated, and the hysteresis property of the balance
was evaluated as well. Having been validated, the balance was used
to measure the static performance of the coaxial rotor. Special
supporting beams were fabricated to ﬁx the rotor and corresponding
electronic system on the balance. A 0.5 N beam load cell was
installed on the balance to measure thrust of one rotor. A removable
beam is used to adjust rotor spacing to verify its inﬂuence on rotor
performance. A numerical simulation was also carried out and
compared with experimental results. Ansys-Fluent [36] as a welldeveloped commercial computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) code
incorporates various ﬂow models and computational methods. It is
veriﬁed to be capable of simulating static mixers with helical
elements.∗∗ Computations are carried out with laminar ﬂow model
and several turbulence models including S-A, standard k-! model,
and shear stress transport (SST) k-! model using different element
discretization schemes, to verify the inﬂuence of ﬂow model and grid
conﬁgurations on computational results. MRF method is applied to
deﬁne the movement of coaxial rotor.

II.
A.

Experimental Setup and Computation Methodology
Sting Balance Validation Setup

The main objective of this experiment is to assess the sensitivity
and resolution of the newly acquired nano-sting balance. An internal
force sting balance manufactured by l’Institut Aerotechnique in
France was used as the main test element to measure the change of
total thrust and torque varying with rotational velocity of both rotors.
The ﬁve-component sting balance, which is able to measure thrust
and torque simultaneously, has a maximum loading capacity of 2 N
for forces (Z and Y) and 0:12 N  m for moments (L, positive with
right hand rule; M, positive with left hand rule; and N, positive with
left hand rule). The structural component, made of high strength steel
alloy, 35NCD16, has a maximum dimension of 40 mm with a 10 mm
rectangular support part on both sides. Validation experiments were
carried out using a PXI-1050 chassis requiring a set of custom-made
hardware and software for the installation of balance, data acquisition, and postprocessing. A test procedure for the management of
experiments, and the analysis method for result processing are
speciﬁcally designed. The ﬁne evaluation of the balance was possible
by using a customized ﬁxture consisting of a clamp, a supporting
beam, a load-support plate and an angle-test plate, as illustrated in
Figs. 1a and 1b. The clamp is settled on the table ﬁxing the supporting
∗∗
Data available online at http://www.bakker.org/cfm [retrieved 12 Sept.
2009].
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Fig. 2

Blades chord and twist distribution: a) upstream rotor, b) downstream rotor.

beam in a cantilevered position with pitch and roll degrees-offreedom. One end of the beam is held by the clamp, and the other end
is attached to the balance. On the supporting beam, an angle-test
plate, with the same attitude as balance, is placed parallel to the loadsupport plate to place the protractor for angle measurement.
Because the error and accuracy depend on the bias between
measured and real values, the determination of real values require
high accuracy. The reference masses for load have been measured by
high accuracy balance SARTORIUS, which has maximum capacity
of 2 kg and accuracy of 0.0001 g [35]. The resolution and sensitivity
of the entire acquisition system are critical for the validation of
measurement accuracy. In this experiment, a PXI-1050 chassis,
including SCXI-1520 signal conditioning unit, multifunction I/ODAQ, NI PXI-6229 series 16-bits card and PXI-8336 interface was
used as acquisition system. The SCXI-1520 module is an eightchannel module for interfacing to strain-gauge bridges and other
Wheatstone-bridge-based sensors.†† The SCXI-1520 signal conditioner supplies an excitation voltage of 4  0:036 V to the balance
during the experiment. Output signals from the balance are ampliﬁed
by SCXI-1520 with a gain of 1,000 and ﬁltered at 10 Hz.
Via a front module PXI-8336, the chassis is connected through an
optical cable to a Dell Optiplex 330 PC with 1.98 GB RAM. The PC
runs Measurement and Automation Explorer as driver interface
between control software, LabView, and the PXI-1050. Customized
Labview virtual instruments (VI) codes were developed for reading
and displaying raw outputs (voltages) from the ﬁve channels and data
logging. The VIs mainly contain the following functions: setting
sampling frequency and number of samples to average for each
channel, setting of the channel properties, and sting balance
calibration matrices, display functions plotting forces and moments,
input-output functions of measured data, input parameters of the
experiment, real time of row-voltages, forces and moments for each
channel on operator’s screen.
A user interface was developed for further result process. It is
based on the Graphical User Interfaces [37] programming tool of
Matlab 2006a. It also includes error and conﬁdence interval
evaluation.
B.

Coaxial Rotor Description

To solve the problem of signiﬁcant propulsive performance
degradation of nanopropellers due to its small size, ISAE aerodynamics and propulsion lab proposed a rotary-wing NAV concept
with coaxial rotor. Such vehicle requires carrying a payload of about
0.02 N to meet DARPA’s requirements [6]. Coaxial rotor has the
advantages of compactness and high thrust compared with
††
Data from the SCXI-1520 User Manual available online at http://
digital.ni.com/manuals.nsf/websearch/74F442BE4AFE68EE8625707E006
AE9D6 [retrieved 20 Aug. 2009].

conventional concepts with same size. Conventional helicopter
rotor typically has uniform chord. It controls attitude and ﬂight
direction through collective and cyclic pitch control [12]. Because
small MAVs are characterized by extremely small size and weight,
conventional controls are not feasible. Therefore, rotor blades with
twisted and non uniform chord are particularly attractive for
propulsion optimization. Thus a pair of nano counter-rotating rotors
with diameters less than 7.5 cm was designed based on low Reynolds
number aerodynamics and minimum induced loss theory [38,39] to
minimize energy loss. The blade airfoil has 2% thickness with 5%
curvature circular arc. In prior study [40], it was found that maximum
motor mechanical efﬁciency occurs at about 6500 RPM for a 7.5 cmdiameter rotor; the concept design requires a total thrust of combined
rotors larger than 0.10 N. Taking account of fabrication errors, the
optimal design increases minimum total thrust to 0.120 N. The
XROTOR code [41] was applied to optimize rotor geometries.
Airfoil aerodynamic parameters at different Reynolds number were
calculated before the optimization. With the potential formulation
which is an extension of Goldstein’s two and four blade solution to
arbitrary numbers of blade and radial load distributions, the geometry
of undisturbed upstream rotor can be obtained by deﬁning the
rotational velocity, thrust, and power consumed. The induced
velocity was recorded as additional axial and rotational velocity
components of freestream of downstream rotor. However, the
interaction between rotors depends on their spacing and rotational
direction. A rotor weight factor is therefore deﬁned as the magnitude
of the inﬂuence of the induced ﬂow of the upstream rotor to
the downstream rotor in terms of axial and tangential velocities. The
product of weights and the components of induced ﬂow plus the
velocity of freestream are taken as the upstream ﬂow velocity of
downstream rotor. Because both rotors are counter-rotating with
small spacing that is less than 2R, weights of 1.0 for axial velocity
and 1:0 for tangential velocity are speciﬁed to reﬂect the inﬂuence
of the upstream rotor induced velocity ﬁeld to downstream rotor. By
integrating the inﬂuence of upstream rotor and freestream condition,
the downstream rotor geometry can be optimized with the rotational
velocity, thrust and power as well. Similarly, the induced velocity of
downstream rotor will inﬂuence the upstream as well. Its induced
velocity will be taken into account to optimize the upstream rotor
with weights of 0.5 for axial velocity and zero for tangential velocity
speciﬁed. Solution converges after six iterations and there are no
changes in chord length and twist angles. However, the rotors were
optimized in a static condition which is thought to be a signiﬁcant
ﬂight condition for NAVs. The chords lengths and twist angles at
blade root for both rotors are too big to be fabricated. Modiﬁcations
are therefore performed at blade root. In the end, an upstream rotor
with mean chord of 0.33R and mean twist angle of 17.21 and a
downstream rotor with mean chord of 0.31R and mean twisted angle
of 17.67 were obtained (Fig. 2). Calculation of optimized rotors
with XROTOR shows that the downstream and upstream rotor
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generate a total thrust of about 0.127 N and zero torque during
hovering at 6500 RPM for both rotors. After obtaining chord length
and twist angle distribution, both rotors were to be fabricated.
Because the rotors are thin and teetering, it is very hard to fabricate it
with a machine. Conventional method was applied to fabricate them
with two molds. Two 0.102 mm-thick carbon ﬁber layers and epoxy
resin were used and the ﬁnished rotors are shown in Fig. 3. However,
it should be pointed out that the thickness of rotors becomes nearly
identical resulting in geometry difference between fabricated and
optimized rotors.

C.

Coaxial Rotor Experiments Setup

Because the reference center of measurement is located at the
mechanical center of the sting-balance, beams with rectangular
grooves were fabricated and ﬁxed on the rectangular support end of
the sting balance to secure rotor as illustrated in Fig. 4. To measure
the thrust of both rotors, a beam load cell F1200 manufactured by
MEIRI with a capacity of 0.5 N was used to measure the thrust of the
downstream rotor. The thrust of the upstream rotor could be obtained
by subtracting the thrust of the downstream rotor from total thrust.
The total torque of the two rotors could be obtained from pitching
moment component signal from the sting balance. A carbon support
tube on which the upstream rotor was ﬁxed could be adjusted to
change the axial spacing between rotors thus the inﬂuence of the
axial spacing between rotors could be studied. The LRK10-1-50Y
motor from Wes-Technik that drives the rotor weights only 1.4 g. It is
powered by a N5766A 3.7 V DC power supply by Agilent
Technologies. The YGE4-BL from Wes-Technik Company controls
the brushless motors. Optical sensors integrated with laser emitter
and detectors are used to measure rotational speed of the motors.
Ambient pressure and temperature sensors were applied as well for
air density calculation.
During rotor tests the balance output signals were transferred to the
PXI-1050 chassis for processing together with the rotational speed,
and the input voltage and current and organized in the output ﬁle for
further postprocessing.

Fig. 3

Finished rotors.

D.

Computation Methodology

The numerical simulation was performed using FLUENT V6.3, a
software package capable of solving Euler equations, RANS
equations, or space-ﬁltered equations. The conservation of mass,
momentum, energy, and so forth, can be obtained using ﬁnite volume
method.
A pressure-velocity coupling approach was used to improve solver
robustness. Several spatial discretization schemes are provided by
Fluent such as ﬁrst-order upwind, second-order upwind, power law,
QUICK and third-order MUSCL. In this study, the ﬁrst-order upwind
scheme and QUICK scheme were applied. First-order upwind
scheme determines all the variables by assuming that the cell-center
values of any variable represent a cell-average value and hold
throughout the entire mesh. The QUICK scheme calculates higherorder value of convected variable at cell face by using a weighted
average of second-order upwind and central interpolation. Laminar
ﬂow model was employed ﬁrst. Several turbulence ﬂow models were
introduced later. S-A model, a single-equation conservation turbulence model provides good prediction of regular ﬂows but fails to
simulate ﬂows with mild separation or circulation. The k-! model
solves two additional conservation equations in which one is for the
turbulent kinetic energy k and the other is for the inverse time scale !.
Standard k-! model is typically adopted for low-Re number or for
transitional ﬂows, while SST k-! model is suitable for complex
three-dimensional ﬂows with strong rotation.
To modeling blade rotation, disk-actuator model, MRF technique
or fully unsteady approaches such as sliding mesh method and
chimera technique is frequently used. Disk-actuator model is a steady
method which considers rotor as a disk where the induced velocity is
speciﬁed without accounting for blade details. The MRF model [36]
is a steady-state approximation in which individual cell zones use
different frame equations to solve N-S equations. Zones containing
moving components can then be solved using moving reference
frame equations, whereas stationary zones can be solved with
stationary frame equations. At the interfaces between cell zones, a
local reference frame transformation is performed to enable ﬂow
variables in one zone to be used to calculate ﬂuxes at the boundary of
the adjacent one. If moving reference frame is used in a zone, the
velocities and velocity gradients are converted from a moving
reference frame to the absolute inertial frame whereas the scalar
quantities are determined locally from adjacent cells, because these
vector quantities change with reference frame. On the other hand,
quantities in the absolute inertial frame can be converted to moving
reference frame as well. Fully unsteady methods simulate blade
motion by embodying the rotors in subzones in which its surrounding
grids around move during computation. Disk-actuator model is the
most time-saving method, but it depends on the precision of speciﬁed
conditions for the disk and ignores the detailed blade geometry
character. The fully unsteady methods allow one to simulate transient
phenomena, for instance the vortex shedding from a rotating blade,
but it requires several times’ CPU-time than other methods. For this
case with a steady rotating velocity, it is convenient to use MRF so
that the steady-state solutions are possible with relatively short
computing time and relatively high precision.

III.
A.

Fig. 4

Test bench and sting balance.

Experiment Design and Data Processing

Sting Balance Validation Design

The ﬁve-component sting balance represents the main source of
output experimental data. Therefore, its accuracy was carefully
evaluated before performing the counter-rotating nanorotor tests. A
critical aspect of the sting balance characterization is the interactions
between the axial and torque output signals. Such effects were
simulated during the balance validation tests by rotating the balance
around the X and Y axes illustrated in Fig. 1b. To simplify the
notations for further postprocessing, the measurements performed at
the same pitch and roll angles are deﬁned as a conﬁguration. For the
sting balance standard validation tests, ﬁve conﬁgurations were
performed. In each conﬁguration, there are two subconﬁgurations
including lower loads (between 0 and 20% of full load) and higher
loads (between 20 and 100% of full load), respectively. To solve the
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Table 1
Parameters
Normal tests
Hysteresis tests
Balance

Summary of applied forces and moments

Load component
Maximum load
Minimum load
Maximum load
Minimum load
Capacity

Y, N
0.001
0:730
0.0013
0:7849
2:00

sting balance output signals the calibration matrix provided by the
manufacturer was used for both load ranges. Within each subconﬁguration, three different positions have been randomly chosen
from the ten positions in the load support plate in Fig. 1b; at each
position three different calibrated weights were applied in a random
order. The measurements were repeated 5 times for each position and
each weight recording 1000 samples for each measurement. The
applied loads are summarized in Table 1. Because of the methodology used for the validation tests, the loads may not cover the entire
range of the load capacity of the balance but would nevertheless
provide a rather complete evaluation for the ﬁve components as
required.
Furthermore the hysteresis property of the balance was evaluated
including two conﬁgurations with different pitching and rolling
angles at lower loads (between 0 and 10% of full load) and higher
load (between 10 and 100% of full load). Within each conﬁguration,
two different positions have been randomly chosen on the apparatus
plate and at each position a sequence of ﬁve weights were
progressively loaded and unloaded repeating the measurement 5
times at each position. The applied loads are listed in Table 1.

B.

L, Nm

IV.
A.

M, N  m
0.1099
0:0918
0.0482
0:0299
0:12

N, N  m
0.0858
0:0544
0.0858
0:0544
0:12

Results and Discussion

Sting Balance Validation Results

Considering the experimental methodology presented above, the
validation of the setup was performed and the measurement precision
and error were estimated. Different measurements with ﬁve
conﬁgurations were performed including two subconﬁgurations for
each conﬁguration with loads between 0 and 20% of the maximum
load and between 20 and 100% of the maximum load. All the results
are calculated assuming a conﬁdence of 95%. Figure 5 shows the
plots of the measurement precision. The precision analysis shows
that the maximum Pre is 0.0071 N for the forces and 0:000265 N  m
for the moments. Furthermore, the component Y has higher
maximum Pre than the Z component; the N component has the

Data Processing

The sting balance measurement precision is deﬁned as the
standard deviation of the force or moment for all acquisitions in a
subconﬁguration. The error is deﬁned as the averaged differences
between the applied and measured force/moment components for
each test. And the relative error is deﬁned as the ratio of averaged
differences between the applied and measured force/moment
components to the applied ones for each test.
During every coaxial rotor test, the variables are recorded for 15
times. For variables that are linear functions of the other independent
variables directly measured, the mean value and standard deviation
can be derived from measured values.
All of the results will have a conﬁdence of 95% in the experiments.

C.

Z, N

0:0042
0.0918
1:588
0:0881
0
0.0965
1:5687
0:0483
2:00
2:00

Fig. 5 Measurement precision; from left to right for a component, the
columns are for Conﬁg1–1, Conﬁg1–2, and so forth, respectively.

Coaxial Rotor Experiment and Computation Design

The 0.5 N beam load cell is validated as well, but no detailed
description will be presented here. In the study, the rotor spacings of
0.53, 1.07, and 1.60R are applied, respectively, to verify their
inﬂuence on propulsive performance of counter-rotating rotors. The
component Y of the sting balance is applied to measure the total
thrust of coaxial rotors, while the 0.5 N beam load cell is used to
measure the thrust of downstream rotor. The total torque of both
rotors is measured by the component M of sting balance. The
experiments were all carried out at a tension input to controller of
3.7 V which has the same value as the NAV battery. At each rotor
spacing, the experiment was ﬁrstly carried out by ﬁxing the rotational
velocity of the upstream rotor at 6500 RPM, Reynolds number at 3/
4R of 15,000, and changing downstream rotor rotational velocity
with the input current from the Reynolds number of 6000–14,000.
During the experiment, the rotational speed, input current, input
voltage, and the thrust of each rotor were measured, but only the total
torque was measured. Calculations are performed with laminar ﬂow
model and turbulence ﬂow models using MRF method at a rotational
velocity of 6500 RPM for both rotors. The spatial discretization
schemes were also studied. Finally, the laminar ﬂow model was used
to simulate rotor spacing of 1.07R using MRF method.

Fig. 6 Error plot: from left to right for a component, the columns are
for Conﬁg1–1, Conﬁg1–2, and so forth, respectively.
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Table 2

Relative error of 2 N balance

Components

Y, N

Z, N

L, N  m

M, N  m

N, N  m

Relative error

1:589  0:337%

0:887  0:137%

1:117  0:192%

3:777  1:463%

1:941  0:442%

largest Pre of the three-moment components. The error of the
measurement system consists of the error introduced by the sting
balance, the mechanical and electronic components. Therefore, a
maximum "t of 0.0088 N for the force and 0:00167 N  m for the
moment were obtained (Fig. 6). The Z component has the maximum
"t during the tests in which the roll angle and the pitch angle were
coupled with a maximum load of 1.47 N (150 g) suggesting that the
coupling of the two components may lead to an increase of the error.
From Fig. 6, because "t depends on the loads, the relative error
"Rel;total is introduced to present the performance of sting balance
more clearly. The relative errors for the ﬁve components are listed in
Table 2.
The maximum average relative error for all conﬁgurations, which
is 3.777%, was found in the pitching moment component, although
the minimum average relative error, assigned to the normal force
component, is less than 1%. Generally, all the components have an
average relative error less than 2%. The maximum average relative
error was measured in the M component in the tests with a signiﬁcant
combined force and moment loads. Compared with the 1 kg

maximum load balance from the University of Florida [30], whose
ratio of accuracy to maximum load is less than 0.125% for all
components, the sting balance seems to have a high relative error.
However, the relative error calculated here is the ratio of absolute
error to corresponding local load instead of maximum load. And the
maximum loads of the two balances are different.
The sting balance hysteresis characterization was also performed
for all ﬁve components at the low load and high load range. From the
hysteresis test results, it was found that the force components Y and Z
(side and normal, respectively) and moment components L and N
(roll and yaw, respectively) exhibited a mild hysteresis at the lower
load range. The moment component M exhibited no signiﬁcant
hysteresis. For their signiﬁcance for the presented static performance
study of coaxial rotors, the hysteresis properties of the component Y
and M at the low load range are illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. The Y
component (side force) was used to measure the total axial force of
the coaxial rotors
Because the experimental results presented above are relative to
the complete system, a careful check of all possible sources of errors
must be included. The most important contributors of the validation
system error was considered to be the measurement error of pitch and
roll angles which were obtained by a digital protractor with a
resolution of 0:1 , positioned on the test plate illustrated in Fig. 1b.
Great care was used for the positioning of the test plate on the sting
balance to assure a proper alignment. It is believed that the magnitude
of the loads and the value of the attitudes of the balance have an effect
on the precision as well due to the increase of the coupling among the
three moment components resulting in larger errors. Other potential
sources of errors are the intrinsic high noise-to-signal ratio and the
elastic deﬂections of the sting balance under load.

B.

Fig. 7 Hysteresis property of component Y.

Fig. 8

Hysteresis property of component M.

Rotor Performance Results

The calculations were performed at a rotors axial spacing of
1:07R. The grid was generated using ICEM CFD V11.0. For the
MRF method, the ﬂowﬁeld is divided into three volumes in which
two small blocks are dedicated to the rotors, as shown in Fig. 9. The
external mesh boundary is formed by a 25:5R high cylinder with the
top and bottom radii of 12R and 16R, respectively. Every small block
has a height of 2=3R and a diameter of 1:5R. Figure 4 shows that,
each rotor is a solid thin piece of carbon ﬁber with twisted and
nonuniform chord blades. Because the rotors were driven by external
brushless motors, a small cylinder with the same diameter as the
motor was added at the center of each rotor. The ﬁne O-grid mesh,

Fig. 9

Global view of the mesh.
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Fig. 10 Grid around blades.

shown in the Fig. 10, was deﬁned and optimized around the rotors to
capture the details of the ﬂow structure and included a total number of
grid cells of 2.8 Million.
Table 3 shows the thrust and torque calculated with different ﬂow
models and discretization schemes based on the MRF method at a
rotational speed of 6500 RPM for both rotors and a rotor spacing of
1:07R. The counter-rotating rotors were originally designed using
XROTOR with the requirement for a total thrust of 0.127 N and zero
torque. Both experimental and computational results show lower
thrust and higher torque compared with the values predicted from
XROTOR predictions. Furthermore, all the ﬂow models used in the
simulations overestimate the thrust and underestimate the torque
when compared with the experimental results. If compared with the
experiment, the turbulence model k-! with the Quick scheme
predicted the most accurate value for thrust with the ﬁrst-order
discretization scheme and the most accurate value of torque. Because
the Quick discretization scheme introduces small truncation error,
the absolute values of thrust and torque predicted by the simulations
are slightly higher than ﬁrst-order method except S-A ﬂow model. In
general, differences among computational results are considered
negligible. When comparing the experimental with computational
results, a relatively good agreement for the thrust and an underestimation for torque were found.
Because the ﬁdelity of the performance prediction of rotors in
static conditions is greatly inﬂuenced by the ability to capture tip
vortex structure and the related disturbed ﬂowﬁeld, a detailed visual
comparison of the ﬂowﬁeld between laminar and k-! models with
Quick scheme was conducted, as illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12.
Figure 11 shows the pressure contours on the suction side of the
blades for both rotors. It is evident that laminar model captures
disturbance of ﬂowﬁeld near the blade tip while k-! model fails. The
blade tip vortex ﬂowﬁeld is extremely complicated, with the presence
of secondary vortices near the tip increasing the complexity and the
pressure distribution, as illustrated in Fig. 12. The secondary vortices
can be clearly observed from calculated results obtained with the
laminar model (Fig. 12a). Figure 12b shows that the turbulence k-!
model only predicts weak secondary structures validating the
assumption that the laminar ﬂow dominates the ﬂowﬁeld at the
extremely low Re numbers even though strong ﬂow interactions exist
between the two rotors. It is postulated that the turbulence ﬂow model
failed to precisely predict the ﬂowﬁeld mainly because of its

Fig. 11 Comparisons of computed pressure contours using different
ﬂow models: a) upstream rotor, and b) downstream rotor.

application on the entire volume without considering the transition.
Furthermore it was found that at a short distance from the blade’s
trailing edge the secondary vortices merge with the tip vortex.
Figure 13 illustrates the experimental and calculated total thrust
and torque of both rotors with the Reynolds number at 3=4R of the
downstream rotor as an independent variable. Simulations were
performed with the laminar ﬂow model and Quick scheme at rotor
axial spacing of 1:07R, while the experiments were conducted at
rotor axial spacings of 0:53, 1:07, and 1:60R. The total thrust
increases with the Reynolds number and peaks at 1:07R, whereas
Bohorquez’s study [15] shows that the system thrust does not
undergo measurable changes at vertical separations larger than 0:4R.
Differences less than 0.017 N were found between experimental and
computational results. Experimental total thrust of 0.135 N was
obtained at a Re number of about 14,000. A total thrust of 0.112 N
was obtained from the experiment while a value of 0.121 N from the
simulation at 6500 RPM for both rotors. However, both results were
found smaller than XROTOR estimation. At same rotors tip speeds,
absolute values of from both experiment (4:918E 04 N  m) and
simulation (8:2E 05 N  m) are both larger than XROTOR
prediction (zero). Comparing the experimental and computational
results a larger difference was found for the torque than for thrust;
both differences are fairly constant with Reynolds number. During
the experiments, the downstream and upstream ﬂow of the rotors
experienced a certain blockage by blade speed sensors, the load cell
and supporting beams inﬂuencing the performances of the rotors.
Moreover, the average relative errors obtained from the sting balance
validation tests for the components Y (thrust) and M (torque) of sting

Table 3 Comparison of experimental results and computational results calculated with different ﬂow models
Flow model
First order
Quick

Total thrust, N
Total torque, N  m
Total thrust, N
Total torque, N  m

10

3

10

3

Experiment

XROTOR

Laminar

S-A

k-!

k-! SST

0.1120
0:4918
0.1120
0:4918

0.1270
0
0.1270
0

0.1209
0:02840
0.1282
0:08044

0.1199
0:03530
0.1199
0:03532

0.1194
0:0746
0.1206
0:09320

0.1211
0:0168
Not converged
Not converged
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Fig. 12 Streamwise vorticity contours around upstream rotor tip:
a) laminar model, and b) k-! model.

balance were found to be 1.589 and 3.777%, respectively, contributing to the overall experimental errors. Other contributing
factors to the errors are the balance-rotors installation and the
differences of the rotor geometry used in the simulation and in the
experiments which includes fabrication tolerances. Furthermore,
the signiﬁcantly low values for the torque, typically less than
1:00E 03 N  m, could result in signiﬁcant interference with
system noises further enhancing the experimental error. The values
on the plots for zero Reynolds number are relative to the condition of
power input to the upstream rotor and wind milling for the downstream rotor.
Figure 14 shows the experimental and calculated thrust versus
Reynolds number based at the 3=4R of the downstream rotor at a
rotors axial spacing of 1:07R. The values include rotors total and
single rotor thrusts and it was found that the thrust of upstream does
not change signiﬁcantly with Re number increase, which could be
interpreted as the upstream rotor propulsive performance is not
inﬂuenced by the downstream rotor. However, the performance of the
downstream rotor is affected by the upstream rotor’s wake resulting
in a downstream rotor negative thrust at a very low Re numbers. The
experimental study in [15] also showed the identical conclusion.
Although simulations successfully predicted the trend, both
upstream and downstream rotor thrusts are overestimated. Figure 15
shows the ﬁgures of merit (FM) of the upstream and downstream
rotors versus the thrust coefﬁcient to rotor solidity ratio from the
simulations results. The maximum FM for the upstream rotor of 0.46
is higher than that of the downstream rotor (0.33). However, the best
FMs for both rotors are signiﬁcantly lower than typical full-scale
rotors, which is in the range of 0.7–0.8. The lower FM are attributed
to the low Reynolds number regime in which the nanorotor operates,
inducing an important decrease of the kinetic energy of the blades
laminar boundary layer causing a tendency of separation due to

Fig. 13 Performance comparisons at different rotor axial spacing for:
a) total thrust varying with Re number based at 34 R of downstream rotor,
and b) total torque.

adverse pressure gradient thus causing a signiﬁcant degradation in
the static performance of coaxial nanorotor. It is also postulated that
the counter-rotating motion of the rotors induces counter-rotating
swirl ﬂow induced by the upstream rotor resulting in a reduced FM of
the downstream rotor.

Fig. 14 Computational and experimental thrust of single upstream
rotor, downstream rotor, and combined rotors at an axial spacing of
1:07R.
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method or overset grids should be applied for an improved
simulation of the tip vortex formation and evolution. Wind-tunnel
tests should be carried out at different free stream velocities and angle
of attack, including interference studies with a potential airframe.
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V.

Conclusions

The experimental and computational static performance of coaxial
counter-rotating twin rotors with a diameter of 7.5 cm and twisted
blades were studied using a novel 2 N maximum load ﬁvecomponent micro sting balance and FLUENT V6.3 software
package. The experiments were performed at different rotor axial
spacing to study their mutual interferences on the static performance.
Before the experiments, the newly acquired sting balance was
evaluated using a speciﬁcally designed 2 degree-of-freedom testing
ﬁxture, a high-resolution data acquisition system calibration check
procedure. Several FLUENT simulations were performed applying
different ﬂow models including laminar model, S-A turbulence
model, standard k-! turbulence model, and k-! SST turbulence
model. Finally, coaxial rotor ﬁnal simulations were run using the
laminar ﬂuid model and at a ﬁxed upstream rotor rotational speed of
6500 RPM at various downstream rotor blade-tip speeds.
The sting balance validation tests showed average relative errors
less than 4% for all components with excellent hysteresis characteristics. The rotors experimental and computational evaluations
showed thrust values higher than 0.1 N with both rotors at
6500 RPM.
Both the experimental and computational results showed lower
thrust and higher torque in respect to the values predicted from
XROTOR. Furthermore, all ﬂow models used in the FLUENT
simulations overestimated the thrust and underestimated the torque,
when compared with the experimental results. Laminar ﬂow model
captured better than standard k-! turbulence model the disturbance
of ﬂowﬁeld near the blade tip including the secondary vortices near
the blade-tip and their merging with the main tip vortex structure. The
comparison of experimental results obtained at constant tip speed
and at different rotors axial spacing showed the highest thrust at a
rotor’s axial spacing of 1:07R. Experimental and computational
thrust values versus the Reynolds number based at the 3/4 radius of
the downstream rotor showed that the thrust of the upstream rotor
does not signiﬁcantly change increasing the Re number, which could
be interpreted as the upstream rotor propulsive performance is not
inﬂuenced by the downstream rotor. However, the performance of the
downstream rotor was affected by the upstream rotor’s wake
resulting in a downstream rotor negative thrust at very low Re
numbers. The ﬁgure of merit of the downstream rotor increased with
the increase of the thrust coefﬁcient to rotor solidity ratio, and the best
ﬁgure of merit for the upstream rotor (0.46) was higher than the value
for the downstream rotor (0.33).
Experiments with isolated rotor should be carried out to study the
static performance of the single rotor and obtain a model validation.
Improvements of the experimental setup should include higher
resolution ampliﬁcation equipment for the torque measurements.
The simulations were performed with MRF method, therefore steady
results were obtained. Unsteady methods such as the sliding mesh
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Abstract— Nano Air Vehicles (NAVs) were proposed as
unmanned aerial robots to fulfill the missions in cluster
environment. This study designs two types of wing concept as
rotary wing and flapping wing for NAV based on the minimum
energy loss theory and biologically inspired theory. The
hovering performance of the two concepts is compared each
other to demonstrate the concept superiority. And the
experimental study of nano rotor hovering performance is
carried out. A test bench with highly sensitive mechanism
systems is designed in view of being able to measure the thrust
and torque of nano-rotors simultaneously and response to the
change of variables rapidly with sufficient accuracy. Then
experimental and computational studies are performed with a
micro brushless motor and a nano rotor. The results of concept
design show that the flapping-wing concept is slightly more
efficient than the rotary-wing concept base on the hovering
power. The analysis of experimental and computational studies
suggests that the motor efficiency and rotor efficiency degrade
dramatically with the reduction of motor and rotor size.
Nano air vehicle; Rotary-wing; Flapping-wing; Test bench
design; Hovering performance

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nano Air Vehicles (NAV) was firstly proposed by
DARPA as an unmanned aerial robot with a dimension less
than 3 inches (7.5cm) and a maximum mass of 10 grams
enabling the timely collection of comprehensive intelligence
information, particularly on the ground in urban terrain[1].
Because of the special requirement of this kind of aerial
vehicle, it should be able to autonomously enter buildings,
stare, spot targets and transmit data at a fairly low speed or
hovering mode. Hence, compared with Micro Air Vehicles
(MAVs), NAVs have not only smaller sizes but also the
requirement of a low-speed flight and hovering ability. The
design experience from MAVs implies the rotary-wing
concept and flapping-wing concept could satisfy those
requirements[2][3]. However, there are both advantages and
disadvantages with the two concepts. Rotary-wing concept
has good hovering performance, the ability of vertical
takeoff and landing, and perching capabilities, but it has no
high fwd flight speed. Flapping wing concept has high
manoeuvrability, ability of hovering and the ability of
mimicking animals, but a fairly complex kinematics and
unsteady and nonlinear aerodynamics are the key

disadvantages to implement it. Therefore, it is still an open
debate to select a concept between the rotary-wing and the
flapping-wing. Recent study has validated it. A maple seed
like single rotary-wing NAV with jet motor is being
developed by Lockheed Martin Company, while a counterrotating wing NAV is designed by Draper Laboratories.[4][5]
So a research on rotary-wing concept and flapping-wing
concept is necessary to carry out.
Furthermore, the power efficiency is one of the most
important design parameters as well. In addition, hovering
performance is always a bottleneck for the design of small
unmanned air vehicles as a result of the degradation of the
aerodynamic performance at low Reynolds numbers. The
hovering performance of small propeller or rotor was
investigated in recent years.[6][7] However, these studies
designed the test benches only for measurements of thrust
and torque separately, or the rotational speed and rotor
diameter were larger than what is currently necessary for the
NAV range. So the development of a test bench, which is
sensitive enough to measure tiny force and torque
simultaneously, for the research of the hovering performance
of nano rotors is necessary as well.
In this study, a dimension of 7.5 cm and a mass of 10
grams are taken as the requirements to develop the wing
concept of NAVs. A rotary-wing concept and a flappingwing concept are designed. Minimum energy loss theory and
biologically inspired theory are utilised during the design.
Then the hovering powers of both concepts are calculated.
To further study the performance of the nano rotary-wing
aerial vehicle, a test bench is developed. Calibrations of test
bench are performed to eliminate nonlinearity of load cell
and uncertainty factors. A brushless out-runner motor
MICRO and a carbon rotor MCF3225 are tested with the test
bench. In the mean time, the rotor aerodynamic parameters
are calculated with the blade element theory[8]. Comparisons
between the experimental results and computational results
are carried out as well. Finally, the hovering performance of
rotor and the power efficiency of motor are analyzed.
II.

NAVS WING CONCEPT DESIGN

A. Rotary Wing Design
Conventional full-scaled helicopters always have uniform
chords and no twist angles along rotor blades controlling the

 dQ

rN bUW* sin I[1  Lc ( Dc  tan I )]dr   

In the equations, Nb, W, L’, and D’ are the blade number,
local total velocity, lift force per unit radius and drag force
per unit radius. If the displacement velocity and tangent
velocity at the annulus are expressed as the non-dimensional
variables ]and x, i.e. ]=v’/V and x=:r/V, the circulation *
can be obtained from the following equations.
Figure 1. Displacement velocity in the wake

attitude and flying direction by virtue of collective and cyclic
control.[8] Since NAVs are confined by the maximum
dimension and mass, the conventional control methods are
not feasible. Consequently, rotor blades with twist angles and
no uniform chords could be designed with optimization
method developed from the propeller design. As stated above,
hovering performance and low-flight ability are quite
important for NAVs design. Hence, this study focuses on the
rotary-wing design during a hovering flight. The objective of
the rotor optimization is to reduce the energy loss as much as
possible.
This study optimizes the rotor with the minimum energy
loss theory[9] at very small velocity (about zero) to
approximate the hovering flight condition. The momentum
losses due to radial flow are estimated by Goldstein
momentum loss function so that tip boundary conditions and
a finite hub can be accounted for.
There is a certain variation of circulation along the
lifting lines minimizing the energy loss in the wakes. This
circulation is defined by a certain Goldstein loading which
results in the constant displacement velocity vc along the
blade radius as illustrated in Fig.1 where Ws is the actual
velocity of the filament particles and Iis the filament helix
angle. Therefore, this work is to find the appropriate blade
chord length and blade angle distributions so that the
constant displacement velocity can be obtained.
ҏFirstly, the displacementt velocity shall be determined. In
terms of the momentum theory, the thrust T and torque Q in
the annulus of rotor disc can be expressed as the function of
the annulus radius r, the free stream velocity V, the density U,
the rotational speed :, the axial interference factor of a, the
radial interference factor of a’ and the momentum loss factor
F as shown in (1) and (2).
 dT
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With the circulation theory and blade element theory, the
thrust and torque in the annulus of rotor disc can also be
expressed as the function of circulation *and the flow angle
I at the annulus as shown in (3) and (4).
 dT
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Since the thrust and torque in the annulus are unique, (1) and
(2) shall be equivalent to (3) and (4). Hereby, the induced
velocity factors can be expressed as,

ȗ 2 cos 2 ĳ(1  Lc Dc)   

a
and a c

(] 2 x) cos I sin I[1  Lc ( Dc  tan I )]   

The flow angle can also be expressed as the function of
displacement velocity as shown in the following equation.

tan I

(1  ] / 2) / x   

Thus, the induced velocity interference factors as well as
thrust and torque in the annulus are the functions of
displacement velocity. With the specified thrust or torque
(relating with power), blade number, blade element
aerodynamic parameter, rotational speed and the lift
coefficients along the blade, the displacement velocity can be
calculated. Finally, the blade chord and the blade angle are
obtained.
Prior to the design of rotor blades, an airfoil with a good
performance at low-Re number shall be determined. AG38
as an airfoil particularly designated for low-Re number
possessing well-documented experimental data[4] is chosen
as the candidate airfoil. Taking into account the constraints
of the NAV, a two-blade single rotor is designed. The
rotational speed :of 10,000(RPM) and the radius of hub of
0.2 R are specified. The final geometry of rotors is illustrated
in Fig.2.
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ҏIn order to evaluate the performance of the rotor, several
parameters are defined. The thrust coefficient CT and power
coefficient CP is the non-dimensional expression of thrust
and power. The figure of merit (FM), which is a parameter to
state the rotor performance, is defined as the ratio of ideal

Figure 3. Flapping wing concept
Figure 2. Geometry of optimized rotor

power Pideal to the actual power P. In equations, A and R are
the rotor disc area and the radius of rotor respectively, and
The rotational speed : has a unit of rad/s. Because there is
no free stream velocity, one of the shortcomings of this
optimization method is that the chord at the blade root,
which is about 0.6R, is too large to be fabricated. Therefore,
the root blade geometry is usually modified for the
fabrication. Thrust coefficient and power coefficient of the
optimized rotor are 0.0237 and 0.0036 respectively from (9).
And FM is about 0.507 which is much lower than that of
full-scaled rotor.
B. Flapping wing design
In the past long period, the flight mechanism,
aerodynamics and kinematics of birds and insects were
widely studied by biologists and experts on aerodynamics.
With the proposition of MAVs conception, lots of flappingwing air vehicles have been developed with various sizes.
However, because of the complexity of unsteady
aerodynamics and kinematics of flapping wing, no welldeveloped theory devoted to flapping wing design. Thanks to
the nature, it provides us with some clues on the design of
flapping wing as the size and the weight of NAV approach
those of some insects and birds. A concept of Nano flapping
wing with the wing span of 7.5cm and a hovering lift of 10g
is designed in this part with referring the
theory[10][11][12][13][14][15] and parameters derived from the flight
of insects and hummingbirds.
Generally, the wing shape, wing area and wing flapping
frequency are to be determined during the design. But the
airfoil along the wing span of flapping wing will not be
considered in the design due to the flexibility and small
thickness of wing. Firstly, a ratio of wing area to disk area of
18% is determined based on a survey of the ratio of wing
area to disk area changing with wing load on plenty of
insects and hummingbirds listed by Ellington[11] and Chai[16].
The wing loading successively obtained exceeds to 123Nǜm-2
which is much higher than the insects and hummingbirds.
The insect-wing like flapping wing is to be designed.
With the wing area obtained above, the chord distribution
along the wing can be calculated by the principle from the
summary of enormous insects. Then, the following equations
can be obtained as
 cˆ( rˆ)

2.4rˆ 0.41 (1  rˆ)0.49   

ĉ and r̂ are the non-dimensional chord length and radial
positions along wing respectively. Thus, the shapes of two
separate flapping wings are formed as illustrated in Fig 3.

For the moment, the flapping wing has been successfully
designed. However, hovering power are still undetermined.
To calculate the hovering power, the hovering mechanism,
the stroke angle, and the flapping frequency etc. shall be
determined above all. Referring to the hummingbirds, the
horizontal stroke, in which no angle ҏexists between stroke
plane and horizontal plane, is adopted in the design. Stroke
angle of 120° is chosen, since most of insects and several
hummingbirds flap with this angle. For hovering flight, the
flapping frequency may be obtained by the balance of weight
and lift. In a half-stroke, the flapping frequency can be
expressed as the function of the mean lift C L and the other
wing parameters such as wing span b, wing area S, nondimensional radius of the 2nd moment of wing area rˆ2 ( S ) ,
stroke plane angle Enon-dimensional positional angle of
wing in the stroke plane M, relative stroke plane angle Er,
and weight of NAV WNAV.

 n
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Thus, with the mean lift coefficient obtained from the
experimental data of hummingbirds’ flight tests, flapping
frequency of 177Hz is calculated.
Then, Rankine-Froude momentum theory is utilised to
calculate the ideal induced power, and the vortex theory and
the wake periodicity theory are utilised to give a spatial
correction and a temporal correction. Consequently, the
mean specific induced power is obtained as 4.12 WǜN-1. Next,
the profile power shall be calculated. Similarly, a quasisteady method[14] is adopted during the computation to
assume a mean value of coefficient of profile drag and a
mean Re number. With the flapping frequency of 177, the
mean Re number is about 20,000 at sea level. After
substituting mean Reynolds number into Ellington’s
equation, mean profile drag coefficient could be obtained.
Then the mean specific profile power of 1.70 WǜN-1 is
calculated.
Finally, the aerodynamic hovering power could be
determined. For this design, the hovering power is about
0.571W. And the figure of merit is as high as 0.635
compared with 0.507 of the rotary wing. With the results
from the two concepts design, it is found that the flapping
wing is slightly more efficient than rotary wing for hovering
flight.
III.

HOVERING PERFORMANCE STUDY OF NANO ROTOR

In the section II, rotary wing and flapping wing are
designed respectively. And the hovering power calculations

show that the propulsive efficiency of rotary wing is very
low due to the low-Re aerodynamics characteristics.
Therefore, it is necessary to study the hovering performance
of nano rotors experimentally to verify the performance of
rotary-wing NAV.
A. Test Bench Design and Calibration
With the reduction of the rotor diameter and rotational
speed of ultra small motors, measuring both thrust and
torque simultaneously with a rapid response poses a
challenge. The torque of small rotors – estimated below
0.002N.m – is difficult to measure with a sufficient precision,
as is the couple of torque and thrust. The mechanism system
of conventional bench brings the friction in the experiment
increasing measurement error. So a new test bench is
required to be developed with highly sensitive mechanism.
To implement the separate measurement of coupled thrust
and torque, two sharp wedges were orthogonally placed in
grooves located on different surfaces, allowing the
mechanism to respond simultaneously and rapidly to the
small changes of the measurement variables. Because these
two wedges are orthogonal, the thrust and the torque will not
influence each other. With this mechanism, an amplification
of about 6 times could be generated for thrust, while no
amplification was achieved for torque. Two thin soft metal
lines are used to connect the mechanism and load cells to
avoid the generation of friction by the contact between the
load cell and mechanism system. In addition, the load cells
for measuring the thrust and torque are beam load cell
MEIRI F1200 with a capacity of 2N and 0.5N respectively.
And the long supporting beam keeps the rotors away from
the ground influence. The test bench is shown in Fig. 4.
Besides the mechanical system, the whole test bench also
consists of the other four parts: an energy supply system,
speed measurement system, electric parameter measurement
system and control and data acquisition system. The
brushless out-runner motor MICRO and carbon rotor
MCF3225 from the company MicroInvent were tested in the
experiment. The mass of the motor MICRO is about 2.40g
and the maximum thrust is declared to be 24g. MCF3225 is a
81mm u 63mm propeller weighing only 0.2g [17].
Since the small magnitude of torque and thrust meant the
nonlinearity of the load cell and deformation or other
unknown factors could affect measurements, detailed test
bench calibrations were carried out before experiments to
improve the precision of results. Two one-order polynomial
functions (straight lines) were fitted respectively so that a
relationship between the measured value and real value
could be established. If the relative fit error introduced by the
fitted function is defined as the ratio of the difference
between the real value added on test bench and the fitted
value obtained from the function to the real value, then
relative fit errors of thrust are below 0.5% when the thrust is
above 1g, while relative fitted errors of torque are below 3%
when the toque is above 30g.mm according to analysis.
Blade element theory is utilized in the calculation. The
blade section aerodynamic parameters are calculated by the
2-D airfoil analysis package XFOIL[18] which has the ability
to capture the transitional point at low Reynolds numbers.

Test bench (a) Laser emitter (b) Supporting beams
(c) Motor and rotor (d) Laser detector (e)Beam load cell for
thrust (f) Mechanism system (g) Beam load cell for torque

Figure 4.

Figure 5. FM vs. ratio of thrust coefficient to rotor solidity

Figure 6. Motor efficiency vs. input current

The rotational speed is increased gradually from 1,000 RPM
to 9,000 RPM.
B. Experimental and Computational Results
The experiment was carried out at a voltage of 3.6V. All
results are presented with error bars of confidence 95%.
Before the analysis of the results, several important
parameters are defined in the following equations.

Ș

P
UI

Q:
 ı
UI

Nbc
  ҏҏ
ʌR

where Ș is the motor efficiency; ı is the blade solidity; ȍ is
the rotational speed; Q is the rotor torque; U is the input
voltage; I is the input current; Nb is the number of blades; and
c is the average chord length.
Fig.5 shows the figure of merit varying from the ratio of
thrust coefficient to solidity. The FM measured by the
experiment is around 0.32, but it varies form 0.42 to 0.60
according to the calculation. And higher FMs are achieved at

high values of Ct/V. FMs calculated by the calculation are
quite higher than those measured by experiment. Through
the calculation method, blade element theory depends on the
blade element parameters calculated from XFOIL. XFOIL
has been found to predict a laminar separation in advance at
ultra low Reynolds numbers[4], and the prediction of profile
drag is always a key difficulty for computational software –
particularly when the profile drag dominates, as is the case at
ultra-low
Reynolds
numbers.
Consequently,
the
computational error will accumulate, causing differences
between the experimental and computational results. Fig.6
illustrates the motor efficiency varying with the current.
Motor efficiency increases with the input current and reaches
a peak value of about 0.4.
IV.

CONCLUSION

A rotary wing concept and a flapping wing concept are
designed for NAV with a maximum dimension of 7.5cm and
a mass of 10g. A single rotor with two blades is optimized
based on the minimum energy loss theory. Flapping wing
concept design is based on the biologically inspired theory.
A two-wing concept is developed and the flapping frequency
is calculated. In addition, the hovering performances of both
concepts are evaluated. The FM of rotor is about 0.507,
while the FM of flapping wing is 0.635. Therefore, the
flapping wing concept designed is more efficient than rotor
designed. It is analyzed that the flapping wing enhances the
hovering performance in virtue of unsteady aerodynamic
effect.
A test bench with sensitive mechanisms is developed to
further study the hovering performance of nano rotors.
Because of the small magnitude of thrust and torque, the
mechanism is constructed so that the torque and thrust are
able to be tested simultaneously and precisely. Then a
brushless motor MICRO with rotor MCF3225 is tested. In
addition, the rotor performance is also calculated with the
blade element theory. The full-scaled helicopters reach figure
of merit values of about 0.7 to 0.8[8], though this value
declines sharply with decreasing Re number; the
experimental results found here indicated the figure of merit
of the nano rotor is about 0.32. These experimental results
therefore demonstrate the reduction of FM with the drop of
the Reynolds number. At the same time, the motor efficiency
increases sharply with rotational speed; in the experiments,
the maximum motor efficiency is about 0.4, whereas it is
about 0.6 for conventional motors. As the small motors are
fabricated with thin wires, the inter resistance increases
accordingly, resulting in a higher power consumption.
Therefore, motor efficiency decreases with a reduction in
size. From the comparison between the experimental results
and computational results, differences could be observed for
all the parameters.
In summary, the design and the analysis of nano rotary
wing and flapping wing show that both concepts can be
utilised to design the NAV. However, the flapping wing
concept is more efficient than rotary wing. The experimental
study of nano rotor shows that both rotor performance and
motor performance decline dramatically with the reduction

of size. Differences are found between experimental results
and computational results.
Therefore, the optimization method to design the nano
rotor shall be improved and the fwd flight shall be taken into
account to design the rotor as well. More accurate theory is
ought to be proposed to design the nano flapping wing. In
addition, the computational method for nano rotor is to be
carried out in future as well.
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Micro Rotor MCF3225 in Static Conditions
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Abstract—The hovering performance of micro rotor with
twisted blades and nonuniform chords was studied
experimentally and theoretically in a low Reynolds range from
2,000 to 1,6000. With the reduction of rotor diameter and
motor size, the hovering performance study becomes a
challenge for micro rotors. This study focus on the hovering
performance of a carbon laminate rotor of MCF3225 with
diameter of 8.1cm. A test bench was designed with sensitive
mechanism system in view of being able to measure the thrust
and torque of micro rotor simultaneously and response to the
change of variables rapidly with sufficient accuracy.
Experiments were conducted at several different rotational
speeds. Corresponding to the experiments, computations were
also performed by incompressible Reynolds-averaged NaiverStokes solver with laminar flow model and moving reference
frame technique. The thrust coefficient and power coefficient
was analyzed. The figure of merit of rotor was also calculated.
It was found that the thrust coefficient kept almost a constant
while the power coefficient changed with the variation of
Reynolds number. Both the experiments and computations
show that the figure of merit was less than 0.45. And it is
evident that the performance of rotor and motor degraded
with the reduction of rotor diameter and motor size.
Keywords-Hovering performance; Micro rotor; Test bench;
Experiments and Computations

I.

INTRODUCTION

Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) have achieved a great
development since the later of last century with the emerging
requirement of civilian application, homeland security and
military objectives [1][2]. At present, more complicate
battlefield environment or civilian security situation force
soldiers to implement the urban missions. So an ever-present
need is emerged to improve the capabilities enabling the
timely collection of comprehensive intelligence information,
particularly on the ground in urban terrain. The rotary-wing
MAVs could enter the narrow space to implement the
surveillance of a target with a long endurance, since they can
fly at a very slow speed or hover in the air. Furthermore,
rotary-wing concept has a well-prepared theory, high
reliability and a rather high efficiency, so it is adopted in the
design of MAVs [3][4]. Hovering performance is always a
bottleneck for the design of small unmanned air vehicles as a
result of the degradation of the aerodynamic performance at
low Reynolds number. So the propulsive efficiency of rotor
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was an interesting issue for rotary-wing MAVs. However,
research on the aerodynamic and propulsive performance of
micro rotor is considered a challenge, because the thrust and
the torque of the rotor are significantly small in the order of
0.010N and 0.001N·m respectively. The couple of torque and
thrust of rotor causes additional difficulties to measure them
separately. Moreover, measurement of rotational speed,
adjustment of current and voltage and control of the motor
all constitute the blockage of the experiments. Relevant
coupling between torque and thrust makes the measurement
sensible to the test fixtures consequently, measuring both
thrust and torque simultaneously could constitute a challenge.
Relevant researches [5][6][7] have been conducted on
hovering performance of micro rotors and propellers.
Although those researches could provide some referential
information for micro rotor, test bench design always was
not stated clearly, or micro propellers or rotational velocity
tested were rather high. Computational study of the rotor in
hover is also an interesting research field. Since small rotarywing MAVs typically fly in the Reynolds number range from
103-105, viscous effect is very strong. In the study of small
rotors [8][9], the compressible Reynolds averaged Navier
stokes (RANS) equations with Spalart-Allmaras for the
investigation of rotary-wing Micro Air Vehicles (MAV) was
adopted. However, it is still an open debate for the
application of turbulence fluid model in the whole flow field
of rotary-wing MAVs. The micro rotor simulation involves
the movement of rotor at high rotational speeds, so the
method to define the movement shall be determined.
Generally, the description of moving rotor in the
computational fluid dynamics can be conducted by the
chimera grids, sliding mesh, and multiple reference frame
(MRF) technique [10].
In this paper, a test bench aiming at the measurement of
small micro rotors' static performance with high accuracy
was designed. In virtue of the test bench, a carbon laminate
rotor of MCF3225 with diameter of 8.1cm was tested in a
low Reynolds range from 2,000 to 1,6000. Computations
were also performed with incompressible Reynolds averaged
Navier-Stokes equations. In view of the ultra-low Reynolds
number where the micro rotor works, laminar model was
utilized and the MRF method was applied to describe the
movement of rotor.

Figure 1. Test bench configuration.

II.

METHODOLOGY

A. Experimental Setup
The test bench was composed of an energy supply
system, thrust and torque measurement system, speed
measurement system, electric parameter measurement
system and data acquisition system as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The energy was supplied by a regulated DC power
supply N5766A of Agilent Technologies which can adjust
the voltage and stabilize it at a certain value to ensure a
constant input. Thrust and torque measurement system is the
essential element of the test bench. It is mainly constituted
by a beam load cell and a static torque sensor. The beam load
cell is F1200 [11] with a capacity of 0.5N fabricated by the
MEIRI company. The static torque sensor is DH15 [12] by
the SCAIME company with a capacity of 0.005N·m and
accuracy class of 0.2%. As shown in Fig.1, the torque sensor
has a length of 48mm and a diameter of 45mm. Extended
supporting beams were installed to avoid the effect of the
torque sensor to the rotor downstream. Additionally, a long
carbon tube was equipped vertically from one end of the
beam load cell to support the motor and rotor. The motor and
rotor was fixed with a carbon tube at one end of the beam
load cell. The other end of beam load cell was fixed with the
aluminum supporting beam. As the thrust generated by the
rotor, it pushed the load cell and was detected when the
torque passed to the static torque sensor via the vertical
aluminum supporting beam. Thus, the thrust and torque were
measured simultaneously. The speed measurement system
was a speedometer which was able to emitter laser and detect
those reflexed by the blades. It was fixed just under the rotor.
Hereby, rotational speed could be measured and then
transferred to the acquisition system. Thick wires were
adopted to connect the electronic devices on the test bench.
The electricity and speed signals were passed via them. The
electric parameter measurement system consists of an
ampere meter and a voltmeter to measure the current and
voltage passing through the controller. The control and data

acquisition system includes the controller, DAQ instrument,
computer and processing software. The controller was
YGE4-BL2 from Wes-Technik for brushless motors. Two
conditioners of ANS E300 were utilized to amplify the
signals generated by the beam load cell and static torque
sensor. All the parameters were transferred to NI USB-6229
BNC, which is a USB analog-to-digital data acquisition
(DAQ) from National Instruments. During tests, the DAQ
functioned in two ways: a command generated by
Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX) and
Labview was input in NI USB-6229 BNC which could
transformed this digital signal into a analog signal
transmitting to the speed controller, and the measurements
acquired during the experiment (voltage, current, thrust,
torque and rotational speed) were relayed back to the MAX
and Labview as well.
The respective benefits of test bench can also be
influenced by the vibration, sensitivity, and ability to
independently measure torque and thrust of ultra low
intensity. Therefore, the calibrations were performed for the
bench prior to the experiments. Two functions for beam load
cell and torque sensor were fitted with the calibration results.
B. Description of Motor and Rotor
The motor of MICRO and rotor of MCF 3225 from the
company MicroInvent were tested in the experiment as
illustrated in Fig. 2. Motor MICRO is an outrunner
brushless motor with a mass of about 2.40g and a diameter
of 1.0cm. The maximum thrust of Micro is declared to be
24g. MCF3225 is a 8.1cmh6.3cm laminate carbon rotor
weighted only 0.2g [13].
C. Governing Equations and Moving Reference Frame
Technique
At present, Navier-Stokes equations are one of the most
precise models to present the characteristics of fluid. Since
the operational Re of this micro rotor is in a range from
2,000 to 16,000, it is susceptible that the flow around the
micro rotor is a complex laminar flow with strong rotation
and easy to separate. The incompressible, steady, Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes equations [14] are established as
follows.
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where ሬԦୡ termed vector of convective fluxes is related to the

Figure 2. Micro motor and MCF3225 rotor.

Figure 4. Surface mesh on the rotor.

Figure 3. Global view of mesh.

convective transport of quantities in the fluid. The second
flux vector ሬԦ୴ termed vector of viscous fluxes contains the
ሬԦ is a source
viscous stresses as well as the heat diffusion. 
term which comprises all volume sources due to body forces
and volumetric heating. With finite volume method, the
scheme of FDS-ROE was utilised to discretize the vector of
convective fluxes. Laminar flow model was adopted.
Several methods are generally utilized for the blade
rotation description such as the disk-actuator model, the
MRF technique and the full unsteady approaches. Since this
paper focus on the hovering performance of micro rotor
with a steadily rotating velocity, it is convenient to utilize
MRF so that the steady-state solutions are possible with
relatively short computing time and relatively high precision.
The MRF model is a steady-state approximation in which
individual cell zones utilize different frame equations to
solve Navier-Stokes equations. Zones which contain the
moving components can then be solved using the moving
reference frame equations, whereas stationary zones can be
solved with the stationary frame equations. At the interfaces
between cell zones, a local reference frame transformation is
performed to enable flow variables in one zone to be used to
calculate fluxes at the boundary of the adjacent zone. If the
moving reference frame is utilized in the zone, the velocities
and velocity gradients are converted from a moving
reference frame to the absolute inertial frame whereas the
scalar quantities are determined locally from adjacent cells,
since these vector quantities change with a change in
reference frame. On the other hand, the quantities with the
absolute inertial frame can be converted to the moving
reference frame as well.
III.

EXPERIMENTS DESIGN

During the experiments, the voltage input was fixed as a
constant value of 3.7 volt. Then the PWM which controlled
the rotational velocity of motor could be adjusted in term of
Labview. The control signals generated by Labview was

transformed into a analog signals and input into the speed
controller. The rotational speed was from 2,000 to 9,500
RPMs (revolution per minute) with an increment of 500
RPMs. The thrust, torque, voltage, current, rotational speed,
temperature, and pressure were measured for ten times for
every rotational velocity.
In the experiment, the thrust coefficient  , the power
coefficient  , and the figure of merit (FM) were utilized to
state the performance of rotor.
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The Reynolds number is defined as that at the 75% of blade
as follows.

Re

ȡ:0.75 Rc0.75
  
ȝ

In the experiment, two principal sources of uncertainty
were contained. One is the bias errors inherent in the
measurement devices with regard to offset and drift, and the
other is the precision error. The results and errors were
processed with the methods proposed in [15].
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Unstructured grid was formed around the rotor as
illustrated in Fig. 3. The flow field was divided into two
blocks in which the small block was for the micro rotor. The
geometry of rotor blades was two slices with a thickness less
than 2% of chord as illustrated in Fig. 4. Since the rotor was
driven by a motor with a diameter of 1cm, a cylinder was
inserted between the two blades. The number of grid cells is
1.96 Million.

Figure 5. Thrust coefficient varying with Re.

From Fig. 5, it can be found that the thrust coefficient
measured is between 0.028 and 0.03, while the
computational results show that the thrust coefficient is from
0.038 to 0.04. The computational results are 33% higher than
the experimental results. And the thrust coefficient increases
slightly with the Reynolds number. Figure 6 illustrates the
power efficient varying with the Reynolds number. The
power efficient measured augments from 0.0080 to 0.0096
with the Reynolds number. In general, the computational
results are slightly higher than the experimental results at
low rotational velocity but approximate to the experimental
results at high rotational velocity. However, the tendency of
computational results varying with Re is distinct to that of
experimental results. In Fig. 7, comparison of figure of merit
between the experiment and computation is presented. From
experiments, it is found that the figure of merit is from 0.25
to 0.3. However, the figure of merit is from 0.40 to 0.45 in
terms of the computations. The computational results are
54.5% higher than the experimental results. In general, the
figure of merit is lower than 0.45 which is fairly lower than
that of full-scaled helicopter which is about 0.7 to 0.8.
According to the experimental results and the
computational results, the performance of micro rotor was
degraded with the reduction of rotor diameter. One of the
explanation is that the reduction of rotor size causes low
Reynolds number which induces the degradation of
aerodynamic performance of rotor. Great distinctions have
been found between the experimental results and
computational results, especially for the thrust efficient. The
main contributing factor is the discriminations between the
real blades and the geometry of blades formed for
computations. Although a long carbon tube was utilized to
avoid the influence of the beam load cell to the rotor, the
downstream flow of the rotor experienced a certain blockage
by the blades speed sensors. Other contributing factor to the
errors is the balance-rotors installation.
V. CONCLUSION
With the reduction of micro rotor diameter, the static
performance becomes more important due to the strict

Figure 6. Power coefficient varying with Re.

Figure 7. FM varying with thrust coefficient.

requirement of long endurance of rotary-wing MAVs. The
work in this study focus on the experimental and
computational study of static performance of a carbon
laminate rotor MCF3225.
A test bench composed of a torque sensor for torque
measurement and a beam load cell for thrust measurement
was designed in order to detect the small magnitude of
torque and thrust simultaneously. The MCF3225 rotor was
tested in a low Reynolds range from 2,000 to 1,6000.
Computations were also performed with incompressible
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations coupling
laminar model. The figure of merit was found less than 0.45.
It is evident that the static performance of micro rotor
decreases greatly with the reduction of rotor diameter. Also
great discriminations were found between the experimental
results and computational results. It is analyzed that the
geometry error, the influence of speed sensor, or installation
error may induce these discriminations.
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STUDY ON THE INFLUENCE OF INTERCEPTOR MISSILE SHROUD
COVERS SEPARATION TO INFRARED WINDOWS
*

LIU Zhen , XU Min

(College of Astronautics, Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi’an 710072, China)

Infrared windows are dramatically influenced by the separation of interceptor missile shroud cover.

Abstract:

Simulations on the interceptor missile shroud covers separation are based on compressible Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, moving multi-block chimera structure grid technique and finite volume method.
The Roe’s Flux Difference Splitting (FDS-ROE) method and a second-order implicit dual-time scheme
reconstructed by Lower-Upper Symmetric Gauss-Siedel ( LU-SGS) scheme are involved in solving Navier-Stokes
equations. Consequently, the disturbed flow field near the infrared window due to the shock wave interaction
during the separation is presented. And the pressure oscillations at different positions on the infrared window are
compared. The influence of the flow field on the infrared windows at every time step is captured. Besides, the
trajectory of the shroud covers is predicted and the pressure contours during the separation are described.
Key words:

interceptor missile; shroud covers separation; infrared windows; pressure oscillations; overset grid
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A nano coaxial rotor was designed, fabricated and studied experimentally at an ultralow Reynolds number ranging from 5000 to 20,000. The Minimum Induced Loss theory
was employed to optimize the geometry of nano coaxial rotor with the introduction of
weights to take into account the interference of upper rotor and lower rotor. The chord
and twist distributions of both rotors were achieved as a result. Nano coaxial rotor was
then fabricated with a lightweight material of carbon laminate. Two rotor slices were
obtained with mass less than 0.3 g and the thickness less than 0.23 mm. Successively, a
sensitive test bench was designed to measure the hovering performance of nano coaxial
rotor. Single upper rotor and lower rotor were tested with the test bench as well as
the isolated upper rotor and lower rotor of nano coaxial rotor. It is found that the
designed nano coaxial rotor can generate a thrust of 0.105 N with torque cancelled. And
the comparison between single rotor and isolated rotor of nano rotor showed that the
mutual interaction between rotors improves upper rotor performance but impairs lower
rotor performance.
Keywords: Nano Air Vehicle; Nano coaxial rotor; Design and fabrication; Hovering performance.

1. Introduction
Nano Air Vehicles (NAVs)[Pines, 2005] was proposed by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) as an unmanned aerial robot allowing reconnaissance inside buildings, penetration of narrow entries and transmission of data
without being detected and required for both military and civil applications. It is
a new conceptual controllable unmanned air vehicle which can hover and ﬂy at low
speed with dimension less than 7.5 cm and weight lower than 10 grams. Coaxial rotor
∗ Corresponding

author.
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conﬁgurations process the advantages of compactness, high payload-carrying ability,
and high hovering performance within the size and weight constraints. Therefore,
this study draws attention to the design, fabrication and validation of nano coaxial
rotor with optimized hover ability.
The design of the rotor is the essential part of the propulsive system design, especially for small rotary-wing UAVs. However, the design of nano rotor is scarcely studied due to its small size and low rotational speed despite of the fact that the design
of micro or conventional full-scale rotor [Leishman, 2000] is well studied. Bohorquez
[2007] designed a coaxial rotor of conventional blade with a diameter of 22.4 cm.
The blade tip shape, blade solidity and blade airfoil were investigated with a single
rotor bench to obtain a high FM [Bohorquez et al., 2003]. However, the design did
not take into account the interference between the upper rotor and the lower rotor.
Kroo [2000]and Kim [2004] used the conventional Minimum Induced Loss theory
(MIL) proposed by Larrabee [1979] to design teetering rotor. The design of teetering rotor based on optimization methods has been well studied since last century.
Adkins [1994], Rzik [1986] and Kroo [1984] improved this method and utilized it
on more issues. However, modern optimization methods, such as multidisciplinary
design optimization (MDO), genetic algorithm (GA) and evolutionary algorithm
(EA), provide more choices for rotor optimization. Gur [2009] adopted the MDO
method to design a propeller which can satisfy the requirements of thrust, power,
acoustics and structure. Luo [2003] utilized GA method to optimize a propeller
by parameterizing it with two three-order Bezier curves. Traditional optimization
method is capable of achieving a single-objective optimization results but always
obtains the theoretical results while neglecting other factors. Modern optimization
methods can solve multi-objective problems easily but with the sacriﬁce of eﬃciency. Furthermore, the smooth geometric form might not be achieved because
of multi-objectives in some cases. Nano coaxial rotor requires a small mass and a
high strength, so lightweight material shall be used. Carbon laminate, plastic and
ﬁberglass are widely utilized to fabricate small rotors [Bohorquez et al., 2003].
Experiment is an important means to study the performance of nano coaxial
rotor. With the reduction of size and rotational velocity, nano coaxial rotor operates
in a signiﬁcantly low Reynolds number ranging from 5000 to 20,000 accompanying
with the phenomena of separation, transition and reattachment. It is found that
the thrust and the torque of the rotors are signiﬁcantly small of the order of 0.010
N and 0.001 N·m, respectively, representing critical parameters for a typical NAV.
Coupling between torque and thrust makes the measurement sensitive to the test
ﬁxtures. Moreover, the interference between upper rotor and lower rotor increases
further the diﬃculty of measurement. Therefore, measuring both thrust and torque
simultaneously is a signiﬁcant challenge. Bohorquez [2007] developed a simple stand
with load cell and torque sensor to test the hovering performance of micro coaxial
rotor with diameter of 22.4 cm. The experiments were performed on micro coaxial
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rotor with diﬀerent collective angles combinations over a range of rotational velocities. He [2009] conducted the studies of a gearless torque-canceling coaxial propeller
by measuring torque and thrust separately. Schafroth et al. [2009] designed a test
bench with a torque sensor and tension load cell to measure the total thrust and
torque of coaxial rotor with radii from 5 cm to 7 cm. Either the stand is too insensitive to utilize on nano coaxial rotor, or thrust and torque are measured separately.
Therefore, a new test bench shall be designed which allows the measurement of tiny
force and torque simultaneously of nano coaxial rotor.
In this paper, nano coaxial rotor with teetering blades was designed and fabricated for NAVs and the hovering performance of it was studied experimentally.
Firstly, the nano coaxial rotor was designed with MIL optimization methods by
taking into account the interference between upper rotor and lower rotor. In view
of the importance of hover ﬂight, the minimum of hovering performance was taken
as the optimization objective. In succession, the moulds of nano coaxial rotor were
designed and fabricated. Carbon laminate and resin epoxy were utilized as the
lightweight material to fabricate rotors. After the fabrication of nano coaxial rotor,
a sensitive test bench was designed with a beam load cell and a torque sensor to
study the hovering performance of nano coaxial rotor experimentally at an ultra-low
Re. In order to study the interference between upper rotor and lower rotor, experiments were conducted by comparing the performance of isolated upper or lower
rotors with single rotor.

2. Design and Fabrication Methodology
2.1. Design methodology
2.1.1. Objective of design
To solve the problem of signiﬁcant propulsive performance degradation of nano
coaxial rotor due to its small size and low rotational speed, the design of nano
coaxial rotor was performed based on hovering eﬃciency in this study. The objective
of the rotor optimization is to reduce the energy loss as much as possible. A pair of
nano coaxial rotor with a diameter of 7.5 cm and a minimum total thrust of 0.120 N
shall be designed according to the deﬁnition of NAV. The rotational speed is about
6500 RPM and the rotor hub is 0.2 radius of rotor. The airfoil utilized for the blade
is a thin arc airfoil with a maximum camber of 5% at 0.5 chords and a thickness
of 0.2%. The aerodynamic performance of the airfoil shall be calculated at several
diﬀerent ultra-low Res to apply in the optimization.
2.1.2. Optimization methods
The optimization of coaxial rotor focused on the teetering rotor design instead of
conventional full-scale helicopter rotor design. This study designed the nano coaxial
rotor with MIL theory at a freestream velocity of zero, i.e. in hover. Larrabee [1979]
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pointed out that there is a certain variation of circulation along the lifting lines minimizing the energy loss in the wakes of rotor. This circulation is deﬁned by a certain
Goldstein loading which results in the constant displacement velocity v  along the
blade radius. Therefore, the objective of the optimization is to ﬁnd the appropriate
distributions of blade chord and pitch angle so that the constant displacement velocity can be obtained with the speciﬁed thrust, torque and rotational speed. In this
study, the combination of the optimization methods proposed by Larrabee [1979]
and Adkin [1994] was used to design nano coaxial rotor.
Firstly, the displacement velocity shall be determined. At a diﬀerential annulus,
the ﬂow passing by the blade section at radial station r is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The induced velocities of v1 and v2 can be represented with freestream velocity
and rotor rotational speed.
v1 = V · a and v2 = Ω r a

(1)

where terms V , Ω, a and a are freestream velocity, rotational velocity, axial interference factor and radial interference factor, respectively. In terms of the momentum
theory, the thrust T and the torque Q were calculated based on the conservation of
momentum across the rotor disk. The thrust and the torque at a diﬀerential annulus
can be expressed as
dT = 4πrρV 2 (a + a2 )F dr,

(2)

dQ = 4πΩr3 ρV (1 + a)a F dr.

(3)

where ρ is the air density. The original formulas were derived from the incompressible Bernoulli equation neglecting the eﬀect of the swirl velocity, the viscous and
pressure drag. The momentum loss factor F is therefore introduced to correct the
equation based on Prandtl tip loss theory.
If the blade is divided into inﬁnitesimal sections, the blade elements can then
be assumed as a quasi-2D section with mutual inﬂuence of adjacent blade element.
Hereafter, the sectional airloads of each blade element are calculated separately, and
the aerodynamic performance of rotor can be achieved by integrating the aerodynamic forces and moments along the blade. The thrust and torque in the annulus of

Fig. 1.

Flow passing by blade section at radial station r.
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rotor disc can also be expressed as the function of circulation Γ and the ﬂow angle
φ at the annulus.
dT = 2πrρW F v  cos φ sin φ(cos φ − C d /Cl sin φ)dr

(4)

dQ = 2πr2 ρW F v  cos φ sin φ(sin φ + C d /Cl cos φ)dr

(5)

where W , φ, Cd and Cl are ﬂow velocity passing by blade element, helix angle, drag
coeﬃcient and lift coeﬃcient of airfoil at blade station r. Since the thrust and the
torque in the annulus are unique, Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) shall be equivalent to Eq. (4)
and Eq. (5). Hereby, the interference factors can be expressed as,

v
· cos2 φ (1 − C d /Cl tan φ)
a = 2V
(6)

v
· cos φ sin φ(1 + C d /(Cl tan φ))
a = Ωr
From the equations Eq. (5), the ﬁlament helix angle φ can be represented with the
freestream velocity, the rotor rotational speed and induced velocity whether the
viscosity is included or not.
tan φ =

v
V
+
Ωr 2Ωr

(7)

In light of Betz condition, the energy loss is minimum while the value of r tan φ
equals to zero along the blade. Therefore, v  shall be a constant for the whole blade.
The objective of the optimization is to obtain the chord and angle distribution to
generate a constant v  . Thus, the thrust and the torque in the annulus are the
functions of displacement velocity by integrating equation dT and dQ along the
radius.
 R
2πrρW F v  cos φ sin φ(cos φ − C d /Cl sin φ)dr
(8)
T =
R0



R

Q=

2πr2 ρW F v  cos φ sin φ(sin φ + C d /Cl cos φ)dr

(9)

R0

The blade is divided into N elements and every element is assumed to be a very
small segment with constant ﬂow parameters to approximate the integration. Airfoil
aerodynamic parameters at diﬀerent Reynolds numbers were calculated prior to the
optimization so that the lift coeﬃcient and the drag coeﬃcient can be calculated at
arbitrary angle of attack with CFD method. At each element, the Reynolds number
can be calculated from the following formula.
Re =

4πrρF cos φ sin φv 
Cl NB μ

(10)

The drag-to-lift ratio C d /Cl of blade element may be determined with the Re
and a choice of lift coeﬃcient.
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With the speciﬁed thrust or torque (relating with power), blade number, radius,
hub radius, station number, freestream velocity, blade element aerodynamic parameter, rotational speed and the initial lift coeﬃcients distribution along the blade,
the displacement velocity can be calculated. After several iterations, the result may
be obtained. Finally, the blade chord and the twist angle are obtained.
2.1.3. Optimization procedure
In the procedure of the coaxial rotor design, the induced velocity of one rotor will be
recorded as additional axial and rational velocity components of freestream of the
other rotor. However, the interaction between rotors depends on their spacing and
rotational direction. The axial and radial weights are therefore deﬁned to present
the magnitude of the inﬂuence of one rotor to the other. The product of weights
and axial or radial induced velocity of one rotor will be taken as the freestream
velocity of the other rotor so that the coaxial rotor can be designed based on this
input of freestream velocity. Since both rotors rotate in a reverse direction with
small spacing less than 2 R, weights of 1.0 for axial velocity and −1.0 for radial
velocity are speciﬁed to reﬂect the inﬂuence of the upper rotor induced ﬂow to
lower rotor. The products of weights and corresponding induced velocities of upper
rotor are integrated with the freestream velocity of lower rotor as a ﬁnal input
condition to design the lower rotor. And the induced velocity of lower rotor can
then be calculated. Similarly, the induced ﬂow of lower rotor will inﬂuence the
upper rotor as well. An axial weight of 0.5 and a radial weight of 0 are speciﬁed to
account for the inﬂuence of the lower rotor induced ﬂow to the upper rotor. The
products of the weights and induced velocities of lower rotor are then introduced in
the freestream velocity of upper rotor. Thus, the upper rotor is designed with the
freestream. Iterations will stop when no change can be found for chord and twist
angle along the blade for both rotors.
2.2. Fabrication methods
According to the geometry of nano coaxial rotor, two sets of mould are to be
designed and fabricated for upper rotor and lower rotor. Each set of mould is composed of four parts: The ﬁrst part has the convex surface identical to the lower
surface of rotor; the second part has the concave surface identical to upper surface
of rotor; and the other two parts are two components to ﬁx the ﬁrst part and the
second part.
Due to the constraint of NAV weight, the fabrication shall decrease the mass of
both rotors as low as possible while the basic geometry of nano coaxial rotor shall
be ensured. Carbon laminate has the advantages of low density and high solidity
appropriate to be employed on nano coaxial rotor fabrication. Two layers of carbon
ﬁber with thickness of 0.102 mm will be attached on the moulds in a crossed position
with the epoxy resin to ensure the homogenous characteristics in various directions.
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Test bench based on torque sensor.

3. Experiment
3.1. Experimental set-up
A nano-coaxial-rotor test bench mainly constructed by a torque sensor and beam
load cell was developed as shown in Fig. 2. The beam load cell is F1200 sized
at a capacity of 0.5 N from calculated estimates. The hovering torque sensor is
DH15 from the SCAIME company with a capacity of 0.005 N·m and accuracy
class of 0.2%. Torque sensor was secured on an aluminum beam which is strictly
horizontal. Extended supporting beams were installed on the torque sensor to avoid
the blockage of the torque sensor to the rotor wake. At one end of supporting beam,
beam load cell was ﬁxed horizontally. Additionally, a long carbon tube was equipped
vertically at one end of the beam load cell to support the motor and rotor to be
tested. Another motor and rotor are ﬁxed right above the rotor to be tested with
a long carbon tube. The position of this rotor can be well adjusted so as to test
the coaxial rotor at the right rotor spacing. Once the thrust is generated by the
rotor to be tested, it will be detected by beam load cell when the torque acts on the
hovering torque sensor via the vertical aluminum supporting beam. Thus, the thrust
and torque of one rotor can be measured simultaneously under the inﬂuence of the
other rotor. After the measurement of this rotor, the other rotor shall be switched
on the beam load cell and the same test condition shall be kept. As a result, the
propulsive performance of both rotors is achieved. The speed measurement system
was a speedometer which was able to emitter and receive laser. It was ﬁxed just
under the rotor. Hereby, rotational speed could be measured and then transferred
to the data acquisition system. Thick wires were adopted to connect the electronic
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devices on the test bench to reduce inner resistance of the whole circuit. The electric
parameter measurement system consists of an ampere meter and a voltmeter to
measure the current and voltage passing through the controller. The controller was
YGE4-BL2 from Wes-Technik for brushless motors.
All output signals were transferred to a PXI-1050 chassis for processing. Via a
front module PXI-8336, PXI-1050 chassis is connected through an optical cable to a
Dell Optiplex 330 PC with 1.98 GB RAM. The PC runs Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX) as driver interface between control software, LabView, and
the PXI-1050. A command generated by Measurement and Automation Explorer
(MAX) and Labview was input in NI PXI-6229 series which could transformed
this digital signal into a analog signal transmitting to the speed controller, and the
measurements acquired during the experiment (voltage, current, thrust, torque and
rotational speed) were relayed back to the MAX and Labview as well.
3.2. Experiment design
Since the torque sensor and 0.5 N beam load cell are two primary sensors to measure the performance of nano coaxial rotor, calibrations of test bench are necessary
to eliminate the error introduced by the non-linear property of sensors and electronic wires. Detailed test bench calibrations were carried out before experiments
to improve the precision of results. In order to take into account the hysteresis
property of both sensors, loads are applied ﬁrstly and then they are unloaded.
After the calibrations of torque sensor and 0.5 N beam load cell, the propulsive performance of single rotor was ﬁrstly measured without the interference of
another rotor. Then the propulsive performance of each rotor of nano coaxial rotor
was measured at a rotor spacing of 1.07 R by ﬁxing the rotational velocity of the
upper rotor at 6,500 RPM, Reynolds number at 3/4 R of 15,000, and changing
lower rotor rotational velocity with the input current from the Reynolds number of
6000–14,000. And the experimental results were compared with that of single rotor.
The interaction between lower rotor and upper rotor was analyzed.
The experiments were all carried out at a tension input to controller of 3.7 V
which has the same value as the NAV battery. During the experiment, the rotational
speed, input current, input voltage, the thrust and the torque of each rotor were
measured.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Rotor optimization results
The optimization result of nano coaxial rotor was achieved when solution converged
after six iterations and there were no changes for chord and twist angles. In the end,
an upper rotor with mean chord of 0.33 R and mean twist angle of 17.21◦ and a lower
rotor with mean chord of 0.31 R and mean twisted angle of 17.67◦ were obtained
(Fig. 3).
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(b)

Blades chord and twist distribution: (a) upper rotor, (b) lower rotor.

The nano coaxial rotor was ﬁnally designed. The analytical method was utilized
here to design nano coaxial rotor. This method requires the input of the aerodynamic
parameters of blade airfoil which are interpolated with the computational results
obtained with CFD method. This method has a good precision without stall of
airfoil and has been validated [Adkins, 1994]. And the rotor geometries can be
obtained eﬃciently comparing with the other optimization method. However, the
unsteady aerodynamic eﬀects which are signiﬁcant at ultra-low Re were not taken
into account in the design due to the application of the analytical method.
4.2. Rotor geometry
Two sets of moulds were designed as shown in Fig. 4. The function of every part
is stated in section 2.2. With these moulds, rotors were fabricated as shown in Fig.
5. The mass of each rotor is less than 0.3 g and the thickness is found less than
0.23 mm.
Due to the constraint of the fabrication method, the geometry of fabricated rotor
diﬀers from that of optimum rotor. The thickness of the blade is nearly constant
resulting in the change of airfoil at diﬀerent stations. The ﬂuidity of the epoxy resin
also causes the imbalance of distribution because of the gravity.
4.3. Experimental results
Calibrations of beam load cell (thrust) and torque sensor (torque) are shown in
Fig.6. In the ﬁgure, the thrust applied and torque applied are the known mass or
torque added on the test bench, while thrust measured and torque measured are
quantities measured by the test bench. One-order polynomial functions (straight
lines) were ﬁtted respectively so that a relationship between the measured value
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(a)

Fig. 4.

(b)

Moulds for nano coaxial rotor: (a) upper rotor, (b) lower rotor.

Fig. 5.

(a)

Fig. 6.

Nano coaxial rotor.

(b)

Calibration of test bench: (a) thrust, (b) torque.
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and real value could be established. However, ﬁtted functions introduce errors into
the results. The relative ﬁt error is deﬁned as the ratio of the diﬀerence between
the real value added on test bench and the ﬁtted value obtained from the function
to the real value. It is found that the relative ﬁt error for thrust is very low and
the hysteresis property of test bench is very weak. Therefore, ﬁtted functions are
appropriate to give a reasonable precision for results and test bench shows a good
performance.
The hovering performances of single upper rotor and lower rotor were ﬁrstly
studied experimentally at ultra-low Res. And the hovering performance of coaxial
rotor was studied successively. Comparisons were performed between single rotor
and isolated rotor of coaxial rotor to understand inﬂuence of rotor interaction to the
rotor performance by virtue of experiment as illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. It is found
the thrust of single upper or lower rotor increase with the increase of Reynolds
number. And the maximum thrusts of upper rotor and lower rotor are 0.146 N and
0.112 N, respectively. Lower rotor generated a higher thrust than the upper rotor at
the same Reynolds number. On the other hand, the maximum thrust of the isolated
upper rotor and that of isolated lower rotor of nano coaxial rotor are 0.067 N and
0.055 N. The total thrust of coaxial rotor is 0.105 N when both rotors rotated at a
velocity of 6500 RPM, that is the Re of upper rotor is 14,900 and the Re of lower
rotor is 12,700. When comparing single rotor and isolated rotor of coaxial rotor, the
single upper rotor generated a thrust slightly higher than that of the upper rotor of
coaxial rotor at the same Re, while the single lower rotor generated a thrust fairly
higher than that of the lower rotor of nano coaxial rotor at the same Re. However,
the diﬀerence between the experimental thrust of single lower rotor and the lower

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Comparison between the isolated rotor of coaxial rotor and single rotor by virtue of
experiments: (a) thrust, (b) torque.
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Fig. 8.

Comparison of F M between the isolated rotor of coaxial rotor and single rotor.

rotor of coaxial rotor decreases with the increase of Re, and the experimental thrust
of lower rotor of coaxial rotor exceeded that of single lower rotor at a certain Re.
It is evident that the induced ﬂow of upper rotor has a negative eﬀect on the
thrust of lower rotor at low Re but a positive eﬀect at high Re. The experimental
results for torque exhibit nearly the same trend. The total torque of coaxial rotor
is 2.84×10−5 N·m which states that the torque is nearly canceled. The torque of
upper rotor of coaxial rotor is identical to that of single upper rotor at the same
Re while the torque of lower rotor of coaxial rotor is lower than that of single lower
rotor and the discrimination increases with the reduction of Re. Because of the
interaction, the F M of the upper rotor of coaxial rotor increased while the F M of
the lower rotor of coaxial rotor decreased when comparing with single upper and
lower rotor as illustrated in Fig. 8. It is detected that F M s of single upper rotors
vary from 0.55 to 0.63 while those of lower rotors are less than 0.3. F M s of the
isolated upper rotor of a coaxial rotor range from 0.65 to 0.75 whereas those of the
isolated lower rotor of a coaxial rotor are from 0.2 to 0.25. Herein, the interaction of
upper rotor and lower rotor improves the performance of upper rotor but degrades
the performance of lower rotor. Leishman etc. [2006] found that the F M of upper
rotor of a full-scale coaxial Mono Tilt Rotor (MTR) approximates to 0.7 and that
of lower rotor is 0.45. It can be found that the peroformance of upper rotor of nano
coaxial rotor approaches that of full-scale MTR, whereas the performance of lower
rotor of nano coaxial rotor is lower than that of full-scale MTR. However, results
of both kinds of coaxial rotor indicate that the performance of upper rotor is prior
to that of lower rotor due to the interference between upper rotor and lower rotor.
The study of micro coaxial rotor (Bohorquez [2007]) showed similar conclusion.
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5. Conclusion
The performance of propulsive system of NAV has a direct impact on the ﬂight
performance of NAV. In this paper, a nano-coaxial rotor propulsion set was designed,
fabricated and studied experimentally.
As the main component to generate lift and thrust, the propulsive performance
of nano coaxial rotor determines the ﬂight performance of NAV. So, the objective
of design is to obtain a nano coaxial rotor of high propulsive performance with
the other constraints such as diameter, thrust and rotational velocity etc. Then,
nano coaxial rotor was designed based on MIL theory. Weights were introduced to
take into account the mutual interference of upper rotor and lower rotor during the
design. The products of weights and the induced ﬂow velocities of one rotor were
combined with the freestream velocity of the other rotor to optimize the rotor. After
a few iterations, the distributions of chord and twist of nano coaxial rotor were then
obtained. An upper rotor with mean chord of 0.33 R and mean twist angle of 17.21◦
and a lower rotor with mean chord of 0.31 R and mean twisted angle of 17.67◦ were
obtained. It is found that the nano coaxial rotor has larger chords and higher twist
angles than micro rotor or full-scale rotor. Finally, the rotor was fabricated with
carbon laminates. The nano coaxial rotor fabricated has thickness of 0.23 mm and
mass of less than 0.3 g. Conﬁned by the fabrication technique, the form of each
rotor varies slightly from that of optimized rotor.
The experimental study of the hovering performance of nano coaxial rotor was
carried out. The hovering performance of single rotor was measured without the
interference of another rotor as well. Comparisons were performed between the
hovering performance of isolated rotor of nano coaxial rotor and single upper rotor
or lower rotor to investigate the interaction between upper rotor and lower rotor.
Results showed that the value of thrust of nano coaxial rotor is higher than 0.1
N and the value of torque of nano coaxial rotor is nearly zero with both rotors at
6,500 RPM. The comparisons between the isolated rotor of coaxial rotor and single
rotor showed that the propulsive performance of upper rotor augmented while that
of lower rotor degraded. The ﬁgure of merit of the lower rotor increased with the
increase of the thrust coeﬃcient to rotor solidity ratio and the best ﬁgure of merit
for the upper rotor (0.65–0.75) was higher than the value for the lower rotor (0.23).
In conclusion, nano coaxial rotor of large chords and high twist angles along the
blade was well designed and fabricated with composite materials. The propulsive
performance of designed coaxial rotor was ﬁne to provide the suﬃcient thrust for
NAV. The mutual interaction between rotors improves upper rotor performance but
impairs lower rotor performance.
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APPENDIX B: EXPERIMENT PART
B 1: Beam Load Cell－F1200

F1200 is a series of beam load cell distributed by company MEIRI. In the
experiment, three capacities of 0-0.5N, 0-1.0N and 0-2.0N are involved. The
dimension of load cell is illustrated in the following figure.

Figure 1. Load cell dimension.
The specifications of beam load cell are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 Specification of load cell.
Etendues de Mesure (E.M.)
0.5 ; 1 ; 2 ; 5 ; 10 ; 20 ; 50 ; 125 N
Sensibilité
1 mV/V nominal
Surcharge admissible
200% de l’E.M.
Non linéarité
0,025% de l’E.M.
Hystérésis
0,03% de l’E.M.
Non Répétabilité
0,05% de l’E.M.
Fluage(après 30 min à’E.M.)
0,05% de l’E.M.
Impédance
350 ou 1000 Ω
Température de fonctionnement
de -10 C à +70 C
Dérive en temp : sur la sensibilité 0,03% / C
Dérive en temp : sur le zéro
0,03% / C
Déflexion
voir tableau
Alimentation recommandée
10 VDC ou VAC
Résistance d’isolement
1000 GΩ à 50 VDC
Connexion
4 conducteurs de 30 cm
And the deflection of the load cell after loading is listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Deflection of load cell.
E.M.(Newton) Epaisseur(mm) Déflexion(mm)
0,5
3,0
0,76
1
3,0
0,56
2
3,0
0,41
5
3,0
0,28
10
3,0
0,24
20
5,0
0,25
50
5,0
0,14
125
5,0
<0,10
Source: http://www.meiri.com
B 2: DH-15 Torque sensor

The DH-15 torque sensor used in the experiment is a static sensor with
capacity of 0.005N·m having overload protection function as illustrated in Figure 2.
The diameter of DH-15 is 44mm and the length is 58mm as illustrated in Figure 3 and
Table 3. And the specifications of DH-15 are illustrated in Table 4.

Figure 2. DH-15 torque sensor.

Figure 3. Dimension of DH-15.

Table 3. Dimension of DH-15.
Parameters

A

C

D

E

F

G

K

M

P

Values(mm)

3

5

44

38

4×90°

58

M3

10

30

Table 4. Specification of DH-15.
Parameters

Unit

Values

Nominal load

N·m

0.005

Sensitivity

mV/V

0.5

Accuracy class
Service torque
Limit torque
Overload protection
Ultimate torque
Max. dyn. load
Bridge resistance
Excitation voltage
Nominal temp. range
Service temp. range
Twist angle by nominal load

% v. E.
% v. E.
% v. E.
% v. E.
% v. E.
% v. E.
Ω
V
°C
°C
°

0.2
130
200
500
800
70
350
2 to 10
-5 to +45
-15 to +55
<0.2

Source: www.lorenz-messtechnik.de
B 3: Motors

G10 PICO
Motor G10 PICO is a brushless outrunner motor designed and fabricated by
MICROINVENT company as shown in Figure 4. The outer diameter of motor is
10.0mm and the weight is 1.28 g. The detailed specifications are presented in Table 5.

Figure 4. Motor G10 PICO.

Table 5. Specifications of G10 PICO.
Parameters

Value

Voltage supply

3.6 V

Max. current of motor

0.65 A

Outer diameter of rotor

10.0 mm

Length of motor with flange

14.0 mm

Mass

1.28 g

Sources: http://www.microinvent.com/
G10 NANO
Motor G10 NANO is a brushless outrunner motor designed and fabricated by
MICROINVENT company as shown in Figure 5. The outer diameter of motor is
10.0mm and the weight is 1.65 g. The detailed specifications are presented in Table 6.

Figure 5. Motor G10 NANO.
Table 6. Specifications of G10 NANO.
Parameters

Value

Voltage supply

3.6 V

Max. current of motor

0.80 A

Outer diameter of rotor

10.0 mm

Length of motor with flange

15.0mm

Mass

1.65 g

Sources: http://www.microinvent.com/
G10 MICRO
Motor G10 MICRO is a brushless outrunner motor designed and fabricated by
MICROINVENT company as shown in Figure 6. The outer diameter of motor is
10.0mm and the weight is 2.4 g. The detailed specifications are presented in Table 7.

Figure 6. Motor G10 MCRO.
Table 7. Specifications of G10 MICRO.
Parameters

Value

Voltage supply

3.6 V

Max. current of motor

1.30 A

Outer diameter of rotor

10.0 mm

Length of motor with flange

16.0mm

Mass

2.40 g

Sources: http://www.microinvent.com/
LRK10-1-50Y
LRK10-1-50Y is a brushless outrunner motor from the Wes-Technik company
as shown in Figure 7. And the configuration of motor is presented in Figure 8. The
mass of the motor is about 1.4g and the maximum thrust is declared to be 20g. The
detailed specifications are presented in Table 8.

Figure 7. Motor LRK10-1-50Y.

Figure 8. Configuration of LRK10-1-50Y (Unit: mm).

Table 8. Specifications of LRK10-1-50Y.
Parameters

Value

Mass

1.4g

Diameter

13mm

Length

17mm

No. of windings

50

Connection

Y

Specific idle speed

6000rpm/V

Max. input power

8W

No. of NiCd cells

3-6

No. of LiPolymer cells

1-2

Max.current(cooled)

1A

Max Voltage

7.6V

No. of poles

14

Sources: http://www.wes-technik.de

B 4: Rotors

MCF3222
MCF3222 is a 81 mm × 56 mm propeller weighing 0.2 g from
MICROINVENT company as illustrated in Figure 9. Detailed specifications of
MCF3222 are presented in Table 9.

Figure 9. MCF3222.
Table 9. Specifications of MCF3222.
Parameters

Value

Maximal diameter

81 mm

Pitch

56 mm

Mass

0.2 g

Hole diameter
Usable for maximal thrust

1.0 mm
25 g

Sources: http://www.microinvent.com/
MCF3225
MCF3225 is a 81 mm × 63 mm propeller weighing 0.2 g from
MICROINVENT company as illustrated in Figure 10. Detailed specifications of
MCF3225 are presented in Table 10.

Figure 10. MCF3225.
Table 10. Specifications of MCF3225.
Parameters

Value

Maximal diameter

81 mm

Pitch

63 mm

Mass

0.2 g

Hole diameter

1.0 mm

Usable for maximal thrust

25 g

Sources: http://www.microinvent.com/
U80
U80 is a 80 mm × 50 mm propeller weighing 0.7 g from Wes-Technik
company as illustrated in Figure 11. Detailed specifications of U80 are presented in
Table 11.

Figure 11. U80.
Table 11. Specifications of U80.
Parameters

Value

Maximal diameter

80 mm

Pitch

5 mm

Mass

0.7 g

Hole diameter

0.98 mm

Sources: http://www.wes-technik.de

B 5: Speed Controller

YGE-4BL speed controller is a speed controller for brushless outrunner motor as
illustrated in Figure 12. The detailed specification are presented in Table 12.

Figure 12. YGE-4BL.
Table 12. Specifications of YGE-4BL.
Parameters
Maximal Continuous Current

Value
4A

BEC

5 V, 1 A

Mass

0.8 g

Steps for timing adjustable

5

Clock Frequency

16 kz

Overload Protection

4.5 A

Dimension

12×17×4 mm

Mass (without wires and connectors)

0.8

Number of Nicd/Nimh Cells

1-2

Number of Lipo Cells

1-3

Sources: http://www.wes-technik.de

